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CHAPTER '[X]

OF THE EXAMINATION OF WITNESSES

S. 135. Order of production and examination of witnesses.—The
order in which witnesses are produced and examined shall be regulated by
the law and practice for the time being relating to civil and criminal proce-
dure respectively, and, in the absence of any such law, by the discretion of
the Court.

SYNOPSIS

Principle and Scope
Witness  Where fro iii to

Give Evidence

Right to Begin Cisil Cases)

Right to ltcgiri C i iiiiii,il Cscsi

Right of Reply
Criminal Cases

- Appeal

Attendance of \\itI's'i's
to Testify or to Produce
Documcnts—I'emilty
For Disobedience, etc

Ordering Out of Court

Order of Production and Exami-
nation of Witnesses. (Right to
Begin and Right of
Reply in Civil Cases)

Principle and Scope.—This section says that the order of production and

examination of witnesses shall be regulated by the rules of law and practice relating

to civil and criminal procedure. Primarily it is the lawyer's privilege to determine the

order in which witnesses should he produced and examined; but the court has always

a discretion in the naIler (post: "Advocate 's prms-i/cgc as to oi*r of production
—Court's discretion")_ The arrangenicnt of testimony is a matter ol experience

and skill. Ordinarily, events should he presented its chronological order and

intelligent witnesses should he ex-tttnned first in order to create a favourable impres-

sion. Some are of opinion that one of the best witnesses should be cxaiutucd last, for

the finishing touch. It has beets held that though counsel has dt'cretioit, the court has

power under s 135 to direct the order itt which witnesses shall he cx-,mtstined lper

JENKINS, CJ] . lii the souse ca
s
e J, observed: The court hums alwa y s the

power to do this under a 135 of the Evidence Act" l(;o,n's cur V. [Ii.cse.ssur, 16 CWN

265: 39 C 245; Aelivuta,iu s: I'i(clia jolt, A 190 1  Al' 4201. Thesubject lies chiefly to

the discretion of , file 	 before whom the cause is tried, it hctttg, front iLS very

nature susceptible of* but few very positive and stringent rules [Greettleal. a 4311. In

Iii the Cc\ Ion Evidence I )idaiaiicc "NIV

214 I
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Bastin v. Carew, 1824 Ry & M 127 ABOTr LCJ said. "I mean to decide this and no

further. That in each particular case there must be some discretion in the presiding

judge, as to the mode in which examination shall be conducted, in order best to

answer the purposes of the justice." (See post).

(Ref Tay ss 1394, 1400-02, Jones ss 807-12; Phip 8th Ed pp 457-59; 35-431.

Witness Wherefrom to Give Evidence.—It is not desirable that 'itness'cs, whe-

ther they are Government officers or not, should give their evidence on the dais b

the side of the court. All witflCSsCS without distinction should give their evidence in

the witness-box, or other place in the court room that is set apart for this purpose Iper

MAR iINFAtJ J, in Wad/iowa v. R, 63 IC 461 : 22 Cii Ii 6691.

It is highly undesirable to allow witnesses scars oil (/01.5 (i5i re Raouhwid, A

953 A 7121 and criminal courts should not give such exceptional treatment to it

pl ice officer, as giving him a seat on the dais (Nathn u. 1?. 88 IC 362 : 8 NIJ 951
Ina transfer application it was alleged that the public prosecutor and the court suh-
uispecn n used to sit with the deputy-magistrate on the c/no 1 he explanation of the

,oicrl w;is that they came to dais to peruse the file and that was the practice in the

rimofussil- The High Court said that 11 1 i should not he allowed (Suie'ida V/i

.tlaitra v. R, AR I'atrika, Aug 15. 1928—GtIOSF. & JACK Ji]. It is inadvisable to

oiler a seat on the dais to a private gentleman while the court is hearing cases.

Court of law is not a place of amusement (per STUARt CJ, in Gaipat i Kosluil-

i',id,i, 93 IC 962].

Right to Begin. (Civil Ca_sesl.—The rule goscrning the production of evidence and
the order in which the witnesses are to be produced and examined, depends upon the
principle which govern the question as to who has the privilege or duty (as the case

nay he) of the right to be,in. The right to begin is obviously an advantage to a party

with a 510mg 
case, for he gets the privilege of making the first impression. If evidence

is 
tendered by the opponent, it gives him a right to reply. Rut, if he has a weak case, the

right to begin, not molten proves a burden. As to the right to begin, Best says—"lI is
sonlctiillcs said that as the plaintiff is the party who brings the case into court, it is
natural that he should be first heard with his complaint; and in one sense of the word,
the plaintiff always begins; for, without a single exception, the pleadings arc opened by
him or his counsel, and never by the defendant or his counsel. But, asit is agreed on all
hands that the order of proving depends on the burden of proof, if it appears on the
statement of the pleadings that the plaintiff has nothing to prove,—that defendant has
admitted every fact alleged, and takes oil to prove something, which will defeat
the plaintiff's claim.—he ought to be allowed to begin, as the burden of proof then lies

on him. (See Or 18 rr 1-3, C P Code, 1908). The authorities on the subject present

almost a chaos. This much only is certain, that if the onus of proving the issues or any

one of the isSuCs, however numerous they may be. lies on the plaintiff, he is entitled to

begin (Wood e Prinilc, I Moo & R 277; Curtis s Wheeler. 4 C & P 1961 and it seems

that if the onus of proving all the issues lies oil defendant, and the damages which
the plaintiff could legally recover are either nominal or mere matter of computation,

here also the defendant may begin" (Plower c Caster, 1 Moo & M 241; Best ss 637-39

see also Tay s 378; als 3rd Ed Vol 15 para 494]. As to opening plaintiff's case, see1 l 
Sarkar's hints on Modern Advocacy, 3rd Ed p 77 et seq and as to opening defendant's

case, see p 87 ibid.
Where there are several issues, the burden of proving sonic of which lies on the

other party, the party beginning, may at his option, either produce his evidence on
those issues or reserve it by way of answer to the evidence produced by the oilier

party [see Or 18 r 3, C I' Code. I 908].
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Right to Begin. [Criminal Cases].—In criminal trials the prosecution always
begins. If the prisoner is defended, the counsel for the prosecution opens the case; if
undefended and there is no peculiarity in the facts, an opening statement is often
omitted; when there is no prosecuting advocate, there can be no opening, since the
prosecutor not being a party, is never allowed to address the jury, or act as advocate
ER s Brice, 2 B & Aid 606; R v. Gurney, 11 Cox 414, 422n; Phip 11th Ed p 6781. As
to the guiding principles for opening the prosecution case, sce Sarkar's Cr P Code,
4th Ed, s 226.

Where in a sessions trial the judge convicts the accused but reserves the question
of admissibility of the evidence objected to for the opinion of the Full Bench, the
counsel for the accused should begin and have right to reply before the Full Bench ] R
o Pwtc/iu, 24 CWN 501 : 31 CU 4021. As to opening of case and the mode of trial
in summons cases, see ss 251-59 Cr P Code; in warrant ease instituted on a police
report, see ss 238-43 and 248 Cr P Code; in any other warrant case, see ss 234-49 Cr
P Cod.'; ni esstons cases, see ss 225-37 Cr P Code.

Right to Repl y in Criminal Cases—The English practice is that it any witness
other than the dccndan1 is called for the dL'lc!icu oi dll lv dutoci;	 jut in
for the iklcncC. the prosecution has the right to reply (28 & 29 Vie c 18 s 2;-61 & 62
Vic e 36 s 3). Fven if no witnesses are called by the accused, ct ii Ins counsel has at

many time during the trial put in any document or even without formally putting it in,
cross-examined upon and read parts of it to the jury, the prosecution has the right to
reply 11? i: Hale, 1924, 1KB 602; Archbold Cr P1 2401 Ed p 223: Phip 8th Ed p 41-
42; Roseoc Cr B y 13th Ed p 1861. The same view was taken in Madras and
Allahabad in decisions under the s 292 of old (1882) Cr P Code [See R o Hasjielci,
14 A 212: 11 M 339; also see R o Moss, 16 A 88—CONTRA: R o Giecs, 10 C 1024;
R o Kali i'rcsurina, 14 C 245; R i' Solomon, 17 C 930; R o Sreenath, 43 426; R v.
Krishnaji, 14 B 436].

Prosecution has right of reply even when only one of several azcused adduced evidence
ER : Sathuiwtd, 18 B 364]. If the newspaper report of the previous trial including the
deposition of the witness, is put in by the accused during aoss-cxamination of that
prosecution witness, the Crown has a right of reply [R p. Manuel. 4 LBR 5 : 6 Cri U 1161.
When accused puts in deposition of witness before committing magistrate, prosecution
has no right to reply [R v. Stewart, 31 C 1050: 8 CWN 528]. When oral or documentary
evidence is adduced by the defence through the mouth of the prosecution witness, it is for
the court to decide in each particular case whether the prosccuticn is taken by surprise and
it assigns him the right to reply [R t: Bhuro, 8 Cd U 215].

The prosecution has no right of reply when counsel for axused has during cross-
examination of a prosecution witness and before the close of the case for Crown, put
certain letters, which do not form part of the record, to such witness and then
tendered and had them admitted in evidence (R i' Srcenatlt, 43 C 426). The decisions
under the old Cr P Code should be read subject to the provisions of Act 2 of 1974.

11 has beeti held in a case in England that where by leave of the judge the accused
read a portion of document to the jury, but document was noe. properly admissible in
evidence and was not exhibited, the prosecution has no nght to make a second
speech ]R Hales, 1924, I KB 6021.

In summary cases, no right of reply is allowed to cithe- side (Summary Juris-
diction Act, 1848, 11 & 12 Vie c 43 s 14).

S 234 of Act 2 of 1974 relates to right of reply. When nc examination of wit-
nesses if an y ) for the defence is complete, the prosecutor s:-,-,is tip his case and the
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accused is entitled to reply. When any point of law is raised by the defence the prose-
cution may give a reply only with regard to such point of law with the permission of
the court. An erroneous decision as to right of reply is a mere irregularity [Kunden v.

R, 32 Cri Li 9441. Sec further Sarkar's Cr P Code, 4th Ed.
—Appeal.--Tic appellant is entitled to reply to the prosecution arguments [Pro-

moda r. R, 11 CWN 43n]. S 421 [now s 384(a)] Cr P Code is nbt very preisc.
Reasonable opportunity of being heard" must be taken to include the possible right

()1 reply, if necessary ff10/Ut r: Nagerrdra. 38 C 307; see 1917 PR 211. It has been
held in Oudh that there is no right of reply but the privilege should not ordinarily be
refused LProg i R, 82 IC 33; Mahar i R, 82 IC 37].

Attendance of Witnesses to Testify or to Produce Docunftnts—Penalty For
Disobedience etc.—It is the duty of every good and law abiding citizen to come as a
Witness and to help in the administration of justice by testifying to facts within his
knowled ge or by producing documents in his possession or power. The Procedure
('odes provide for processes from court to compel attendance of witnesses or
product iou of documents Subpoena is of two kinds: (z) subpoena ad tesirficandu'n,

ie tire process directing a witness to attend and testify; (u) subpoena duces zecurn, te
the process ordering the production of documents in the possession or power of a
witness. In India they are usually known by the name of summons.

Ss 30-32 and Or 16 C P Code deal with the procedure for summoning and atten-
dance of witnesses, production of documents by witnesses &c. As to discovery and
inspection, see s 30; Or 16 ir 10-13, 17, 18 provide for penalties for disobedience to
sumnioris Refusal to give evidence renders a witness liable to a suit for damages (s
26 of Act 1 9 of 1853 which is in force in Bengal and s It) of Act 10 of 1855 which is
ill in R ( urbay arid Madras; see Ro y Dhunprrt e Prem, 24 WR 72). Witnesses
c:urtrot ho-sired iii a civit court for damages or prosecuted in a criminal court (other
than on a charge of perjury) iii respect o f f evidence givers by them upon oath in a

11(1 cia! proceeding Ganesh Duct r: Mugiecratn, II BLR 321 PC ante; Bishorrath s

Raoid/ronc. I I WR 42; IThikwrther r. Bechcmram, 15 C 264; R v. Babaji, 17 B 127; R
v /h,Lt.ris1uz, 17 B 57; Thcipleto:r c Lawrie, 25 B 230 o,rle]. As to how far witnesses
are protected in respect of statements made during examination, sec ante s 132.

Or 5 C P Code deals with the issue and mode of service of summons. Any
person Illay be suisimoned to produce a document without being summoned to give
evidence and lie may send the document without producing it personally (Or 16
6: s I l l) lvidence Act). A witness summoned to produce a document is bound to
bring it to court notwithstanding any privilege that he may claim. The validity of
the ohteetion shall he decided by the court (s 162 Evidence Act). Omission to
produce a document which a person is legally bound to produce when ordered by
coin r is an offence under s 175 I 1' Code I R v. Seslia yva, 13 M 24; Ashmatu Ha s 1?,

2 CI.J 6211.
Wit iresscs are to he examined orall y and in open court (Or 18 r 4). Witnesses arc

exempted from personal attendance by reason of residence outside certain limits
(Or lb. r 19. ss 75-78, C I' Code). Women who according to the customs and
manner S of tIre countr y do riot appear irs public (s 132) and certain persons of rank
(s 133) are exempt from pc i sonal appearance in court. Such persons and persons
who arc unable to attend court kill of sickness or infirmity may he exami-
ned on cons5inission (Sec Or 20 and ss 75-78) As to examination of witness about
to leave ruisdicti o ri. see Or IS. r 16, witnesses acting in obedience in Summons

are exempt ruin all—CSI under civil process while going to or returning lion) court
(s 135).
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As to criminal proceedings, summonses to compel appearance are regulated by ss
61-69 Cr P Code. As to processes to compel the production of documents &c see ss
91, 92 and as to search warrants for the purpose, see ss 93, 94 and 101. As to penalty
for non-production, see s 175 IF Code; s349Cr P Code.

Except as otherwise expressly provided, all evidence taken under chapters 18-21
Cr P Code shall be taken in the presence of the accused or when his personal
attendance is dispensed with, in the presence of his pleader (s 273). As to dispensing
with personal attendance see ss 115, 205, 273, 317. As to examination of witnesses
on commission, see ss 284-288 and in the case of ail accused, sec s 299,
Cr P Code.

Ordering Out of Court.—Where collusion among witnesses is suspected or
thcc is reason to believe that any of them will be influenced or when required in
the interests of justice, the court will /iropr:o 7notu or oil application of either
party, order all the witnesses to withdraw except the one under examination Such
an order, although not absolutely a matter of right, is rarely witlicid Soutliev t.

Nash, 7 C & P 632]. The order does not usually extend to a witness who is also a
party, as his presence is necessary for proper conduct of the case. !3u1 when there
are more than one plaintiff or defendant and all ofthem are intcndcd o be
examined, the rule should be applied. The rule does not generally apply td a soli-
citor in the action, nor to scientific witnesses. Experts or professional witnesses
may remain in court while the particular class of evidence commences, but then,
they will have to withdraw and to come one b y one. As parties are competent
witnesses, they like other witnesses may he excluded front court during the exami-
nation of any other witness I Outramn v. 0, \VN 1877, 75 Ac/mrubio'ia V. Pmte/ijmaIi,

A 1961 AP 4201. A wilncss who disobeys the order is guilty of contempt I Cob/n'!

v. Hudson, I E & 13 14, but his evidence cannot he excluded on that ground,
though the value of his testimony will he a matter for observation I (.munciler

home, 2 M & Rob 423: 62 RR 8191. Relying on C/iwo//cr's case it has been held
that the court cannot refuse to examine a witness ([ J ere a dct'cndattt) on the ground
that he was present when his witnesses were previously examined and had done
something which was not desirable jSub/ikarwi o Kedar, 1941 All 612: A 1941 A
314].

The rule as to exclusion does not apply to counsel appearing for parties. There
may be circumstances which may make it desirable to force counsel cited as a wit-
ness in the case not to appear, but they do not render his appearance illegal
[Vernureddi o R. 44 M 916 : 41 MIJ 158: 62 IC 881. Witnesses ordered out should
be kept separate and already examined should remain in court till the others have
testified. [Best. s 636; Tay ss 1400-02; Powell, 9th Ed p 524; Pltip 11th Ed pp 621-
22; Hats 3rd Ed Vol 15 paras 793-941.

Neither the Evidence Act nor the Codes of Civil or Cr Procedure contain an\ rule
for ordering witnesses out of court, although the rule is substantially followed as It

matter of practice. The court has inherent power to regulate the business of the court
in the way it thinks best, or to make any order that may be necessary for the ends of
justice. In the absence of any specific rules, courts should, in tIme exercise of the
discretion given by the section, follow the practice of the English courts.  Th il , view
has also been taken in a case where it has been observed that the court has x)Wcr
unde' s 151 C P Code to order that no witness who is to give evidence should he
pitscnt when the deposition of a previous witness is being taken. Such presence is an
abuse of the process of court (IA,lmarii v. Bo'jai. A 1934 ,'\ 840; AoImvut, yia V.

Gorantla, A 1961 AP 420; Kasi S. A 1966 K 3161.
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Where a party is also a witness, the court can require him to give evidence before

he examines his other witnesses. If he is not willing to do so, the court can order him

out of the court hail when his other witnesses are giving evidence. If the party him-
self is conducting his case without the aid of counsels he can easily examine himself

first and then examine his other witnesses Iflchyutcma v Gorantla, sup). By C P Code

(Am) Act, 1976 a definite rule r 3A in Or 18 has been inserted (see below) with the
object of stopping the practice of litigants giving evidence at the end so as to till in

an y blank or lacuna in the evidence given by witnesses.

Order of Production and Examination of Witneses: [Right to Begin and

Right of Reply in Civil Casesl.----Thc order in which 's itncsscs are produced and
examined is regulated by the Procedure Codes. (the Civil and Criminal Procedure
Codes). Order 18 of the C 1' Code of 1908 contains the rules relatig to the ordc: of
production and examination of witnesses. Rule I of Or 18 provides that the plaintiff
has the right to begin unless the detndant admits all the facts alleged by the plaintiff
and contends that either in point of Law or on some additional facts alleged by the

defendant, the plainti his not entitled to any part of the relief which he seeks. in

which case the ( Ietcndant has the right to begin. Rule 2 of the Code provides that the

;\Lrty having die right to begin shall state its case and produce his evidence in

u p i irt 01 . the issues which lie is bound to prove. The other party shall state his case
and produce his evidence and then address the court gc rieral I y on tilewhole ease.
The party heginning may then reply generally on the whole case. R 2(4) inserted by

976 Ain Act empowers the court to direct or permit any party to eXafliifle any
witness at any stage for reasons to be recorded. Rule 3 provides that when thcie are
several issues arid the burden of provilig some of them lies on the defendant, the
plaint Il may either produce his evidence or reserve it by way of answer to the
evidence produced by the other party. Newly inserted IF 3A provides that where a

party lumseli wishes to appear as a witness lie shall so appear before any other
witness onliis behalf has been examined unless the court for reasons to be recorded
permits hurt to appear as his own witness at a later stage. Rule 4 provides that
witnesses iii attendance are to he examined orally in open court. Rule 5-14, contain
the mode of taking and recording evidence of witnesses. Rule 15 contains the mode
(i t dealing with the evidence taken before another judge. Rule 16 empowers the court
to examine immediately witness about to leave the jurisdiction of the court. Rule 17
empowers the court to recall and examine witnesses; and Rule IS empowers the
court to inspect any property or thing. See also s 6() Evidence Act.

The examination oil co Mill i ssion of persons who arc beyond the limits of the

jurisdiction or are exempt from attendance or are unable to attend as witnesses, is
provided for in. Or 26, rr 1-8 of the C I' Code of 1908.

\V lie re ;I ant admits only some of the allegations in the plaint, lie has not the

right to begin tA/io rc v. l'rc,oclicnid. 7 CLR 2741. Where the interests of t wo or

more sets of defendants are identical, the rule is that alter the close of plaintiff's case
all of them should state their case before evidence is given by either of the

defendants (I,: i-c Duk.iina, 29 C 321 . Where of several defendants, some support

plaintiff 's case, the plaintiff or such of the defendants as support his case, wholl y it

i ll pall , must address the court and call their e v
ide

nce first, and then the other

dcfcnid.inits should address and call their evidence thai Hi/il v. So/rain, 32 13 599 1.

Where defendant raises a preliniiuiry issue that the suit is barred by it's jia/ii 11141,

lie huts the right to begin LFartti11'ui r. Ais/rcibai. 12 It 454j. The piactice ill the

Itonohay High Court is that when respondent raises a preliniintary issue that the suit is

barred, the appellant li:is the right to begin lb?it.5tflhJt u k's.cou')i, 8 13 2871. In a suit
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for restitution of conjugal rights by husband, the wife admitted marriage but pleaded
coercion—Held that defendant had the right to begin [Tuvurianvnal p. Santiago, 7
Bur LT 128 23 IC 2421. Counsel for appellant having cited new cases in reply, res-
pondent's counsel was allowed to address on the new cases [Kernor y. Walton, 9 C
14, 22]. Where a defendant applied for recovery of mesne profits after success in
appeal, in the inquiry before the commissioner he was bound to let in evidence first
[Ro,nakka v. Ne'asam, 47 M 800].

In departmental proceedings if witnesses are not examined in the order laid down
in Evidence Act rules of natural justice are not violatod if no prejudice is caused [B
Bhirnrajee v. Union, A 1971 C 336].

Advocate's Privilege as to the Order of Production and Examination of Wit-
nesses—Court's Discretion.—It is no duty of the court to direct a party as to the
order in which he is to lead his witnesses [Lakshrni c Mukta, 92 IC 1006 ( L )] . But
the court has always power to direct the order in which witnesses shall be examined
]Gope.r.cur v. Bissessur, 39 C 245, ante; Achvutana v. Pirchaia/i, A 1961 AP 4201.
The proffered testimony will not be received out of its regular order, if, in the
discretion of the court, the ends of justice will not thereby he subserved Effort c U S.
Ml lcd 799. At thc close of the cxaminainiii-in-cliel of the plaintiff's attornev'xho
was the first witness called, counsel for the defendant stated that as the plaintiff
should have been first called and given his account of the transactioti the cross-
examination of the attorney he deferred until after the examination-in-chief of the
plaintiff b y his counsel, submitting that the word "examined' in this section included
cross-examination under s 130--Held, that the court should he very slow to interfere
with the discretion of counsel, as to the order in which the witnesses should he
examined, that the ordinary practice should regulate the order of examination and
that the witness should he cross-examined at the close of his examination-in-chief
I Kedar Nat/i i', B/i upendra, 5 CWN xvi.

The ruling of the trial judge upon these matters is not, as a rule, reversible for
error. The rules relating to the order of introducing evidence are for the most part
mere rules of practice; they are under the control of the court and subject to be varied
in the exercise of a sound judicial discretion, so that a departure from the ordinary
rule or a refusal to grant indulgence to a party cannot properly he made a ground of
error [Philadelphia & Ry Cot Simpson, 14 Peters (US) 448; Jones .s 8111. Subject to
the general rule that each party should in his turn, produce all the testimony tending
to support his claim or defence, the order of time for the introduction of evidence to
support the different parts of an action or defence should be generally left to the
discretion of the party and his counsel [Moody r; Peirano, 4 California App 411;
Jones, 8121.

It is not only illegal but improper and unfair for courts to permit the defendant at
the very outset of the case, to be put in the witness-box, nominally as the
plaintiff's witness to be cross-examined in the presence and hearing of the plaintiff
before the plaintiff is even called upon to go into the witness-box and tell his story.
It is certainl y in accoi'd with justice and equit y that a part y who has to defend a
suit should hear what his opponent has to sa, before lie is called upon for an
answer and it is only under exceptional circumstances that the opponent should he
called at all as witness of the party s ho may be there putting his case before the
court ]Max Mink t. Sliankar Dos, 116 PWR 19081. No mode of procedure can he
more unsatisfactory than that of allowing the principal defendant in a suit to g've
his evidence before the plaintiffs' case has been o'ncf o he evidence '1 then
wiincsscs given [Saris/i ''Saris/i. 28 C\VN 327. 332 ' 73 IC 391 : A l ,..01 }'C 731.
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The plaintiff wanted to examine the defendant as his witness before his evidence
was led—Held, that defendant's examination should be postponed (ill the evidence
on plaintiff's side was closed [Ram Narayan v. Bishwanath, 48 CU 1311. If after a
party's witness is examined in part a new witness is allowed to be examined, the
court should first dispose of the objection of the opponent by recording an order
giving reasons for adoption of the unusual course ISaraswati v. Bahadur, A 1939

C 183 68 CLJ 281.

—Criminal Cases.—The public prosecutor should be required to examine the
witnesses in their proper order so as to bring out t'qcts in their logical sequence, and
particularly the expert witnesses, such as the n'i'cdical witnesses ought not to he
examined at an early stage of the trial, when it is impossible to realise oil points
their opinion is necessary [SJiwe Pru r. R, 1941 Rang LR 346 : A1941 R t091. In it

case it was held that a magistrate did not exercise his discretion properly by refusing
the prayer of the accused to cross-examine some prosecution witnesses before cross-
examining the complainant on the ground oh coniplaulLints illness ]Moo.ra Ilaji o
37 C\VN 288] When witnesses are not stimmoried at the instance of the accused for
Cros s-C xa ruination, but are su rnmoncd For c xani in at i on in a de ,roio trial, the order in
which these witnesses are to be examined in chief rests at the discretion of the
1 1 rose cut ion J Shk Ibrahim v. R, A 1934 N 2091

NI u lii p Ic Exam iners.-1 t has long been it tradition that but one counsel should

question during it single stage in the examination (direct or cross, or re-direct) of a
single witness. This tradition rests on a wise policy of protecting the witness from
undue and confusing interrogation, as well as of securing system and brevity by
giving the control of the interrogation into a single hand. The nile is of course subject
to reasonable exceptions allowable in the trial court's discrction moreo

ver it ought
not to apply to the examination of another witness, or of the same witness at another
stage or by a separate party ill the same stage, nor to any process but that of putting
the question to the witness. JWig s 7831. When there are more lawyers than one on it

side, the senior has the conduct of the case. lie can however put the conduct of the
case into the hands of a junior and can resume control with the leave of the court. For
obvious reasons it is eminently desirable that one advocate should act throughout,
specially during the examination of a single witness. "Convenience certainly requires
that the examination of a witness should be carried on entirely by the gentleman who
begins it: and several counsel clearly cannot be permitted to put questions to the
same witness, one after another, in the mariner apprehended. But I think the leading
counsel has a right in his discretion to interpose, and to Lake the examination into his
own hands ...........[ EL.LFN13OROUGFI. LCJ in Doe c Roe, 2 Camp 280] . In a case

where two defendants relied oil same defence, Gitots, C]. said: "The interests of
the defendants being the same, I can only hear one counsel ..........the witnesses are
to be csarnined by the counsel successively, in the same manner as if the defence
were joint and not separate" (Chippendale c Masson, 4 Camp 174). "After one
counsel has brought his examination to a close, no other counsel on the same side
can put it 	 to the same witness" (ChiLly's GenI l'rac, 2nd Ed, III. 891(1,

quoted in Wig s 7831.
Lxainination of Witnesses in Civil Cases. ll)uty of Court to Examine All Wit-

ncses].—As to the mode of examination or taking evidence, see Or 18, i r 4-14. As
to the effect of non-compliance with the provision in Or IS. r 5 as to the icading over
of deposition, sec awe s 80. By 1976 C I' Code (Am) Act the words "when
completed shall he read over in the presence of the Judge and of Lhc witness, and the
judge shall, if necessary, correct the same and sign it" have been omitted in Or IX.

5 Sec continents in S;irkar's C P Code, 601 Ud., notes under Or 11, r 5.
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The parties have a right to insist upon having all the advantages which attach to a
public hearing of the whole case, and the examination of all the witnesses in open
court [Soorendra v. Nan-dan, 21 WR 196). It is not the business of the court to
determine what witnesses shall be examined. The parties must select their own
witnesses, and call upon the court to examine such of them as they may offer for
examination [Sarno Moyee v. Bheem Kumar, 6 WR 231; Deen Dayal 'i Danee, 13
WR 185.1, Every party to a Suit is entitled to have all the witnesses whom he desires
to call, and whom he is ready at the trial to produce, heard by the court, whatever
opinion the court may form by anticipation as to the probable value of the evidence
when it shall be given jLooloo Singh o Rajendra, 8 WR 364; J'aran C/i
Gopeenath, 8 WR 505; Chaudltrs' Khoorgo v Sliib Toliul, 17 WR 1721. As a general
rule, all the witnesses brought forward by a party ought to be examined. But when an
objection is taken in special appeal that the judge below has omitted to examine
certain witnesses, it ought to be shown that the evidence of those witnesses would
havebeen material to the case [Nilkanth v Soosela, 6 \VR 3241. In order to establish
such a plea as that he was not allowed an opportunity to adduce evidence, a party
must show that he tendered witnesses or other evidence and that his tender was
rejected ]J?ukslt Ali Jorwiut, I 1 WR 248; Cliunder Nath t. .4nundamovee, 11 WR
289. See also I? t'. Thlaruni, II WR Cr 15]. Ihe lact of a itness not liavmg been
named in the plaintiff's list of witnesses, is no ground for refusing to exaihine him
when produced at the proper time ]RakIml v Pmrnp. 12 WR 4551.

The courts refused to examine 28 out of 54 witnesses on the ground that it was
unnecessary as they were going to prove the fact deposed to by those already
examined. The Judicial Committee remanded the ease as the refusal was irregular
[Jesct'ant Singjce o Jet Singjec', 2 MIA 424 : 6 WR 46 PC. Sec also Copee Ojlma o
/!iirgobtiid, 12 WR 2991. It is the bounden duty of the judge to receive all the
evidence tendered, unless the object of summoning a large number witnesses
clearly appears to be to impede the adjudication of that ease, or otherwise to obstruct
the ends of justice [Ram Dhun o Rajbullab, 6 I31-R Al) 101. A court cannot refuse to
examine witnesses tendered by the parties 11brahifn o Suleman, 9 B 146. 1491.
Where the lower court refuses to examine all the witnesses tendered by a part y, they
may he examined by the appellate court II2rwnesliari 'e Md Syed. 6 C 60, 611 : 7
CLR 5041. Where the first court considering it unnecessary to examine certain
witnesses for the defence, dismissed the suit, and the appellate court upon the
recorded evidence, reversed the decree and allowed tire plaintil'fs claim—Held that
the lower appellate court before reversing the decree ought to have allowed the
defendant an opportunity to give the evidence which the first court declined to take
(Arjun o Sunkar, 22 B 253; Khuda links/i o hnani Ali, 9 A 339: l)urga Di/ial o
Anoraji, 17 A 29.32 14 AWN 190. Sec Pahitra Ku,iwar e Maharaja of Jienares. 30
A 397; Brij Soondar c Kaimoonnissa, 23 WR 63].

In civil proceedings, it is in the discretion of the Court of the first Instance to allow the
plaintilf to call further witnesses after his case is closed [Rakhal v. Pmiap, 12 \VR 5441.

Evidence on Concmission.—Evidcnec taken under commission becomes
evidence even though not formally tendered and read Isee Ncstarni e Nci:rdll. 26 C
591: Dlmanirwn c'. Moth, 13 CWN 525 30 C 560; Man çobinda v. Saslio,ilra, 35 C
28; Doarka o Gwcga. 8 BLR Ap 102; l/rajcndra o P,a,natha. 37 CWN 6: Rid
Ranml,ilas n Surajmal, A 1936 P 6—CONTRA: Ku.ccmm c: Sar.a. 30 C 999 : 7 CWN
784 and Hemanta e thinku, 9 CWN 7941.

As to when evidence taken under commission ma y he read as evidence, see Or 2(
r S. Although evidence has previously been taken on comm:sIon, it should c.nly be
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permitted to be used at the trial when the witness is proved to be too ill to give his
evidence in court then or is absent for sufficient reason ESatish v. SatLrh, 28 CWN

327 PC: A I923PC73;Mohimv.Naba.30 CWN120n4ClJ2281927C43

Phwrindra v. Pra,rnatha, 32 CWN 128]. Evidence taken on commission can only be
put in on behalf of a party provided the court in its discretion dispenses with proof of
any of the circumstances mentioned in Or 28 r 8(a) [Mahitosh v. Ma4n, 63,C 9341.
Where a commissioner nominated by the parties is appointed with their consent,
evidence taken under the commission is admissible even though the conditions and
limitation laid down in Or 26 rr 1-8 are not fulfilled. But the opinion of the comrrii-
ssioncr who was not examined on oath is not admissible (Gopal Das s Jogannath,

1938 All 3701.

Examination of Witnesses in Criminal Cases: [Duty of Curt].—As to the
order of production and examination of witnesses in summons cases. sec Ch XX
(ss 251-259). in warrant eases, Ch XIX (ss 238-249), in summary trials Ch XXI (ss

260-65), in trials before Courts of Sessions. Ch XVIII (ss 225-237) Cr P Code, see
also s 313. As to mode of taking and recording evidence sec ss 272-283. As to the
elleet of non-complurnee with the provisions of'.,,- 278 see wile s 80.

A magistrate called to prove the identification of accused in jail instead 01 slating

the details merely referred to certain document.,, in which he stated that his evidence

was to be found. The y were marked exhibits. '[his procedure offends against the
most elementary principles of evidence [Lilsiir,'/i R, 5 L 3961. A prisoner oil r,il

is entitled as a matter of right, to have any witnesses named in the list which he
delivered to the magisnate, summoned and examined (I? % P. J'rosonno, 23 \VR Cr 561

Thc Cr P Code does not give any magistrate discretion to dispense with rhe exami
nation of witnesses summoned by the prosecution (R e !'araSL4ra?Pia, 4 NI 3291.

It is irrc.ular to allow a witness to he examined on behalf of the prosecution after
the prisoner has made his defence, when the witness is not one to contradict any new

case set up by the prisoner [R e Chotey, 2 NWI 271; R v. Sharnkishore, 13 WR Ci

361 The spectacle of prosecution examining and cross-examining in order to dis-
credit in advance witnesses whom the defence might call was strongly condemned

(Re Biswanath. 100 IC 365J.

III proceeding under s 110 Cr P Code the magistrate declined to examine on
behalf of the defence more than the same number of witnesses as were cxaminCl for
the nrosccution—Fie!d. that it was wrong to put such an arbitrary limit (Atnirulla

1?. 22 C\VN 4081.

It was held in several cases that it is prima Ideic the duty of the prosecution to call

all witnesses who are able to prove their connection with the transaction in issue and
it' such witnesses are not called the court may properly draw an adverse inference.

The onl y thin callthat ca relieve the prosecution from calling such witnesses is the

reasonable belief, that, IF called, they would riot speak the truth (R e Dhunno Kazi, 8

C 121; see Is' u. Rn,ir Sohai, 10 C 1070; A' i' S1,nro,i, 14 A 521: Is' v. Ku/i l'roso,rnii.

14 C 245; Md urus o A', 50 C 318; Nageirdra 'e A', 27 CWN 820 : 3$ CLI 203 and

cases (urIc under s 1 1-1(g): ''/'resw?rpxu)n from not calling witnesses ...........

I'osses.swi of evidi'nr'e". It was pointed out in Rinuwrja'r A', 42 C 422. 427 that the

words 'in his fw'our" ill A' e Dlrusr,ro Kazs. 8 C 121, 12$ have been wrongly prrnred

for ''iii his poit'i',' 1.

III a case LORr-WIl.r.IAMN. J, observed that 111c, state nire nt oF law in D/iworo Au:, '.

'ocr is too wide arid p prr i vcd of the propo s ition stated in A rchhold 's Cr I'I e ,id or u

27th Ed p 496' "Althoughgli in strici ness it is rot necessary for the prosecutor to call
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every witness whose name is on the back of the indictment (or in India "whose

deposition has been takin"), it has been usual to do so, so that the defendant may

cross-examine them" [Nayan v. R, A 1930 C 134 34 CWN 170]. It has been held in

Madras that fair course would be to put forward to definite case and to refrain from
calling witnesses whom prosecution regards as false or unnecessary [In re Muthaya,

100 IC 531; see also R s; Reed, 490227; R v. Durga, 16 A 84 FB; Doraisami s R,
75 IC 987 45 MU 846). The broad rule laid down in Ramranjan v R, 42 C 42.2 that
the prosecution must call all available eye-witnesses irrespective of considerations of
number and of reliability was disapproved by the Judicial Committee in Senes'iratne
v. R, 41 CWN 65 : A 1936 PC 289. The court cannrt normally compel the prose-
cution to examine a witness which it does not choose to [Surdul v. S. 1958 SCR 161

A 1957 SC 7471, See further ante s 114(g).

A judge in a criminal trial has power to recall prosecution witnesses for the
purpose of rebutting the case set up by prisoner in his evidence and of meeting a
suggestion made by counsel for the prisoner in his speech to the jury IR o Sullivan,

1923, 1 KB 471. A court cannot be forced to call a witness on its behalf on the
ground that the witness would he hostile and it i s desirable to cross-examine him

[Cu/ui v. R. A 1928 P 277]. Examining a prosecution witness after whole of the
defence evidence has been re&'oided, Is aoiinst law and vitiates the trial [Karam o I?.

111 IC 396 (31 CWN 271 PC and 25 NI 61 PC relied on)].

As to the duty of a criminal court to examine an important witness on commission

	

who alleges himself to he unahle to attend oil 	 (if tllnes.scc jumu,ia e	 R. 3 I'

591 :82 1C 251

Evidence in Repl y and Rebuttal. Nvidence in reply or rebuttal, whether :at ot

by affidavit, must as it general nile, beirict1yc onfined to rebutting the defendant's

case, and must riot merel y confirm that of the plaintil I I Gilbert o Co,ned, ' Co. 16 Ch

D 594; Trimles(ott'n o Kem,nis. 9 C & F 749, 7811. The judge, howvcr. has a
discretion to admit further evidence, either for his own satisfaction or where the
interests of justice require it [floe I ,. Bun Cr, 16 QB $05; Budd v. Davison. 29 WR
1921; and confirmatory evidence in rebuttal will generally be allowed when the party
tendering it has been misled ]Barker i'. Furlong. 1891, 2 Ch 172: Rogers v. Manic,
42 CI' 5851, or taken by surprise Illigsby t. Dickenson. 4 Ch D 341. A similar rule
obtains in criminal cases. Whenever the accused in defcncc, gives evidence of fresh
matter which the prosecution could not foresee whether it be an alibi [R s Fmggott.

4 Cr App R 115 1, lawful excuse, good character (v s 54 ante), insanity ]R v Smith,
47 Li 6891, or merely sonic collateral fact impeaching an opposing witn.s. the
prosecution, is entitled to contradict it, provided such evidence he not merely
confirmatory of the original case, for then it should have been tendered first [ip 661

.Ed p40: Ilals 3rd Ed Vol 15 para 495; Arch Cr Pleading, 199-2001. As in civil cases,
however, the judge may, when the interests of justice require it, admit such cv dcnce

although it was available in chief ]R o Crippen. 1911. I KB 1491.

Recalling Witnesses.—In civil proceedings. it is iii the ic:tiutl ot t lie cnur lust

instance to allow the plaintiff to recall further s itnccscs alter n ease is closed ;..;k1zal

r: Prowji, 12 WR 4551. Plaintiff's counsel examined it wiincs on behalf of the jmiintitf
but he was not cross-examined by the other side. Defendant's counsel wanted i' recall

J i l i n as a witness in chief and the judge refused, observing that the leave shou.i have
been asked flit when the first examination was over [Sfackiiiwah c Nobuiman.. 2 md

	

br NS 161); see Sree,iutli n Golu&k. 15 WE ?.4S]. Under Or J 8 r 17 the court	 at

any stage of a suit rcaIl any Witness who has been eximined and put such ques.-inS as

	

it thinks fit. Under Ot 16 r 7 an' person eCni :n c Ho to.'. c reqitied hs t	 cooi
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to give evidence. As to power of the judge to ask any question he pleases, see s 165
post. As to recall of witnesses in criminal cases, see ss 217, 243(2). 246(4), (5), 247
Cr P Code- As to the right of accused to recall witness for the prosecution, see post.

As to recrimination, see post s 155: "Re-establishing Credit and Recrimination."

' [S. 136. .Judge to decide as to admissibility of evidPnce.--When
either party proposes to give evidence of any fact, the Judge may ask the
Part y, proposing to give the evidence in what manner the alleged fact, if
proved, would be relevant; and the Judge shall admit the evidence if he
thinks that the fact, if proved, would be relevant and not otherwise.

ft

11 the fact proposed to be proved is one of which evidence is admissible
Only upon proof of some other fact, such last-mentioned fact must be
proved before evidence is given of the fact first mentioned, unless the
pal-iv undertakes to give ptoui of such fact, and the Court is satisfied with
such undertaking.

It the relevancy of one alleged fact depends upon another alleged fact
being first proved, the Judge may, in his discretion, either permit evidence
of the lirst fact to be given before the second fact is proved, or require
evidence to be given of the second fact before evidence is given of the first
fact.

Illustrationstiolts

It is p oposcd 0 prove a stiteiii'i1t ahinit a relevant fact by a person alleged to be dead.
whieh si,iic iicnt is rete', ailt under section 32.

1he lact that the person is dead must he proved by the person proposing to prove the snitcmefl.
before evidence is given iii the statement.

( b) 
It is proposed to prove, by a copy, the contents of a docu nient said to be lost.

The fact tlttit the original is lost niust he proved by the person proposing to produce the copy.
Ire lOt C the copy is produce(].

(e) A is ;LcCused of receiving stolen property knowing it to have been stolen.
It is proposed to prove that he denied the possession of the property.
Tue iclevaney of the denial depends on the identity of the property. The Court may. in its

diseictiot'. either require the property to he identitled before the dental of the possession is proved,
or per liii the denial of possession to he proved before the property is identified.

(d) It is proposed to prove a fact (A) which is said to have been the cause or effect of a fact in

issue three tare several iiiteittiediate facts (II, C and 1)) wInch must he shown to exist before the

tact( /% )  can he rcg.irdedas the cause or effect of the act inn issue. The Court may either permit A to

he proves) he I ire It. C arid 1) is proved, or niay require proof of ii. C and 1) before permitting

proof of A

COMM EN'I'A R\'

A(l,nicciI)ilit y to tic Determined BY the Judge.['ower to Ask Questions For

fit(-purposul. -Qticstioils of adtisissrhulity are qrtestiohts of law and are determinable

by the judge If it is the duty of the utlge tin admit all relevant evidence, it is ii() less

In (eylonn the rhiec t;tts 
ti.is c heenn tiiiiiihers'd as subsections (I). (2) and (3) respectively,

2	 Inn (erlon ''or" substituted
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his duty to exclude all irrelevant evidence. S 5 declares that 'evidence may be givenin any suit or proceeding of the existence or non-existence of every fact in issue and
of such other facts as are hereinafter declared to be relevant and of no others" 

(anteS 5). It follows from this, that a party to a suit or proceeding is entitled to give
evidence of facts only which are declared relevant under the provisions of this Act.
The judge is empowered to allow only such evidence to he given as is, in his opinion,
relevant and admissible and in order to ascertain the relevancy of the evidence which
a party proposes to give, the judge may ask the party proposing to give evidence, in
what manner the alleged fact, if proved, would be relevant, and he may then decide
as to its admissibility. See also the judge's power to put questions under s 165.
Relevancy and admissibility are not always the same thing. Relevancy is determined
by logic, but admissibility is governed by rules of law As to relevancy and
admissibility sec wtte s 5. Relevant facts are described in ss 5-16.

Questions of relevancy of evidence cannot be decided 	 fore issues have been
framed, nor can issues be framed merely for the purpose of ctermining iii advancewhat e v idence may or will have to he given or allowed
not he dll. Whn evidence will cr Wil ted is not 0 oc anticipated or decided under coxer of framing i ssues, hutis to he determined in accordance W ith the provisions of c 1 36 if and when evidenceis offered [Dünd, Swami vSnub, 48 CWN 635j.

In ordinary eases the quest on of onus is not Of great imp .rtancc in appeal when
both parties have produced the whole of their evidence iipoc an issue (see ante ss101-104: "When huJ 0 of proof inzmalerjal") 13u when witnesses have
been disheliexed upon inadmissible evidence as for example, certified copies of
judgments put in without examining the witness under s I 36. the effect is that thedecision is vitiated [Soliü, i e Santa A 1923 1. 491 : 83 IC 768

The question of relevancy are questions of great nicets, and sometimes great
difficulty is felt by judges in deciding the questions of relevancy; therefore, in 

doubt-ful eases the judge should admit rather than exclude d cunie (ante s 5: 'Dut), ofcourt in cases of doubtful admissibility") . Moreover under the Evidence Act admissi-bility is the rule and exclusion the exception [R i: Mona Puna, 16 B 661, 668; ante s5J. Questions as to admissibility of evidence (oral or do cumentary) should be deter-mined immediately they arise (wise s 5).

Court shall exclude inadmissible evidence even though no ohection is taken b
y anyparty (ante s 5). Consent or want of objection to the reception of evidence which is

irrclevuii cannot make the evidence relevant, but consent or of objection to thewrong manner in which relevant evidence should he brought on record of the suitdisentitles parties from objecting to such evidence in a court of apccal Prakasaray , j 1nVellkala, 38 M l(1 0 09A 79, 92 PC folk!). Sec other c;ises wire s 51.
Jn crininizil cases tried by jury, it is ditty of judge to decik—all questions of lawincluding relevancy of facts and adm issibilit y of evidence and to exclude allirrelcvtnii evidence whether or not Objected to by the parties. upon 

construction ofdocuments; upon all matters of fact which ma y he iicCss;mr to Prove in order toenable evidence of particular matters to be given &c C s 298 C: P Co IC) See SheikAbluj o R, 85 IC 830. A 1925 C 887; I? i .: PancJnkarj 29 C\V 3(X); f'lzr R. A193 I P 345 and posts 1 65: "Judgpjens to he based On rele( ittt thly proLtd -'
As to objection to production or a dnhissnl,jl ir of docum's	 x I 62.

3	 S. 298 nor	 rim Act 2 ni 1974
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When Facts Proposed to be Proved Are Admissible Upon Proof of Other
Facts.—Para 2 is to be read with s 104 and the illustrations attached therein.
Illustration (b), attached to this section, and illustrations (a) and (b) attached to s 104
clearly explain the meaning of this clause. Illustration (b) attached to s 136 and
illustration (Li) attached to s 104 are almost similar. An undertaking by the party or
his lawyer to give proof, at any convenient stage, of some fact upon w4ich dppcnds
the admissibility of the act proposed to be proved enables the party to prove the latter
fact. lithe undertaking is not observed the evidence should he expunged.

It often happens that an agent, for instance, to carry a message and bring hack an
answer, or to do some other act, is put into the box before his agency or authority is
proved. Thereupon an objection is taken by the opposing counsel that the evidence is
not receivable, because the agency &e is not proved. An undertakiig is usually then
given that the evidence to prove the agency will he forthcoming at a later period,
whereupon the case proceeds. If the proof of agency should break down, the whole
of the alleged agent's evidence is expunged from the judge's notes. It would often he
highly inconvenient to interrupt the witness in his story, and call another witness in
the middle of his eximmnination, to prove agency. It is to meet such a state of things
that this clause is piuved INurt p 3191

It has often been declared that the relevancy of testimony need not always appear
at the time when it is offered, since it is ''the usual course to receive, at arty proper
and convenient stage of trial, in the discretion of the judge, any evidence which the
counsel shows will be rendered material by other evidence which lie undcuakes to
produce. If it is not subsequently thus connected with the issue, it is to be laid out of
the case' [Greerilcaf, s 51(a)I. But if the tcstimoltv is apparently irrelevant, before
counsel call the indulgence (if the COUrt in this mariner to introduce evidence,
otherwise incommipetemmi, lie should state what lie expects LU it'OVC, 01 ill sonic other

wa y sat is fy WIC court that tile evidence Will he made competent I ALoem. Kmn,t'sIand,
44 Am Dcc 4911. But oil much more latitude is necessarily
allowed counsel I Canpiu c Dewey, 9 Mich 422; Jones s 8131. "Where the case is
one of delicacy and importance, and the evidence is nicely balanced and the scale
liable to he affected by slight circumstances, the court will he exceedingly vigilant in
preventing any extraneous or irrelevant matter from being brought before the jury. In
such cases, it is proper to require counsel to state the substance of what they expect
to prove, in order that if irrelevant or improper, time evidence may not he given.
Where the lines of the ease are more broadly marked, less caution is necessary"
lI't'ople u. White, 14 Wend (NY) 115 cited iii Jones s 8 13 1.

When Relevanc y or Fact Alleged Depends Upon I'rool of Another Fact.—Para
3 is exemplified and explained by illustrations ((-) and (d). The relevancy of two facts
being iii tel (Ic 1K' t ide it, he court may in its tli SC met ion allow the First to be proved

bciore lIme second and \jc:c' versa.

[lie cotiibtni_'d ethcct Of pnigiiplis (2( and (3) is to give the court a wide
slisetetiiin ill matter dealt with in them. A strict adherence to the nilcs of evidence
would prevent admission of evidence of a relevant fact before proof of the fact on
which its relevanc y depends. Such acourse would necessitate interruption of one
witmtess during his examiiiimation by calling another witness, involving loss of time.
Ihte object of time section is to obviate tins inconvenience. "It is the general rule that it
should be left to the discretion of ilte ptesiduig )tldge to determine whether lie will
ic(wre proof of eotlnec)ing or preltniniry ficts before deciding the question cit
relcvanc' or whether he will mWnit the icstctiion miii the statement of Cocilisel llwt lie

expects [I) show the relevancy b other facts" liones s 1711. As to improper
5iOil or rejection of evidence, see s 17
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Ordinarily, before corroborative evidence is admissible, the evidence sought to be
corroborated must have been given. To allow a witness to be corroborated before he is
examined, is not only jnCOnVCfl jCflt but likely to cause the judge to give undue weight to
hearsay statements of the corroborative witness. It is not clear that such a discretion is
given to s 136 (SInce Kin i: R, 3 LBR 240 5 Co U 411; sec further post s 1571.

As 10 the proper time to object to the admissibility of cvtrIencc and effect of nol
doing so, 'sec notes to S 5 ante.

(Rcf Greenleaf .SI(j) Jones ss 173. 8131.

'[ S. 137. 1, xarnination_in_chief.—T]ie examination of a witness by the

party who C alls him shall be called his exaiuination-inchief.

Cross_examinatiOfl.-1l1C exaititnattoti of" a wttness b	 the adverse

part y shall be called his cross-exanllilatloll,

Re examintltln. The exan1inati'n ot a wtt t1s5 subsequent to the
crss-CXaiiUflatiti by the party who called hi iii. shall he called his re-

exantinal loll.

itS 135. ( )rdcr of cxaminations.—\\1t nC55C5 shall he first examined-

in-chief, then (if Ilte adverse part y so desnes) cross-examined, then (ii the
party calhini1 hum so desires) rc-cxatiitited

'l'lie examination and cross-exatlil italioti must relate to relevant facts, but
the cross-exami nat ion need not he coil lined to the facts to iich the
Witness testified on his cxamtnation-in-chicf.

Direction of re_exanunation.-ihe re-examination shall be directed to

the explanation of matters referred to in cross-examination: and, if new

matter is, b y permission of the Court, introduced in re-examination, the
adverse party may further cross-examine upon that matter.

I.	 In ('cytrimi ihe tt.ree pnir:ts love (reemi numbered iv stili-vecLurns II. (2) anC	 l itit'iiveb

2	 In Ce vhrii 111c	 ee par as in;, cc bee, miir-cen I is uh sr-o 'Ins	 III md	 rk'Nil-11"Ok and

viii'	 ion) 4 Ii.,, ix'in tOiled.
(.1) USc c,nJri tuty itt 311 eaves permit .1 tress to hc rcc.nIc-2 eiilncr IT, l,trimef

es;i,num,.tt j on . imr-chnei or or truitrcr crrnsvi'v.inii;nt,itiiIi and 0 Inc dues c.::oc p.mriirs h;msc the

Tight of fnirihcr e ,ss-cs;tnmnii.tIl'It md eeS.ltliiilIiIilt icsçnclilvvlv.



Same:

Right to Cross-Examine When
the Plaintiff Calls a Defen-
dant as witness

Right to Cross-Examine
Co-accused's and
Co-defendant's Witnes).cs
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lie presence and strider the personal direction and superintendence of
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court. After a witness is tiwortsor all ritted. he is list examined by the party calling
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then the right to examine the witness. This is called cross-examination. If there are
two or more opponents; the order of their cross-examination is a matter which rests
on the discretion of the judge.

Best, however, puts a somewhat wider interpretation on the terms- and defines
cross-examination or examination ex adverso as "the interrrogation by an advocate of
a witness hostile to his cause, without reference to the form in which the witness
comes hforc the court". The object of cross-examination is to shift the evidence, to
impeach the testimon y and to weaken the adversar's case. It is one of the most
powerful and efficacious tests for the discovery of truth, provided, it is conducted
with skill. Next, the party' calling the witness, may re-examine him for the purpose of
explaining or rectifying the evidence already given. New matter may be asked in re-
examination with the permission of the court and the adverse party may further
cross-examine upon that matter. The court may also permit to recall any witness at
an y' stage of tire trial. He may then he again examined and cross-examined. The court
lilav record remarks respecting the demeanour of the witness while under examina-
tion (Or IS 1 12). It is not however necessary that notes on demeanour should be
tirade while witnesses are acruiitt y under examination. The court ma y record remarks
mi LtCrncirlii)Ur in the judgmcni and tire absence 01 a separate note is immaten,d

s liCci Iii y cc hen judrzrncnt is c riiten before the recollection of the judge has become
dim JsCC reirrarks of loir At KIN during argument in S,talakslnmi i Venkata. 34

('WN 593 PCI.

I N teals riot s rh the rights of the party hut ont y provides the order in which
proceedings nc to be conducted jR i tin/nov. .\ 1929 C $22 . 5)) C1J 3331 . It does
ml vh';mt with the admissibility' of evidence it all. It onl y lay's down the three pro-

ol examination to which a cc itness may he subjected jtaixomcm u. R, 52 CWN
401	 l)isagreeimr cc ith Sh:thcrcs. sup it has been held thrum examination in s 137
meanseas a witnes	 ni1s's examination-in-chief, cross-exarniliorm and re-exarniiitiOfl. The
Evidence Act deals with the right of a party to examine or cross-examine. S 138 also
regulates the order in which witnesses straIt be examined ]Ba,iri'ari i' S. A 1956 A
385].

Tile examination-in-chief and cross-cxanrrnation must relate to relevant facts.
Qvmestioims irrelevant in examination-in-chief illay be relevant in cross-examination.
The cross-examination need not be confined to facts narrated in examination-In-
chief. I _eading questions may he put in cross-examination (S 143). Questions
irrelevant to the matter in issue, or not directl y relevant, but tending to impeach the
wrUless's credit arc allowed in cross-examination (s 146). As to court's discretion in
tire matter, see s 148.

[Ref I'Imip Nth Ed pp 459-75; Best s 649 ci seq: f'orr'elI 9,/i Ed p 524 ci seq; Step/i

Art 62 ci scc/ 
'

Re y ss 567, 1404, /414-75; .c 516 ('1 ,s'q: Wig s.c 1582-900; 1367-71;

HaIs 3,c1 Ed Vol 15 JnarJ.s 796-504; b1 JO itt/c Cr IAlis p010.5 827-8331.

Examination-in-Chief, [Object and Scopcl.—It has been seen that the object ot

this examination is to elicit Iforn tire witness all the acts or such of them as he can
testify ill order to prove the case of tire party calling him. Every queslion is to be
framed with sonic object in view. It is somtretrmnes thought that to examine a witness
in chief, is all easy affair. It is not so. Much depends on lIre exaniinatmon-rn-eltief, and
ihe cxarrritrcr should not only make lrittmseli thoroughl y icquonited with the entire
facts of time case, hut also willi tire 1;11-0cul;ir facts winch the witness has conic to
&tcpose, the mi;iture and cim;imuctcr ml the witness ;imid the degree mit his intelligence. The
eccentricities or idios\ ncrasies of each witness should not he kit out of-consideration
and (lile s ti ins should he trained Ili a mariner ihm:rt Noits every witness best The timid
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witness, the stupid witness, the talkative witness, each must be handled in a careful
and different manner.

The faculty of interrogating witness, says Best, is unquestionably one of the arc-
ana of the legal profession, and, in most instances at least, can only be attained after
years of forensic experience. In direct examination although mediocri4y is tnore
easily attainable, it may be a question whether the highest degree of excellence is not
even still more rare. For it requires mental powers of no inferior order so as to in-
terrogate each witness, whether learned or unlearned, intelligent or dull, matter-of-
fact or imaginative single-minded or designing, as to bring his story before the
tribunal in the most natural, comprehensible and effective form [Best s 6631.

The cross-examination of every witness should follow his examrnaiioii-in-chiel
according to S. 138 of Evidence Act of 1872. It is both irregular and inconvenient to
allow all the witnesses to be examined one day and to reserve the cross-examination
to a subsequent date. The accused is therefore, not entitled as of right to PostPone-
niern of cross-examination. The court may. however, grant such a postponement on
reasonable grounds, as for instance, where the accused was undefended the first day
and put only a few questions and applied the next day for cross-examination by hi
pleader explaining why he was not engaged before or, where the counsel appointed
to defend the accused who had no instruction till then, requested the court to
postpone the cross-examination of the prosecution witnesses till the next day after
examination-in-chief were over. [Jayaker v. Stale of Karnataka, 1997 (1) Crimes 237,

238, 239 (Kar)1.

It is the duty of counsel to bring out clearly and in proper chronological order
every relevant fact in support of his client's ease to which the witness can depose.
The task is more difficult than may at first sight appear. The timid witness most be
encouraged; ffie talkative witness repressed-, the witness who is too strong a partisan
must be kept in check. And yet counsel must not suggest to the witness what he is to
say. An honest witness, however, should he left to tell his talc in his own way with as
little interruption from counsel as possible. In criminal cases, the duty of counsel for
the prosecution is wider. It is the practice, and probably the duty, of a prosecuting
counsel to ask a witness questions favourable to the prisoner for he must lay all the
material evidence before the court whether it tells in favour of the prisoner or not,
and not unduly press for a conviction [Powell 9th Ed p 5261. As to public
prosecutor's duty, see Ramranjan v R, 42 C 422 and Brahamdeo R, 54 IC 251

(ante ss 101-104: "Criminal cases", s 114(g), "Same: [criminal case]". s 135:

"Examination of witness in criminal cases").

The witness should as far as possible he allowed to tell his story "in his own way"
and the order of time should also be generally observed. II the witness is not
intelligent, it may not he advisable to allow him to tell the story in his own way. He
would he often inclined to drift into irrelevant matters. and a stupid or a discursive
witness may be best proceeded with by suggesting helpful questions. Leading
questions or questions pregnant with suspicion that the object is to lead, should never
lie asked in examination-in-chief (see ss 141, 142). Witness cannot he asked any
question about the contents of a document without production of the document (ss
91, 144). Whenever a witness is examined as to the contents of a document made by
him or read by hint shortly after it was made, lie should always be allowed to ."peak
with the document before him (s 159). Questions tending to corroborate evidence of
relevant fact are admissible (sec s 156). Whenever any statement relevant under as 32
and 33 is proved, all matters may be proved in order to contradict or to corroborate it,
or to impeach or confirm the credit of the person by whom it was made which might
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have been proved if that person had been called as a witness (s 158)- Previous testi-
mony of a witness may be proved to corroborate his later testimony to the same
effect; (see s 157). As to opinion evidence see ss 45-5 1 - When the original consists of
voluminous documents, their general result may be stated by witness [s 65 ci (g)
ante

When the prosecution declined to call in the sessions court a prosecution witness
who had been examined in the committing magistrate's court and such witness was
therefore placed in the witness-box by the defence—Held that the counsel for
accused was not entitled to commence his examination by questioning the witness as'
to his deposition in the Magistrate's court. Questions as to his previous deposition
were under the circumstances only admissible by way of cross-examination with the
permission of the court, if the witness proved hostile )R v. Zaur Hossein, 20 A 155

see s 154 post).

Facts showing any special means of knowledge opportunities of observation,
reasons for recollection or belief, or other circunistances increasing the witness's
competency to speak of the particular case. ma y be elicited in chief, as well as
impugned incrc' -•: mmonimtmnn )Phrp I till  Ed p 6291.

Questions which assume facts to have been proved which have not been proved or
that particular ansr crs have been given, which have not been given, will not at any
time he permitted Isce 1/ill v. Coin/n', (1818) cited I St Ev 188(n): Tay s 14041. A
party is not generally allowed to impeach his own witness's credibility or general
eputation for veracity by general evidence of had character. But it the witness turns

hostile and takes film by surprise, he may nit/i tire leave of the court he allowed to
eroSS-ex;iifltne or to impeach his credit see ss 154, 155, /most). Lsans says." it is a
general rule that a party c;iiumut call witnesses to the discredit of others, whom he has
before examined: but if a witness proves facts in a cause which maki\ against the
party who calls him, that party as well as the other, may call other witnesses to
contradict him as to those facts."

Paul Brown's Rulcs.—David Paul Brown, of the 1'hiladcl 'ia Bar, has laid down
certain rules for cxamination-in-chief and they are acknowledged by competent
authorities to he safe guides. They are reproduced below:—

PAUL BROWN'S "GOLDEN RULES"

(I) If they are hold, and may injure your cause by pertness or forwardness,

observe a gravity and ceremony of manner towards them which may be calculatcd to
repress their assurance.

(2) if they are alarmed or diffident, and their thoughts are evidently scattered,
commencenec your examination w ithh matters of it familiar  character, remotel y connected
with the subject of' their alarm, or the matter in issue: as, for instance —Where do you
live'? Do you know the parties? How long have you known them'? and the like. And
When you have restored them to their composure. and the mind has regained its
equilibrium, proceed to the more essential feature of the case, being careful to he
in Id and distinct in your approaches, lest you again trouble the fountain from rr'h mch
von are to drink.

(3) If the evidence of your witnesses he unfavourable to you (which should always
he carefully guarded against), exhibit no want ( )I composure: for thcie are ntany
minds that form opinions of the nature or character of testimony chiefly from the
effect which it may appear to produce upon the counsel.
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(4) If you perceive that the mind of the witness is imbued with prejudices against
your client, hope but little from such a quarter—unlcss there be some facts which are
essential to your client's protection, and which that witness alone can prove; either
do not call him, or get rid of him as soon as possible. If the opposite counsel perceive
the bias to which I have referred, he may employ it to your own ruin. In judicial
inquiries, of all possible evils, the worst and the hardest to resist is a)t enemy in the
disguise of a friend. You cannot impeach him you cannot cross-examine him—you
cannot disarm him—you cannot indirectly, even, assail him; and if you exercise the
only privilege that is left to you and call other witnesses for the purposes of
explanation, you must hear in mind that instead of carrying the war into the enemy's
country, the struggle is still between sections of your own forcs, and it the very
heart, perhaps of your own camp. Avoid this, by all means.

(5) Never call it witness whom your adversary will he compelled to call. This will
afford you the privilege of cross-examination—take from your opponent the same
privilege it Lilus gives to you--and. in addition thereto no only render everything
unfavourahie said by the witness doubly operative against the party calling him, but

]I,:.( party	 of counteracting the effect of the testimony.

(6) Never ask a question without an object nor without being able to connect that
object with the ease, if objected to as irrelevant.

(7) Bc careful not to put your question in such it shape that, if opposed for
informality, you cannot sustain it, or, at all events, produce strong reason in its
support. Frequent failures i t , the discussion of points of evidence enfeeble your
strength iii the estimation o f the jury, and greatly impair your hopes in [lie final

result -

(ES) Ncvr object to it from your adversary without being able and (115-

posed to cot orec the objection. Nothing is so niuristroos as to be constantly making
and withdrawing object ions; it either i nile ate s a want ol correct perception in making
them, or it deficiency of real or of moral courage in not making tIrefll goad.

(9) Speak to your witness clearly and distinctly as if you were awake and engaged
in it of interest and make/tim also speak distinctly and to your question. How
can it he supposed that the court and jury will be inclined to listen, when the only
struggle seems to be whethci the counsel or the witness shall first go to sleep!

(10) Modulate your voice as circumstances may direct. "Inspire the fearful and
repress the l'snd.

(11) Never begin before you arc rcailv and always finish when you have done. In
other words, do not question for question's sake, but for an answer.

Subjcct-riiattcr of Exaniination-in-Chkf.---( I) Relevant Facts—The examina-
tion-in-chief be confined to lacts in issue or facts relevant to the issue. As to relevant
acts sec s 3 and s 5. The facts deposed to must he within the personal knowledge

and recollection of the witness, and hearsay is ordinarily excluded (ante s (it)). Oral
evidence should he direct (s (it) ante). Again the questions should he confined to
matters of acts (V 5 3) and not of law. Inferences, opinions or beliefs (unless they
come within ss 45-5I) of witnesses are to be excluded. As to proof of' motive and
intention, see ss 8. 14, IS. Witnesses arc not pennitteit to state their mews on matters
of on iral or legal oh I igatioti, or oil mariner in w lii cli other per Sons would probably
have been in flue need, had the parties acted in one way rat icr than another. To put it
briefly, it witness I nay riot, oil 	 than scientific subjects, he asked to state his
opinion upon it question of fact WhiL:li is the scrv issue for the jury, as. br iistaiice,
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whether a driver is careful; a road dangerous, or an assault or homicide justifiable.
Nor may be asked whether a clause in a contract restricting trade is reasonable or
unreasonable, for this is question for the judge (see Tay ss 1404-27; Hals 3rd Ed Vol

15. para 7961.
As to documents, witnesses may in general he asked about the execution and

identity but not about their contents which must he proved by the pi oduction of the
documci\ts (ss 61. 91). Secondary evidence is admissible onl y in the circumstances

mentioned in ss 65 and 66. Evidence is not generally admissible to vai v or coniradiet
the terms of documents (s 92). Oral admissions as to contents of documents are not
admissible (s 22). 

When the originals consist of voluminous documents, their general

result ma y be stated to save time [s 65 (g fl. A witness ma y relresh his mentor V liv

referring to an writing made b y him at the time of the transaction or soon al tel it or

read I)%, 	 when it was made (ss 159. I

2 L11u/in . Quivthnia.	 Leading questions are not ordittail y allowed in cxarntnrl-

[011w duct . ....hc nile, however, is not utllcxihlc and the court lt,is itsci	 Loge

liscrctioit ill the flatter. As to exceptions to the nile ,scC notes to si I I, .12 /051.

i /)e.oit'di!hrg one '.c 01111 li'i(iei5.	 ()i dinanly a party is tot all s ed to itiipea 0

,ilk, credit of 
t i le witnesscalled ts	 hint, but It rita y sonletlIlles be done ss ith the

consent Of OiL' court (V 11 110 ' and ,'''	 155).

Ohjeelions to 1)cpositio1I._Oh3eetionls to (ltIt'StItlils should be tilde;it tire

earliest possible opportunity, and the court's decision litiiild lie given then and there
iii:e s 5). For evidence eontai ted ill a.sf)eC t/it i1u'SIloPi, the obiect toll uttist

ordinaril y be made us ,soo,l as i/ic ia'sti0/i t.i stoed, and heiorc the ,iitswei Is giseil.
unless the inadnnssihility was due, not to the siih1cct of' the question, but to sonic
feature of the answer I W1 9 s 1 8 1 . The pen son oh1eci ing ritust he prepared to st;itc his
reasons for objection. Failure to object at the proper time, /c, when the vndcnce is

tendered may operate as waiver It evidence e le in v in ad mis sih he h as been ad ii itte d

ill contravention of law, it ma y be challen ged    at a hater stage. even thoughgh no

objection was made before iSu	 udhaiva i'. (ior. 35 CU 473 1 . But consent or want of

objection to the wrong manner in whieh relevant evidence should he brought on the
record. disentitics a party from objecting in appeal I PrakasaiayiifliPl u Vi,nkata, 3S

M 160 following 19 A 76, 92 PC; see ante sS . The rule of waiver is generally

inapplicable in criminal cases (ante s5). A prisoner cannot forego his ordinary rights

nor can lie consent to anything (ante. s58: ''Athni,ssio'n or waiter ill CrttiliItu/ ('(ISIS).

When evidence is rejected at the trial, the party proposiig it sltould Joi 1110//V

tender it to the judge and request hint to make a note of the fact. 11 this his not been
done, and the judge has no not , on the subject, the coutisel canitot afterwards
complain of the rejection of the evidence [Gibbs v Pike, 1842, 9 sI & \V 351. Penn

v. B/Jib. 1867. LR 2 Ch 127. Thy s 18921. 'the court may itself or on the apphic.ittoii
()f a party take down any particular (1 11-6011 allot attswei or ait obbcctiott to .iniv

question (Or 18 r 10). Where a question is objected to and ilte cwI ,illoss s it to lie
put, the judge shall take down the quesiion, the answer, the obeetton and tltc name of
the person making it, to gethe r with the decision of the court tltereon (Or IS, r I I
When evidence tendered is rejected or is ruled irrelevant. the general Pr actiec . ii)
file an application stating (lie ('acts. on which the court recoids .ni order stating
grounds of rejection. W he n the quiesitons of ilie crass . cx,iIirt:tg ple.idcr .me
disallowed, the records should s)tow what thitsc qticstiolis arc tr.d the re,rsolts oh

disallowing them tRonll'slr'arl' R. 55 IC 59 21 Cit I .J 321. Oci va u. R. 9 Bur 1:1

153 - 36 IC 4681. It is most desirable that whcn a question is dis,illosscd h\ it

ruling, a note of the ruling should be recorded hv the Judge it so destied h an ad--
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cate. Unless the exact question is known by the appellate court, it is difficult to judge
whether the question was properly disallowed [Brahmaya v. R, A 1938 A 442, 446).

Cross-Examination. [Object and Scope].'—After a party examines his witness-
in-chief, his opponent has the right to cross-examine him. The cross-examination
follows immediately upon the examination-in-chief, unless the court for some reason,
postpones it. In sessions trial and in warrant cases instituted on a polke report the
court may permit the cross-examination of any witness to be dctrred until any other
witness or witnesses have been examined [sec s 231(2) and s 242(3)]. In warrant
cases instituted otherwise than a police report there is no such provisions. [See
s 246(4)]. In Meer Sujad Ali n Kashee Nat/i, 6 WR 181, pp 182-83 NosAN, J,
made the following remarks on the object and importance of cross-amination:

"The essence of cross-examination is, that it is the interrogation by the
advocate of one party of a witness called by his adversary with the object either
to obtain from such witness admissions favourable to his cause or to discredit
him. Cross-examination is the most effective of all means for extracting truth
and exposing falsehood ............We think it not out of place to iefcr to a
celebrated passage of Quintilian on the subject nf cii s-cxiodnaticin, of which
we have given a Irec translation. [The passage in Latin is quoted in Best on
Evidence, 4th and 11th Eds s 653 from his Ins: Orata-lib .5. c 7 and also in
Taylor, 10th Ed, pp 1032-1033 footnote].

"He says: ''In dealing with a witness who is to be compelled to speak the tnilh
against his will, the greatest success consists in drawing out what he wishes to
keep hack. This can only be done by repeating the interrogation in greatest detail.
He will give answer which he thinks do not hurt his cause; and al terwai ds from
many things which he will have confessed, he may be led into such a strait that
whatlie will not say he cannot deny. For, as in a oration, we generally collect
scattered proofs, which singly do not appear to press on the accused, yet by being
put together prove the charge, so a witness of this sort should be asked many
things as to what went before .........what came after ..........as to place, time and
persons and other things, SO that he may fall upon sonic answer after which he
must necessarily either confess what is desired or contradict his former statements.
If this does not happen, it may become apparent that he will not speak, or he may
be drawn out and detected in some falsehood foreign to the cause; or by being led
on to say more than 

the matter required in favour of the accused, the judge may be
led to Suspect him, which will damage his cause not h!,ss than if he had spoken the
truth against the accused. It sometimes happen that the testimony given by a
witness is inconsistent with itself, Sometimes (and that is the more frequent case)
one witness contradicts another. A skilful interrogation may produce by art that
which usually happens accidentally. Apart from the cause witnesses are usually
asked many questions, which may be useful, as to the lives of other Witnesses, as-
to their own character and position, an y crimes the y have committed, their
friendship or enmity to the parties,—in the answers to which, , they may either
make some useful admission, or he detected either in a falsehood or the desire of
injuring the opposite party. The faculty of interrogating witnesses effectively is
one which requires a careful study and a considerable knowledge of human
nature. It is one of the highest arts of an advocate, and can only he acquired alter
years of observation and experience."

Cross-examination is directed to (I) the credibility of the witness: (2) the facts to
which he had deposed in chief, including the cross-examiner's version thereof; and
(3) the facts to which the witness has not deposed but to which the cross-examiner
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thinks he is able to depose. [Hals, 3rd Ed, Vol 15, para 8011. The object of cross-
examination is two-fold--to weaken, qualify, or destroy the case of the opponent;
and to establish the party's own case by means of his opponent's witnesses [Phip
11th Ed p 6481. The objects are to impeach the accuracy, credibility, and general
value of the evidence given in chief, to sift the facts already stated by' the witness, to
detect and expose discrepancies, or to elicit suppressed facts which will support the
case of the cross-examining party [Powell, 9th Ed p 532). The exercise of this right is
justly regarded as one of the most efficacious tests, which the law has devised for the
discovery of truth. By means of it, the situation of the witness with respect to the
parties and to the subject of litigation, his interest, itis motives, his inclination and
prejudices, his character, his means of obtaining a correct and certain knowledge of
the facts to which he hears testimony, the manner in which he has used those means,
his powers of discernment, memory and description arc all fully investigated and
ascertained and submitted to the consideration of the jury, who have an opportunity
of observiri his demeanour, and of determining the just value of his testimony. It is
riot easy for a witness, subjected to this test, to impose on a court or jury: for
how eevr in fu I tile fabrication of falsehood ma y he, it cannot embrace all the c ircu iii-
stances. to which a cross-cxammation may he extended ('ray s 1428). As to the duty
(i t counsel ni connexion with the cross-examination of witness, see Hais,3rd Ed, Vol

PP
No)[ even the abuses, the mishandlings, and the puerilites which are so often found

associated with cross-examination have availed to nullify its value. It is beyond any
doubt the greatest legal engine ever invented for the discovery of truth. 'You can do
,invttniic", said Wendell Phillips. "with a bayonet—except sit upno it " . A law y er can
do anyitring with a cross-examination, if he is skilful enough not to impale his o'n
cause n;ion it. lie niay, it is true, do more than hc ought to do: he may ''make the
worse appear the better reason, to perplex and dash maturest counsels".---niaY make
the truth appear like falsehood. But this',ihrise of its power is able to hccmedred by
proper control Wig s 13671. A conspiracy ease (known as Alipore Conspiracy Case)
decided on the 17th April, 1924 in which 7 persons were charged under ss 120-13,
392, 395, 396, 302, 1 P Code and in which innumerable witnesses were examined on
the prosecution side, resulted in the acquittal of all after a protracted trial of nine
months. The approver and all other witnesses were subjected to elaborate and
searching cross-examination and the sessions judge, Mr S K GuosE (afterwards a
judge of the Calcutta High Court) in acquitting the accused observed "this case illu-
strates the value of testing evidence by cross-examination"

When cross-examination by an opponent is contrasted with proof by other wit-
nesses called by him, (a) the first advantage secured is that the cross-examination
inrnrethatelv succeeds in time the direct examination. In this way the modification or
the discredit produced by the facts is more readily perceived by the tribunal. (b) But

chiefly, the advantage is that the cross-examined witness supplies his awn refutation.
Cross-es amination , then will do things that cannot be done by questioning other
witnesses (Wig s 1368).

Every party must he given a fair chance to cross-examination the witness ]I'yarelal

Sak.seria c Dcvis/iankar Paras/rar, A 1994 MP 115 ] . The trial court, in its discretion,

ma y permit the cross-examination of any witness to be deterred until any witness is
earnined or re-called for cross-examination I IIaari Rant v. State of Rajasl/tan. 1994

Cd Ii 3758. 3759 (Raj) j. Where the Motor Accident Claims Tribunal adopted a
sutirin;iry procedure by proceeding with he c;isc air affidavits arid the respondents
s bite r'ti:illcnging the truthfulness of the aveninents made in the petition by the
petitioncis applied for cross-examination of the peiitioncrs, tIre mere fact of adoption
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of the summary procedure by the Tribunal would not deprive the respondents to
cross-examine the petitioners [Kalpanaben M Shah v. Navinchandra Jeevankil
Acharya, A 1995 Guj 176 177j.

Provisions of S.138 of Evidence Act and S. 311 of Cr P Code are complementary
and not conflicting with one another (G.H. Iyer v. State, 1998 Cri U 121 (On)].

Manner of Cross-Examination.-----Onc way of starting cross-examination is to
approach the witness cautiously and courteously with a view to create an atmosphere
favourable to the elicitation of facts tcndin'g to support the opponent's case, The other
method is to go straight at the point and attack the witness directly. S(' Charles
Russell, one of the England's greatest advocates generally k1owcd the direct
method. I said to Russell. 'Your methods are altogether different, you don't as a rule',
manoeuvre, you go straight at the witness............... You take him by the throat and
drug him there'. lie said, 'In dealing with an English jury it is better to go straight to
the point; the less finesse the better' ". (Ohricn's Life of' Lord Russell, 211d Ed,
100). It is acknowledged by man y that the first method is by far the most successful.
If from the attitude and expression of the cross-examiner, the witness at the coiiiiiien-
cement suspects that his veracity is doubted, he will be at once put on los guard and
will prepare himself fully for sticking to his story in examination-in-chief and
c mhe lii sh i ng it by subsequent answers

What is the secret of the cross-examination? HA\VNtNS, J, (afterwards Low) BRA-

Ml'TON), is said to have given the answer in one word--/'atu',ice. ''It is building a
brick wall round it man. You ask your question, and the answer enables ) ,oil plant
one brick here. Then another question—and another brick, in quite a different place.
If you ask your questions politely, very likely he will place halt a dozen bricks in
position himself. They are scattered all over the place, but you have your plan. By
degrees the ring is complete. The wall rises. And lmc buds lie cannot get out". That is
the patient and dogged way. The direct attack is quite another method. It succeeds
only in the hands of counsel of commanding personality, and even then it is not safer
unless they arc sure of their ground. Otherwise the attack recoils.

"This method of cross-examination by direct attack'', says Walsh, "is as a rule the
least successful. It is certainly the least pleasant to hear, and the least edifying. '('lie
insidious, half-friendly, half-confidential method is usually the more successful,
merely because if a witness is attempting to deceive, it is more apt 10 put him off his
guard" 'sV;mlsh's Advocate, p 146). livery inan has his own style of cross-
exanummation: but what is needed most is an unruffled temper and courtesy to both
Court and witness. Bullying and 

blusterin gg or tI tu ill wig the table are out of place in a
court of justice and seldom succeed. Good manner and good temper are indispen-
sable requisites of a good advocate. ''F men",en", says Walsh, ''ever had such perfect
cotnnand of t heitsel yes, and such imperturbability  in the face of unfair opposition as
Rufus Issacs, now better known as Low) READING, the Lord Chief' Justice Of

I u gla rid. Hisis in umnage men t of his tribunal, whether in success or in adVVINitY was
roost perfection . It Illay be satclv said that at the Bar lie nevci' had an enemy"

(Walsh's Advocate, P 125).

In it specchdclivered in London on cross-examination SIR WALTER Scti\v,tiu, KC,
formerly Chief Justice of Madras. said: "Cultivate a pleasant manner and get on as
friendly terms as possible with the witness. Reproving, lecturing, bullying were
methods  now, recognized as belong iii g to a first gc ne rat i ann. One S hould  brr rig out tile

unpleasant facts with all air at condolence and regret rather than with an air of
triumph, which might raise sympathy and one should never lose one's temper with a
witness.' One of the arts of the cross-examiner if he is skilful and accomplished, is to
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show that little credit can be attached to the testimony of a witness and the cross-
examiner does that not only by means of a direct attack but by means of eliciting
from the witness's mouth answers calculated to show that he is not a person who has

spoken the truth [Am bar d R, 48 CU 473: 33 C\VN 55].

A good advocate should he a good actor. The most cautious cross-examiner will
often elicit a damaging answer. I-Ic should observe the greatest self-control, s bile

exaininidg a witness He should not allow himself to he swayed by his feelings hut
remain unmoved whether he achieves a triumph or commits a mistake. it' lie shows
by his face that the unl'avourahlC answer of the witness hurts him, he may lose his

case b y that one point alone. Cross-examiners in .on courts are ofleit sc.cn to lose
equanimity of ni id by such an answer. They pause, perhaps blush. and 	 d

thus lose

their control of the witness, With the really experienced lawyer, such answer, iste
of appearing to surprise or disconcert him, "'ill scent to conic as a rii.itter ('I course,
anil will fall perfectl y flat.at . I-le will 1,roeced with the next question as it nt'thiing hj&l

li:ippened. or even perhaps give the witness an incredul ous snide. as it to
do ou suppose would believe that for a itionieni" 1\\'c11I1:m, p, 2S- 2(1]

Scott, .1 at .tit.ti	 critic sued S:unpson the editor 01 the Refe,t

ci oss-cxiinuhlaiiOil of Sampsoil", say s an eye-witness. 'was ferocious ' Russell ,isked
Sampson a question wInch lie did not answer. 'Did you hear my question'.' said

Russell in a low -ou'e "1 did". said Sampson- "Did you understand it ." asked

Russell in a still loiter tone. "I did", said S;uiipsoil. "Then", said Russell. oii.siti

tOiC'C to ill, ln , 'Iie.tt pile/i, and looking as if lie would spring horn Ins place .uisl sei/.c

the witness by the tlnoat. 'Wh y have you not answered it '! Ml the jur y s liv li,isc

YOU 
not answered it" A tlnilt of ecitenicnt ran 1111ollgh the couit. Sanipsoil 55

overwhelmed. and lie never pulled hmiselt togethet again (O'Btien's Life of loid

Russell, 2nd Ed, p 1481. Speaking of Russell's success as a c i oss-examifler, his

biographer says' "It was it line sight to see him rise to cross-exaillni(. His very
appearance must have been a shack ack to the witness—the manly, defiant tie.iring, the
noble brow, the haughty look, the remorseless mouth, those deep-set eyes idely
opened. and that searching glance which pierce the soul. 'Russell.' said a member (;I
thc Northern Circuit 'produced the same effecton ,I 	 that a cobra produces on

a rabbit" O'llricn's Life of Lord Russell, 2nd Ed, p 101 1.

Sir Charles Russell, Lord Russell of Killowen, was altogether the most sueccssl'ul
cross-examiner of' modern time. Lord Coleridge said of him that 'Russell was the
biggest advocate of the century'. It has been said that his suecess'.t'i
nation, likelike his success in everything was due to his force of character. It ss as his
striking personality added to his skill and adroitness, which seemed to give hint his
overwhelming influence user the witness whom he cross-examined Russell's inaxtill
for cross-examination was, Go straight at the witness and the polo1.' f/i/ott' you,

cards on the table, inert' finesse English juries do riot ixppr'i'crate f\\ elI olin's Art of

Cross-examination, pp 184-551.
—Paul Brown's Rulcs--"Aillong the A net can ads ociiies. RuIns ('lioaie s as I lie

foremost and ranked us 'the first orator of his time in anY quarter of ilic i2lohc where

the English lan g uage was spoken, or who was evet' seen standing heh'uire a tr'
panel' Ile had little of Russell's natural force with wInch to command his llrl'ss

lus efforts were to rrtagnetisc. he was called the 'ss isard of the court_rmttll', I Is' eitl

ploved an e,itir't'lv thflert'ot method in tus eioss . c;ntUtiaii0t1 S lie never ti ss.irilteh ii

witness as if dctcruiiitcd to lrrasvbeat nun. 1 Ic I"".i pntttnuud knrtss ledge itt luirii.0
nature, of the springs of liumn:ui action. ol lie ilutugitis of huimai heut-'l't) get ,ii

these and makedicill patent io the jur y , lie \stttlJ ,usk	 uily .i le\¼ i, 11i:: plcslut 5 -
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very few questions but, generally every one of them was tired pqint-blank, and hit the
mark. His motto was: 'Never cross-examine any more than is absolutely necessary. If
you don't break your witness he breaks you'. He treated every man who appeared,
like a fair and honest person on the stand as if upon the presumption that he was a
gentleman; and if a man appeared badly, he demolished him, but with the air of a
surgeon performing a disagreeable amputation—as if he was profoundy sorry for the
necessity. Few men, good or had ever cherished any resentment against Choate for
his cross-exajninations of them. His whole style of address to the occupants of the
witness-stand was soothing, kind and re-assuring. When he came down heavily to
crush a witness, it was a calm resolute decision, but no asperity, nothing curt, nothing
tart". [Wellman pp 185-861.

PAUL BROWN'S GOLDEN RULES FOR CROSS-EXAMINATION

(1) Except in indifferent matters, never take your eye from that of thewitness; this
is a channel of communication from mind to mind, the loss of which nothing can
compensate.

"Truth, falsehood, hatred, anger, scorn, despair,
And au lire passions— all the soul is there'.

(2) Be not regardless, of the voice of the witness; next to the eye, this is perhaps
the best Interpreter of his nurid. The very design to screen conscience from crime,—
the mental reservation of' the witness,--is often manifested in the tone or accent or
emphasis of the. voice. For instance, it is becoming important to know that the
witness was at the corner of Sixth and Chestnut Streets at it certain time: the question
is asked- Were you at the corner ol Sixil i and Chestnut Street, at six o'clock'! A
frank witness would answer—perhaps-_1 was near there. But a witness who had
been there, desirous to conceal the fact, and to defeat your object, speaking to the
letter railrcrthan the spirit of the inquiry, answer. No although he may have been
within a stone's throw of the place, or at the very place within tell of the
time. Common answer of such a witness would be,-1 was not at the corner, at six
o'clock.

Emphasis upon both words plainly implies a mental evasion or equivocation, and
gives rise with a skilful examiner to the question: ''At what hour were you at the
corner", or, 'At what place were you at six o'clock'! And in nine instances out of ten
it will appear, that the witness was at the place about the time, or at the time about
the place. There is no scope for further illttstration—hut be watchful. I say, of the
voice, and the principle may he easily applied.

(3) Be mild with tire mnild—shrewed with the crafty—confiding with the honest—
merciful to the young, the frail, or the fearful—rough to the ruffian, and a thunder-
bolt to the liar. But in all this, never he unmindful of your dignity. Bring to learn all
the powers of your mind, not that you ruay slunc, but virtue may triumph, and your
cause may prosper.

(4) In a criminal especially in it capital case, so long as your cause stands well.
ask hut few questions; and he certain never to ask any, the answer to which, if against
YOU, may destroy your client, unless you know the witness peij'c'ilv well, and know
(hill his answer will he favourable equally well; or little',., you will be prepared with
test i morly to destory h ito, f he plays traitor to the Lw thi and your cx pectat 10 Os.

(5) An equivocal question is ahrirost as much to be avoided land condemned as an
equivocal answer; and it always leads to, or tucuses an equivocal answer. ,S i ng Ic ness
ol purpose, clearly expressed, is the best trait in the ex;inliriatrorl of witnesses. whic-
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ther they be honest oi'the reverse. Falsehood is not detected by cunning, but by the
tight of truth, or if by cunning, it is the cunning of the witness, and not of the cou-
nsel.	

¼

(6) If the witness determines to be wit(y or refractory with you, you had better
settle the account with him at first, or its items will increase with the examination.
Let him have an opportunity of satisfying himself either that he has mistaken your

power, or his own. But in any result, be careful that you do not lose your temper;
anger is always either the precursor or evidence of assured defeat in every intellectual
con fI icy.

(7) Like a skilful chess-player, in every move, fix your mind upon the combina-
tions and relations of the game—partial and temporary success may otherwise end in
total and rcmcdilcss defeat.

(8) Never undervalue your advcrsary, but stand steadily upon your guard; a
random blow may he just as fatal as though it were directed by the most consummate
skill; the negligence of one often cures, and sometimes renders effective the blunder
of ai otlicu.

(9) Bc respectful to the court and to the jury—kind to your colleague—Civil to
your antagonist; but never sacrifice the slightest principle of duty to an overweening
defence towards either.

Thc following passage from Cox's "The Advocate: His Training, Practice, Right,
and 1)utics', contain invaluable advice:—

In concluding these remarks on cross-examination, the rarest, the most useful and
the most difficult to be acquired of the accomplishments of the advocate, we would
again urge upon your attention the importance of calm discretion. In Qddrcssing it

jury you may sometimes talk without having anything to say, and no harm will come
of it. But in cross-examination every question that does not advance your cause
injures it. If you have not a definite object to attain, dismiss the witness without a
word. There are no harmless questions here: the most apparently unimportant may
bring destruction or victory. If the summit of the orator's art has been defined to
consist in knowing when to sit down, that of an advocate may he described as
knowing when to keep his scat. Very little experience in our courts will teach you
this lesson, for every day will show to your observant eye instances of self-destruc-
tion brought about by imprudent cross-examination. Fear not that your discreet
reserve may he mistaken for carelessness or want of self-reliance. The true motive
will soon he seen and approved. Your critics are lawyers, who know well the value of
discretion in an advocate; and how indiscretion in cross-examination cannot he
compensated by any amount of ability in other duties. The attorneys arc sure to
discover the prudence that governs your tongue. Even if the wisdom of your
abstinence he not apparent at the moment, it will be recognized in the result. Your
fame may he of slower growth than that of the talker, but it will he larger and more
enduring". All the questions which are asked with a view to challenge the evidence-
in-chief are permissible. There is no provision of law which says that cross-
examination should be confined to what is volunteered by the witness and cannot he
directed to challenge or clarify the answers given in reply to the questions put by his
on advocate in examination-in-chief I !' t F, A 1982 Born 498. 504]. When
prosecution wanted a person to be arrayed as an accused after the evidence of two
prosecution witnesses were recorded, the right of that person to crOSScXarn1n3tt0t1
would now only after the witnesses arc 'rchcard', since the proceedings have to
commence afresh' as against him [Rani Niwus v. State of U 1', 1990 Cri IJ 4. 463
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1989 U 72 (All)]. Where a witness is sought to be examined by a party on commi-
ssion by written interrogatories, the other side has a choice before it. either to file
written interrogatories or to insist upon an opportunity being given to him to cross-
examine the witness orally [Chulam Rasool Khan v. Wali Khan, A 1983 J&K 54, 55].

Liability to And Right of Cross-Examination.—If a witness bocallcd merely
for the purpose of producing a document, which either requires no proof or is to be
identilied by another witness, he need not he sworn, and if unsworn, he cannot be
cross-examined [Swn,ners v. Moseley, 2 Cr & M477; see s 139]. So if a witness be
sworn under a mistake, whether on the part of counsel or of the officer of the court,
and that mistake be discovered before the examination-in-chief has substantially
begun, no cross-examination will he allowed [Wood c Mackinso#r, 2 M & R 2731.
Neither has the adverse party any right to cross-examine a witness whose
examination-in-chief has been stopped by the judge, after his having answered a
nreri'lv immaterial question [Creevs' r' Carr, 7 C & P 64]. But, oil other hand, it is
by the no means necessary that the witness should have been actually examined in
chief: 1< w it Ire has been intentionally called and sworn, the opposite party has, in
ii a rght to eros -exairirie liiur though the party calling him has declined to

ask a single question I/ ° I3rouke, (18 19) 2 Stark 472: R n Is/ian, post]. Where
witnesses are simply called to speak to the character of the prisoner, it is not usual to
erossexanrinc them, excepting under special circumstances [R v. Hodgki.s.c, 7 C & P
2981: hut no rule of law expressl y forbids this course. Where any person, whether he
he a party to the proceedings or not, has orade an affidavit, which has been filed for
the purpose of being used bcffirc the court, he becomes liable to cross-examination
and lie cannot he exempted 1mm such liability by the subsequent withdrawal of the
affidavit [Re Quartz Hill Co. 21 Ch D 642; Thy s 14301. When a person is sworn and
admits his signature oil document, he becomes a witness and is liable to he cross-
cx:rniincd as to tIre whole of the case [Onkar v. B,il,,iukund, A 1957 MB 1351 . Where
deRndaot's counsel failed to take part in framing issues he cannot be said to have
abandoned issues and hence right to cross-examine cannot be denied oil 	 failure
[ //ui i,hJs r: Indian Cable Co. A 1965 C 3691.

In Bankruptcy proceedings there can be cross-examination on an affidavit tiled,
only if it is read LLp Child Re Ottorr'av, 20 Ch 1) 126 CA]. As to cross-examination
of witness called to produce a document, see S 130; as to cross-examination of
witnesses called by court: sec post and s 165; as to cross-examination of co-
aceitseds and co-dcicndant's witnesses, see post. As to the duty of the prosecution to
call cssentiat witnesses, sec ,S'enei',rai,te r: 1?, 4) CWN 64 PC and cases cited ante
under s I I-I (mL "C'ri;rri#il liLies and post s 135: "Examination of witnesses in
eri;oi<il cases". As to cross-examination of witnesses examined before the commit-
till0 inuigistrate but not called in the sessions court, see post.

The right of cros-exanuination belongs to an adverse party and parties who do not
hold tli;it position should not he allowed to take part in cross-examination. A
purchaser from a person who subsequently is adjudicated an insolvent is riot a
necessary or proper party to the proceedings under eI 18 of the second schedule to
the Pies). 'F Insol Act and has no right to intervene and cross-examine the applicant
I<ir establishing the claim against tIre Insolvent's estate [Jarwa Ba! r'. Prra,nbar. 24
('I ..l 149: 36 IC 6S9 J . Where it was alleged that defendant No. I borrowed money in
his capacity as the partner of the firm and the oilier partner in his written statement
Si ated that defendant No. I had no right to do so w ithoct t his consent such other
partner is adverse party to defendant No. 1 and therefore, he has right to cross-
examine him. [B.S. Balaji n T Goriodarojit, 1996 All IC 2454, 2457 (Kar)!. Where a
witness called by one of the parties is a competent witness. the. opposite party has the
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right to cross-examine him, though the party calling him has declined to ask a single
question [R v. ishan Dutta, 6 BLR Ap 88: 15 WR Cr 34].

Medical Officers like other persons are bound to attend court on receipt of
summons and give evidence and to answer all questions in cross-examination leaving
it to the court to determine whether the fact sought to he elicited is relevant or not
[Chauthi s R, A 1937 A 7681.

Right to Cross-Examine is Not Enough : There Must he Opportunity to Exer-
cise the Right. [Opportunity is Equivalent to Actual Cross-Examination]—"The
rule of the common law is that no evidence shall be admitted but what is or might be
under the examination of both parties. But.if the adverse party has had liberty to
cross-examine and has not chosen to exercise it, the case is then the same in effect as
if he had cross-examined. Here then the question is whether the defendant had an
opportunity of cross-examining" (per ELLENBOROUGII LCJ, in Cazenoie v. Vaughan,
I NI & S 61. The same rule is stated in Hals 3rd Ed Vol 15 para 800: "No evidence
affecting a party is admissible against that party unless the latter has had an
opportunity of testing its truthfulness by cross-examInation", it is certainly implied

s 138 that it must have had an opportunity to cross-examine and it does not

mean that merely a right to cross-examine a witness without an opportunity being
offered for cross-examination is sufficient compliance with the requirements of law
tMoti Singh v. Dhwiukd/tari, 73 IC 339: A 1923 P 53: 24 Cri Li 595!.

The doctrine requiring a testing of testimonial statements by cross-examination
has always been, understood as requiring, not necessarily an actual cross-examina-
tion, but merely an opportunity to exercise the right to cross-examine if desired. The
reason is that, wherever the opponent has declined to avail himself of the offered
opportunity, it must be supposed to have been because he believed that the testimony
could not or need not be disputed at all or be shaken by cross-examnat1on- This
doctrine is perfectly settled. By the present doctrine, testimony never aitually tested
at all, in consequence of the carelessness, fraud, or incompetence of counsel, or of
privity in interest is admitted, if merely the opportunity SO to test it had existed. But
room should be allowed for the exceptional instances which will certainly occur. The
trial court should have a discretion [Wigs 1371]. The same importance of 'right and
opportunity' is to be found in bold relief in the second proviso to s 33 (ante).

All witnesses examined in chief or sworn are subject to cross-examination. To
make evidence admissible against an accused person, the fact that he had full oppor-
tunity of cross-examination, if not admitted, must be proved [R o Rain Ch. 19 B
749]. When a co-accused who was discharged under s 321 Cr P Code was examined
as a witness against the other accused and was subsequently withdrawn from the
witness-box and again made an accused, so that the other accused were thereby
prevented from cro ss-examining him—Held, that they were deprived of a
fundamental right given them by law and the conviction could not on that ground
alone he upheld [Han/mr s: R, 40 CWN 876 FIll. A suit was decided ex porte in the
absence of the defendant, who had therefore no opportunity to cross-examine the
plaintiff's witnesses. The suit was readmitted and rchcard, and at the re-hearing the
plaintilT's witnesses were not recalled and again the court gave it decree for the
plaintill—!Je/d, that the court of the first instance should have recalled the plaintiff's
witnesses and given an opportunity to the defendant to cross-examine them tRain

Bcmksli v. Krshore, 3 B LIZ 273: 12 WR 130, 13 11.

As a general rule evidence is not legally admissible against a party, who at the
time it was given had no opportunity to cross-examine the witness or of rebelling
their testimony by other evidence (Garacltand v. Ram Narain, 9 WR 587; R3.dha
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Jiban v. Taramoni. 12 MIA 380; Meer Sujad v. Lalla Kashinath, 6 WR-181; Gurdial v.

Suknandan. A 1929 A 230; Nemfrzath v. Jamboorao. A 1966 Mys 1541. It is the right of

every litigant in a suit unless he waives it., to have an opportunity of cross-examining

witnesses whose testimony is to be used against him [Chattoo Kurmi v. Rajara'n, 11 CU

124, 130 FB, see Motiram v. Lout, 5 PU 5451. Where at a sessions trial, the defence

counsel applied after the examination-in-chief of the first prosecutions witness, for

postponement of the cross-examination of the witnesses till the next day, on the ground of
his unpreparedness, and the result of the refusal was that four witnesses were not CrOSS-
examined and the rest were inefficiently cross-examined—Held, that the accused were
prejudiced and there should be a retrial by another judge [Sadasiv a R, 41 C 2991.

Opportunity may be denied in other ways. If on a certain point satement of wit-
nesses recorded under s 162 Cr P Code were the only material for cross-examination
and they were not available to the accused on account of destruction, it must he said
that there was no opportunity to cross-examine and the evidence on the point would
not he admissible (Baliram a R, 1945 Nag 151: A 1945 N I (expld in Mangwilal a

R, 1946 Nag 126: A 1946 N 173); sec post s 145: "Unavailahilit.v of Statement

tinder s 162 Cr P Code &c"].

Death, illness, etc Between Examination-in-Chief and Cross-Examination. —When
a witness dies after examination-in--chief and before cross-examination, the evidence is
admissible, but its probative value may he very small and may even be disregarded

(Maharaja of Kothapur a Sundrwn. 48 M I: A 1925 M 497; Mangal Sen a R, A 1929 1.

840; Ahmed a Jyori, A 1944 A 188 : 1944 All 241; Srikishetr i: R. A 1946 P384; lIon! i:

Rrjab, A 1936 P 34; sec also Morley a M, 1858, 43 ER 1007; Abatlom a A, 1857, 53 ER

3511. The evidence of a witness who could not be subjected to cross-examination due to his
death before lie could be cross-examined, is admissible in evidence, though the evidentiary
value will dcpcnd upon the facts and circumstances of case. I Food Inspector a James N. T.
1998 Cri U 3494. 3497 (Kcr)]. lithe examination is substantially complete and the witness
is prevented by death, sickness or other causes (mentioned in s 33) from finishing his
testimony, it ought not to be rejected entirely. But if not so far advanced as to be substantially
complete, it must be rejected (Diwan v. R, A 1933 1. 5611. Deposition of a witness whose
cross-examination became impossible can be treated as evidence and the court should
carefully see whether them are indications that by a completed cross-examination the
testimony was likely to be seriously shaken or his good faith to be successfully impeached

(Horil a Rajab. A 1936 P 34]. In a divorce case, the cross-examination of a witness for the
wife who is the uncle of the husband was intcniipted to enable the wlriess to effect a
compromise. No compromise was effected. The witness did not turn up thereafter. The
husband did not take steps to compel the witness to appear for further cross-examination.
The reading of the evidence of this witness cannot be objected, oil ground that the cross-

examination is not completed [R v. S, A 1984 (NOC) 145 Al I].

Evidence is admissible if cross-examination is not evaded or deliberately preven-

ted [sec Davis a Otr'. 1865, 55 ER 8751. Where owing to the refractory attitude of it
witness who obstinately refused to answer questions the court is constrained to
terminate cross-examination, the evidence of such witness is not legal testimony

[Rainkutnar v. R. A 1937 0 1681. Affidavit of a person was rejected where he
departed from the country without giving any chance to the other side to cross-

examine [Duane a English, 1874 LREq 5241. Deathor illness before cross-
examination makes the evidence in chief admissihlc though its weight may be slight

I R I: Doolin, Jchb CC 123; People a Cole. 43 NY 51)8]. But absence Irorli the

country 113ingley a Marshall, 6 121 6$21, or temporary illness lNasa'i 1: Clamp, I

Wit 9731. has been held insufficient, the proper course being to adjourn the 111:11'ii

issue a commission; though FAttWEI.L I, rejected in bit, the evidence at a 111.11 itifl
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who fainted and was unable to be cross-examined 145 Sol Jo 569; sed qu; Phip 11 Ed

p 648; see Tay s 14961: As to failure of cross-examination on account of death, ill-

ness and other causes, see ante s 33, Prov (2). As to duty of court with regard to the

evidence of a witness who was not sufficiently cross-examined, see Dwarka s San:

[Iaksh, 18A92.

How Long Does The Right to Cross-Examine Continue?—It has been sugges-

ted that when a person is once entitled to cross-examine a witness, the right conti-
nues through all the subsequent stages of the case, so that, if he afterwards recalls the
same witness, he may interrogate him by leading questions and treat him as the
witness of the party who first called him (Greenl s 4471. There is divergence of
opinion upon this point. The above view is based on the theory that every witness is
favourably disposed towards the party calling him. Taylor is of opinion that this
principle is scarcely applicable to a case where a person is equally the witness of
both sides; and in common fairness each party should alternately have the right of
cross-examining such a witness as to his adversary's case, while both should he pre-
cluded, in the course of the- respective examinations-in-Chic1 from putting leading
questions with regard to their own (Tay s 14331. Thus it was held in a case that a
plair'of my rnsc-cxaminC any of his own witnesses, on their being afterwards

called on hehati of the defendant [j%lalone c SpiUess. 1842 Ir Cu R 504. LrJ

Calvin, 24 1  Ch 517; Re Woodfine, 26 WR 678—CONTRA : Dickinson v Shea. 4

Esh 67 doubted iii Thy].

Jones says that a party should be precluded from cross-cxaiiiiiuhlg a witness,
whom he called in his own behalf, except in those cases where the witness betrays
some bias or prejudice (Jones s 8251. The better opinion is that the right to cross-
examine does not survive and he cannot be asked leading questions on his second
examination and this rule appears to have been adopted in the Evidence Act. If the
adversary again called the same witness who has been examined by th other side
and cross-examined by him, he could clearly examine him in chief (Field p 6301 . The

general rule in the Act is that the party calling a witness can only examine him in

chief (S 137). Cross-examination may however he allowed with the leave of the court
under s 154 when the witness proved adverse. Recalling a witness for cross-exami-

nation after a delay of one month is not proper (Chiaran Singh s Store of U P. 1990

Cri U 165 (NOC) (All)].

When Witness Ma y Not be CrossExamined.—(J)A witness summoned mere-

ly to produce a document (post s 139); (2) a witness sworn by mistake (flute and

Post s 1391; or (3) a witness whose examination has been stopped by the judge
before any material question has been put [Creevy v. Carr. 7 C & P 641 i °
liable to cross-examination. (4) A witness giving replies in answer to questions by
the court can only he cross-examined with leave (s 165 post). (5) A witness who

has given no evidence iii chief, nay not he cross-examined as to credit
I3racrgirillc i, Bailey, I I- & F 536]. (6) The court may disallow cross-exami-

nation u sed simply to oppress and not for the purposes of justice (Re Mundell

lnion v	 mCaberlege, 48 LT 776. where an affidavit witness wase	
not allowed to be

subpoenaed tar cross . exanminiltis)fl the object of the cross_cxaiumIliUiOI) being to
injure her br having employed a particular solicitor. (7) Witnesses to character.
though halite to be, are in fact rarely cross-examined I Phip II itt Ed pp 647-48 s

1411 port]. Under section 299 of Cr PC. 1973 and subject to the ciicu mstances

specified W it a person call be mmmdc art accused person an I l l e basis of the

test man y of a witness who ha riot been cross examined JAshok kroimar i. Store of

UP. P198 Cii 1.1 2777, 2781 (AlIt]
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Latitude in Cross-Examination: [Questions Permissible].--Considerable lati-
tude is allowed in cross-examination. It need not be confined to facts elicited in
examination-in--chief, or to strictly relevant facts. The accused are entitled to cross-
examination to elicit facts in support of their defence from the prosecution witnesses,
wholly unconnected with the examination-in-chief [Amritlal v. R, 42 C 957]. Ques-
tions irrelevant in examination-in-chief may be relevant in cross-examination. The
cross-examining advocate may undertake to show at some subscqent stage that
questions apparently irrelevant are really relevant (see s 136). S 138 says that both
examination-in-chief and cross.-examination must relate to relevant facts. "Relevant
facts" in cross-examination must necessarily have a wider meaning than the term
when applied to examination-in-chief. For instance, facts though otherwise, irrelevant
may involve questions affecting the credit of a witness, and sucha,questions are per-
missible in cross-examination. (See generally ss 146-53). But questions manifestly
irrelevant or questions not intended to cortradicr or qualify the statements in cxami-
nation-in-chief, or which do not impeach the credit of a witness are not allowed in
cross-examinatio n.

There is no rule of law which renders hearsay evidence more admissible in cross-
examination than in cxarniita;ion-in-chief [Ganauri u R, 16 C 206, 21211. The
moment a witness commences giving hearsay evidence, he should be stopped by the
court. It is not sale to rely on a subsequent exhortation to the jury to reject the
hearsay evidence and to decide on the legal evidence alone (R v. Pitamber, 7 WR Cr
2 5] . As to hearsay. see s 3 and s 60. A witness cannot be asked whether a third
person had admitted that he and not the party charged was the person liable, for such
evidence would he hearsay [Watts Lyons, 6 M & F 1047]; but he may he asked
whether such third person is the person to whom credit was given, or who was dealt
with as the party primarily liable, and it seems that he may be asked such questions
as the forcoing, in order to test his memory or credibility [Hailing/mm i 1/cad, 4
CD n s 388; Powell 9th Ed p 534].

Cross-examination is not limited to the matters upon which the witness has already
been examined in chief, but extends to the whole ease; and therefore if a plaintiff
calls a witness to prove the simplest fact connected with the case, the defendant is at
liberty to cross-examine him on every issue, and by putting leading question to
establish, if he can, his entire defence. So far has this doctrine been carried, that, even
where it was requisite that the substantial, though not the nominal, party in the cause
should he called by his adversary, for the sake of formal proof only, it was held that
he was thereby made a witness for all purposes, and might be cross-examined as to
the whole case (Morgan e Btydgc.c, 2 Stark 314; Tay s 1432; Steph Art 127; Phip
I 1 lb Ed p 6491. This English rule is followed in some jurisdictions in America. But
the Federal rule introduced by STORY J, in 1840 "that a party has no right to cross-
examine any witness except as to facts and circumstances connected with the matters
stated in his direct examination. If he wishes to examine him to other matter, he must
do so by making the witness his won, and calling him as such in the SUI)seqtiCnI
progress of the so it [Philadelphia & T it Ca v. Stimpson, 14 Pet 448, 4611, now
prevails in most States [see Jones s 820; Wig 188.5-901. See also R ' lshwr Dot:, 6
BLR Ap 88: 15 VR Cr 34. In i-c Waodfine, 47 Ii Ch 832, where the issues on a
claim and counter-claim were separately tried. FRY J. directed the defendcnt to recall
plaintiff as his own witness and not to cross-examine him on the matters raised by
the defendant by the copntcr-claim.

Where a wife was charged with adultery oil 	 spcci0ed occasion, she could
be asked in cross-examination whether she had ever committed adultery (Barber i B,
1949 (P) 1691.
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Limits Within Which Cross-Examination Must be Confined.—The rule which
confines evidence to the points in issue, and excludes all proof of such collateral facts
as afford no reasonable inference with respect to the principal matters in dispute, is
not usually applied in cross-examination with the same strictness as in examination-
in-chief; but great latitude of interrogation is sometimes permitted, when, from the
temper or conduct of the witness, or from other circumstances, such course seems
essentIal to the discovery of truth; or where the cross-examiner will undertake to
show, at some subsequent stage of the trial, by other evidence, the relevancy of the
question put (see s 136). On this head it is difficult to lay down, or rather to apply,
any precise general rule. Still, one or two subsidiary rules have been clearly establi-
shed and they define with tolerable certainty the limits which questions on cross-
examination must be confined [Toy s 1334]:—

First, "the judge may in all cases disallow any question put in cross-examination
of any party or other witness which may appear to hi in vexatious and not rc lcvant to
any niatter proper to be inquired into the cause or matter [To y s 1434-A. This Is 110W

embodied in England in Or 36 r 8. The combined effect of s 5: s 138 para 2: s 145
and s 152 points to the :;amc rule].

Secondl y, the answer of a witness put in cross-examination respecting an y fact
irrelevant to the issue, with the exception of an answer to question whether time
witness has been convicted of a felony or mnisdemc:mnotmr, is conclusive, and cvidncc
cannot he called on thc other side to show that the answer is untrue; nether can an
irrelevant question be put to a witness oil cross-examination for the pnr1'se of
impeaching his credit by contradicting him [lay s 1435. See s 153 ,'r and d.c two
Exceptions there]. A witness may however he cross-exanimmicd and contradicted oil
all matters directly relevant to the issue Iscc 5 5; il/u.s (c) to s 153 post and On!',
under ''Conmnu'ntary''J. if the question asked is directly relevant, the *mtness is not
protected from answering even if the answer tends to criminate Inni [see ss 147 and
1321.

Thirdly, with the view of impeaching the character of a witness, he may always be
asked on cross-examination,—though he is not always compelled to answer [see
s 148]—questions with regard to alleged crimes or other improper conduct on his
part [see ss 146, 148] and here, if the fact inquired into be relevant to the issue, it
may he proved by other evidence although denied by the witness; hit, if it is
irrelevant, the answer of the witness, when lie makes any, must at common law he
regarded as conclusive; and whether he answers or not, no independent proof cri he
given to establish the truth of the imputation [To y s 1436; see s 153].

Fourth/v. with respect to all questions put to a witness on cross-examination for
the purpose of directly testing his credit, it ma y be broadly laid down, that if the
questions relate to relevant facts, the answers may he contradicted by independent
evidence; if too irrelevant, they cannot [Tay s 1438; see s 153. Excep 2]. The :ulc is
well-settled that a witness cannot he contradicted oil 	 not relevant to the issue.
I-Ic cannot he interrogated oil matters merely for the purpose of c.-ntra-
dieting him by other evidence. If questions relating to such irrelevant niatters are
answered, there-can be no-on+radiction. 'I'hcrc are two exceptions to (lie rule dis-
allowing contradiction on irrelevant maflers—viz. (i) Bias or Partiality a a (n)
Previous conviction Is 153 Excel)].

Witnesses to character may be cross-examined (s 140). Leading questions r'.oy he
asked in cross-examination (sec s 143). As to cross-examination (0 pri'ii 'Os 51Oti'-
meats in uririTig with a view to contradict, see s 145. As to impeaching crc mt by
previous oral statements, sec s 155(3). As 10 additional questions lawful ir. cross-
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examination, see s 146. A witness is not always compellable to answer all questions -
in cross-examination (v ss 147, 148). He may be cross-examined and contradicted on
all matters directly relevant to the issue. As to matter relevant to the inquiry only in
so far as it tends to shake his credit by injuring his character, though the witnessmay
be cross-examined, he cannot be contradicted except in two cases (sec s 153). As to
the ways in which the credit of a witness may be impeached in cross-examination,
see s 155. Court may permit a party to cross-examine his own witness if he turns
hostile (s 154). As to evidence relating to matters in writing, see s 144. As to cross-
examination of a witness called to produce a document, see s 139. Court may
exclude indecent, scandalous or annoying questions (ss 151, 152).

Cross-Exam lnation and power of court to keep the Identity o?witness secret.—
The identity of the witness is necessary in the normal trial of cases to achieve the
objects of cross-examination and the right of confrontation is one of the fundamental
guarantees so that he could guard himself from being victimised by any false and
invented evidence that may he tendered by Elie adversary party. Notwithstanding the
provisions of the Evidence Act and the procedure prescribed under the Criminal
Procedure Code, there is no imposition of constitutional or statutory constraint
against keeping the identity and address of any witness secret if some extraordinary
circumstances or imperative situations warrant such non-disclosure of identity and
address of the witnesses [Kartar Singh v, State of Punjab, 1994 Cri U 3139, 3210
(SC)]. The constitution Bench of the Supreme Court while examining the consti-
tutional validity of section 27(l) of Bombay Police Act, 1902 in Gurbachan v. State

of Bombay, A 1952 SC 221 : 1952 Cri [J 1147 gave its finding with regard to the
non-disclosure of the identity and address of the witnesses on whose evidence the
proceedings for cxtcrnmcrit were started, thus

"In our opinion this by itself would not make the procedure unreasonable having
regard to the avowed intention of the legislature in making the enactment. The law is
certainly an extraordinary one and has been made only to meet those exceptional
cases where no witnesses for fear of violence to their person or property are willing
to depose publicly against certain had characters whose presence in certain areas
constitutes a menace to the safety of the public residing therein. This object would be
wholly defeated if a right to confront or cross-examine these witnesses was given to
the suspect.	 -

..It is true that a procedure different frorn what is laid down under the ordinary
law has been provided for a particular class of persons against whom proceedings
could he taken under Section 27(1) of the City of Bombay PoliceAct, but the
discrimination if any is based upon a reasonable classification which is within the
competency of the legislature to make."

In Hira Nat/i Mishra v. Principal R.M. College, A 1973 SC 1260 it was observed:

"The very reasons for which the girls were not examined in the presence of the
appellants, prevailed on the authorities not to give a copy of the report to them. It
would have been unwise to do so.....

Rules of natural justice cannot remain the same applying to all conditions. We
know of statutes in India like the Goonda Acts which permit evidence being coll-
ected behind the back of the goonda and the guonda being merely asked to represent
against the main charges arising out of the evidence collected. Care is taken to see
that the witnesses who gave statements would not he idcnti[ied. In such cases there is
no question of the witnesses being called and the goonda being given an opportunity
to cross-examine the witflCsSCs. The reason is obvious. No witness will come forwarj
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to give evidence in the presence of the goonda. However unsavoury the procedure
may appear to a judicial mind, these are facts of life which are to be faced."

In this connection observation made by Chandrachud, CJ. speaking for the
constitution Bench in A. Ro y 's case, A 1982 SC 710 may be recalled, which is a
follows:

'Whatever it is, Parliament has not made any provision in the National Security
Act, under which the detenu could claim the right of cross-examination and the
matter must rest there.

We are therefore of the opinion that, in the proceedings before the Advisory
Board, the dctenu has no right to cross-examine either the persons on the basis of
whose statement the order of detention is made or the detaining authority."

Under section 16(2) of the 1987 Act, the Designated Court is given only a discre-
tionary auhority to keep the identity and address of any witness secret on certain
contingencies but the right of cross-examination is not taken awa\ . in order to ensure
the purpose and object of the cross-examination the identity, names and addresses of
the witnesses may he disclosed before the trial commences hut it should he subject to
all that the court for weighty reasons in its wisdom may decide not to
disclose the identit y and addresses of the witnesses especially of the potential
witnesses whose life may be in danger [Kartar Singh I: State of Punjob, 1994 Gui l._J
3139. 3212 (SC)!.

Tendering a witness for cross-examination only.—Permittin g the prosecution to
tender a witness for cross-examination only would he wrong and the effect of their
being tendered only for cross-examination amounts to the failure of the prosecution
to examine them at the trial [Tej Prakas/i t: State of Haryana, 1996 Cri tJ 394, 399
(SC)]. Section 138 envisages that a witness would first be examined ii chief then
subjected to cross-examination and for seeking any clarification the witness may he
rexamined by the prosecution. There is no meaning in tendering a witness for cross-
examination only. Tendering of a witness for cross-examination, as a matter of fact,
amounts to giving up of the witness by the prosecution as it does to choose to
examine him in chief. However, the practice of tendering witnesses for cross-
examination in Sessions Trials had been frequently resorted to since the enactment of
the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898 [Suk/iwant Singh v. State of Punjab, A 1995
SC 1601.1603: 1995 (2) Crimes 148, 151].

Cross-Examination of Complainant In Libel Action—The dcfcndar,t in a
defamation case is entitled to give general evidence of the complain ant's had
reputation. The same rule applies to cross-examination designed to the same end;
(see Hals 3rd Ed Vol 24 para 196). 'Where a judge prosecuted the accused for
defamation for alleging that he was in the habit of abusing suitors by filthy language.
(luestions put to him about having used similar expressions for suitors oil
occasions were allowed as relating to what was the reputation which defendant is
said to have harmed [Laidman s: Hearsa y, 7 A 906: Sic Dcvi Duval i: R. A 1928 1_
225: /fu,ina/a/ i: Smx/i, A 1950 A 455—CONTRA: Devraca i'. Kre.'/znu. A 1954 P
841.

Cross- Exa,iiination of a Part y 's Own %Vitness.—A party cannot in general
cross-examine his own witness though he ma y contradict him by independent
evidence relevant to the issue and thus indirectl y discredit him, ei when an attesting
witness (lCrie5 his own si g nature tscc also s 155 pi.cr and Only . " C ulrn:;i1arv"[. But
when such witness turns round and proves adverse, he may he cross-examined with
the permission of the court (see s 154). A person allowed to cross-caniine his own
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witness may discredit him by other evidence, eg previous inconsistent statements [ss

145, 155(3)]. As to whether the right to cross-examine survives if the cross-examiner
afterwards calls his opponent's witness to prove his own case, see ante: "How long

does the right to cross-examine continue?"

The credit of it party's witness may also in certain cases he impcaccd with the
leave of the Court IS 153 post].

Questions Not Permissible in Cross-Examina1iOr1. [Misleading or Composite
Questions, Unfair l'ructice, Repetition, ctc].—Questiofls which assume facts to
have been proved w]nch have not been proved, or that particular answers have been
given contrary to the fact arc not allowed [liii! r: Coombe, 181 Sand llaiidlcv e

Ward, ISIS cited Starkic, Ev 4th Ed 197; Thy s 1431; Hats 3rd Ed Vol IS para 8021.
A question which (I vsrtnrr's a_fact thit may he in controversy is leading, when put on
direct examination, because it affords the willing witness a suggestion of afact which
he might otherwise not have stated to the sante effect. Conversely, such a question
may become ii npr pci on cross -e.sa,fliFlatiOFt, because it may by ii ripl teatiot) put into

the mouth of an unwilling witness, it st:riemcni of fact which he never intended to
make and thus incorrectly attribute to him testimony which is not his Wig s 7801.
The court should disallow sueh "located' questions without waiting for objections.
"It is an established rule, as regards cross-examination, that a counscl has no right,
even in order to detect or catch a witness in ii falsity, falsely to assume or pretend that
the witness had previously sworn or stated differentl y to that fact, or that a matter had

previously been proved when it had riot. Indeed, if such attempts were tolerated, itic
English Bar would soon be debased below the most inferior of society Clirttys Pi
of Law 2nd Ed Ill, 9011. Another improper way ill which by insinuation testimony
may be incorrectly attributed to a witness is that of asking him to 1 ('01 his

recollection by a paper and then say whether lie still persists in his statement I Wig s

780).
When a witness is asked a question about ii matter which he had no opportunity to

know or on which he is not competent to speak, it ma y be properly disallowed Min

Bug v. Colir, A 1946 B 216, 2251. It is the judicial function of a judge to insist that
the Witness shall understand the question put before an answer is obtained or before
an answer is recorded ]IIarilal v. R, 14 P 2251. A party should put to each of its
opponent's witness so much of his case as concerns that particular witness. If no such
questions are put, the Court presume that the witness account has been accepted
[Mo/rant Meld Rant v S CR Co,,intitlee /I /if 	 A 1992 P&l1 252, 2551.

Another inveterate abuse is the grouping of several questions admitting of different
answers into one long composite question and a demand of a categorical answer—
'Yes', or 'No'. Even a cool witness is puzzled and misled. Such composite or
ensnaring questions should never he allowed. The remed y for the trick as proposed
by Aristotle is that "several questions should he at once decomposed into their seve-
ral parts. Only ;I &1riestion admits of a single answer". The following anecdote
illustrates the evil: ''Sir Frank Lockwood was once engaged mt a case in which Sir
Charles R;rsel (the late Chief justice ot England) was the opposing counsel. Sir
Charles was trying to browbeat a witness into gisimig ii direct answer, 'Yes', or 'No'.

'You cart answer any question Yes or No', declared Sir Charles. 'Oh, can
retorted Lockwood: 'Ma y I ask if you have left off treating your wile?" Green Bag

Vol XIII,	 6711. To suck a coiiposilc question: 'Did you throw the horn child Into
the well is tire result of which he d 	 w(lied of droning?'— a direct :inwscr 'Yes" or
"No" is impossible. Fr our the accused girl's answer "Yes', it cannot he Inferred that
she admitted that the child was himi alive 111assan Pa,i r: R, A 1914 Pcsfr 221.
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In cross-examination, it is admitted on all hands, that leading questions may in

general be asked; but this does not mean that the counsel may go to the length of
putting the very word into mouth of the witness, which he is to echo back again (R v.

Hardy, 1794, 24 How St Tr 704; sec notes to s 143 post]

The repetition of a question or a topic may or may not be objectionable according

to its purpose. (1) Repeating an unanswered question upon an inadmissible point,
already ruled out by court, is of course an impertinence to the court. (2) Repeating an
allowable question already once answered or covering the same ground of facts in

other questions, on the direct exatninarion, is ordinarily superfluous and therefore
improper. Nevertheless, circumstances may arise which make it desirable to crnpha-
size certain facts anew; and the trial court's discretion should control. (3) RepcatinL
the same testimonial matter of the direct examination, by questioning the si Ltnrn
anew on cross- exam ination is a process which often becomes desirable in erie r to
test the witness's capacity to recollect what he has tLi s t stated and to ascerta:n whe-
ther he lulls easily into inconsistencies and thus hctr:i\ falsification. t4 Rc'tiiig

precisely The same olloivub/i' question on c: oss- vami nOun, in order b y slicer n ii 1 ml

force to compel a witness to admit the truth, alter an rii,'ino!thlse ons tier i . ' i t 11.1sal

to answer, is a process WhiCh not linty SitS oUrs of 111111 dat ton and bri w be ,:.e , tint

also tends to waste time. Nevertheless, when used spa	 garnigly and ainst a vk itiicss

who in the cross-examiner's belief is lalsif\ ing, theis' ought to he no jiidiie lilici-
ferencc [Wig s 7921.

As to intimidating, instilling or annoying questions. sec s 152 and Is to ::ieceiit

questions, sec s 151 Where a witness is intimidated r hros¼hc;it with the 	 t 01

forcing him to make sofliC admission, the tudc ought :. al'tord immedinic : cIiii1

without waiting for an appeal which can seldom come from LInSii1i' :-:ic.iicd
witnesses unused to tile bar of courts. "Itross beating", says Bentlimini. "is the 'oi t Ifl

offence which call he coinnutted by any advocate who has not the judge I sr his

accomplice". The dignity of a court is best initintained by the presidir.g Judge
invariably treating the witnesses with couricsy'tiid 'isisling on counsel o,:iti g so

[Bukhori v. Abdul, A 1941 P 3621.

Insulting Observations During Examination. - -Questions should not be acrmiiO-

panied by insulting or annoying observations although counsel is at liberty:. m,uke
comments at the time of argument. In Hard-Y's Triol (24 how St 'l'r 754), Mr irskuie
during his cross-examination relating to the proceedings of an alleged seditious rrleetiutg

asked: "Then , ,oil never at any of those meetings but in the character of a spy"---

"As you call it so. I will take it so". "II you were not there as a spy, take an '::ic you
choose for yourself and I will give you that", EYRE LCJ. snservcd: "There shieii tic III)

name given to a witness on his examination. He states %% hat he went for, unit r' m:ukoig

observations oil 	 evidence, you may give it any appellation you please" On a sniil,ir

occasion, he again said: "I think it is Si) clear that the questions that are put are 	 ii he

loaded with all the observations that arise uçeI1 all the rrevjous parts of the	 -.c. they

tend solo distract the attention of cvcrvhod y . the y 111:111 i	 it	 n1t of iuiitC so

that that is not the time for observation upon the chi:ir:icucr and si titatuon of a ' 	 ness is

so apparent that as a , I le of evidence it ought never t: be depa rted hiisiit''	 .elriiuuii

comments should not also he made on the value or effect ofa wiincss's tesluin - ' oi his

character during his examination. They should be resersed for the address	 should

the cross-examiner enter into any discussion with the itness ()if 	 point r' : raising

purely hypothetical questions. As to offensive questioili. ec '. 15 L

When Question is ruled Out By Court. - -\Vhuena:. question us cxehiuiku -y il.'
court as irrelevant or objectionable utter all si:'rnissiOn. -c examiner should :': :c',i lii'
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court's ruling without demur or display of temper. JEFFERIES CJ, saiçl: "It has always
been the practice heretofore, that where the courts have delivered their opinion the

counsel should sit down and not dispute it any further" (Case of Titus Oates, 1865, 10
How St Tr 1186]. .............A word as to the duty and the privilege of counsel appearing
on behalf of the party whose evidence had been excluded. The court is entitled to
expect a loyal acceptance of its ruling on the part of the counsel, without-any attempt to
get behind the ruling or to raise the question again and again, after it 'has once been
decided. It may be advisable for counsel to put in a statement in writing showing
clearly the matters on which he desires to adduce evidence that is being excluded. But,
though, as I have already said, we are all apt to err, counsel cannot directly or indirectly
lorce the hands of the court by suggesting, in whatever disguise, that a court ,of appeal

might take a different view, and insinuating that the court is taking undue responsibility
upon itself by shutting out any evidence. It is, in my opinion, a responsibility that the
court must take upon itself, though it must do so with care and caution" [per T'iAtiJI J.

in Hal Rajaram e ,"Iwtek I.W. A 1932 B 136, 1511.

Questions On the Effect of Evidence Given By a Witness Himself or By
Others.—lt is not infrequently found that a witness is embarrassed bY being put
quest ons as to the eTh'ct (J evidence given by himself or other witnesses. Such
questions are not proper nor do they serve any useful purpose. A witness is to state
only facts within his knowledge and he should not he drawn into a controversy and
allowed to venture his opinion on the effect of evidence. [his nuttIer formed the
subject of comment in the case of R u Baldwin. lhc l.aw Journal niidc the tollo rig

apposite remarks on the case:-

''lit the case of Rex v. Baldwin, reported in the Tines ne\Vspal)Cr of Tuesday
last, the court of criminal appeal addressed some elementary, but much-needed
remarks to the world at large as to the inaptitude, to sa y the least of a particular
type 1 question very frequently put to witnesses these days. [lie reference was
to the interrogation which invites a witness to state. not facts within his
cognizance, but the effect of evidence already given, whether by himself or by
()thCrS and a typical form of it was quoted: "Is your evidence to be taken to
suggest ..........?" Apart front the special class of witnesses known as "expert", it
is, of course, a first and universally recognised rule that the function of the
witness is to state facts within his knowledge; it is no more his function to
review his own or anybody else's evidence than it is to comttient upon the law
applicable to the ease. Nevertheless. wititesses are incessantly being invited, as
tIre court pointed out, to embark upon arguments, the motive of the invitation
being consciously or unconsciously, to initiate and piofit by a discussion
between a skilled, professional controversialist (the advocate) and an unskilled
amateur (the witness). The invitation should, of course, be politely but firmly
refused, hut not every witness knows that he may so refuse and not many of
tIiOsL', who know, dare refuse. The observation of the court of criminal appeal
deserve the most careful consideration of all concerned. If the observations are
universally read, marked, learnt, inwardly digested and acted upon, a noticeable
dii k-rence will be observed in the methods of Some of the best known advocates
of the day. and even learned judges to a large extent will mend their ways with

wit flcSS'.---(IAi%% Journal, p 360 Mar 21 , 1925)

Effect of Omitting or Not Cross-Examining a '\ itncs.s on Essential Points.
(suggestions]. The skilful cross-exahinner must hear the statements in cxanina-
tioo-tii-clitel with attention, mud when his turn conies, he should interrogate the
witless oil all material points that go against him. If lie omits or ignores them, they
lily he taken as an acceptance of the tnmth of that 	 of witness's evidence. ('icric-
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rally speaking, when cross-examining, a party's counsel should put to each of his
opponent's witnesses, in turn, so much of his own case as concerns that particular
witness or in which he had a share. Thus, if a witness speaks about a conversation,
the cross-examining lawyer must indicate by his examination how' much of the
witness's version of it he accepts and howmuch lie disputes, and to suggest his own
version. If he asks no questions, he will be taken to accept the witness's account
[Flanagan v. Fairy, 1918, 2 IR 361, 388-89 CA; Browne v. Dunn, infra; see Odgcrs
Pleading, 13th Ed p 261; Powell 9th Ed p 531: Wig Vol. 2 pars 1371; Phipson, 11th
Ed p 649; sec also Chunilal v. H Fins Co.. A 1958 Pu 440; Babuio.i t Gaiter (india)
14, A 1967 C 2051. Wherever the opponent has declined to avail himself of the
opportunity to put his essential and material case in cross-examination, it must follow
that he believed that the testimony given could not be disputed at all. It is wrong to
think that this is merely a technical rule of evidence. It is a rule of essential justice
[Carupiet ii L)erdtrie,n, A 1961 C 359. In this case P II MtJKFIAKJI .1, relied on and
quoted the observations of LORDs HERSCF{Eti. and HAtSILRY in l3roii,ie e. Dunn. 0
R 67, 76-7. reproduced under s 146 post under heading: "Testing veracit y and
iiupeucinnr,' credhl; S v.	 aIThola, A 1969 Raj 2201. Therefore n omiss nio or neglect to
challenge the evidence in chief oil material or csential point by cross-examination.
would lead to the inference that the evidence is accepted, subject 01 course to its
being assailed as inherently incredible or palpably untrue [See Saciuntha 1: A'ilmio,
A 1970 C 38. 63). According to the plaintiff consignor, the claim was made by the
consignor on behalf of the plaintiff at plaintiff's request. There is no cross-
examination of the pinrtti11s witness on his evidence oil 	 point. No suggestion
was tli:ti the claim was not lodged on behall of the plaintiff which was a iiiUst.
Without such a suggestion, no argument could be advanced that no claim was made
oil behalf of the plaintiff. l7thders Syndicate v. Union of Indio, A 1983 Cal 3371.

Witenevet a statement of fact made by it is not cha1Icgnl in cross-
examination, it has to he concluded that the fact in question is not disputed  lSune of
Himachal Pradesh i: Jiiakur Doss, 1983 Cri U 1694, 1701 (HP): (1983) 10 Cri LT
370] . If there is no cross-examination of a prosecution Witness in respect of Certain
facts it will only show the admission of that fact (Motilal e State of Mad/isa Pradesh,
1990 Cri U NOC 125 MP). Where however, several witnesses are called to prove
the same point, it is not always necessary that they should all be cross-examined.

"Failure to cross-examine, however, will not always amount to an acceptance of
the witness's testimony, eg if the witness has had notice to the contrary beforehand,
or the story is itself of all or romancing character [Browne v Dunn, sup;
(quoted in Suk/iruji i'.Si'C, A 1966 C 620)] or the abstention arises from mere
motives of delicacy, as where young children are called as witnesses for their parents
in divorce cases, or when counsel indicates that he is merely abstaining for
convenience, ei,' to save time" I Plop 11th Ed p 6491

If there is anything in a witness's statement which is questionable or which
requires explanation, and the opponent consistently avoids questions on those pant.
cular matters ill it roust be assumed that the evidence in chief
must he accepted, unless of course there are inherent improbabilities I Karrmidaii e

19 P 715: A 1940 P 683; Jnvalaks/imidevwumav. Jana,rstha,i, A 1959 Al'
272]. A part y 's counsel closs-exitmining a witness as to wheher an event happened
thereby be field to commit himself to art assertion that such an event took place lM'r
Sod i: Thivaloi. 26 IC 547: I OIJ 5911. Suggestion iii cross-examination whtcli IN

denied by s itness, is no evidence at all j Bimipaiii i. Ribuidra. A 1959 U 21 )i:ce
the right to cross-examine a witness is foregone, it is Um! open to a 11:11ty to itiO,.0 ihi

gricv:mncc :ilmoui it IS/oini.vingh i'. D y IG, A 1905 Raj 1401.
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A few days before his release from prison, Hart who was ser'ing a term of
imprisonment, threatened a warder Jackson: "I will do you in for this". Two days
after his release he was convicted of doing bodily harm to Jackson. His defence was
alibi and he examined three witnesses in support of it, but none of them was cross-
examined by the prosecutor. Held, that if on a crucial part of the case, the prosecution
intend to ask the jury to disbelieve the evidence of a witness called for tie defence, it
is right and proper that counsel for prosecution ought to cross-examine the witness
or, at any rate to make it plain, while the witness is in the box, that the evidence is
not accepted. The conviction was quashed (R v. Hat. 1932, 23 Cr App Rep 2021.

There may perhaps appear to be a slight difficulty in applying the principle to
criminal cases in view of the cardinal rule that the burden of provir the guilt of the
accused beyond reasonable doubt is on the prosecution and an accused may keep his
mouth shut. Even so, if the accused takes a particular line of defence and produces
witnesses in support, if the veracity of his witnesses is not challenged by cross-
examining them, it is not easy to see how the evidence of his witnesses can be given the
''go by" without cross-examining them, unless of course their evidence is found to he
incredibl y absurd or demonstrably false. "it is not infrequently supposed that a sworn
testimony is necessaril proof ................ testimony which no sensible mail
coes br nothing' IMARSHALL J. in Baiirda c Jones, anti' s5 I . The court is not
precluded from assessing the veracity of a witness, even if he is not cross-examined
l,tnibiho o ,S, A 1961 A 381. The same inevitable conclusion may have to be drawn it
prosecution witnesses on a crucial or vital point are cross-examined on behalf of the
accused. It is absolutely essential that where it is intended to suggest that a witness i
not speaking the truth on a particular point his attention must first be directed to the tact
by en iss-cxanitnation to enable him to have an opportunity of making any explanation
which is open to him (per LORD lIERSCIIEI.t. in Bruwne n Dunn. sup; see the

observation ol I ,ORt) H .LRY in tire same case quoted under s 146 ,'i'.stl.

Two police olliccrs were sued for malicious prosecution. In reference to the Act
under which they had started the prosecution, only one of them was cross-examined
and he denied the allegations contained in the questions. The other was not examined
Oil the point. It was held that the allegations in the questions were not properly
substantiated. Ravinder Kumar Sharma t: State of Assa'n, 1999 (6) iT 565 : (1999) 7

SCC 435. Where there was some delay in lodging the FIR and on this point the first
informant was not cross-examined and thus the first information report remained
unchallenged, it was held that it must he believed. State of UP v. Naliar Singh, AIR

1998 SC 1328: (1998)3 SCC 561.

Art of Cross-Examination. [Incautiou s Cross .Examination—ItS Innutility

and Dangers].—Of all tests known or invented for the discovery of truth and
exposure of falsehood, cross-examination is the most powerful and efficacious. The
object can be achieved if only the cross-examiner can handle the weapon skilfully.
The witness i ll his direct examination will naturally say things favourable to the party
calling. But he may not have disclosed all tIre qualifying circumstances known to
him,- -iris motive and many other things which would make his evidence
untrustworthy. He may have deliberately concealed facts within his knowledge which
constitute part of the opponents ease. The art of cross-examination consists in
ascertaining what call got I'rom the witness and in interrogating him in a manner
which would make it jirrpossihlc For him to circumvent or conceal the truth. This
faculty of cross-examining witnesses successfully, is one which requires profound
knowledge of human nature, thorough acquaintance with the facts of the ease,
considerable tact, patience and study. It is an art which can be acquired after much
experience. From the situation and the circumstances, the cross-examiner has to infer
whether anything favourable can he extracted from tire witness. And herein lies the
danger, for misjudgment resulting in needless itoert ogation is apt to cause mischief.
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Wigmore says: "The cross-examiner may already know what is there waiting for

disclosure. But if he does not, he is faced by a contingency. He may extract the most
confirming circumstances for the proponent's own case, which have somehow been left
unmentioned. He may demonstrate that the credit of the witness is greater, not less, than
was supposed- The great axiom, then, of the art of cross-examination, 'as dependent in

the theory, is that it is a contingency whether the facts that will actually be extracted

will be favourable or unfavourable to the cross-examiner's purposes. It is here that the
an (that is, the technical skill) or cross-examination enters. On this hang all the lesser
rules of the art. Hence it is that it must call to its aid so many oilier elements than mere
knowledge of law. Experience of human nature, judgment of chances, knowledge of the
case, tact of manner,—all these things and more, have to do with the art. Yet the theory
of the process underlies and influences at every point. To cross-examine,---that is the
fundamental question, which springs from the essential nature of the process and arises
anew for every part of every witness' testimony. The gratcst cross-examiners have
always stated this as the ultimate problem" tWig s

Same.—As pointed out before (antE': "C,VSS-E'Xai?ZilUitiO F i , the objects c'f cross-

examination are principally three:—M'1 16 destroy or weaken the force of the tcirnOiiy
of the witness regarding the facts in issue. (2) To elicit acts iii your favour tr-)Fl) the
answer of the witness. (3) To show that hc is unworthy ;if belief by impeaching the
credit of the witness. Questions should always be framed with these ubje_Ls in
Random question or fishing questions should be avoided, for an incautiou s or reckless
cross-examination, may let in facts which were not brought out or which would have
been inadmissible in examination4n-chief, and which would damage your c-- ,.c. The
reckless asking of questions, iii the hope of getting some favourable ansv,cr. might
often proudce the opposite result. Mr Baron Alderson once told a counsel, Mr—you
seem to think' that the art of cross-exanliliation is to cxaniiiic crossly''.

Questions should not he asked for questions' sac.-- Li the witness has said no-tlung
injurious to your client, the better course would he not to disturb or provoke him by
pointless cross-examination on the off chance of getting some favuurahe answers on
another point. The answer may recoil on you. It is a m	 mmatter of comon experience that
youn or unskilful lawyers always labour under the idea, that it is their dot) to cross-
examine every witness who is sworn. They seem to think that if they do riot cross-
examine at length any and every witness, it will be interpreted by their clients as . ant
of competence. Such aimless and unnecessary cross-examination generall) elicits
answers whichgo against the cross-examiner's client and results in the development of
theories which the other side never thought of before. It invariably brings out damaging
answers. This would never have happened, if silence had been observed.

After a witness has been examined in chief, the cross-examiner should ascertain
whether he has testified to anything which goes materially against him and take
stock of all the circumstances. This will enable him to determine whether any
cross-examination is at all necessary and if, so, on which point, 'Nc'.er cross-
examine any more than is absolutely necessary', is another sound rule. \Vhcn you
apprehend that the answers may be urifavourablc to you, or you have no idea one
way or the other, it is better to ask too little than too much. When the C % idencc in
the examination-in-chief is clear and unimpeachable it is not advisable to make
any attempt to mend matters by cross-examination. Such a course ' iLl riot
infrequently make your opponent's case stronger. The witness will ordy get a

chance of repeating his story with emphasis and il the transaction dcposc o really
occurred, constant interrogation will have the effect of reminding him of many
details which he had forgotten, Injudicious attacks upon the credit of :rcsscs at
the dictation of a party, do more liamni than good. A party is in most cases actu,ited
by bitter feelings against his opponent, and he is alwa y s anxious to seize Pon-the

opportunity of heaping insults on him or his witnesses iii the box, uiiin,. Jtni of the
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result of the case. If unfounded suggestions are thrown out and incidents that took
place decades ago and do not affect or affect very remotely the credibility of the
witness on the matter to which he testifies, are raked up, they irritate the judge and
make the jury unsympathetic.

Best says: But if cross-examination is a powerful engine, it is likewise an extre-
mely dangerous one, very apt to recoil even on those who know to usc'it. The young
advocate should reflect, that, if the transaction to which a witness speaks really
occurred, so constant is the operation of the natural sanction of truth that he is almost
sure to recollect every material circumstance by which it was accompanied; and the
more his memory is probed on the subject, the more of the circumstances 'ill come
to light, thus corroborating instead of shaking his testimony. And fgctfu)ness on the
part of witnesses, of immaterial circumstances not likely to attract attention, or even
slight discrepancies in their testimonies respecting them so far from impeaching their
credit, often rather confirms it. Nothing can be more suspicious than a long story,
told by it of witnesses who agree down to the minutest details. 1 knee it is it

well-known rule that a cross-examining advocate ought not, itt general, to ask
qu.uon. the answer to which, if unfavourablc, will he corielus l ye aga i nst him; as,
for instance, in it case turning on identity, whether the witness is sure, or will swear,
that the ace used is the man of whom he is speaking. The judicious cotirse is to
question hint as to surrounding or even remote matter; his answers respecting WIIICI}

nin:iv show that, in the testimony he gave in the first instance, he either spoke falsely
or was mistaken. Under certain circumstances, however, perilous questions lutist he
tisked; especially where a tavourahlc answer would he very advantageous and things
alread y press SO hard against the cause of the cross-examining advocate, that it could
scarcely he injured by an uniavourahlc one" [Best s 60d01.

An instance of futile cross-examination strengthening the witness's credit and
bringing discomfiture ott the advocate may he given here. "Jcffrcy, the afterwards
notorious Chief Justice and Chancellor was retained in a trial in the course of which
he had to cross-examine a sturdy countryman clad in the habiliments of the labourer.
Finding the evidence of the witness telling against his client, Jeffreys determined to
disconcert him". So he exclaimed in his own bluff manner: "You fellow in tine
leathern doublet, what have you been paid for swearing?" The man looked steadily at
him, and replied: "Truly, sir, if you have no more for lying than I have for swearing.
you might wear a leathern doublet as well as I" [,Jeaffrcson, Law and Lawyers, 1, 180
quoted in Wig s 13681.

Right to Cross-Exuitilne \Vlien the Plaintiff Culls a Defendant as Witness. -
When it calls one of two defendants as his witness, counsel for that defen-
dant has no right to cross-examine him, but it is in the discretion of the court to allow
to do SO or not ['i'deseIii I: Sin'1i, 1948, 1 Ch 3191. Sec also s 154 post: "Can a Party
( 'oxmr!unm his Opponent to be coiled as a Witness Cross-examine him ?".

Right to Cross-examine Co-Accused's and Co-Defendant's Witnesses.—Sec-
tions 1.17 and 138 of the Evidence Act do not specifically refer to cross-examination
of co-defendant's witnesses. But the court have to adopt a golden rule that no
evidence shall he received aoainst and cu-defendant or co-accused who had no
opportunit y of testing it by cross-examination: as it would he unjust and unsafe not to
allow it or co-defendant to cross-examine witness called by one whose
case was adverse to his. or who has given evidence against him- Where it is shown
that the interest between the defendants inter .rc conflict each other, the other
defendant has nece s sarily to be treated as an adversary and he is certainly entitled to
cross-examine the other or his wtiieSses. IMo'id. Zion/Ia o Sor,mra Beguni, 1997
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AIHC 2628 (2629-2630), (Kant)]. When two or more persons arc tried on the same
indictment and are separately defended, any witness called by one of them may be
cross-examined on behalf of the others, if he gives any testimony to criminate them
(R v. Burdett, 1855 Dears CC 4311. The counsel, too, for the other prisoners are
entitled in such a case to reply upon the evidence (R s Burden, sup]. Where two
prisoners are tried together, and one gives evidence affecting the other, the other
prisoner has a right of cross-examining him [1? v. Hawden, 1902, 1 KB 882; R v.

Paul, 1920 WN 121). So in Lord n Colvin, 1855, 24 Li Ch 517, 3 Drew 222,
KINDERSLEY VC, after consulting all the Equity Judges, held that before an examiner
in Chancery. one defendant might cross-examine another defendant's witness [Tay s
1430 and In]. The same right exists between respondent and co-respondent in divorce
cases [Allen v. A. 1894 P 2481, provided either is hostile to the other, for if friendly,
eg where both deny the adultery, each can only be examined as the other's witness
and not cross-examined lDwthi?1 v. 1), 29 L Jo 368: Phip I lilt Ed p 6471. A
defendant may cross-cxamiilc his co-defendant who gives evidence (Allen v. A sup).

or any of his co-defendant's witnesses (Lord v. Co/urn, sup) if his co-defendant's
interest is hostile to his own jDuiihill v. 1). sup; Sidliu e Saiuroin, A 1978 I&H
319-, 1-Tals 3rd Vol 15 para 8001. In an eviction application irnpleading alleged sub-
tenants, right of-one of them to cross-exaniiiie witnesses produced by another cannot
he refused merely on the ground of common defence jDesruj n Purwimal, A 1975

D [09].
No special provision is made in the Evidence Act for the cross-examination of the

co-accuseds or co-defendant's wiInCSSCS. But the procedure to be adopted may he
regulated by the well-known rule that no evidence should he received against an y co-
defendant or co-accused who had no opportunity of testing it by cross-exam inattofl.
as it would he unjust and u nsa ic tot to allow  a co-accused or co-del c id ant to cc oss-
examine it witness called by one whose interest was hostile to his own, o who has
given evidence against him. If it co-defendants interest is not hostile to that of the
other defendant, or if nothing has been said b y the defendant to affect the interest of a
co-defendant, there cannot be any right of cross-examination. The paragraph was
quoted in Soliunlal n Gu1th. A 1966 Raj 229, 232. As to co-accused evidence see
now s 315(1) Cr P Code and notes to s I 32 unte: ''Co-accused".

A co-defendant who is not interested in a question between the plaintiff and his
co-defendant, is not entitled to cross-examine such co-defendant I Re Wagstaff,
(1907) 96 iT 6051. But a defendant may cross-examine a co-defendant who has
given evidence against him, though there is no issue joined between them IRe

Wug.sraff, sup; Drrdei v.Surrev CC. 1936, 2 All ER 5351- One co-defendant whose
interests are separately represented may cross-examine another INarasimima i. Kisi-

nwnu, 1 MHC 4561.
Where it called by all stales that he saw the co-accused sink mug

the deceased with a stick, it is admissible against the co-accused [Aunm, i/wi v. P. A

1937 R 540 (Cliazurbliuj r. P. 12 I. 385 tlistd)].

Several defendants were charged with conspiracy to steal cars. One It made a
statement to the police voluntaril which was admissible in evidence against him. It
was, however, so prejudicial to other defendants that the prosccntioo did not tender it
as part of their case. In cross-ex;mmnjnatmnmt of ii counsel for the crown had hcfocc hint
H's statement and, without putting the statement as such to 11, questioned him front
it, with the consequence that ii gave evidence on oath to the like effect a' his

statement, and that evidence utiplicated co-dcicndants i/id: It voluntary st.tIciOCitt
naule by one of several co-del end;uits could he used in 1:russ-cxainmiiitlg hint its a toil
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l o extract on oath all that he has formerly said in the statement against a co-defendant
r Rice, 1963, 1 All ER 832].

In a case TREVELYAN and RAMPINI, JJ. obsev*d: "We think that there might be
iiianv cases of failure of justice if a co-accused were not allowed to cross-examine
witnesses called by a person whose case was adverse to his, for the effect might be
ii ictically that a court might act upon evidence which was not subjct to cross-

;iiiiit1atiOfl. The Evidence Act gives a right to cross-examine witnesses called by
lit adserse party" [Rainchand t Hanif, 21 C 401; sec Chaman v. R, 1940, Lah 521:
88 IC 440; see however, R v. Suroop Chondra, 12 WR Cr 75, which was decided
etorc the passing of the Evidence Act.

An accused is entitled to put further questions to a prosecution wness byway of
I 

(lSS-cxamination in respect of what he has stated in reply to questions put to him in
] , I N S-cxamination by the other accused. There is nothing in ss 137 and 138 to bar the
cu.cd from exercising his right of cross-examination afresh if and whcn the

'cution witness makes a further statement of facts prejudicial to him [Muniuppwi
.c , :\ i961 SC 1751.

iight of Accused to Recall and Cross-Examine Witnesses for the Prose-
11 tion.--lhc ordinary rule in the Evidence Act is that examination-in-chief. cross-
cainiltitlon and re-examination are to he a continuous process. There is no express
il l S isit'ii for postponing the cross-examination till all the prosecution witnesses are

. 5 ,iiiiicd. There is it special provision in the Cr P ('ode permitting the accused in
ice the Cross-examination of prosecution witness to be deferred in sessions trial and

o anant cases instituted on it police report [sec SS 231(2); 243(3) ibiill. l'lie

0 ilcgc does not exist in the trial of warrant cases instituted otherwise than on a
itlice report Is 246(4)1 See Sarkar's Cr P Code, 4th Ed notes on ss 231(3). 246(4)1.
\\'lien an accused in murder case was provided with Amicus Curiae and subse-
nently on appointing it private counsel application was made by him for re-
ramming the witnesses already examined by Anticus curiae, then in such a situation

I l e application should he granted by the court in the interest of justice and also since
is a question of life and death for the accused. [Ramashanker o State of U P. 1997
ii IJ 103. 11021,

'l'cuidering Fur Cross-Examination. [Cross-Examination of WitnessesExami-
iied Before the Committing Magistrate But Not Called in the Court of Sessions

jt' the Prosecution].—In a sessions trial, the prosecution is not bound to call any
'iinCS5 called before the magistrate, for cross-examination. The prosecution cannot

forced to put forward a Witness on whose evidence no reliance can he placed. It
he sufficient if the prosecution makes such witnesses to be present in the

so that the defence can call them if they like [I? i' Kali I'ro,vunno, 14 C 245).
5 0fl ilar sew seems to have been taken in 1? m: ,Sra,moni & Gun, 14 A 521 and in F? v.

/ )u1. 1 6 A 84 F13. Sec wile S 14: "Criminal cases" and s 135: "Examination of
mit Criminal (acer. Ordinarily when a \vitncss for the prosecuhiuln is not

,iflcJ h the prosecutor it the sessions trial, lie is placed ill the witness-box in order
1 11,11 the ic fence iimv have au opportunity to cross-es mnunc li im I R t GirLs/u Ch, 5 C

I SC 1.R 35 . ; iVa , ,'e,ulra i' R. 27 CWN 8201. Where any witness known to the
tISeCutlOrt is able in swear to facts very material to the cisc, the proper procedure is
ask him to give evidence uS to the several facts known to hint though othici
nc'.'.s.2s might hive spoken to the sante facts. Merel y' ''tendering him for CR155-

' s, i oin.ttUn is not a practice which should he encouraged, especially in tituidet
'ices. .m it would he cciv unfair to the accused" I lela Koraiaii I: R. 53 M (i) A
I ()() M 000; (1? i' Rain S/iai, IOC 1070 rcl nil); 'I'lia/mathetIiil i: S. A 1907 K I (I
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The practice of tendering witnesses for cross-examination was condemned in a later

case as very irregular. It is Inconsistent with s 138. The practice should only be
adopted in the case of witnesses of secondary importance, eg, when the prosecution
has already got sufficient evidence on a particular point. Strictly speaking the
prosecution with the leave of the court and consent of the defence should ask the
witness if his evidence in the lower court is true. If he gives a general answer as to its

truth, he an be cross-examined on that. But he must in some way be examined in
chief before he can be cross-examined ISadeppo v. R. 1942 Born 115: A 1942 B 37;

R v. Ka.swnali, 1942 Born 384: A 1942 B 71 FB; Keser t. 5, A 1954 Pu 285:

Sailendra Tripura, A 1959, Tri L I . Two things are involved: (I) Where a witness of
secondary importance is not examined at the sessions trial. When such a witness is

titendered for cross-examination, there must be some examinatio-in-chie f though by
a single question whether his statements before the committing magistrate were true.
(ii) \Vhere the prosecution discards a witness who is not likely to tell the ti uth. It is
tantamount to the prosecutor declaring a w itne ss hostile and in sod" a case the

examination by time defence is reall y examination-ni-chic1. The prosedlItioti ,uiiiiOt
cross-cxailiine him without obtaining the court's leave undet s I 5-1 II)Jiirerulra i 5. A

1952 C 6711 Where a witness is ''tendered" by the proscctitioll and oath is adnitnis-
icred, he should he deemed to have been called by the pmosevcttOfl affliolich 11 11

question is put and the court does not act illegally in allowing him in hL' cross-
examined under s 154. Tendering witness for cross-examination is :ilriiost tantarnoUitt

to giving up a witness [Ch/ioto Sin gh e 5, A 1964,  Pu 1201. The pi aetlee ol tcndci ing

witness leads to considerable confusion and is to be deprec:ited_---Atithoi tiles

discussed and four propositions laid on the question Mcirzziiru/ 1 5, A 1958 P 4221

Intervention b y Court During Cross-examination. CrossEx1111iIlat10t1 by

Courtl.--S. 1 ()5 gives a very wide power in the judge to ask a s itness any questiot

in any form, at any stage of the proceedings. It is recognised th,iL tliesi pits ileges
should he used with caution. There should be no uiidtic t nienlercrice with the tights ot
the parties. if the interests of justice require, the court should exercise the posvcr. "On
no account", says Walsh. "should interruption he allowed under any circutlistaflees,
so Long as the cross-examination is being fairly conducte d. If the cross-examiner is
misrepresenting by his question the effect of evidence which has already been given,
or misinterpreting the statements of the witness himself. or putting to the witness as
an established fact to one-sided view of a document, or challenging the witness upon
the contents of a document without putting it into his hand, his opponent is entitled to
object. it is the duty of the court to protect the witness, and the patties ag:nnsl unfair
treatment or m i srepiesCiltatiOn IWaIsh's Advocate, p 1481.

"It is only by cross-examination thatthat it witness's evidence can he p i operIN tested,

and it Loses much of its effectiveness in counsel's hands if the ss itness is given time to

think out answers to awkward question . ............... .......... tile very gist of cross-

cx anti nation lies in the 0 tibroken sequence ol question and au ss ci . ............ lix cc ssiVC

judicial interruption inevitably weakens the etteetiveluess ol eiossc\1tiiutflatiOU
.................Ion at one and tile same time it givesa wit tie ss vu u able Li rue Ii um thought

before answering a (lillicult question. and diverts crosS-CX:itfllfl dig LOUUSCI from the

course which he had intended to pursue and to which it 	 by no nieans easy,

sonietitlieS to return". buiicton of Judge at trial of civil actr. ' n stated -Ne	 trial

gianted [or pliiintifl's counsel being unduly h:nupered in his t,isk of crosS-
examination by the Judge's constant t irterniptions JoiiC.I I. .'.,jiiul Coal

195'7, 2 All FR 155 p ivi cited under s 1051.

While it is unohjcctionahlc for :u judge to caution i seOuiess :. speak the turII,. It IS

wholly wrong to tell lun that iii matter what evidence is o r :0 1w loin no s:uioil
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would he taken against him [R v. Mahna, 9 IC 436: 65 PLR 1911]: It is not the
province of the court to examine the witnesses, unless the pleaders on either side
have omitted to put some material question or questions; and the court should, as a
general rule, leave the witnesses to the pleaders to be dealt with as laid down in s 138
of the Evidence Act. The procedure of the sessions judge in qucstionipg the wit-
nesses, at the close of the examination-in-chief, at great length upon points, certain to
be dealt with in cross-examination by the plcadcrs, is irregular and unfair. In this case
GARTH CJ, and MAC1 1EAN J, observed: 'We find that, on the examination-in-chief
being finished, the judge questioned almost all the witnesses at considerable length
upon the very points to which he must have known that the cross-examination would
certainly and properly he directed. The result of this, of course, ws to render the
cross-examination by the prisoner's pleaders to a great extent ineffective, by assisting
the witnesses to explain away in anticipation the points which might have afforded
proper g round for useful cross-examination" ]Noor flux Kazi I: R, 6 C 279, 283: 7

CLR 3$5 relied upon in In Re .So'asob/'a, A 1951 M 772: 1951, I MI_i 207. Sec

Janki t. ThlIkur, $2 IC 154: II OLJ 3331.

,\lthtiugh toe Judge can put any question at ans time, the tone gcncrall:i
dered proper for an extended examination is when the lawyers have finished their
questions or at least when the lawyer examining at the time is passing on to a new
sub;ect. Rut if he does more and stops counsel again and again to put a long series of
his own questions, he makes an effective examination or cross-examination irmipossi-

He, ].Suni1 t. S. 57 CWN 962: A 1954 C 3051. Where the trial judge took the witness-
es out of hands of counsel and cx anti tied and cross-exanhi ned hint himself, the course
was deprecated I b,cof	 ITha ,i,'it'aJuirL, A 1949 13 3461. Whem e the udgc actually
forbade the further cross-examin;Ition of a witness oil 	 ground that she was

cinharrassed the trial was badl y conducted I M0 Ave y. ('iou ('lime, A 1941 R 3341.

The law of proceduie entrusts the courts With powers for obtantitig the truth of
cases and or examining the witnesses tttemsclvcs, when suits are conducted by
incompetent persons. In this case PtAcoCK, Ci, remarked—"And I may add that it is
another great misfortune of litigants in the mnolussil in this country that the witnesses
who arc called to prove the acts of the ease are not properly examined, through the
incompetency of thosc who have the niarmagelhietit () ]'tile suits, and the judges do not
make up for that incompetency by themselves exuototing the witnesses or exercising
those powers for obtaining time truth with which they have been entrusted by the law
of procedure- JRanrgtwv i: A foam taj Bee/ice, 10 \V R 28(1, 2821. Although  a judge

could not be acting sit ictly according to the rules of judicial practice, if lie were W

take the work of examining and cross-examoinilig witnesses in his own hand, yet
certainly it is his duty and privilege to put questioits to witnesses in order to get at the
truth ] K/iwliia i'. Nisar, A 1936 1, 887]. In Alf-er Soiad A/i t'. Kwsheenatlt. 6 Wit

1891, NoRMAN. J. said: "We have constantly to regret that witnesses have not been
cross-examined in the tower coomis in the iitoltisil". The truth of POAC(X'K, Cj's
remarks, nitist be apparent to every omie connected willi ttte ;idimitnistiation of .11C

If a crillimal court is to he an effective jnInmiflCitt in dispensing justice, the pmesiuliiig
od ge 11111 "I cci e ii) tie :i spec tat or ;111(1 a mere recoldilig macli inc. lie must become a

p:nticipint in the trial by evincing immtclligeitt active interest hy putting questions to

	

witmiessec in	 der to isccrt:itn the midi. Any qucs ins put by tIm' Judge iittisl mint	 lieor 
so as to frighten, coerce, eiitiluse cit intiniid;ite the witnesses. ]Ra;im ('/zwider m: SOlO'

of l/arvinmO. 1981 Cii Ii 609 : A lJ$1 SC 1030, 10371.

\Vitncss&'s ie in imuitly cases, either cross-exun'iicd too much on mimehev:imit
io:uilers or too little It is no; itllrL'qtIcnt In find unskilful handling of c;mse'i....lie

(hittleulty is colituiced by the fact that cases are seldom prepared for trial hcftcte
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they come to court. Sec the remarks of WARS, CJ in Shthdaya! v. Jagannath, 68
IC 812 (ante, s 58). The High Court had occasion to comment on the manner in
which a capital case was conducted by counsel. It was said that the prosecution
witnesses should have been cross-examined more fully. MUKHERJ!, J, also con-
demned strongly the conduct of the defence counsel in interviewing the trial judge
in his chamber before the hearing in order to bargain with him as to the sentence to
be passed on the accused should he he advised to plead guilty [Barendra v. R, 28
CWN 1701. It frequently happens that the persons actually appointed to conduct
defence at Crown's expense do their work very badly and conspicuous opportu-
nities for cross-examination, and obvious arguments are entirely ignored. In such
circumstances the judge should remember that he has the duty not only to the
prosecution but to the defence, and he should use his greater experience to cross-
examine the witnesses with he sees that the defence lawyer is incompetent [Dikson

R, A 1942 P 901.

Right to Cross-Examine Witnesses Called by the Court.—A witness called by
the Court i\ liable to be cross-examined by any of the parties [Tarini u Saroda, 3 BLR
145: I 1 \VR 468; Gurudas v Greedliarce, 11 WR 110; Shutfaraz u'. Dhanno, 16 WR
257; R u: Cinch Ch, 5 C 614; Gopal Loll v. Manick La!, 24 C 2881. When the counsel
for the prisoner has already examined or declined to cross-examine a witness, and the
court afterwards of its own motion, examined him the witnesses cannot then be
subjected to cross-examination without the leave of the court [R u: Sak/iararn. 11
BHC 166, 168. See further s 165 post, "Cross-Examination Upon Answers in Reply
to QUeSII(),IS BY CUUrt—CrosSLXW7iulOtlon of Witnesses Called By Courtl. If a
witness called by court gives evidence against the complainant he should be allowed
an opportunity to cross examine. The right to cross-examine a witness who is called
by a court arises not under the provision of Sec. 311 CPC but under the Evidence Act
which gives a party the right to cross-examine a witness who is not his own witness.
Since a witness summoned by the court would not he termed a witless of any
particular party, the court should give the right of cross-examination to the complai-
nant. [Pradeep Kurnar Agarwal v. State, 1995 Cri II 76, 78 (On)]. The complainant
and not the accused has a right to examine a court witness summoned at the stage of
taking cognizance under section 190 Cr PC [S KSiraj v. State of Orissa, 1994 Cri U
2410. 2417 (On)].

Length of Time in Cross-Examination. [Judge's Power to Interfere].—It is not
always safe that a judge should freely interfere with the discretion of counsel, while
cross-examining the witnesses. But when the privilege is abused, it seems but right
that the judge should exercise some control over cross-examinations assuming
inordinate length. Examination of witnesses must not he protracted beyond reasona-
ble limits, even if the question put be logically relevant [4 CWN cxxi (Golden River
Mining Co u Buxton Mining Cu, 97 Fed Rep 414 Am cited)]. In Vassiliades i'. R. A
1945 PC 38 LORD WRIGHT said:-

.................... but the Judge has always it discretion as to how far it (cross-
examination) may go or how long it may continue. A fair and reasonable
exercise of his discretion by the Judge will not generally be questioned by an
appellate court".

Abuse in the matter of cross-examination which enormously increases the costs of
litigation without any corresponding benefits to the parties should he checked and it
would appear to be clearly within the p0\crs of the 1 ligh Courts to direct an enquiry
with a view to disciplinary action against the lawyers in flagrant cases [I?ojkwnar t.
Ranzsundar, 55 CU 120: A 1932 PC 69: 136 IC 102 PCI. It is well to hear in mind
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the observations of SANKEY LC, in Mechanical & G I Co Ltd t Austin Motor Co

Lid, A 1935 AC 346:104 LJKB 403:-

 Cross-ex amination is a powerful and valuable weapon for the purpose of
testing the veracity of a witness and the accuracy and completeness of his story. It
is entrusted to the hands of counsel in the confidence that it wilbc used with
discretion, and with due regard to the assistance to be rendered by it to the court,
not forgetting at the same time the burden that is imposed upon the witness".

Where examination appears to he unduly protractC and irrelevant the court has
power to control the cross-examination apart from the Evidence Act or the Cr P Code

Yeshpal v. Ru.nklal, A 1955 B 318; R v. Rajti,natolli, 22 Born LR166, 178: A 1920

1-3 402] A judge has power "to put questions to the witnesses", either during chief
examination or cross-examination or even during re-examination to elicit truth. The

corollary (if it is that if a judge [cit that witness has committed an error or slip it is the
duty of the judge to ascertain whether it was so, for, to err is human and the chances
of erring may accelerate under stress of nervousness during cross-examination.

],SOire of Roia.vthwi y. Anil, A 1997 SC 1023, 1025: 1997 Cri II 15291.

While it is the duty of the court to keep cross_cxailttfliitlon within legitimate
hounds, it must he careful in the discharge of that duty, not to exercise too effective a
control so as to unduly curtail legitimate cross-examination. Undue interference has,

11101c 
often than not, the result of robbing the cross-examination of its efficacy

]Saligwni i P. 1936 AWR 967: A 1937 A 17 II. Where the examination of a s itness
is needlessly protracted. it is within the discretion of the court to arrest it t%rndfolke

V. S. 85 Ga 69; Allen Kirk, 81 Iowa, 6581: and the udee ma y properly interfere on

oblectioti uiadc or of his own motion I S m'. McGee, 36 La Ann 2061. So the court may

stop repeti4ion of questions already answered I People Ruder, 136 California 253:

Jones S 4 141. The length of time occupied in questioning may of course fitly he the
suhjcct of reasonable limits, fixed beforehand if possible; and a mutual agreement as
to the time is often made Wig s 7831. Cross-examination of a single witness 

held

limitable in discretion to three hours ]Munro v. Stowe, 175 Mass 169, cited Wig

s 7841. Abuse in regard to examinations on commission has led the Calcutta High
Court to issue instruction that a court should limit a number of hours as being
sufficient for the purpose and beyond the time so fixed. the commissioner shall not
sit without further order from the court ]Rule 295(1) Civil Rules and Orders].

In 13,almrnava v. R, A 1938 R 442, 444 ROItERTS CJ, said:-

"Whcti irrelevant topics are pursued at great length and persistence is shown
in going over the sante ground again and again in the hope of making the
.itnesses appear discrepant, sonic limit must he placed on the latitude given.

Continued irrelevancies and repetitions are not to he endured indefinitely. If
alter several warnings an advocate persists in abusing his position in this way.
lie may he directed to esunic his seat, hut only when the judge has enquircd
what are the material matters on which lie still desires to cross-examine and is
satisfied that rio satisfactory reply has been forthcoming from the advocate and
that no legitimate questions by toni have been shut out".

In MeeImwucUl & G / Co lid c Au.1in Motor Co. 1935 AC 346, 360 LOiU)

S ANKEY 1,C, said: "A protracted and irrelevant cross cxaminatiofl not only adds to

the cost of litigation. but it is a waste of public time." I-Ic added that such a 
cross

-

examination may become indefensible.

Coot is have lull powci to prevent any abuse of the rights of crosseXatninttt0n in

., lil y itot otter appropriate to the ci rc ii instances of the case I !luiuke i Kanhuiva. A 1922
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o 124]. An order of a magistrate fixing arbitrary limit of time, viz three minutes
[Saligram v. R. A 1937 A 171] or five minutes for the cross-examination of a witness
is illegal [R v. Asiruddin, 62 IC 412: A 1921 C 118:22 Ct-i U 524; R v. Abed, 34 CU
172]. It is wrong of a magistrate not to allow more than such cross-examination as he
thought to be necessary [Radhe v. R, 1936 AWR 295: 1936 AU 667].

The court in appointing a commissioner should in each case give him instructions
so as to make it clear that he is not so powerless as it is imagined. Whenever it
appears to him that the pleader is abusing his position and exceeding the limits o
propriety, he should stop proceedings for the purpose of taking the direction of the
court [Bibi Kaniz v. Mobarak, A 1924 P 284: 72 IC 748]. If it is proved to the
satisfaction of the court, that there has been prolonged and unnecessary cross-exami-
nation of a witness on commission, the court may order such cross-examination to be
closed within a reasonable time [Saraj Prosad v. Standard L / Co. 30 625. See the
remarks of JENKINS CJ, in Gope.ssar v. Bissessur, 39 C 245: 16 CWN 265].

MODE OF DEALING WITH PARTICULAR V1TNESSES.—A few hints as
to the mode of dealing with particular witnesses may be helpful. The reader is a;so
referred to Authors Hints on Modem Advocacy and Cross-examination, 3rd Ed
Chaptcc 7 p 228 et seq.

—Lying Witnesses.—Exposure of falsehood and discovery of truth is one of the
most principal objects of cross-examination. But the task is more difficult than it first
appears, specially when dealing with intelligent witnesses who have come to support
a party's cause by deliberate perjury. The cross-examiner must first make himself
sure that the witness intends perjury. His demeanour should be carefully watched,
and his manner of giving evidence should be studied with care. It must be ascertained
what portion of his testimony is false. A witness whose testimony is partially false is
more difficult to deal with than a wholly l y ing witness. Avoid giving witness cause
for suspicion, as the witness is apt to be put on his guard and to be cautious in his
answers, if he suspects that you doubt his veracity.

Wellman says: "It is often useful, as your first question to ask him to repeat lii
story. Usually he will repeat it in almost identically the same words, as before,
showing he has learnt it by heart. Of course it is possible, though not probable, that
he has done this and still is telling the truth. Try him by taking him to the middle of
his story, and from there jump him quickly to the beginning and then to the end of ii
If he is speaking by role rather than from recollection, he will be sure 10 succumb in
this method. He has no facts with which to associate the word of his stor y : he can
only call it to mind as a whole, and not in detachments. Draw his attention to other
facts dissociated with the main story as told by himself. He will be entirely unpre-
pared for these new inquiries, and will draw upon imagination for answers. Distract
his thoughts again to some new part of his main story and then suddenly. when his
mind is upon another subject, return to those considerations to which you had first
called his attention, and ask him the same questions a second lime. He will again fall
hack upon his imagination and very likely will give a different answer from the
Iirst---and you have him in the net. He cannot invent answers as fast as you can
invent questions, and at the SillflC time remember his previous inventions correctl y : he
will not keep his answers all consistent with one anothcr. He will soon become
confused and, from that time on, he will be at your mercy. Let him go as soon as ni
have made it apparent that he is not mistaken hut lying" [Wellman 52-531.

Cox says:—''An cxcellciu plan is to take the NvitileNs through his story, but iu
the same order of incidents in which he told it. Dislocate his train of ideas, and v
JIM him out; y ou disturb his mernor-y of his lesson. Thus begin your ci n'-
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examination at the middle of his narrative, then jump to one end, then to some other
part the most remote from the subject of the previous question. If he is telling the
truth this will not confuse him, because he speaks from impressions upon his mind;
but if he is lying, he will be perplexed and will betray himself, for speaking from the
memory only, which acts by association, you disturb that assocation, and his
invention breaks down".

Bullying a witness or showing teeth or questioning in a manner which assumes
that the witness is lying seldom succeeds. The examiner must be always patient and
approach the witness in an artful manner. Cox says: "When you are satisfied that the
witness is drawing upon his invention, there is no more certain process of detection
than a rapid fire of questions. Give him no pause between them; n, brcathhg place,
nor point to rally. Few minds are sufficiently self-possessed as, under such a
catcehising, to maintain a consistent story. If there be a pause or a hesitation in the
answer, you thereby lay hare the falsehood".

—Female Witnesses.—As the chief motive for exaggeration springs from an
innate love of the marvellous, and as this love., like all others, is most remarkable
in the softer sex, a prudent man will, in e.encral, do well to weigh with some
caution the testimony of female wiine.vsc.. This is ilic hole necessary, in eoisc-
quence of the extensive and dangerous field of falsehood which is opened up by
mere exaggeration; for, as truth is made the ground work of the picture and fiction
lends but light and shade, it often requires much patience and acuteness (hall
men possess, or are willing to exercise, to distinguish fact from fancy, and to
repaint the narrative in his proper colours. In short, the intermixture of truth
disarms the suspicion of the candid and sanctions the ready belief of the male-
volent. Having pointed out this proneness to exaggerate as a feminine weakness, it
is only just to add, that in other respects, the testimony of women is at least
deserving (31 'equal credit to that of men. In fact, they arc in some respects superior
witnesses; for first, they arc, ill closer observers than men; next, their
memories, being less loaded with matters of business, are usually more tenacious:
and lastly, they often possess unrivalled powers of simple and unaffected narra-
tion" [Tay s 541. In India female witnesses generally present peculiar difficulties.
on account of thier habits of seclusion and observance of strict purda. Consi-
derable allowance should he made in their case, and the judge and the lawyer must
first make sure that they have understood the questions thoroughly. As they do not
appear before the public, their sense of shame and embarrassment stand in the way
Of giving clear answers.

—Child Witnesses.--"Sir William Balckstonc appears to have thought, that less
credit was, due to the testimony of a child ihan to that of an adult; but reason and
experience scarcely warrant this opinion. In childhood, the faculties of observation
and memory are usually more active than iii alter life, while the motive for falsehood
are then less numerous and powerful. The experience and artlessness which, in a
great measure, must accompany tender years, render a child incapable of sustaining
consistent perjury, while the same causes operate powerfully in preventing his true.
testimony from being shaken by the adroitness of counsel. Not comprehending the
drill of the questions put to him in cross-examination, his only course is to answer
them according to the tact. Thus. if he speaks falsely, tie is most inevitably detected;
but ii he be the witness of truth, he avoids. tli:tt imputation of dishonest, which
soincti nics attaches to tldcr w itnesscs. who, though substantially telling the Ira iii, are
apt to throw 'discredit on their tc.stinlony, by a too anxious desire to reconcile evet y
apparent inconsistency' [Thy s 551.
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Children can be easily tutored or threatened, and so in spite of the fact that they
possess unsophisticaied minds and have hardly any motive to deceive their evidence
should be received with caution. But they are not very difficult to handle as witnesses
of tender age break down very soon in cross-examination, when lying. The great
danger in regard to child witnesses is that on account of their tender age and
immature faculty it is impossible to expect any very precise narrative of what they
actually witnessed and when leading questions are put to their mouth in cross-
examihation they are liable to give affirmative answers without understanding exactly
what they were being questioned about. As to the value of the evidence of child
witness it has been obserrved in a case (quoting with approval a passage from
Kenny's Criminal Law) that children are a most untrustworthy class of witnesses
[Abbas v. R, A 1933 L 667: 34 Cri U 606]. LORD ROCHE observed: "Evidence
substantially true not infrequently assumes too perfect a form and witnesses such as
children not infrequently get a story by heart which is none the less a true story"
[Bhoirai v Sitaram, 40 CWN 257, 261: 160 IC 45: A 1936 PC 60]. LORD GODDARD
stated that while no coroboration is needed in Indian law for the evidence of a child
witness, it is a sound rule in practice not to act on the uncorroborated evidence of a
child, whether sworn or unswom, but this is a rule of prudence and not of Law [Md
Sugal v. R, 50 CWN 98: A 1946 PC 3; Bhars'ad v. S. A 1971 SC 1064; ES' v. Dukiti
Dci, A 1963 Or 144; Pancithi v. State of UP., (1998)4 SCALE 603, 605, 606 (SC)].
As to corroboration, [see Rameswar v. 5, A 1952 SC 541. Evidence is to he
approached with great caution [Caetano v. Union, A 1977 SC 135]. It is more a rule
of caution. If after scrutiny no infirmities are found and there is an impress of truth,
there is nothing in the way of acceptance of the evidence of a child Witness [In re Shk
Umar, A 1957 AP 3431. Minor discrepancies or contradictions in testimony of child
witnesses are the proof of their truth rather than a badge of falsehood [Dharani v.
A 1971 HP 17 (Mohansingh v. S, A 1965 Pu 291 folld)].

Where the very statmcnt of the child could form the basis of the conviction, no
corroboration is necessary [Dharwn v. S. sup]. Corroboration of the sworn evidence of a
child is not necessary as a matter of law, but a jury should be given the usual warning
though the jury may act on the uncorroborated evidence if they believe it to be true [R v
Campbell, 1956, 2 All ER 272]. For a case in which a young man was convicted of rape
on a young girl which resulted in her death and in which the principal witness was a girl
of about 9 or 10 years, see Sarnbhu v. R, 3 P 410. Testimony of an adopcsccnt cannot be
discarded on ground of delayed disclosure of crime [State of M P s Samay La!, 1994 Cn
U 3407 (MP)]. When the evidence of a young boy of 13 years, who was a natural
witness, had not suffered from any infirmity in cross-examination, nor was there anything
to show that he had been tutored and his evidence was corroborated by other
circumstances, there was no reason to discard his testimony as being an evidence of child.
Sliayanr Narain Sing! v. State of Bihar, 1993 Cmi U 772, 814 (Pat)].

—Police \Vitnesses.—With respect to policemen, constable, and others employed
in the suppression and detection of crime, their testimony should usually be watched
with care; not because they intentionally pervert the truth, but because their
professional zeal, fed as it is by an habitual intercourse with the vicious, and by the
frequent contemplation of human nature in its most revolting form, almost
necessarily leads them to ascribe actions to the worst motives and to give a colouring
of guilt to facts and conversations, which are perhaps, in themselves consistent with
perfect rectitude, "That all men are guilty, till they are proved to be innocent" is'
naturally the creed of the police; but it is creed which finds no sanction in a court of
justice [Tay s 57). The caution is all the more necessary in India, where the police are
possibly more corrupt than in other countries. In the first Report of the Indian Law
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Commissioners it was stated that "the evidence taken by the Parliafnentary Commit-
tee on Indian Affairs during the session in 1852 and 1853, and other papers which
have been brought to our notice abundantly show that the powers of the police are
often abused for purposes of extortion and oppression". Things have not much im-
proved since then and the conduct of the police is occasionally the subject of strong
comment in various decisions.

The following extracts from Harris' Hints on Advocacy, 14th Ed will prove
helpful:—

They are dangerous persons. They are professional witnesses, and in a sense
that no other class of witnesses can be said to be so. Their answers' generally
may he said stereotyped. Don't imagine that you are going tt trip him up upon
the path where his beat has been for many a year. He will perceive you coming
while you are a long way off, and in all ,probability go out and meet you.
Perhaps before you were horn he answered the question you have just put. But
try hini with something just it little out of the common line by way ol
experiment. You see he looks at you as though you have got the sun in his eyes.
I Lu uannot quitc .ice what you arc about. And you must keep him with the mn io
his eyes if you desire to make anything of him. Without accusing him even by
implication of having no reverence for the sanctity of an oath, I must say, that if
he sees the drift of your question, the chances are against your getting the
answers you want, or in the form in which you would like them. I-Ic thinks it Ins
duty to baffle you, and if you do not get an answer you don't want, it will
probably he because the policeman is as young and inexperienced as you are.
To he effective with the policemnami your question must he rapidly put. Although
he has a trained mind for the witness-box, it is trained in a very narrow groove:
it moves as he tiiineli moves, slowly and ponderously along its particular heat,
it tiavells slowly because (11' its discipline, and is by no means able to keep pace
With yours, or ought not to be. You should not permit him to trace the
connection between one question and another when you desire that he should
not do so (pp 104, 105).

Unless certain of the answer, never under any circumstances, ask a police-
man as to character. The highest character he can give a respectable person will
he that he "does not know anything against him". Furthermore it is dangerous to
put "fishing" questions to this class of witness (p 106).

The police constable i s not below human nature generally. The parent of
many of his faults is the fact that subordinate judges as a rule, think he must he
protected by an implicit belief i n his veracity. As it natural consequence he falls
into the error of believing in his own infallibility (p 1(17).

Expert \Vitncsscs.—'As it general thing, it is unwise br the cross-examiner to
attempt to cope with a specialist in his own field of enquiry. Lengthy cross-examina-
tions along the lines of the expert's theory are equally disastrous and should rarely he
attempted. Man y lawyers undertake to cope with a medical or handwriting expert nit
his own ground.—surgcry, correct diagnosis, or the intricacies of penmanship. In
some rare instances (more especially with poorly educated physicians) this method
of cross-questioning is productive of results. More frequently, however, it only
affords an opportunity, for the doctor to enlarge upon the testimony lie has already
given, and to explain what might otherwise have been misunderstood or even entirely
overlooked by the jury. A physician should rarely he cross-examined on his own
speciality unless the importance of the ease has warranted so close a study by the
counsel of the particular subject under discussion as to justify experiment; and then
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only when the lawyer's research of the medical authorities, which he should have
with him in court, ,convinces him that he can expose the doctor's erroneous
conclusions, not only to himself but to a jury who will not readily comprehend the
abstract theories of physiology upon which even the medical profession itself is
divided".

"On the other hand, some careful and judicious question, seeking to bring out
separate facts and separate points from the knowledge arid experience of the expert,
which will tend to support the theory of the attorney's own side of the case, are
usually productive of good results. In other words the art of the cross-examiner
should he directed to bring out such scientific facts from the knowledge of the expert
as will help his own case, and thus tend to destroy the weight of the opinion of the
expert given against him".

'Another suggestion which should always he home in mind is that no question
should be put to an expert which is in any way so broad as to give the expert an
opportunit y to expatiate upon his own views, and thus afford him an opportunity in
his answer to give his reasons, in his own way, for his opinions, which counsel
calling him as an expert irriglit not otherwise have (oily brought out in his
cxaniirtation [Wclltnan pp 74-751.

"When the cross-exami icr has totally (ailed to shake (lie testimony of an able and
honest expert, lie should be wary of attempting to discredit him by slurring allusions
to his professorial ability as iii such cases there is always the danger of giving the
expert it good chance for retort'' Wel Inian p 1041.

AS to (lie examination of Experts, see ante s 45 Sarkar's I lints oil Modern
Advocacy, 31d Ed p 232. As to (lie value of their opinion, see ante s 45.

Re-Examination.----'I'hc right to re-examine it witness arises only alter die con-
clusion of cross-examination and as s 138 says, it shall be directed to (h explanation
of any part of his evidence given during cross-examination which is capable of being
construed unfavourably to his own side. The object is to give 

all opportunity to
reconcile the discrepancies, it an y, between the statements in examination-in-chief
and cross-examination or to explain any statement inad verten tl y made in cross-
examination or to remove any ambiguity in the deposition or suspicion east on the
evidence by cross-examination. Where there is no ambiguity or where there is
nothing to explain, questions put in re-examination with the sole object of giving a
chance to the witness to undo the effect of a previous stzucments, should never he
allowed. Leading questions should not be asked in re-examination (s 142). S 154 is
wide in its scope and court can permit a person calling a witness to put questions in
the nature of cross-examination at the stage of re-examination, provided it takes care
to give further opportunity to the adverse party to cross-examine the witness in such
case [I*thyab/iai r S, A 1964 SC 15631. The re-examination should he confined to
matters arising out of the cross-examination, and ordinarily the counsel will not be
allowed to question (lie witness on matter which  ci iiiId have bee n asked in
examination-in-chief. If it is desired to introduce new matter in rc-cxanitiniitiOli, the
counsel should in every instance seek (lie perirussion of the court. The judge,
however, may in his discretion allow such a quest ion (ii he put[pe r CAVE J. in Scott
v. Sampson, 8 QI3D 5061. In Queen 'a Case, 2 B & It, pp 284. 297, 1.01W 'l'ENTER-

IX)N said:—

"I think that counsel iris a ri g ht upon rc-cxarnroalron to ask all questions
svhujchr may he proper to d[ass ion (Ii rn explallakoll of the sctrsc arid tneaninntg of
the expressions used by tire wiriness nit cross-exaninlnr:ntlonr. it they he in them-
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selves doubtful, and also of the motive by which the witness was induced to use
those expressions; but I think he has no right to go further, and to introduce
matter new in itself and not wanted for the purpose of explaining either the
expressions or the motives of the witness".

Sec also R v Woods, 1 Craw & D 439 and R v. Si George, 9 C & P. 483. Thus
where a certain conversation had been admitted in cross-examination, re-xamintion
as to distinct mutters occurring in that conversation will not be allowed [Prince c
Snow, 7 A & F 627]. If however, new mutter is allowed to be introduced in re-
examination by the court, the opposite party has the right to further cross-exami-
nation, upon that matter.

But no questions may be asked in re-examination which introdtc wholly new
flatters, except by leave of thc court which is gis en subject to cross-CxamiflatiOn on
the new matter. Where, however, questions asked in cross-examination let in
evidence which would not have been admissible in chief, the witness may be re-
examined upon it" IHals 3rd Ed Vol 15 para 8031.

If new matter is introduced in re-examination ss ithout objection the court must he
dcci ned to have per in it ted he quc 11011 and :i the rsc party ha , a right to further L it

upon the matter (fli'1ulatrwn i'. Moral his Co. 1973 1) 1801.

Even if inadmissible ilnitters are introduced in crosS-examination, the right to re-
examine oil matters remains I Lflewert v, Tregontiiug. 3 A & F 554 [but see R :
(urcill, 1913, 1 KB 271 where it has been said that the rebuttal of irrelevant
evidence will not he allowe(1)). ''If, a witness has testified to unfriendly feelings
towards a party he may he asked in re-examination as to tile nature and extent of that
leclirlg 1 people o Hcanfw:. 98 Mich 32). But this does not necessarily admit the
reasons fur his animosity or the details of the trouble with such party. II facts are
(:alled out oil cross-examination which tend to impeach the integrity or character of
the witness, he may, on re-examination make explanations showing that such facts
are consistent with credibility as a witness, although such testimony would he other-
wise irrelcvaht' [Jones s 872].

After a witness has been cross-examined, the party who called hint has a right to
re-examine him, and to ask all questions which may be proper to draw forth an
('xplwicJtion ol the meaning the expressions used by the witness on cross-examina-
tion, if they he in themselves doubtful: and also of the motive, or provocation which
induced the witness to use those expressions; but he has no right to go further, and to
introduce matter new in usd1 and not suited to the purpose of explaining either the
exprcssioits or the motives of the witness. It is settled law, that proof, on cross-
CXaitlifl(itioO, of a datachcd statement made by or to a witness at a former time, does
not authorise proof by the party calling that Witness of all that was said at the same
time. but only of so much as can he in some way connected with the statement
proved Prince s'. Snow, 7 A & E 627; Tay s 14741. If counsel chooses to cross-
examine the witness as to facts which were not admissible in et'idc,ice, the other

party has a right to re-examine him as to the evidence SO given )Tay s 1475: Ilals 3rd

Ed Vol IS paru 8031.

When the cross-examination of a witness begins on one day and is completed
only the next day, the party calling the witness is entitled to re-examine the witness
on the whole field coveted by the witness and not merely on the matters arising in
cross-examination on the second day. if the matter elicited in re-examination gives
rise to any suspicion that it has been the result of tutoring with regard to any matter
covered oil the first day, it would he open to the judge to comment on the oppoi
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tunity for preparation given by the lapse of time [Bakhori v. Abdul, A 1941 P 362:

195 IC 107).
When in cross-examination a witness admits that previous statement of his is false,

he should be asked in re-examination by the prosecution or at any rate by the court
why he made the false statement. The mere fact that the previous statement is
acknowledged to be false is no justification for rejecting it if on othergrounds the
court concludes that it is in substance true [Sushil c. R, 51 IC 449: 6011 210].

RcCrossEXami nation. —No doubt cases may arise in which a re-direct exami-
nation may make relevant certain new eviderce for which there was no prior need or
opportunity, and for this purpose a re-cross-examination becomes proper; in such
cases it is sometimes said to he a matter of right. But for other matters there is
ordinarily no such need, and the allowance of a re-cross-examination depends in such
cases on the consent of the trial court [Wig s 18971-

Recall for Re_Examination . in_Chief.--Uildet ordinary circumstances it is not
iecessarv or peruussihlc to allow a witness once examined and dismissed bN a party
to he recalled, for it I ,, expected that the advocate will interrogate him on all material
points touching his case. Unforeseen situation may however develop and there may
also he inadvertent omissions. In Such cases, the court aiy n its discretion _, io a
witness to he recalled. But surprise or prejudice to the other party should b guarded
against, as when the other party has dismissed his witnesses after the close of the
case of both parties. Nor should a py be allowed to Fill up lacuna in evidence under
the pretext of a recall. In Carrcrz '. Connerv, 5 Binn 488, TtLGHMAN CJ, said. "It
may he necessary, in order to come at the truth of the case, to examine him as to new
matter, and after that there may he a second cross-examination. The court at their
discretion may permit it witness to be examined by either party over and over again
at any time during the trial. But they will take care to exercise this discretion, so as
not to suffer any advantage to he gained or trick or artifice. If the plaintiff should
declare that he had finished his testimony, in consequence of which tc defendant
should dismiss some of his witnesses, and then the plaintiff should offer to produce
new testimony. which might perhaps have been contradicted by the witnesses who
have been dismissed, the court would not suffer him to avail himself of such
disingenuous conduct". The judge will seldom, however, except under special
circumstances, permit a plaintiff, after his case is closed, to recall a witness toprove
a material fact [Murray s Sheriffs of Dublin, 1841 Arm M & 0 130]: though the
application will in cneral be entertained, if made before the closing of the plaintiff's
case [White : Smith, 1841 Arm M & 0 171]. If a question has been omitted in
examination-in-chief, and cannot in strictness, be asked on re-examination as not
arisin out of the cross-examination, it is usual for the counsel to request the jugc to
make inquiry, and such a rccuest is generally granted [Tay s 14771.

The right to recall a witness who has already given evidence is not the prsonal
right of a particular judge, but is the right of the court which is properly seized of the
matter when the question arises [Fallon s Calvert, 1960, 1 All ER 281].

The court has always the power to recall a witness at any. stage of the procecdings
(Or 18 r 17 C P Code) and to put any question it pleases, in any form (s 165). The
judge's power to recall witness, is seldom interfered with by appeLlate court [Mi.d.1eton

t Burned, 4 Ex 2431. If the examination of the witness has been conducted unskilfully,
the court usually examines a witness at the close of his examination, i.e., a.ier re-
examination. There is no right of re-examination after the interrogation by court

Re-examination is not confined to clarification of ambiguities arising in cross-
examination. Re-examination can travel beyond examination-in-chief and =ss-
examination but with the permission of the court. The courts are generally liraI in
granting such permission so lon as at least the questioning remains within the range
of rcicvancy of facts. Rammi c. State of M.P., 1999 (8) iT 321 : (19) 8 SCC 649.
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Recall ror ReCross.EXaZflIflatiOfl.—A recall for re-cross-examination will ordi-

narily be unnecessary, except in the rare cases where the direct examination of an
intervening witness has brought out new facts upon which the prior witness may
throw light, and for this the matter can always be left in the hands of the trial court
Twig s 1899]. This is second cross-examination, a matter which rests entiroly with
the discretion of the court. The re-cross-examination after re-examination is another
matter (ante).

S. 139. Cross-examination of person called to produce ,,a document.—
A person summoned to produce a document does not become a witness by
the mere fact that he produces it, and cannot be cross-examined unless and
until he is called as a witness.

COMMENTARY
Pui1cipk and Scope.—A person may be summoned to produce adocumep'

Without being summoned to give evidence, and he does no become a witness by the
mere fact of production of a document in obedience to a summons: and any person
summoned merely to produce a document shall be deemed to have complied with the
sonunons, if he causes such document to be produced instead of attending personally
to produce the same. (Sec Or 16 rr 6, 15 C P Code, 1908 and s 91(2) Cr P Code;

Parmcsltwari S, A 1977 SC 403. A process issued merely for the purpose of
producing a document is known as subpoena duces tecum.

A witness summoned merely to produce a document cannot he cross-examined
unless and until he is called as a witness. A person summoned simply to produce a

document in his possession need not be sworn So his personal attendance is not
necessary and the summons is obeyed, if he sends the document in question through
some other person. But if the person is to speak about its proper custody, or the
course of business in the office with regard to the document, &c, &e or any other
matter, he should he sworn. In the latter case, he should be called as a witness, as
something more than mere production of the document Is required. The phrase "until
he is called as a witness" means until he is summoned to depose and is sworn. When
a witness is sworn it gives the opponent a right of cross-examination, although he
may not be examined in chief after administration of oath. But a witness called and
sworn under a mistake and whose evidence is not substantially begun is not liable to
he cross-examined I Wood v. Macliinson, 2 M & Rob 273; Clifford v. Hunter, 3 C & P

161. But the mistake must arise from the erroneous belief that the wintcss knew
something of the transaction when as a matter of fact he knew nothing and not a
mistake as to the impropriety of calling him as a witness [Wood Mackinson, ibid:

see lials 3rd Ed Vol 15 para 800 and ante: "Liability to and Right of Cross-

Examination"].

The observation is Sharma v. Satish (1954 SCR 1077: A 1954 SC 300) that s 139
has no hearing on the connotation of the term "witness", is not entirely well-founded
in law. That section is meant to regulate the right of cross-examination. The word
"witness" must be understood in its normal sense, ie as referring to a person who

furnishes evidence (S s Kathi Kalu, A 1961 SC 18081. Even if a body corporate,
which is accused in a case, is summoned to produce documents, it would not thereby
become,, witness and if it could not become a witness, the question of its being
compelled to be a witness cannot obviously arise (Godrej Soap Lid. v. State, 1991 Cri

Li 828. 931 (Cal)1.
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This section should be read with s 162 post. As to the particulars that a summons
to produce a document should contain, see Or 16 r 5. Or 16 rr 10, 12, 18 contain the
procedure to be followed if the summons is not obeyed.

Omission to produce a document when ordered by a court is an offence under s
175 of the I P Code [see R v. Seshayya, 13 M 24]. The jurisdiction of the court to

punish a witness under rr 10-13, 17 18 of Or 16 of the C P Code, 1908 exists only in
the case of a witness who not having attended oil has been arrested and
brought before the court [In re Prenz Clzand, 12 B 631. As to criminal prosecution of
a witness who being in possession of a document fails to produce it. Sec s 175 1 p
Code and s 345 Cr P Code. If a witness summoned to produce a document, denies on
oath possession of the document, and if his statement is found to be false, he may he
prosecuted for perjury.

There cannot be cross-examination on the written statement which can he styled as
objection The parties should have been examined-in-chief and then there should
has e tx'cn cross-examination j }'aI/appa i: Mum/ian, 1998 AIHC 1652 (Kant).

s. 140. Witnesses to charact,r.---V'il flesses to character may be ci 055-

examined and re-examined.

COMMENTARY

According to English practice it is not usual, except under special circumstances.
to cross-examine witnesses simply called to Speak to the character of the prisoner:
but no nile of law forbids this course—ITay s 14291. II an accused calls witnesses as
to his good character, the. prosecution has right to rebut it by cross-examination at the
witness or by independent evidence (ante s 54). The former course is not usually

employed, in R s: Hodgkis, 1836, 7 C & I' 208, ALDERSON 13, said: "1is not usual
to cross-examine witnesses to character, except you have some definite charge to
which to examine them". The rule embodied in this section is not a deviation from
the English rule, as the word used is 'may'. The right has been given and when an
accused calls witnesses to prove his previous good character they should, in proper
cases, be cross-examined.

Best has the following observations to make on the subject:--WitflCSSes to the
characters of parties arc in general treated with great indulgence,—perhaps too much.
Thus, it is net the practice of the bar to cross-examine such witnesses unless there is
some specific charge on which to found a cross-examination, or at least without giving
notice of all to cross-examine them if they are put in the box. The judges also
discourage the exercise of the undoubted right of prosecuting counsel to reply on their
testimony: and the most obvious perjury in giving false characters for honesty, etc.. is
every day either overlooked, or dismissed with a slight reprimand. But surely this is
merc y out of place. If mendacity in this shape is not to be discouraged, inbunals will
naturally be induced either to look on all character evidence with suspicion or to attach
little weight to it. Now there arc many eases in which the most innocent man has rio
answer to oppose to a criminal charge hut his reputation: and to deprive this of any
portion of the weight legitimately due to it, is to rob the honest and upright citi/en of
the rightful reward of his good conduct [Best s 2621.

Under s 53 ante, in all criminal procccdings, the good character of the accused is
relevant. As to the object of giving evidence as to character and the wcidit to he
given to it, sec s53. As to when character of prosecutor is relevant see wire s54 As

to character when impeaching credit, see post s 1,40; "Character" .
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S. 141. Leading questions,—Any question suggesting the answer which
the person putting it wishes or expects to receive, is called a leading question.

COMMENTARY

Principle and Scope.—This section defines what is known as "leading question".
It is a question framed in such a manncr that it throws a hint as to, or suggests
directly or indirectly, the answer which the examiner desires to elicit from the
witness, eg when a witness called to testify to an alleged assault on A by B is asked
"Did you see B take a stick and strike .4'?" or "Did you not hear him say this?"
Leading questions, says Taylor, are questions which suggest to the witness the
answer desired or which, embodying a material fact, admit of a coAclusivc answer by
a simple negative or affirmative [Nicholls v. Dowding, 1815, 1 Stark 81; Tay s 14041.
A question that calls for a simple "yes' or "No" answer is not leading. It is a question
assuming expressly or impliedly a material fact not testified to, which points out the
desired answer to enable the witness to affirm such fact.

It is sometimes said that the test of a leading question is, whether an answer to it
by "Yes" or "No" wuuld he conclusive upon the matter in issue; but although all such
questions undoubtedl y come within the rule, it is by no means limited to them.
Where 'Yes' or "No" would he conclusive on any part of the issue, it would be
equally ohjectionab1c as if, on a traverse of notice of dishotiour of it bill of exchange.
a witness was led either as to the fact of giving the notice, or as to the time when it
was given. So leading questions ought not to be put when it is sought to prove
material and proximate circumstances. A question is objectionable as leading when it
suggests the answer, not when it merely directs the attention of the witness to the
subject respecting which he is questioned; eg on a question whether A and B were
partners, it-has been held not a leading question to ask if A has interfered in the
business of I! [Nicholls v. Dowding, I Stark 811 .............. It should never be forgotten
that "lending" is a relative, not all term. There is no such thing as "leading"
in the abstract,—for the identical form of question which would be leading of the
grossest kind in one case or state of facts, might be not only unobjectionable but the
very fittest mode of interrogation in another [Best s 6411. The Lest of "Yes" or "No"
is a very fallacious test even in the most critical parts of an inquiry. On the other hand
it is sometimes said that the objection that the question is leading may be got over by
putting it in the alternative; but it is obvious that nothing would he easier than to
suggest in this way a whole conversation to a dishonest witness ERos N P p 1661.

Bentharti defines a leading question to be one when it indicates to the witness the
real or supposed fact which the examiner expects and desires to have confirmed by
the answer. Is not your name so and so? Do you not reside in such a place? Are you
not in the service of such and such a person'! Have you not lived so many years with
him'! It is clear that under this form, every sort of information may he conveyed to
the witness in disguise. It may be used to prepare him to give the desired answers to
the question to he put to him: and the examiner, while lie pretends ignorance and is
asking for information, is in reality giving instead of receiving it [l3crmth Rationale of
Jud Ev].

Questions may legitimately suggest to the witness the topic of the answers; they
may be necessary br this purpose where the witness is not aware of the next
answering topic to be testified about, or where he is aware of it but its terms remain
dormant in his memory until by the mention of some detail the associated details are
revived and independently remembered. Questions, on the other hand, which so
suggest the specific tenor ojthe repl y as desired b y counsel that such a reply is likely
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to be given irrespective of an actual memory, are illegitimate [Wig s 769]. The folio-
wing passages indicate the scope of the rule: "A question is leading which instructs
the witness how to answer on material points, or puts into his mouth words to be
echoed back, as was here done, or plainly suggests the answer which the party
wishes to get from him" [per FOWLER 1, in Page v, Parker, 40 NH 63]. "The proper
signification of the expression is a suggestive question,--one which suggests or puts
the desired answer into the mouth of the witness" [per LIDDON J, in Coogler v.
Rhode, 38 Ha 2401. "The real danger is that of collusion between the witness in-
terrogated and the counsel interrogating, that the counsel will deliberately imply or
suggest falsely facts with thc'cxpectatiOri on his part and with an understanding on
the part of the witness that he will assent to the truth of the false facts suggested'
[Chief Justice Appleton, Ev 227 quoted Wig s 7691. The form of the question is
immaterial. "There is no form of question which may not be leading the court being
constantly compcllcd to look beyond the form to the substance and effect (it the
inquiry [.Steer v. Little, 44 Nil 6161.

S. 142. Vhen they ijiust not he asked.—Leading questions must not. if
oh1cctcd to by the adverse party, he asked in an examination-in-chic t. or ill

it 	 except with the permission of the Court.

IThe Court shall permit leading questions as to matters which are intro-
ductory or undisputed, or which have, in its opinion, been alread y sut'ii-

ciently proved. I.

Principle and Scope
"llOhjcctcd to By

the Adverse Party"
Court May in its

Discretion F'crnt;l
Leading Questions in
Examination-in-Chief

Exceptions to the Rule

SYNOPSIS
Page
1-199 	 (1) Introductory or

Undisputed Matter
2200	 (2) ldentilicaliOfl

(3)Contradiction
(4)Helping Memory

2201	 (5) hostile Witnesses

2201	 (6) Complicated Matter

COMMENTARY

Vagv

2201
22111
221)2
2202
2202
2202

Principle and Scope.—The general rule is that leading question should not he
asked in examinat ion- in-chict or re-examination. It is the business of the advocate 10

help the court in the administration of justice by eliciting facts within the knos ledge
of his witness, and not to prompt him. The reason for exclusion of leading questions
in examination-in-chief or re-examinatIon is simple. A witness has a natural or
som meties unconscious Has in favour of the party calling and he will therelore he
tort ready to say "Yes" or "No, as soon as lie realises form the from Of the questton
that the one or the other answer is desired from hint. A hint conveyed-by the interro-
gator as to the sort of answer lie would like, would be welcome to a witness who did
001 know what exactly to say, and in the case of a collusion between the witnes s and

the interrogator, the SCOC of mischief is infinite.

In Ceylon this para has been omitted
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Another reason is "that the party calling a witness has an advantage over his
adversary, in knowing beforehand what the witness will prove, or at least is expected
to prove; and that consequently. if he were allowed to lead, he might interrogate in
such a manner as to extract only so much of the knowledge of the witness as would
be favourable to his side, or even put a false gloss upon the whole" [Best s 641]. The

rule therefore is that on material points a party will not be allowed lead, his own
witnesses but leading questions are allowed in cross-examination (s 143). To an
honest or intelligent witness who has come to speak the truth, a leading question may
make no difference in his reply; but a witness who is dull or headless or confuse,d, or

who has no recollection or who is seeking a hint as to what reply should be gi9cn, is
apt to give a reply in the manner suggested, without considering the question pro-
perly. When a question is ruled out on the ground that it is suggitive and improper,
the same may be allowed to be put in another form but where the mischief created by
the putting of a leading question is irretrievable, there can be no complaint if the
court disallows the question even in other shape. The whole subject of leading

question is left entirely to the discretion of the court. The latter part of the section
permits the putting questions on introductory or undisputed matters. 'The second
part of s 142 goes further than English law and requires the judge to give permission

in certain cases' Iper RANKIN CJ, in Prafulla s R, 35 CWN 731, 7441.

Leading question would of course he dangerous to a dishonest witness. In sonic
cases of critical inquiries also, it is very desirable to get the witness's own impre-
ssion, which the most veracious witness might not, after another view had been once
suggested to him, be able to recall. The objections therefore to leading questions
apply by no means with equal force to all witnesses and to all parts of an inquiry.
Some witnesses will adopt anything that is put to them, whilst others Scrupulously
weigh every answer. There is no distinction recognised by law between questions
which are- and which are not leading. fli object to a question as leading is only a
mode of saving that the examination is being conducted unfairly. It is entirely a
question for the presiding judge to say, in his discretion whether or not the exami-
nation is being conducted fairly [Roscoe, NP, p 1661.

The rule that leading questions must not he asked in an examination-in-chief is not
an inflexible one. A question cannot he ohjcctc d to as leading, if it is introductory to

that which is material or if it relates to matters about which there is no dispute, or
which have been sufficiently proved. This becomes necessary in certain cases, in
order to enable the judge and the jury to understand the position of the parties and the
eiicilnlstiinecs, connected with the whole ease and to prevent waste of time (tide the

latter part of the section). After this object is attained anti the advocate comes to the
real matters in issue, he should ask sucli questions as "What followed next?". "Who
were present?" "What did you see'!" &c.

IRef To y ss 1404-05: Best ss 641-62: Step Art 128: P/up 8th Ed ,"p 460-61: Ros N
P 166-67; Powcl/ 9th Edpp 527-29: Wiiozore s 769 es seq.

"If Objected to By the Adverse party".—If the objection is not taken at the
time, the 'answer will he taken down ill judge's notes. and it will he too late to
object to the evidence afterwards on the scope of its having been elicited by leading
question. Sometimes the judge himself will interfere to prevent a leading question or
series of leading questions being put; it is the duty of the opposing counsel to take
the objection; arid it is only through want of practical skill that the omission occurs.
At the sauilc time, it is to he observed that it evidence is elicited by a series of leading
questions unobjeetcd to, the effect ol the evidence so obt;uncd is very much

weakened. for it call 	 escape the notice oh the judge ]Nort p 3251. The
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undesirability of leading questions being put in undefended divorce case was stressed

in Perry v. P. 1952, 1611 ER 1076.

The section says that leading questions nrast nor, if objected to by the adverse

party, be asked in examination-in-chief. The objection should be taken at the earliest

opportunity, ie when the question is put, or is in course of being put. 'If the opposite

party's objection is well founded and the court in its discretion permits the question
to be put by disallowing the objection, it is advisable to ask the court to note the
qucsticTfl so that the effect of the evidence may be judged by the higher court, should
there be any appeal; or it may be ascertained afterwards whether the question was
really objectionable. When questions are objected to and allowed by the-ourt, the
judge shall take down the question, the answer, the objection &c (Or 18 r 11 C P
Code) The proper way to exclude evidence obtained by leading questions is to

disallow the questions (Thkcya v. Tupsee. 15 \VR Cr 23 p 24]. Leading questions

such as can properly he put in cross-examination of a hostile witness cannot be put

by the public prosecutor in exanitnation-in-chief (Dhwinu Beldar r R. 2 Pat LT 7571.

In practice, leading questions arc allowed to pass without objection, sometimes by
expiess, and sometitiles by tacit cunseitt. Tins latter occurs when the questions relate
to il:iticis '.vfucii, though strictly pcakirig ill issue, the examining counsel i 'vare
are riot mealtt to be contested by the other side; or when the opposing counsel does
not think it worth his while to object. On the other hand, however, very unfounded

objections are constantl y taken on this ground 113est s 6411.

Court Ma y in Its Discretion Permit Leading Questions in Examination-in-
Chief. The scCitoli '.ays that leading questions must not be asked, if ob jected to.

except with the perrrrissiort of the court. As "the objection to leading questions is 11(11

that they are absolutel y illegal, but only that they are unfair" (per PETIIERAM CJ. in R

v. /thdulloii. 7 A 385, 397; see also Lip j3ottoi711ev. 1909, 2 KB 14, 16), the court

may in Its discretion allow leading questions to be put in propel- cases.

Exceptions to the Rule.----The following are exceptions to the general rule that

leading question shall not he asked in examination-in-chief.

(1) Introductory or Undisputed Nlattcr.—The court shall' permit leading

questions as to matters which are introductory or undisputed or which have been

sot liciently proved (s 142 2nd para). The rule that leading questions should not be
asked in examination-in-chie f "must he understood in a reasonable sense: for if it
were not allowed to approach the points at issue by such questions, examination
would he most incorrverricntly protracted. To abridge the proceedings, and bring the
witness its soon as possible to the material points on which he is to speak, the counsel
may lead him on that length and may recapitulate to him the acknowledged facts of
the ease, which have been already established. The rule, therefore, is not applied to
the part of the cxttriun;ttion, which is merely introductory of that which is material"
(lay s 14041. It is therefore not only pert1rsstihlc but proper to lead on matters

introductory or undisputed. It saves much time.

(2) Idciitilicatio'i.—The attention of a witness may he directly pointed o some
persons or things, I or the purpose of identifying them. For instance, it is usu.l to ask

it s itness if' the accused is the person whom he refers to. This form of quc '.tiofl is
obviously unsatisfactory and the testimony dues not carry much weight. 'In the

present da y it is considered the proper method for counsel merely to ask, 1k 00 SCC

	the person in c or it '? and leave the witness to identify the Prisoner- [Powell 9	 I d pp

	

528-291 It is idv is;tblc 1 1ol to lead tinder such c i rcumstances. Although it 	 mId he

perfectly regular to point to the accused and ask a witness if that is the prsoTi Iii
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whom his evidence relates, yet if the witness can, unassisted, single out the accused,

his testimony will have more weight [Best s 6431- As to identification evidence, see

ante pp 88-89.

(3) Contradiction.—A 
witness may be asked leading questions in order to

contradict statements made by another witness, eg if A has said that B told him SO

and so; II may be asked, Did you ever say that to A'?.

Where uric witness is called to contradict another as to expressions used by the

latter, but which he denies having used, he may, be asked directly,—Did the other

witness use such expressions? The authorities are not quite agreed as to the reason of
exception-, and strongly contend that the memory of the second witness ought flrst to
he exhausted by his being asked what the other said on the occasion in question [Best
s 6421 The witflCtS may he asked no merely what was said, but whether the
particular expressions were used, since otherwise a contradiction might never he

arrived at [Edmund.' v. Walter, 3 Stark 7; Courteeri s Touse, I Camp 431. Where,

however, the cunvcrsauon is not proved merely br the purpose of contradiction, the

latter question is im1roper [ilallet c CotLceflS. 2 M & R 238; Phil) 11th Ed p 6321.

(4) Helping Memory.—ThC rule will be relaxed where the inability of a witnesS
to answer questions put iii the regular way obviously arises from defective memory
[Best s 642). Thus, where a witness has on account of illness, illiteracy, old age or
failing memory, or other cause apparentlyforgotten a [act or a name, and all attempts

to recall it to his mind by or
dinary questions have failed, his attention may he drawn

to it by a question in leading form. The object is to revive or refresh his memory by

drawing his attention to a particular topic without suggesting the answer. Thus.

where a witness stated that he was unable to remember the names of the members of
a firm, but tht he could recognise and identify them if they were read to him, LORD

EwNt30ROUGt4 allowed it to he done [Acerro r I'etrOni, 1 Stark 1001. To prove a

slander imputing that "A was a bankrupt whose name was in the BankruPtCY List,
and would appear in the next Gazette', a witness who had only proved the first two
expressions was allowed to be asked. "Was anything said about the Gazette'?"

[Nicholls v. Dowding. I 
Stark 811. All open questions, every question short of a

leading one, may fail to quicken a witness's memory and bring him to express the
fact of which he has knowledge. Nothing, for instance, is more common than to
forget a person's name, and without hearing it again, to be quite unable to call it in
mind. We constantly hear people say, "If I heard his name, I should know it directly".
[Ram on Facts, p 1391. Leading questions are somet

i mes allowed to a woman or

child on the above ground (sec Wig s 778)
The court will, too, sometimes allow a pointed or leading question to he put to a

witness of tender years whose attention cannot otherwise be called to the matter

under investigation [Moody Powell, 17 Pick 498 (Am)1.

(5)
Hostile Witncss.—If a witness called by a party appears to he hostile or

interested for the other party. and exhibits a desire to suppresS the tnith, the court
may in his discretion allow leading questions to he put. IC allow him to he cross-

examined (see s 154 p05!).

(6) Complicated Matter.—The rule will be relaxed, where the inability of a

witness to answer questknt put in the regular way arises from the complicated nature
of the matter as to which lie is interrogated I Best s 6421.

The above six exceptions roust not he taken as exhausti ve. The court has always a

wide discretion in the matter, and it will allow leading questio n" to be put wherever it

considers necessary in the interests of justice. Indeed the judge has, says Tayl
or, a
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trollable by the court of appeal see IL.awdo fl L, 5 Ir
discretionary power—Not con 

CLR 271—Of 
relaxing the general rule, whenever, and under whatever circumstances

and to 
whatever extent, he may think fit, though the power should only be exercised

so far as the purposes of justice plainly require Tay s 14051.

It is 
the court, and not the counsel for the Crown, who can determine whether

leading questions should be permitted and the responsibility for the permission rests

with the court (Barindra ' R. 37 C 467: 14 CWN 1141.

S. 143. When they may be asked.—Leading questions may be asked

in cross-examination.

COMMENTARY
principle and Seopc.—C puq)se of cross.cXamination being to elicit truth from the

tangled mass of evidence adduced. 
	 aced. greater latitude 01 intcgati0tl islloss ed and the rule

that cvidcncC must be confined to the pouts in issue does not appI to criiss.exaulinati
with the same strict eS is in csanlin1iti0n-n1

	 1-he rea son ,, for eseluditig leading

questions in cx minatiot itihiet do not exist when a witflcss is 
ui!dC iriss_csiainat

as the witness is generally adverse 01 
at least not lncndly to the pany ro5cxaii1intng

iis section therefore sa ys that icudrug qtic stiuns may be asked in erss 	
in.	 1C

objects of cross-examination being to impeach the accuracy uedihility. tad general situc
of the evidence given in chief to sift the acts already stated by the cc itnecs, to detect and

expose discrupancies or to elicit supposed facts which will c iipirt the case of the party

crusscxImininf, an adverse witness may on cross-examination be asked leading

questions bier EYRE LCJ. in l t: lianis, 24 how St Tr p 7551

The rule that leading questions may he asked in cross-ex an1i1hi 
is lot unrCStriC

led in i t s scope. When the witnesS Wider examination is t:tvourahlc to lun the court
will sometimes refuse to allow the crosseXaminer to lead his adversarY' s w itncs In

Hardy's trial (24 How St Tr p 659), a prosecution asked a leading
question by the defence counsel on his evincing a favourable d

i sposition towards the

prisoner; BULLER J, disallowed the question saying:—"You may lead a witness upon
cross-examination to bring him directly to the point as to the answer; but you cannot

ng into the witness ' S
 mouth the vc' words which he is to

go to the length of putti
-echo hack again". But in Parkin n Alr,on, 1936, 7 C & P 499, ALDERSON B, said "I

apprehend you may put it leading questiOn to an unwilling witness, on the
examination-in-chief, at the discretion of the judge: Not you may put a leading

question in cross-examination, whether a witness he unwilling or not'. Yet when a
vehement desire is betrayed to serve the interrogator, it is certainly improper and
greatly lessens the value of the evidence, to put the very words into the mouth of the
witflCSS which he is expected to echo hack jR n hardy . 1794, 24 St Tr 7551.

The ccctkm ic anicnded in Ce y lon run, thus.
"143 (I) Leading question UnLy 

he ascd in crux exarliillation. suh1cct ii the following

Ltiialr iiCatlOii S -
(a) the quesilni) must lilt put mu) the niiiutii of the	 itness itic Cr) 

woofs hich	 S to

echo back agahmi: and
(hI the question must Oil .LSSUU1C 

'hat facts have been ptoscd	 hich base n

OT 0111L
i:itiicmitat ;iIisWeiS have been given ciiuur.ny ii 'he tact

(2) The court in its di xi rd I in to my prohibit lead ui qi cxi is 1 . ri be	 pi I to

who shows a strong i rite Fe xi ill hi as in faviili i of the cr lxx . cc un III
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As the purpose of the cross-examination is to sift testimony and weaken its force,
in short to weaken the direct testimony, it is well-settled that on cros-examination of
opponent's witness, ordinarlily no question can be improper as leading. Yet where
the reason ceases, the rule ceases also; thus, when an opponent's witness proves to be
in fact biased in favour of the cross-examiner, the danger of leading questions arises
and they may be forbidden [Wig s 7731.

These principles have obtained legislative recognition in the CcylonEv Ordinance
and s 143 in its modified form says that the question must not be put into the mouth
of witness the very words which he is to echo back again; and the court in its dis-
cretion may prohibit leading questions when a witness shows a strong interest or bias
in favour of the cross-examining party.

There is no doubt that the party asking leading questions wiIl'oftcn weaken his
case, when the witflCSS cross-examined has betrayed a leaning towards him. Leading
questions ill a case are neither proper nor just and the court should not allow

ihcm [sec Tay s L43; Powell 9th Ed p 532; Phip 8th Ed p 46; Stcph Art 128).
Provided the questions are relevant to the matters in issue, they need not he confined
1c, the subject matter of the evidence already given by thit: witflcss mi chief; and it
Seems that where one party has examined a witness in chict, who is afterwards called
by the other party as his own witness, lie is nevertheless liable to be cross-examined
by the party who first called him [Lord t. Co/tin, 1855, 3 Drew 222; see CONTRA.
Dickinson c. Slice, 1801, 4 Esp 67; Hills 3rd Ed Vol 15 para 8021. Leading question is
particularly obnoxious when the question is composite or confusing ((title ss 137,

138: ''Questions not permissible in eo,ss-tvaininUtioFm ............ Repetition, ete"), and
it is a common experience that ordinary witnesses who are either dull or helpless are
easily apt to serve their interrogators by a convenient 'Yes' or No' without thought
or consideration or Without fully understanding the impact of tile question. The
danger is greater in the case of friendly or dishonest witness. In America, the judge

may in his discretion, prohibit leading questions from being put ill
to an adversary's witness, who shows a strong interest or bias in favour of the cross-
examining party and needs only an intimation to say whatever is most favourable to
his cause lMoodv v. Rowe/I, 1835, 17 Pick 490 (Am)1.

An abuse of this liberty is thus noticed by LORD CAMi'I5t1_1_:—"At this time (reign
of James II) Leading questions were not allowed to he put in cross-examination more
than in examination-in-chief and 1 ant not sure that the old rule is not the best one
when I consider monstrous abuse sometimes practised in putting words into the

mouth of it witness, necessarily called by the side he is opposed to" [Lord
Campbell's Lives of the Chief Justice, Vol II, p SOn quoted in Ram on Facts p 1401.

It has been held that tIme accused are entitled in cross-examination, to elicit fact in
support of their defence from the prosecution witness, though the facts thus elicited
are wholly unconnected with facts testified iii examination-in-chief. It is also plain
that in course of eross-ex anti nat ion of this character, thede he lice are entitled in view
of the generality of the provision of s 143 to ask leading questions. And under s 154
the court has the discretion to permit the prosecution to test, by way of cross-
examination, the veracit y of their own witness with regard to the (unconnected)

matters eliejtcd by the defence in 	 sc-i.'xamtimflatiofl [Anrrttalal r R, 42 C 957, 1023:

9 C\VN 6761. Undue interference b y the court in course of cross-examination
airiounts to denial of lair trial ;uid hearing [Swill/i t.uninr /)a.v V. Stote of 'Iripuro.

1994 (3) Crimes 411, 412 (GuI)1.

Misleading Questions—are not allowed in cross-examination. .A question which

falsely assu toes 11 fact or contains actual misstatements is not allowed whether ill
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direct examination or cross-examination. The subject has already been discussed

(ante under ss 137. 138: "Questions not permissible in cross-examination ..............

Repetition. etc".).
As to questions permissible in cross-examination, their limit and extent, see ante s 138.

S. .144. Evidence as to matters in writing.—Any witness may be

asked, whilst under examination, whether any contract, grant or other dis-

position of property, as to which he is giving evidence, was not contained

in a document, and if he says that it was, or if he is about to make any

statement as to the contents of any document, which, in the opinion of the

Court, ought to be produced, the adverse party may object to such

evidence being given until such document is produced, or until facts have

been proved which entitle the party who called the witness to give secon-

dary evidence of it.

Explanation—A witness may give oral evidence of statements made by
other persons about the contents of documents if such M.Ltonic. nts,ale in

themselves relevant facts.

Illustrations

The question is, whether A assaulted B.
C deposes that he heard A say (0 D—"Hwroie a 101cr accusing me of theft, and I will be

revenged on him". The stateniefli is relevant, as showing A's motive for the assault, and e" dence

may be given of ii, though no other evidence is given about the letter

COMMENTARY

This section refers both to cxaniination-in-chicf and cross-examination. It merely
points out the manner in which the provisions of ss 91 and 92 as to the exclusion of
oral by documentary evidence may be enforced by the parties to the suit. "Document
which in thi opinion of the court ought to be produced" would of course, include the
cases referred to in s91, when the law requires a matter to be reduced to the form of
a document. The explanation may be read in connection with s 14 lCunn p 2951.
When a statement is a fact in issue, the proof of it is not to be regarded as the proof
of the document and thus oral testimony in such a case does not contravene ss 64 and
65 of the Act. Explanation 3 of s 91 makes it clear. A witness is permitted to rehesh
his memory in the course of his evidence by reference to documents made by him or
any other person and read by him (sec s 159).

When the witness in answer to a question is about to me a statement as 10 the
contents of a document, which in the opinion of the court ought to be pro.uccd, the
adverse party may object to the evidence. In criminal cases. s 29$ Cr 1' Code
declares it to be the duty of the judge "in his discretion to prevcnl tIre pr(\uCtion of
inadmissible evidence, whether it is or is not objected to . 'v the parties" Isec I? r

Panclikari, 20 CWN 3001 . There is no such express proviston as to civil cases, but
here also the judge may undoubtedly of his own motion ç'revcnt the admission of
inadmissible evidence. It is always the duty of the court tL' reject all i rrelevant or

inadmissible evidence. [See ante ss 5, 136 and post s 165 uJer P,oii,so (III. Where

1.	 S 205 omitted in Cr I' Code. 1973 (Act 2 of 1974)
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a piece of evidence not proved in the proper manner, has been admitted without
objection, in direct contravention of an imperative provision of law, it is open to the
opposite party to challenge it at any later stage [Sudhanya v. Gour, 27 CWN 134: 68

IC 86: 35 CU 473]. As to objections to the admissibility of evidence, see ante s 5.

A most regularly kept private diary containing record of facts contemporaneously
made may he used for contradicting or corroborating a witness or .refreshing his
memory and the like under ss 144. 157, 159 but such user does not make the docu-
ment itself evidence [Mu undaram v. Da yarwn, ] 10 NLR 44: 23 IC 8931.

S. 145. Cross-examination as to previous statements in writ5ing.—A
witness may be cross-examined as to previous statements made by him in
writing or reduced into writing, and relevant to matters in question, with-
out such writing being shown to him or being proved; hut, if it is intended
to contradict him by the writing, his attention must, before the writing can
be proved, be cal lcd to those parts of it which are to he used for the pur-
pose of contradicting him.

SYNOPSIS

J'rJnCIJ)!V 311d Scope
PIV V iolls	 irattictory

Sr.utt'niL'tuls Ill 'writing
Pre v ou s S1 31CIIII2110S made
H I Fun in Writiiil or
ic(lLed into \Vrit I ng

\Vitliiiu.ut Such Writing
Being show[) to lb in

I'rev ions Contradictory
Verbal Statements

Right to Inspect I)iucumcnls
Shown to witness
While tinder

	

Cross- Fxaniu 01(1011	 -

Denial Not Necessary
For Allowing Contradiction

Admission
rslodc or ('ouutrudictiiug
l'icvious Siutenuents ill
\Vxutiing [Previous
I)elx ls itu o n s etc 1

Page
22(17

22(19

•	 221(1

2210

2210

2211

2211
2211

2211

Previous St,itcnucuui
Must lie Volurul.ui y

Only Con I r.ud i dory
Portion to lie Proved

Judge Should Compare And
Find Out iltu' Contradiction

Use ol Depositions
lie Iotc Committing
Magistrate Under
S 25h Cr P Code

Police Diaries 1172 Cr I' Code]
Impeaching Credit by

Statements Made to the
Police and Recorded
Under S 162 Cr I' Code
Relieshing Memory

Same: ItJse by Court]
First In for mutation Report
does not conic within

161 or 162 CPC

Page

221)

•	 2214

2214

2214
2215

2217
221)
2219
2221)

2220

In ('cyloru the section has been nunthered sub-sec (I) and sub-section (2) his been added.

'(2) If a witness, upon cross-cs;uiniuiliiott is to a previous oral sritettieuut utLLle by loin
relevaitl to matters ill question in the s tilt 11 proceedings in wInch lie is cross-es,lliuiiic1l and
iOdotlsistettt with his present testimony. uloc's not &lisiiittiv aulniut Ormt he ni:ide suicli stale-
nsenl'.. 1111111 uita' he given that he did not in lict ni;uke ii Intl hetote suiti 1 1 10 11 1 c,in lii glen

the uncnnistiiidcs of the strt1t i i 1 sd stuteilIllit sot ticiciui to designate the (uiiii(iLl.ii 	 ICI isiiill

iiliisi In' rnientjiiiieul to the wness, .ini li 	 1111151 he asked wlieiher ui rut lie muruile siJi

slit i. fl)dTii.
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Page	 Page

'In the Course of an	 Presumption if Witness is
Investigation-	... 2220	 Not Confronted With

"If Duly Proved"	 ... 2220	 Previous Statement to Police ... 2221

Statement Under	 Other Cases of Previous
Contradictory

S 164 CrPCode	 ... 2220 Written Statements	 ..	 2221
Previous Statement Recorded

Without Jurisdiction	 •..	 2221	 When tha Writing Has I3ccn
Lost or Destroyed 	 ...	 2222

COMMENTARY

Principle and Scope.—This section re-enacts the provisions of s 34 of Act 2 of
1855 and lays down the procedure by which a witness may, in cross-examination be
contradicted by confronting him with his previous statement in wriiing or reduced'
into writing. It consists of two pans

I) A witness (whether a patty or not) may he asked in ci sscxzimiFiatiOtl whether
he made any previous statement in writing or reduced into writing, relevant to the
matters in question, different from his present statement, witfloiit such wril. jog
shown to hint or being proved, in the first instance (see post 'Duly proved'), nor can

the witness demand this before he answers I North .4u.viralia,t Co v. Gvldsboiougli
Co. 1893, 2 Ch D 381. 385-861: and it a denial is given or there is no distinct
admission, he may he contradcted by showing that he made such a statement. This
rule will apply where a witness is not a party to the suit and would not apply when it

party to the suit is examining himself as a witness jThpo.ri Doss v. Sosti Doss, A lYKrt

Cal 390, 392: (1986)9OCaIWN 10181.

(2) If it is intended to contradict such witness by the writing, his attention must,
before such contradictory proof can be given, be called to those pails v tf the writing
which are to be used for the purpose of so contradicting him. This is an essential
condition.

The object is to give him a chance of explaining the dts'repaney or inconsistency
and to clear up the particular point of ambiguity or dispute. This section applies to
both civil and criminal cases. The credit of a witness may be impeached by proof of
former statement (verbal or written) inconsistent with anyany part of his evidence which
is liable to be contradicted (see s 155 cl 3). A party's own witness may he similarly
discredited or contradicted, with the consent of the court is 155), or if he proves
adverse (S 154).

It should, however, be remembered that no question respecting any fact irrelevant
to the issue can be put to a witness for the mere purpose ot contradicting him. A
witness cannot be contradicted on collateral matters.

"The credit of a witness can he impeached by proof of arty slatensent which is
inconsistent with any part of his evidence in Court. This pnnciplc is delineated in

S 155(3) of the Evidence Act and it must be borne in mind whets reading S. 145
which consists of two limbs. It is provided in the lii si limb of S. 145 that a ss itncss
may be cross-examined as to the previous statement made by hirli without stich
writing being shown to him. But the second limb provides ihat if it is intended to
contradict him by the writing his attention must, before the ritirig call proved, he
called to those part of it which are to he used or the porp()' of contradicting him.
There is thus a distinction between the two vivid boil's. thou,h iihtle it ma y . The

first limb does not envisage impeaching Use credit of a wines'. hut it mcrel enables
the opposite party to cross-examine the witness with reiercn_e to the previous state-
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merits made by him. He may at that stage succeed in eliciting materials to his benefit
through such cross-examination even without resorting to the procedure laid down in
the second limb. But if the witness disowns having made any statement which is
inconsistent with his present stand his testimony in Court on that score would not be
vitiated until the cross-examiner proceeds to comply with the procedure prescribed in
the second limb of S. 145." (Binay Kumar Singh v. State of Bihar, A 1997 SC 3221.
Section 145 enables cross-examination of a witness as to previousstatCments in
writing. There is no rule of law that an earlier statement shall be treated as correct
and the subsequent contrary statement shall be discarded [Thurnallapally Koti Reddy
c Suite of A P.1993(2) Crimes 179, 182 (AP)J.

S 145 does not say that the writing must be shown before the cross-examination,
but that, if it is intended to put in such writing to contradict a wit1css, his attention
must be called to those parts of it, which are to be so used. This is, not that he is to be
allowed to study his former statement and frame his answers accordingly, but that, if
his answers have differed from his previous statements reduced to writing, and the
contradiction is intended to be used as evidence in the case, the witness must be
allowed an opportunity of explaining or reconciling his statement, if he can do so.
AaJ if this opportunity is not given to him, the contradictory writing cannot he
placed on the record as evidence [Tukheya Rai v. Tupsee Koer, 15 WR Cr 23; see R

Ram Ch, 13 WR Cr 181.

S 145 does not curtail the right of cross-examination without showing the witness
his previous statement in writing. What it enacts is that if it is intended to contradict
him, his attention should be called to the writing Kanu 5, A 1971 SC 2256: 1971

Cri IJ 1547: 1971 Civ Ap R 181 (SC); Ramakka : Negasam, 47 M 800: A 1925 M

145: 48 MU 89: 92 IC 7921. Before proof may be given to contradict the witness, he
must he told about the circumstances of the supposed statement and he must be asked
whether rot he has made such statement. This is an essential step, the omission of
which contravenes not only general principles but the specific provisions of s 145
and is likely to cause grave injustice [13a1 Gangadhar fl/ak v. Srini'asa, 42 IA 236:
39 13441: 19 CWN 729: A 1915 PC 7]. His attention must he pointedly drawn to the
terms of the relevant passage in the previous statement which is contradictory to the
present statement. The requirements of s 145 are not satisfied by merely asking
generally whether he made some other statement on a previous occasion [R v.

Rahenuddin, 1943, 2 Cal 381; R v. Ajit, A 1945 C 159] . There is no hard and fast
rule. All that is required is that the witness must he treated fairly and be afforded
reasonable opportunity of explaining the contradictions after his attention has been
drawn to them in fair and reasonable manner. The matter is one of substance and not
of mere from (Wiagwan v S, A 1952 SC 214: 1952 SCR 812]. Previous admitted
statements of a witness can be used to contradict in the cross-examination when he
gives evidence and that part of the statement which has been put to him does not
constitute substantive evidence [Soi,inath Union. A 1971 SC 1910; Konu t S. A

1971 SC 22561.

'there is nothing in the Evidence Act to show that a document, which is meant to
contradict a witness or impeach his credit, must come from proper or legitimate
custody I R t. Rajarwn. 146 1C 83: A 1934 N 351

Under this section a witness cannot he contradicted by previous inconsistent
statements not of himself hut of a third party [Bobba !ihaianwia t'. /Johba Ra,nammu,
78 IC 176: A 1924 M 537]. I Ic cannot accordingly he told what thud persons have

said or deposed and asked if lie contradicts them INarth Australian Co v. Gold-

shorou&h Co sup] . Previous statement (eg under s 164 Cr P Code or below
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committing magistrate) of prosecution witnesses may be used for purpose of contra-
diction but it cannot be used as substantive evidence tBishen v. R, A 1927 A 705: 25

AU 994; R v. Nirmal Das, 22 A 455; sec also R v Cherathi, 26 C 191; Niamat v R,

A 1930 L 409] . As to contradiction of statements of dead persons relevant under

ss 32,23 see posts 1581.
A witness cannot be contradicted by first supposing that a certain thing must have

taken place in a manner not deposed to by the witness and then to find that was not
consistent with the statement made by that witness IDolmia v. Delhi Adam, A 1962

SC 18211.
It should be noted that s 145 deals with contradiction of a witness during his cross-

examination by the previous inconsistent statemnct. A previous statement eg an

admission) of a party who has not appeared in the witness-box can be used against
him under s 21 [Malik Desraj v. Piara Lai, A 1946 1, 65 FBI- But if the parts has

appeared as a witness, his admission in a previous proceeding or in any document
must be put to him before it isused against him LDaular i: Thshan, A 1934 L 150,

Sees' of S 'e Akbar, A 1934 L 753; Baldev v. Nenii, A 1950 Pu 2911. Supreme Court
has held that a previous admission duly pi-wed is admissible without being p'' the
witness in the box [Bharat v. Bhagirathi. A 1966 SC 405; (Malik De.sraj t. l'iara

La!!, sup disapproved; Ajodhya v. Bliawani, A 1957 A I Ff1 apprd. folid in P.injab

University s Prern. A 1971 P&H 177); Biswanatli v. Dwarka, A 1974 Sc: I I 	
Anon

' Monda. A 1971 P 215; Veerabasavarad/iya v. Devotees &c, A 1972 N1' 2831.
Mere proof of admission after the person whose admission it is alleged to be. has
concluded his evidence cannot be utilised against him [Sitarwn v. Rani. A 197 SC

17121. Where a document is admitted by counsel 'subject to all just cxceptiors" (Or

12 r 2), such admission did away with formal proof but not with the rcquirerflt of

s 145 [ Videshwar v. Budhirarn, A 1964 A 3 4 51 . When the writer of a 1etir marcd as
all 	 gives evidence, any endorsement on its back making a statement contra-
dictory to the one made in court, cannot be used unless the witness's aticnlon is
drawn to it Ram l'raiap V. S,A	 i- i531 . Sec fuitici w;c

A certified copy of the deposition of a witness in a criminal court cannot bc used

as substantive evidence, ie, as an admission in a civil suit [Gaya Muzaffu1-174r Road-

ways v Fort Gloster &c. A 1971 C 494 (Hal Gcingadhar v. Shrinivas, A 1915 PC 7;

B/iagwwi v. S. A 1952 SC 214 ret on)]. if there are omissions in previous staremcntS
which do not amount to contradictions but throw some doubt on the veracity o f what

was omitted, the uncertainty or doubt may be capable of removal by question sin re-

examination [LLmnnn v. S. A 1974 Sc 3081.

Previous Contradictory Statements in Writing.—The rule in this section repro-
duces the rule in the Criminal Procedure Act, 1865. 28 & 29 Vie c 18 s 5 which

superseded the old rule on the subject. The witness ma y be cross-examined s to his
previous statement without showing or proving the writing in the first instane: but if
it is intended to contradict him, his attention must first he called to the part, at are
to he used for that purpose and the deposition must be put in (R v. Rilv, 4 F & F 964.

R i Wright, 4 F & F 9671. S 5 of that statute is practically the same as this section
with the addition of a proviso which runs thus: "Provided alw 	

__ays that it	 ahl he

competent for the judge at any time during the trial, to require the producti' r iif the

writing for his inspection, and he may, thereupon make such use of it For the _POSC"

of the trial as he may think fit". Though s 145 does not contain any such ç"' 
ISO, a

similar provision is to he found in s 165 post and also in Or II r 14. C 1' Co'

The object and effect of the tuic in this section has been thus tatcd h A
B. in Art-Gent v. Hitchcock. I Ex R 91, 102:-
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"A witness may be asked any question which, if answered, would qualify or
contradict some previous part of that witness's testimony, given on the trial of
the issue, and, if that question is put to him and answered, the opposite party
may then contradict him...........You may ask him any question material to the
issue, and if he denies it, you may prove that fact, as you are at liberty to prove
an y tact material to the issue".

Where the magistrate found that the former statement of the witness neither
carried an y signature nor seal of office, it was held that it could not he said that the
statement in question was that of the witness. The witness was also not confron: .i
with that part of the statement with which the defence wanted to contradict him. The
requirements of the section were thus not complied with. Rajendru Singh v, State of

Biha, 2000 Cri U 2199 (SC),
[Ref Th y ss 1445-50; Phip 8th Ed pp 471-72; Hals 3rd Ed Vol 15 para 808; Powell

9th Ed pp 536-37; Jones ss 847-491.
"Previous Statements Made B y Him in Writing or Reduced into Writing".—

The term statement ' is not defined anywhere in the Act. It has a wider connotation.
The section itself contemplates a statement which is either written by the witness
tiitissclt or '.vlich .¼ as reduced into writing by some one else. Statements wInch are not.
fully recorded or statements which are recorded in the form of memoranduiti are
statemncilts within the ambit of s 145 [President SVJ3 Mwulal v. Yellaicth, A 1969 AP
148; 1th.villur s: S. A 1959 SC RM2, 1027; R i Naj'thuddin. A 1933 P 589; R i. Au!, A
1945 C 159). Such writings ma y he letter, account-hook, deed, s rttten statement,
deposition, petition, admission, amdavtt, statements of witnesses before the police (sec
Dali vtblmai o S. A 1904 SC 1563 post) &e, &c. The post-mortem reportof a doctor is
his pievious statement based on the examination of the dead body and can be used only
to contradict him under s 145 or to corroborate him under s 157 or refresh his mentory
under s 159 111w/i v S, A 1966 Or 211. 'Writing' refers to a tangible object that appeals
O use sense of sight. Previous incon sistent statement recorded on tape recorder is

admissible for contradiction [Rupcha.'md v. Maluthir, A 1956 Pu 173; sec Pratap cS, A
1964 SC 72; Ram Reddy u V V Gin, 1970, 2 SCC 340 (cited j,o.ct under s 155(3)1.

"Witlinut Such Writing Being Shown to tlini''.—Tlsc writing containing the in-
consistent statement need not be shown to the witness before cross-examination. If,
however, it is intended to contradict him by the writing his attention must he drawn to
those parts of it for such purpose. "A witness may also be cross-examined as to a
previous statement made by him in writing, without the writing being shown to him
[North Australian &c o Goldshorough'& Co, 1893, 2 Ch 381 CA); but if it is inten-ded
to contradict him by such writing, his attention must be called to those pails of the
writing which are to be used for that purpose (see R u Yousry, 1914, 11 Cr App R 13,
18), and time judge may at any time during the trial require production of the Writing for
his own inspection, and he may thereupon make use of it for the purposes of the trial as
he thinks fit. It seems that if the writing is not in the possession of the party cross-
examining. he may interpose evidence out of turn, either to prove it or to give secondary
evidence of II lids 3rd Ed Vol 25 para 8081. It has been per-missiblc iii every criminal
and civil trial to cross-examine a witness as to any previous inconsistent statement made
by him in writing or reduced to writing subject, where the inconsistent statement is said to
be in writing, to his attention first being called to those parts of air 	 which were to
he used In contradict hint [Ltd .'tfci-Li,i m. R, (198")) I All FIR 359, 362 (PC)].

Previous Contradictory Verbal Staten icnls.—Tlsis section refers only to pre-
vious statements made in writing or reduced into writing. The same principle applies
to previous erhal statements or admissions which ma) be used br purpose of
contradiction and here also the statement should he put to the witness fairly so that he
can have an opportunity to give an cxplmnatioii (see ante s 21 ''Wliethm'r previous ad-
Mission .should be smut before use"). The mode of contradicting previous verbal
statements is pointed out in s 155(3) (v post).
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Right to Inspect Documents Shown to Witness While Under Cross-Examina-
tion.—The decisions on the question, whether or not a party is entitled to see a docu-
ment which has been shown to one of his witnesses while under cross-examination
by his opponent, are somewhat conflicting, but the practice seems to be as follows:—
If the cross-examining counsel, after putting a paper into the hands of a witness,
merely asks him some question as to its general nature or identity, his adversary will
have no right to see the document. but that if the paper be used for the purpose of
refreshing the memory of the witness, or if any question be put respecting its
contents, or as to the handwriting in which it is written [Peak v. P.21 ur 6701 a sight
of the document may then be demanded by the opposite counsel. But such opposing
counsel has no right to read such a document through, or to comment upon its
contents, till so used or put in by the cross-examining counsel. If it be not put in, its
absence may be remarked upon by the counsel on the other side. The counsel on the
other side will, moreover, have a right (even where it is not put in) to ask questions
upon it in re-examination, without himself putting itin [R v. Rantsden, 31 RR 703;
Tay s 1452. The above section of Taylor was quoted with approval by W(X)DROFFE

J, in Co,"essur t: iJi yce.'sur, 16 CWN 265, 296:39 C 245.

i)vIiial Not Necteoiary For Allowing Contradiction.—I t is not iiecessar that
there should he a denial of the previous statement when it is put to the witi)css. In
order to admit the previous inconsistent statement, it is sufficient if it is not distinctly
admitted or if the witness pleads failure of' memory or gives an evasive answer;
otherwise the witness might save himself from self-condemnation by pretending that
he does not remctithcr having made the statement. tC'f sub-section (2) of s 145 of

Ceylon Evidence Ordinance, ante, in to s 1451.

Admission.—As to whether previous admissions can be used against a party
without putting it to him under s 145 and giving him an opportunity of explaining,
see ante s2l

Mode of Contradicting Previous Statements in Writing. [Previous Depositions
etc.).—Onc of the modes in which the credit of a witness may be impeached, is by
proof of Ibrmcr statements inconsistent with any part of his evidence which is liable
to be contradicted; aid s 145 gives the right to cross-examine a witness on previous
statements made by him and reduced into writing, when these previous statements
are relevant to the matter in issue (R v. Mannu, 19 A 390 pp 421-221. The right of
contradiction is not confined only to previous statements on oath [Sltarmanand v.

Supdt. A 196() MP 1781. Although part of a statement, deposition, or other writing
may b received for the purpose of impeaching the witness, of course those other
parts which tend to explain inconsistencies or remove discrepancies should also be
received if offered (Lowe S. 97 Ga 792: Jones s 8481. When a letter is put to a
witness to contradict his statement, it cannot be used as substantive evidence
(Melappa v. Gurwnniti, A 1956 B 1291. When a retrial is ordered for non-compliance
with the provisions of s 360 (now s 278) Cr P Code, statements 01 WitnesSeS in the
previous trial may be used in the subsequent trial for the purpose of contradiction
[Falud v, R. 6 p 478 : 104 IC 100: A 1927 P 3151. Al a 1e ,iovo trial the statement of
witnesses examined at the previous trial cannot he admiiied merel y by asking them if

the y had made those statements at the previous trial, without OhSCIVLi1g the provision
of ss 145 and 155 I Solig Rant v. S. A 1956 A 1381. Where the purpose of the
production of the document must have been understood by the witness and from the
record of his deposition it was manifest that after being shown the document, he was
directl y asked whether it was not a fact that he was not at a particular place on the
illeved date as was clear from the document and where on re-examination no attempt
wa s made to elicit an explanation—Field, that the witness was properly contradicted
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[Baikunthia v. Prasannamoyi, 27 CWN 797: A 1922 Pc 409: 72 IC 286: 24 MI .J
699].

The witnesses in their statements before the police attributed a clear intention of
the accused to commit murder, but before the court they said that the accused was
insane. It was therefore necessarily implied in the previous statements before the
police that the accused was not insane at the time of the commission.of the murder.
In this view the previous statements before the police could be used to contradict the
version in the court [Dahyabhai it S, A 1964 SC 1563 (Tahsildar it S. A 1959 SC
1012 reId on)].

The witness should be informed of those parts of his statement which are to be
used to contradict him. It is not enough to say whether a particular cxthit is his
previous statement [Samuel it A 1935, A 935; Rag/turaj v. Rk A 1934 A 9561.
Where depositions of witnesses in a former trial are used to contradict the witnesses,
but without giving them an opportunity to tender their explanation or to clear tip the
particular points of ambiguity or dispute, the procedure is contrary to general
principles and to the specific provisions of s 145 ]Bal Giiigadluir luck t. Snntvos.
42 IA 135: 19 CWN 729: 39 B 441: /qlal v. R. 1942, AU 637; see iJliagIcuI r. S. A
1 952 SC 214-1 Ru PiIu rt(wi i 5. Jilgali?adIi(2, A 1962 AP 94; Jar jndra v Stish ileriul, a, ,\
1965 C 3281. Unless the particular matter or point in the previous statement is placed
before the witness sought to he contradicted for explanation, the previous statement
cannot he used in evidence I Upendra s: Bhupendra, 21 CWN 280; Mu/iarrwi i
Barkat, A 1930 L 695; Panji t'.S, A 1965 Or 205]. The witness should be questioned
about each separate fact point by point and passage by passage. When the previous
statement is a long OTIC and only one or two sitsall passages in it are used for
contradiction, a mere reading out of the whole statement may confuse a witness and
not he a fair method [Bhiagwan t: S. A 1952 SC 214, 218; fader Dec it A 1959 A
238]. Witness in sessions court when confronted with his statement in committal
court whicTi was read over to him in extenso admitted ii to he true record but said it
was false having been made under police pressure—held there was sufficient com-
pliance with s 145 and it would have been pointless to draw his attention to each
sentence and ask his explanation becau se the explanation would have been the same
(St Kartar,A 1970 SC 1305].

A witness cannot be disbelieved without his attention being drawn to the
documents inconsistent with his deposition even though the documents were pro-
duced after examination. In such a case he should be called for further cross-cxami-
itatioti [Nabakutnar t: Rudrwiarayan, 28 CWN 589 PC : A 1923 PC 93 : 77 IC 1411.
It is the duty of the prosecution to confront the witness with those statements made
before police during investigation or before magistrate under s 164 Cr PC or get them
marked as exhibits so that the witness might get an opportunity to explain or deny
them [Saibw,na, In re  1966 Mys 2481.

Where a person who made Statement during investigation of a complaint is
subsequently accused of the offence his statement cannot he used either to contradict
or corroborate him or other accused [Mohar iS, A 1968 SC 1281 (Nisar e 5, A
1957 SC 366 folld; I'uldi v. S. A 1964 SC 1850 dist)].

A statement of a witness abstracted in a judgment cannot be made tise of (or
contradiction in lieu of the original statement in the deposition ]Saradwn/n s
Patiablivaniayva. A 1931 NI 207: 53 M 9521. A counsel for the prisoner is not
entitled to refer to the deposition given by a witness before the committing nl:igls-
Irate in order to contradict a witness before a sessions cow t without having drawn the
particular witness's attention to the alleged contradiction in his deposition, and with-
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out having given him opportunity of explaining it ER ' Zawar Rahman, 31 C 142 FB:
6 CWN ccli (6 CLR 390 overruled); R v. Najibuddin, A 1933 p 589]. The duty of
drawing attention is compulsory [Lakshrnana v. R, 17 Born LR 590: 31 IC 354; see
also Amir Begam c Begarn, 127 PLR 1914]. The previous statement' must be put to
him and he must be asked when explanation can be given [Abdul Jalil v. R, A 1930 A
746; Ghulam v Nagina, A 1930 L 991; Mahla ': R, A 1931 L 381. Where a witness
was generally cross-examined as to the circumstances under which hc made previous
statements, without putting each individual statement, the evidence was held
admissible as it did not result in any miscarriage of justice [Aub Ali s R, A 1942 C
277 : 74 CU 547].

A judge is bound to put to the witnesses, whom he proposed to contradict by their
former statements, the whole or suchportion of their depositions as he intended to
rely upon in his decision, so as to afford them an opportunity of explaining their
meaning, or denying that they had made any statement and SO forth FR i'. Dan Sahai,
7 A 862, 863; sec Abdul Gafoor i Kali, A 1934 R 273].

A previous statement can be put even to an illiterate witness. Ile does not require
to read it himself IMuzaffar '.: R, 20 L 509 : A 1939 L 268]. A document cannot be
admtttcd under this section simply because the witness dues tot eo to the witness-
box [Gajadhar t. Nandalal, A 1934 I' 551.

When the previous inconsistent statement amounts to an admission dill y proved, it
can he used without being put to the witness for explanation I ITharat I ,. 8hi'i,atIn, A
1966 SC 405 and cases ante under s 211.

When a magistrate conducts a test identi hcation parade, his test identification
memo not being a record of a witness in a judicialproceeding is not evidence and is
not usable for contradicting him under s 145 or s 155 IRam Saiuhi i'. 5, A 1963 A
308; apprd in Sheoraj v. S, A 1964 A 290 FBI.

Even if evidence taken on commission is not read as evidence in sull it would be
available asprevious statement for UOSC5 of s 145 [Abdul Soi'a,i i. Rajikan, A
1972 Or 213].

In an inquir' under the Commission of Inquiry Act, 1952, the statements made by
prosecution witnesses before the Commission can be used by the defence for the
purpose mentioned in s 145 [Sohanlal v. 5, A 1965 B I].

When the court does not give the accused the benefit of contradiction by the
previous statement of witness which is on record, the defect leads to a miscarriage of
justice [Kalipada s 5, A 1958 C 186]. 	 -

In a suit for ejectment alleging monthly tenancy the defendant tenant on the basis of
an unregistered and unstampcd document contended that the tenancy as for a fixed
period of 20 years. The defendant could use the previous statement in the document for
the purpose of the first part of s 145 without bringing into play s 91 and s 49 of
Registration Act. But in case the second part was to be made use of, s 49 of the
Registration Act would step in [Remington Rand I: Lilawati, A 1974 l'&ll 3501.

The section permits the use of former statements for the purpose 01 contradicting a
witness. The defence may request the court for recalling a witness foi further cross-
examination where the former statement comes on record subsequently to the
conclusion of cross-examination. Stare of Rajastllwt v. Teja Rain, AIR 1999 SC 1776.

Previous Statement Must Be Voluntary.—A confession after tender of pardon was
retracted by the accused and the pardon withdrawn. He was not tried jointly with the
other accused but was examined as a prosecution witness and on his denying an) thing
about the confession, he could not he contradicted b y his previous cori-fession which
was not voluntary. Before contradiction it must he shown that the statement sought in
be used for the purpose was voluntary [Navab v. R. 38 CWN 659 : 61 C 3991.
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Only Contradictory Portion to be Proved.—Only those passages in the previous
statements should be proved, which clearly contradict some portion of the testimony of the
witness before the court. The whole of the depositions should not be put in without marking
the particular passages upon which reliance is placed for purpose of contradiction [R v. Aji:, A1945 C 159; A H Abdulla v. State of Kerala, 1981 Cn U (NOC) 55 : ILR (1981) 1 Ker 508;
Kaveri Venk'eswar1u v. State of AP, 1981 Cri Li NOC 133 (AP); Annasaheb Melappa
Pattanshetry v. State of Karnataka, 1982 Cii U 1553, 1556: (1982) 1 Kant U 433 1982 Cr
LR (Guj) 433 (Kant); Kehar Singh v. State, A 1988 SC 1883, 1901 : 1989 Cii U 1;
Puthenthara ?ilohanan v. State of Kerala, 1990 Cii U 1059, 1064 (Ker); Thankappan
Mohanan s'. State of Kerala, 1990 Cii U 1477, 1482 (Ker)J.

Judge Should Compare And Find out the Contradiction.—A judge should compare
the statements of the witnesses recorded by the magistrate at the prcli-sinary investigation
with the evidence of the same witnesses at the sessions ER v. Brindabun, 5 WR Cr 54]. If the
Sessions Judge finds that the statements of the witnesses in his court differ materially from
those previousl y made by the same witnesses, it is his duty to examine them as to the
discrepancies and this is more specially his duty when the prisoners are undefended and
contradictory testimony is given for the prosecution [R v. Arjun Megha, 11 BI-IC 2811.Instead 01 rejecting a hostile witness outright court should normally look for corroboration
of his evidence ]Karuppanna v. S. A 1976 SC 980]. In order to see whether there is a
contradiction by omission it is necessary to find out whether the two statements cannot
stand together. If they cannot stand together and the statement in the court is such that the
witness would necessarily have made at the time of his earlier statement, then alone
omission thereof can be considered to be a contradiction EDasu v. State of Maha-rashtra,
1985 Cri Li 1933, 1938 (1985) 2 Crimes 624 (Born) (DB)].

For the purpose of contradicting a witness it is not sufficient to show that there were
some minor variations between the present statement of the witness and his former
statement. Inconsistency between the two statements is a matter of appreciation of
evidence and it is for the court to examine the same. Rarn,ni i'. State of M.F'.. 1999 (7) JT
247 (1999Y 8 SCC 649.

Use of Depositions Before Committing Magistrate Under 'S 288 Cr P Codc.—S
288 Cr P Code (as amended by Act 18 of 1923) runs thus:—

"The evidence of a witness duly recorded in the presence of the accused under
Ch XVII!, may, in the discretion of the presiding judge, if such witness is produced
and examined, be treated as evidence in the case for all purposes subject to the
provisions of the Indian Evidence Ac:, 1872,"

The italicised portions were substituted and added by the Cr P (Am) Act 18 of 1923. S
288 Cr P Code empowers the Sessions Judge to treat the evidence of a prosecution witness
taken before the committing magistrate as substantive in the sessions trial before him if such
witness is examined. It is not meant that the previous deposition of a witness should be used
in every ease to find out discrepancy with his evidence before the Sessions Judge. The
discretion conferred by the section is to be used very sparingly and in those cases only
where there is reason to believe that a witness is deliberately departing from his evidence
before the magistrate [Abdul Jalil v. R, A 1930 A 746; R v. Dodo, A 1942 S 139; Gopal v.5, A 1949 C 5971 or when it appears that the statement before the judge is substantially false
and the previous statement is substantially true [Mangha.n v. R, A 1937 C 61; Deorao v.
A 1946 N 32]]. It should be used only in exceptional cases, eg, when a witness resiles
entirely or to a great extent from his previous statement or where he has forgotten a great
deal of what he said previously [R v. Rahienuddin. A 1944 C 323; Hcrarnba v. R, 1945, 1Cal 376; Ama/es), i'. S, A 1952 C 618; State s'. Ramzan Wani, 1985 Cii LI 987, 991 : 1984Kash Li 286 (]&K)].

1. Committal proceedings being abolished s 289 has hccn omitted in Cr P Code, 1973.
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It has been held in some cases that previous depositions cannot be used under
s 288 Cr P Code un1cs the contradictory portions are put to the witness under s 145
by the opposite party or by the Judge [Ajir v. R. A 1945 C 159; Radhanath v. S. A

1953, C 602; Punia v. R, A 1947 P 146; Deorao ii. R. A 1946 N 321J and this view
was agreed to by the Supreme Court lThra Singh v. S. 1951 SCR 729 : A 1951 SC
4411, but distinguishing this case the same court held that where there is no need to
resort to s 145, the deposition can be used even if the formalities in s 145 are not
observed, eg, when the witness admitted in examination-in-chief his previous state-
ment, but gave a different version in cross-examination [Bhagwan v. S, 1952 SCR

812: A1952 SC 2141.
"For all purposes" in s 288 mean that the previous statement can be treated as

substantive evidence even as the basis of finding a verdict and not only for urposcs
of currohoration or contradiction [Abdul Gwii v. R, 53 C 181; Fakira u R, 64 IA 183,

4 UWN 74!: A 1937 PC 119; flhiagn'an : S. sup]. "Subject to the provisiocs of the
Indian Evidence Act" mean that the evidence can he used so long as it is rcicant and
admissible evidence within the Evidence Act [sec R v. fe/ia!, 3 P 781; R 'e 7hi:. A
1930 C 228; Aniir Zwna,i i: R, 6 1. 1991; sec further Sarkar's Cr P Code i`rd Ed,

s u ndc r :; 288 and a I a: notes to s 157, post: ''De'ositiu'' befo re co-1771 U  ,it

un ig 151/a (C''.

Police Diaries. [S 172 Cr 1' Code].—Diary of proceedings in police inse tigaiIOn
is privileged. But if it is used by the police officer who made it to refresh his memory
or b y tIre court for contradicting such police officer, the provisions of s 161 r 145
shall apply Is 172 (2) Cr 1' Code]. Under s 172 police diary is to contain procee-
dings" ul the police officer. It docs not provide for the recording of statementS (II

W itnesses. Any statements of witnesses recorded, in whatever form, are me'ided
unilci s 161 Cr 1' Code and the y cannot be protected from the demand for irpittott
or copy by accused for usc under ss 145 and 159 Evidence Act cntcting rhetir in

	

police diary 1S/u'ru S/ia r: R. 20 C 642; 13/i jkao K/iou I: n, 16 C 610; Md Ai.	 R. 16

C 612 note; Sad/in Skh o I?, 32 CWN 280; Sulaimun v. R, 6 R 672 : A 19 R 87;

Alga Lout i: /', 13 R 570 FR). The case diary can be used by the Police Otficcr to
rcfcrcsh his memory IGurc/iara,i Singh ir Sare, 1985 Cri ii NOC 56 ILR 1984) 2
Delhi 627 (Del) (DB)]. S 173 (4) as amended by Act 26 of 1955 now nakes it
obligatory on the police to supply to the accused a free copy of statements oc ' itncss
examined by them whom they propose to examine at the trial. The entries of case
diary can only he used for contradicting the prosecution witness. They cannot be
relied Uj)OI1 by the prosecution as substantive evidence. Therefore, if the entrics of
the case diary are not putto a witness whose statement is sought to be conamadictcd
then those entries of the case diary cannot he relied upon by the prosccutior against
the accused. [Bandhit v. Stare of U I', 1997 Cri U 3010, 3014 (All)].

S 172 Cr P Code does not deal with the recording of any statement by witnesses.
What is intended to he recorded is what the sub-inspector did—the place eie he
went, the people he visited, what he saw &c. No statement can be rccorde under
s 172 which would be a privileged one JAInfizuddi i: 1?, 31 CWN 940: A l9' C 644.

see also notes under s 160 post).

The special diary is absolutely privileged. The accused is not entitled to uoe it lot

any purpose unless it has been used by tire police officer who made it to rcm;c-ti his
nicinory (v s 161) or, by the Court for the purpose of contradicting hunt (v :45). It
cannot he used to contradict an y witness other than the police officer who ruc it. S

	

145 of tire Evidence Act does not either control or extend the provrsto:rs 0	 . - 0!
the Cr I' Code. The power oh the ('normal Couit to use the special dii.'
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limited to the USC of it for enabling the police officer who made it tc refresh his-
mem-ory or for the purpose of contradicting him. The court may also-use the diary not as
evidence of an y date, fact or statement referred to in it, but as containing indications
of sources and lines of enquiry and as suggesting the names of persons whose
evidence may he material for the purpose of doing justice between the Crown and the
accused. If the diary is used, the accused is entitled to see the particular entry which
has been referred to for either of the above purposes and so much of Uic diary as in
the opinion of the court is necessary in that particular matter to the full understanding
of the particubir entry so used, and no more [R v. Mannu, 19 A 390 FB 17 AWN
'l74; R v Na Lu,,, 13 R 570 FB; Deolal v. R, A 1933, P 440; Ahmed v. R, A 1944 C
243; Ocida,, Gcizi v. R, 33 C 1023: 10 CWN 890; R v. Dharam, A 1933 L 498].
Man,,,i 's case was approved by the Privy Council and it was held that diaries may he
used not as evidence in a case, but to aid the court in such enqufry or trial. It was
observed that 'the judges went on to test that testimony still further by reading the
earlier statements of these witnesses made to the police and entered in the police
diary. In other words they treated what was thus entered as evidence which would he
used at Al events for the purpose of discrediting these witnesses. In their Lordships'
opinion this was plainly wrong. It was inconsistent with the provisions of s 172 of
the Criminal P Code" (Dal Singh v R, 44 IA 137 : A 1917 PC 25 : 44 C 876 21
CWN $18].

The police diary cannot be used by any court as a substantive evidence but is
intended to he used only for the purpose of assisting the court in the appreciation of
the evidence and to clear up any doubtful point. The Code further permits the court
to USC the diary for the limited purpose of contradicting the police officer and not for
the purpose of corroborating him IACC/WibIAI i: R, 2 ILT 223 : 61 IC 230; Rain
Charitn i-. I?, 3 Pat U 568; 45 IC 272; sec Nawab i: R, 76 IC 824 RaJarwn v. R, 99
IC 342; R i St-lik, A 19370201; sec also notes to s 15717ost]

Before tlTc court uses the Police diary for contradicting the police officer, it must
comply with s 145 and call the witness's attention to the relevant parts [R v. Minim,
sup; Dharwn i. R, 34 Cri U 464; Municipal Committee v. Mukand, A 1926 L 3651.
The right piocedure when a prosecution witness is contradicting himself, is to ask the
judge to look into the diary and decide whether the accused should not have a copy
of the statement. If such copy is granted, the witness's attention must be called to the
same, before the investigating officer is called to prove the record made by him
I Kas/,j, yun v. I?, A 1928 A 280: 26 AJJ 139 (Ral Gwzg(uhar 7Uak v. Srinii'asa, 39 B
441 PC reid to), see YusufMia v. R, A 1938 P 579].

It is true that an accused is not entitled to call for the police diaries unless a police
officer uses them to refresh his memory (.ec s 160 post) or the court uses them for
contradicting a witness. But it is not open to a witness to decide for himself whether
or not he should disclose a material fact which might turn the scale in deciding
whether any accused was guilty or innocent, when he is in a position to clear up a
point by reference to the diary. If he suffers from a lapse of memory he may he
compelled by the court to refresh his memory with reference to the writing [Fatnaya
v. 1?, 1942 Lab 470 : A 1942 L 89].

It is only what is written in the police diaries that can be used under s 145 to
contradict the witness, and what the police officer stated that a witness said or did not
say, is n;uImissihe. The way to prove those portions of the written statement of a
witness which hac been specially put to him in order to contradict him is for the
accused to mark the passage or passages in the copy from the police diaries given to
him and then to ask the writer of the statement to say that it is a ti tiC COPY I Dlmaram m:
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R, A 1928 L 507 108 IC 1621. A sessions judge cannot rely on police proceedings

or put the same to the jury, without examining police officers as witnesses, so as to
explain such proceedings. Thc police diaries cannot he placed before the jury; as
provided by s 172 Cr P Code, they are useful, not as evidence, but to aid a court in
the trial, so as to enable it to make a thorough enquiry on all material points and to
elicit, in thc examination of witnesses, and specially of police witnesses, the real

facts of-the case [R s Jadab Das, 4 C\VN 1291.

As to police diaries, see further Sarkar's Cr P Code, notes under s 172 and also

s 160 post.

Impeaching Credit By Statements Made to the l'olice and Recorded Under

S 162 Cr P Code.—S 
161 Cr P Code empowers the police to examine -itnesses in

the course of investigation and to record their statements if the y desire to tb so.

S 162 prescribes the mode in which the statements of itnesses recorded 1w the

police may be used at the trial. Unde r s 207 it is die statutory dut y of the ivagisil ate

to furnish the accused among other things free copies ()t i ecoided under
s I 61 ol persons whom the prosecution proposes to exaullitle as \ utiesseS at the tnt1.

S 1(2 P Code lays down that when :uov wi T fleS who was exanilned by the ooIice

is called for the prosecution at an inquiry or trial in respect of aii y oiIciILc uiudc

investigation, his previous statement or record thereof shall not be used for ai)
purpose except (1) the contradiction of such witness its the accused under 

s ItS

Evidence Act; (2) the contradiction if such witness ilso b y the prosccuiiioli but with

the leave of the court and (3) the re-exiuhutiutlon of the witness if tuecessny.

S 162 absolutely bars the use of statements ol unucse s before the police except

for the limited purpose of contradict ion ni pi osccut ion ss I toe sses as staii d above

'flicy cannot he used for corroboration of prosecution witnesses ot for contradiction

of detence witnesses (Sat Pool o Dc/lu 41niti., A 1970 SC 294, 1? V. Vjr4ii, A 1024 R

510; Bahadur s' R, 7 L 264: R s /braliim, A 1928 L 17; Madati l .. P 54 C 307, hi ri

Packirisoatni, A 1942 M 288; Saiha,rha, hi n, A 1966 Nlys 248! or for

corroboration of defence witnesses )R i Najtbuddin, A 1933 P 5S91. The statement

cannot be used for corroboration oh a prosecution or it defence witness or es en it
court witness. Nor can it be used for contradicting a defence or a court 

s itness

)Thsildar v. S. A 1959 SC 1012: 1959 supp 2 SCR 875; Lv,,ia,i vS. A 1968 SC

13901. When a witness whose statement was recorded by the police is called as a
defence witness, he cannot be corroborated by the former statement, not can he he
contradicted by the police by that statement [P s Shea Sliankar, A 1953 A 6521. The

defence cannot also use it for corrohoratioti when the person is ex11iicd as a court

witness [Bhupal n R, 44 CWN 451]. \Vlicre it Prosecution w i tness is not allowed to

be cross-examined on a material point with reference to his earlier st ate 
nieni made

before the police his evidence cannot be accepted as corrobor:itithg the es idenec of

other witness [Badri o 5, A 1976 SC 50(1]. Sec Mm/to Naicker v. S. A 1978 SC 16.17

for proper manner of using police statenicitt under s 102 in erossC\ait1i11it0it See
also Sarkar's Cr 1' Code, 4th Ed notes under s 162. Statements of wittiesses recorded
by a police officer under s 162 Cr P Code can be used in a civil piocceding under

s 145 to contradict them [Survarao o ja,unkanima. A 1964 AP 1981

Stiitement recorded by the police i t, with another case ciii he used for

cross-examining prosecution witness concerned JSumholf V. Suite. 1991(- r ;1 o 1J 46.1,

466 (Ker)). Statement made to the police cannot be used for corroloti itic1 of the

evidence of a witncss in court. 	 1 .cri,iri'tuiui/u Rethlv i State. 1992 Il) Crimes Il 3(1

(AP)] Statement made to the police b y a ss	 is not i dnuissibh' a cvitll.' Kuh
<)i , contradicting thea statement can he used only for the purpose

	 ss uinc
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Kurnar v. State, 1996 Cri LI 265, (Del)]. Statement made to the 1,0. while conduc-
ting inquest can only be utilised for contradicting the witness in the manner provided
by section 145. [Babu Singh v. State, 1996 Cri U 2503, 2505 (P&H)]. Statement
made to the police by a witness can be used only to contradict him [Satish Kumar v.
State, 1996 Cri U 265, 268 (Del)).

Thc words "statement made by any person" (in s 162 Cr P Code) iclude,person
accused of the offence under investigation and not merely prosecution witnesses
[Pakala Nara yana v. R, 43 CWN 473: A 1939 PC 47] "Whether S 157 is controlled
b y S 162 Cr P Code?".

Statement before investigating officer can be used for contradiction but only after
strict compliance with s 145, ie by drawing attention to the parts intended for contra-
diction Gopichand s R. A 1930 L 149: Naraynna v R, 1932 MWN 801 Mohanial
Gangaranr Ge/roil v. Stwe of Maharashtra, A 1982 SC 839, 842 : 1982 Cd II 630 (2)].
Sec. 6 of the Commissions of Enquiry Act does not inhibit use of the statement made
by a witness before a commission in a subsequent civil, criminal or other proceeding
for the purpose of contradicting the witness. Tire use of the statement for corroboration
is not visualised by sec. 145 [7/u' State at As.sain v. Suprabhat 13/radra, 1982 Cri U
1672, 1974 (Gau)]. The question whether the witness had told the police that he
informed anybody at the place of occurrence as to his having seen the accused,
escaping with the gun, is not a mere omission but a contradiction [State of Kerala it
77ro,nas Chrian, 1982 Cri II 2303, 2311 : ILR (1982) 2 Kcr 752 (Ker); Natarajan
Naravwra Kurup n Tire State, 1982 Crr IJ NOC 89 (Ker); OsmanGarii i. State of
Assam, 1 982 Cri U NOC 169 (Gau); /'wtva Prasad Sankata v. Bat iatha Dahal, 1985
Cri IJ 159, 161: (1984) 3 Crimes 304 (Sikkim); Rat/ia Jean it State of Orissa, (1986)
Cr1 LI 490, 492 (Orissa) (1985) (it) Cut IT 497: (1986) 1 Crimes 299; Pro kash Sen u
State, 1998 Cr1 I J 1275, 1279 : (1988) I Cal Li' (IIC) 360 (D13): Ganakanta Das it
Slot( oJA.vsaor, 1990 Cd I J 219, 225 (Gao); 1)haramt'ir v State (if U.P. 1990 Cr1 U
$39, $45 (All) : 1989 All Ii 454]. (See ante "Mode of contradicting previous
slati,'flrent.c in writing '' ). The witness roust be given an opportunity or reconciling his
statement. lithe cross-cxamincr (foes not do so, the prosecution may in re-examination
give that opportunity or the court itself should do so [Iqbal it R, 1943 A 49 : 1942 AU
637]. Only those portions of statements of witnesses before the police as have been
actually used under s 162 for purpose of contradiction are parts of the record and
evidence in a case. The other patis of the statement cannot he relied upon by the
prosecution or defence [Sob/ii v R. A 1930 L- 449: 121 IC 66]. The Court should
faithfully record the contradictions brought out in the evidence of' the witnesses and
there is no question of recording the gist of the statement which will create more
confusion than serving the purpose for which clear provisions have been made IMolik
/t/2du1 So/eat v. State of Orissa, 1985 Cr1 U 1871, 1875 (On) (DB)[.

As to the procedure for contradiction, it was held by a majority of the Supreme
Court that the proviso to s 162 Cr PC only enables the accused to use the statement
of a witness recorded by the police to contradict him in the manner provided in the
second part of' s 145. The statement cannot be used for the purpose of cross-
examining a witness within the meaning of tire first part of s 145 to establish a
contradiction between one statement and another [ Tiz/r.vildar v. S, A 1959 SC 10121.
See Sarkar's Cr P Code 4th Ed notes under ,, 162.

Statements made by prosecution witnesses before investigating police officer
being the earliest statement of the occurrence are valuable material for testing their
veracity when they are examined in court. lInt if' the police record becomes suspect
or unrel ruble because it was deliberately perfunctory or dishonest, it loses much of its
value [Ilaladin it 5, A 1956 SC	 11.
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A statement to an investigating officer may be said to be "reduced to writing" even
when the statement has not been recorded in full but the gist has been noted [R t'
Najibuddin, A 1933 P 589]. It is immaterial whether the statement is recorded in the
actual words of the witness. It is sufficient if it is written in the form of 'a memorandum
[Majizuddi t R. 31 CWN 940; R 'c Ajit, A 1945 C 159]. It is very undersirahie to record
the statement of one witness and then to note that he is corroborated by others without
recording their statements separately [Ra,nsewak r R, A 1945 P 1091 and it is with a
view to stop this bad practice that sub-s (3) of s 161 Cr P Code was added by Act 2 of
1945. There must he a separate record for each witness examined and not a boiled or
condensed version of all witnesses in a lump so that defence may use the statement of
each witness for purpose of contradiction ]Bejor u R, 54 CWN 447; Shvaniu v R. A
1949 N 260; Venkataratnam u 5, 1951, 1 MIJ 4301.

S 162 is no bar to the admissibility of a statement before the investigating police
officer when it is evidence of res gestae ]Jogesh i'. Surendra, 35 C\VN 838 ((Ante S 6
P 58)]. Statements made by third party to the police in tite course of their
investigation are admissible to contradict under s 145, provided the person who made
the statement is called as a witness IR i' Airnnddv, 44 CIJ ?S' A 1977 C t 7
inc/iai i'. R, A 1943 L 647j. Accused are entitled to get copies of statements
recorded under R 254(b) Police Regulations for cross-examination. Statements made
to police during inquest under s 174 Cr P Code fall within s 162 ]Abdul Majid i. R. A
1950 C 165; Hansraj s: R, 16 L 34 51. It is questionable how far inquest report is
admissible except under s 145 ]Pwidurwig i: 5, A 1955 SC 216: 1955 SCR 1083].

S 145 is controlled by s 162 Cr P Code. Consequentl y statements of- court
witiiese S cannot be used by the prosecution under s 162 to contradict them, even
though they were cited as prosecution witnesses [In re thjrala. A 1960 Al' 761. The
proviso to s 162 does not apply in the case of a witness summoned by the court at the
suggestioo of the defence ]Gurdiva i: R, 104 IC 4444 A 1927 L 7131.

\Vliere a witness made contradictory statements which were recorded under S.162
Cr PC, it Wits held that the earlier statement could not be discarded unless the
subsequent one was proved to he true [K K Sharma n State of Rajasthan, (1998) Cri
U 2609 (Raj)]. The court followed the Supreme Court decision in Tahsildar v State
of LIP, A 1959 SC 1012: 1959 Cri U 1231.

As to contradiction of prosecution witnesses by their former statements to the
police. see Sarkar's Cr P Code, 41h Ed p 225 ci seq. As to contradiction by Omission
in the statement to the police, see Sarkar's Cr P Code, 4th Ed p 234. As to the conse-
quence of unavailability of the statements of witness for contradicuomi on account of
destruction or refusal to give copy to the accused or for recording statemetits in a
boiled form, 5CC Sarkars Cr P Code, ibid p 231 ci seq.

—Refreshing Memory.—On the report of a sub-inspector to the district niagi-
strate that a person was about to take bribe he deputed a magistrate who witnessed
the transaction and made over his report to the district magistrate to the investigating
officer. The use of his report by the magistrate during his examination for refreshing
his memory is not barred by s 162 ]Slivoi,iIal t: R. A 1949 A 4831. As to refreshing
memory, sec s 159.

Same: 113se by Court I.—The con it Cannot coo ,u(,tu make use of statements to
police not proved and ask question wi0i reference to them which are imiconsisic nt
with lie cviiness\ present tcstnmion y [Iloliizuldi i: R. 35 CWN 317, R t: ,4Iu pi,1. A
1928 I. 114; I? i: Gird/u,,,, A 1940 I' 00', R v Rant lIon,,', A 1928 1. 820, sec h w-
ever I? i'. I.al Mo,, 47 CWN 336 A 1943 C 521 1943. 1 Cal 5431
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First Information Report—does not come within ss 161 or 162 Cr P Code.—
First Information Report is not substantive evidence and cap only be used Co
corroborate the maker under s 157 or to contradict him tinder s 145 It cannot be used
against the maker it' he becomes an accused, nor to corroborate or contradict other
witnesses INisar Ali t'. S, 1957 SCR 657: A 1957 SC 366; Aghnoo v S, A 1966 SC
119; Jlasjb v, S. A 1972 SC 283; Nwrkhu v. S. A 1973 sc 491; Shank?r v. VA 1975
sc 757; sec Md !hrtthi,n o R, A 1929 N 43; Autar i: R. 17 CWN 1213; Gwnm v. R,
A 1928 1.913; R v. A:unadd', 31 CWN 410; R i: Thrrthim. 8 L 605; Magwilal i: R. A
1946 N 73; Khan i. S. A 1962 C 641; Baghiraihi v. 5, A 1965 Or 991. But for t he
purpose of contradiction it is essential that the attention of the witness ;hould he
pointedly drawn to that portion of the contradictory statement whic4 is intended to he
used against him, so that he ma y have an opportunity to furnish a suitable explana-
tion. The requireiliL-ni is not satisfied by asking whether lie made sonic (flier
statement to the police. Ii is attention must he expressly drawn to the relevant passage
in his previous statement FR t: Rizliemuldi,:, 1943, 2 Cal 38: A 1944 C 323: Molina i•

R, A 1 92S 1, 328 68 IC 406: R i Ajit, A 1945 C 159: S i: I/ira/al. A 1964 G 26!;
Ale/ir Vajsi iS. A 1965 G 1-131. FIR cannot be used for contradicting witnesses other
ti_in the ioliiiii.iiit FR i?uJ,enruliii,i anti': i'i: Lnt j t: i, A i 41 C 533: Rongdcil

i: State of 'uP, 1991 Cri lJ 916, 920 (AIb]. Before use, the court should he clear
about the relevanc y of the first iniormation report [ Ram Nareslr v. R, A 1939 A 2421.
It would be better that omissions sought to be elicited ni the statements (ii witness
with relcicuce to FIR^ and case diary statement are put separately to the Witness and
ptlttinlg qIlestionis about omissions with reference to two documents at the same place
could lead to contusion ]Gliwtslivwn i: State of M.l, 199!) Cri U10 17,  1019 (811')I
As to First In torniat ion, see Fuitlier lutes under s 157 post.

"In tile ('nurse or an Investigation". As to the meaning of these words in s 162
('r I' ('odc, 7ee this heading in the notes to s 157 post.

"If I)iil y i'rost'd''.—Tiiese worils ills 162 Cr P Code clearly show that the record
of lie statement of witness cannot be admitted in evidence straightway, but they must
he duly proved for purpose of contradiction either by eliciting admission from the
witness during cross -examination, or through the cross-examination of the investi-
gating officer or by calling, or in any other way, eg calling some one who was present
when the record was made ]R v. Ajit, A 1945 C 159: R i: Osnra,i. A 1928 B 23:
Madari %,. I?, 54 C 307; Wi thu Lain n R, A 1924 B 5 101. Sec further Sarkar's Cr P
Code 4th Ed notes under s 162.

Statement Under S 16-4 Cr P Code—cannot he used as substantive evidence.
The statement can he used onl y to cross-examine the witness who made it and to
discredit lie evidence giveti by him ill court [Ahimauid n R, A 1946 PC 45.5(1 CWN
353: 16iI flhiu.can v. R, A 1940 PC 38: 73 IA I - 50 CWN 348: IThuboni n R, 63 CWN
609: A hf-i t) PC 257: 76 IA -171. [I may be used to contradict it statement made in
court in i lic manner provided by s 145 I Maruk i; R, A 1942 C 36; Bisipaii I: S. A
1969 Or 2891. Statements made by witnesses at idcrititicaiton parades call used for
contradicting them I Kanni v. 5, A 1950 C 413. Abdul Ai: t: R, A 1950 L 1671.

When the evidence of a witness before the sessions court conflicts with his
evidence hettire iltc eumnlittiltg mil;igistr;ite put in tinder s 288 Cr P Code, a state-
ment by him recorded by it magistrate under s 164 Cr P Code is admissible in
evidence to corroborate his evidence before the committing magistrate. Such a state-
incot can he I)Lll in by the prosecution under s 145 without declaring the ss miness

2.	 (uimuinuuiiimli t'eIlmg lt)))tiS}mC(t s 25!! tEI htmu t,rna:ied in Cr I' Code. 1 973.
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hostile and without cross-examining him. A statement recorded under s 164 Cr P
Code cannot however, be put before the jury in its entirety under s 145 or any other
provision of law when there is no evidence put in under s 288 Cr P Code which is
susceptible of corroboration [Manarali s R. 37 CWN 10661.

Previous Statement Recorded Without Jurisdiction.—S 145 does not lay down
that the writing to be used for cross-examination must be by a person having
jurisdiction to reduce the statement in writing [Rain Kis/ian u R, A 1946 P 82: 24 P
623] A statement by an informant to a person not legally conipcict to investigate the
fact within s 157 being a former statement can be used for contradiction under s 145
and for impeaching his credit under s 155 [S u Pareswar, A 1968 Or 20]. \Vheri a
tribunal is held not to he competent to try a case. s SO does not apply to the deposition
of Witnesses recorded b y it. But this does not mean that there are no other iiieans of
proving the statements for purpose of s 145 [Anitar Au i: S, A 1955 C 5331.

Presiinipiion If Witness is Not Confronted With Previous Statement to
Police. - It ilia at' issuiiicd that a wilnesss st:iteinerrt to the police at the previous
encpiii\ was ill with the evidence he gave at the trial, if he is in no way
oulroiited with t.is hciig 10 any way ill conflict with his evidence as then given
l?iioi,'th,I o I?oval Ins Co, 6 R 142: 32 CWN 593: 30 l3oni LR 818: A 1928 PC 541.

Other ( ' tist's of Previous Contradictor y Written Statements, —A document
e\eciitetl b y plaintiff's witness can he produced by the defendant for contradiction
even though the plaintiff, was not a party to such document [Dos Mat o Sunder, A
1937 I. 408. When a person got his account books written up by a clerk on
inforiri:utioii furnished by him either orally or from loose memoranda, such entries
were held unaduiioo,ihhe under s 145 as previous statements made by the clerk in
writing to contradict toni, us the statements were not really made by the clerk but by
his eiuiplover, under whose instructions the clerk had written them [Mu?ticliersliaut
Iiezoiiji u•. N D S	 Co, 4 13 5761.

Former statements ninude by a witness, in a different case, incriminating the
accused ill absence, can only he used for the purpose of contradicting the
statements now made by them, and they cannot he treated as independent evidence of
the guilt or innocence of the accused for the simple reason that they were not made in
the presence of the accused [Ahinuuddi,i u R, 23 C 3611.

Depositions of witnesses in former cases, who were also examined in the case
under trial, were held to he no evidence, except when put in to contradict them fR v.

S \VR Cr $7]. The former statements of a witness can onl y be used in
cross-examination, tinder s 145 for the purpose of contradicting the witness, but they
cannot be used to corroborate the testimon y of a witness I Orie,itat Gait L A Co t'.
Auraswriia, 25 M 1831 or, as evidence against an accused [Rakkia v. R, 157 PLR
191 1	 It) IC 119]. The .statenieiit of a witness before the magistrate trying the case
etunirot lie used to discredit the evtdcncc Inch he gave later, utiless his previous
st;utcnreri( has been brouichrt onto evidence in eross-csnuinatiour 15'auu'a0 v. It, 90 IC
057; 20 h'l.R 811].

In a tru;iI for gis inn false L.. tdcnce, the record of a ]ncv ious deposition given 1w the
accused is relevant and necessar y evidence. Such record is not inadmissible uuoder s
145, s¼loch has no aiplic:utuon to the case, nor because the actual vernacular words
tere trot i;tkcn dostri [('cu,' t I /6i j cr( v (;(jiiiO(l hO//ti). 9 c'i.j 378]. Nvidenec takcn
in t)1 siiruutiai case 111;1v he ;rdriuussilile upon lie conditions arid lor the purpies
described or ss /3 145 IN,i,'ii SetA u. Ni,' Pit, UI3R (1913) 31d Qr 81: 22 IC 671)1 A
sirternienri tirade h' .0 wnnt'ss hefoic it 	 is :urhiiiussrhlc at tic trial of the ciccti"ed
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for impugning the credit of the witness even though the accused had no opportunity
to cross-examine him [R i'. Raghoo, 97 IC 37: A 1926 B 404].

As to whether statements of witnesses submitted to pleaders showing what they do
or do not know, come within section, see Jordon v. R, 5 Bur LT 38: 14 IC 763. A
document bears the endorsement of the counsel to the effect 'formal p(oof dispensed
with' This is a complete endorsement and there is no necessity of formal proof of
either the signature of the contents of that document. (Daya Shankar v. Snit. Bachi, A
1982 All 376, 383]. A witness implicated the accused in the chief-examination.
During the cross-examination he'statcd that a person like the accused assaulted him
and as he was not in a proper state of mind when he was stabbed, he wa4 not in a
position to identify the assailant. This evidence during the cross-eamination cannot
be brushed aside. [Gunanidhi Sundara v. State of Orissa, 1984 Cri II 1215, 1218
(1984) 1 Crimes 948 (Orissa)]. The statement of a person recorded by a Commi-
ssioner (toes not cease to he his statement merely because the court which ordered
the Commissioner to record the statement had no jurisdiction over the subject matter
of the suit. State of Punjab v Vishwajit Singh, A 1987 P&H 126, 1321. A photo-
graphic picture cannot be relied upon as proof in itself of the dimensions of the
(lepicied ()hcCt or objects, and cannot he made properly available to establish the
relative proportions of such objects except by evidence of personal knowledge or sd-
cniilic experience to demonstrate accurately the facts sought to be established. [State
of Gujarat v. flhiOmt Alias Bhupendra, 1991 Cri II 978, 980 (Guj)].

\S'hcn the Writing Has Been Lost or Destroyed.—The Evidence Act says noth-
ing as to whether a copy can be used instead of original where the document has
been lost or destroyed or for any other reasons not forthcoming. The following is the
English procedure. If it should appear from the cross-examination of the witness, or
from any antecedent evidence, that the writing in question has been lost or destroyed,
the provision chat the judge may require its production, will, of course, become
inoperative. It is apprehended that in such cases the witness might be cross-examined
as to the contents of the paper notwithstanding its non-production; and that if it were
material to the issue, he might be afterwards contradicted by secondary evidence.
Still the question remains, as to whether the cross-examining party might first inter-
pose evidence out of his turn, to prove the loss or destruction of the document or to
show that it is in the hands of the opponent, that he had notice to produce it, and that
he refused to do so; and might then cross-examine the witness as to its contents. [Tay
s 1447; Ros N P 180; see Hals 3rd Ed Vol 15 para 808 quoted ante under heading

Without soc/i writing being shown to him".

S. 146. Questions lawful in cross-examination.—When a witness is
cross-examined, he may, in addition to the questions hereinbefoic referred
to, be asked any questions which tend-

'( 1) to test his '[veracity],

(2) to discover who he is and what is his position in life, or

(3) to shake his credit, by injuring his character, although the answer to
such questions might tend directly or indirectly to criminate him or might

I.	 In Ceylon these clauses have been designated (a). (b). (r) rcspeciivctv.
2.	 In Ceylon accuracy, vcraciiy, or crcdibiliiy' suhsiiiuicd Fur 'veracity".
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expose or tend directly or indirectly to expose him to a penalty or for-

feiture.
[Provided that in a prosecution for rape or attempt to conunil rape, it

s/ia!! not he permissible to put questions in the cross-examinati on of the
prost'culrix as to her general immoral character.].

Principle and Scope
Same. llcsiing \'craciiy

.lnd I nip.'aching C iCdii
- rarc RItOidl.d SiaiLTiiLiit
('rcd

SYNOPSIS
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2225	 lxpressions and ('onduci
2225	 Abuse 01 Cross E',aininaiisr

to Credit
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I'i'iiitiiIL and Scopc.—Thi, sectionwsc,s dic C[ ss-c\	 ,.,idL-	 ,)vLi Of

i [ , l e t i )g.it lon than is allowed by s 13S para 2, and sa ys that Ill
.
 w
iiinc1

Jd,tw'i to the questions

that mar be asked undei the latter section, the witness ma y be I urther asked the questions
ii:entioiicd ill this section. In s 13S it has been said that the cross-examination lilust relate
to relesaiit facts. '('lie two sections should be cad together. But this scction rel,ixes the
strict enfiiicenient ot that rule and permits the putting ot questions elating to the
tru',tssoithoieS', of witnesses. ,'\ witness, tlieiCtoiC. undei the sectt'i1 nia 	 be cross-

examined not onl y as to the facts of the case but also as to mattel not material to the
"sue s lilt 	 vic' to impugn his credibility and thus shake his whole testimony.

1 lit' questioos must be ielevanl for time purpose of onpeachuig ciedit, though not to the
issueI lowever irrelevant it might he to the matter in issue, the question may AC asked in
cross-examination if the answer to it tends to alt'cct the witness's credit. But even in
cross-examination under the gaib of shaking credit, grossly irrelevant or vexatious
questions will not he allowed if they do not really impeach the credit of it witness or do
not challenge the evidence given in examination-in-ehcit relating to the matter under
enquiry. Cf RSC Or 30 r 38 which says: "The Judge may lit all cases disallow any

questions put in cross-examination of an y party or other witness which may appear to
him to he vexatious, and not relevant to any matter proper to be inquired into the cause 01--

matter," Even its regard to questions s hose relevancy consists only in affecting the credit.
the section is hedged in by the provisions ot s 148 which gives the court a discretion
to decide wlieilier or not the witness shall answer such questions. Section 140 must
therefore he read along with s 148 which lays down a rule of guidance for the exercise Of
the court's discretion.

If the question asked is directly relevant, ii' it it iclatcs to matters winch aic the points in
issue, the witness is not pi otected l'roin answering even it the answer tends ti criminate him
(sec ss 147 and 1321. t. Jndcr the English law, howcvei , a s itness is ii n bound to ansx ci
questions \Nllicli tend to criminzmte loin (in/i' s 132). But if it is icicvaiii onl ;is tending to
impeach the witness's credit, it lies with the judge to decide whether the witness shall t'c
compelled to answer it or not (see s 148). But it the witness does .iFis5er such question, he
cannot as a rule be contradicted b y other evidence except ill the two c ases provmdetl for h
the exceptions to s 153. 'thus, when the prosecuiri.x in a case 01 rape is Cr ' 'ss-exammned as to

her alleged i minoral acts with persons otl iCl  thi.mn the accused a1111 she denies them. he
cannot hc contradicted b y othiem smtnesscs (N i'. lIoloi.'. I  I ('CR	 4 I osi l. 11

esidcnce of tier general mmninoial char.mctci iii.my 1 , C gisco ott'i

*	 lns. bN the Iiiili.iii i':viihi.'iii (Aiiit'ziiirni.'ii( ) Act 2002 (4 of 201)3). s. 2.	 c.1.31-12-2W_
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As it general rule, if the questions relate to relevant facts, the witness must answer
whether or not his answer will criminate him or tend directly or indirectly to expose
him to penalty or forfeiture unless protected by public policy (ss 123, 124, 125) or
privilege (ss 126, 129); and the witness might he contradicted as to such fact, by the
admission of evidence. But lithe questions relate to facts relevant only as tending to
impeach the witness's credit, it is in the discretion of the court to ompcI him to
answer or not (s 148) and he will not be generally allowed to he contradicted except
ill cases provided in s 153. Ss 132. 146, 147, 149 embrace the whole range of
questions, winch can properly he addressed to a witness IR c Gopal Doss. 3 M 27 I
2781 and they should he read together. Cross-examination is not the only mode by
which the credit of a witness may be impeached. The credit of it my also be
impeached by independent evidence (see s 155). Anything which iG permissible to he
put tinder ss 140-153  c;Iiinot be punishable tinder s 500 I 1' Code [Rebecca I: R. A
1947 C 271.

Same: lTusting Veracity and Impeaching Credit].- --Under S I	 1)
may he roi to a Witness ill to test his veracit y and, under s 153.
lxce1niori 2 a \ iLilCss may lie contradicted when lie deities any question tending to
inij)eiJi 1.,N i mpartiahiv Ii'w;i,; 1/,!!,:. t'VGir,', A 1971 SC 11621.

The lancuage of s 146 coupled with that of ss 138 and 147 looks as if the words
"additional" facts spoken of in s 146 weic considered as not relevant. But of course
this could not he the case. It would he all waste of time to cnqiui'c into facts
which were irrelevant. As is indicated in s 148, these [acts are relevant as tending to
show how far the witness is trustworth y : and llic onl y object oh classing these facts
apart from other relevant facts is in order tli:ii special rules may be laid down as to
Whether thCV iltay he contradicted and when a witness may he compelled to answer
them I M.trkhv p 1071

Cross-ex;iitiiii,itioii iii credit is iccessal ii)' irielcvaiit to any issue it) the action; its
icicV:inc\ consists ill being addressed to the credit of the witness in the box so as to
shoss that his cv ide tee For and a gai list tile i elevan t issue is it [it rustwui't hy. It is most
relevant in a case Where everything depends on the judge's belief or disbelief in the
witness's stoi'y giveit in orah evidence t/i)'av C Al Co L', A/ott/al, 42 IA 110: 19
CWN 617: 17 Boni LR 455:3913386: A 11)15 PC I. Sec also Panda I: Abdula Kader,
5 NLR 138: (iS IC 693 1 . One I instituted proceedings against one  under s 133 Cr P
Code for re mova I of ;I i tig on it public road and drain. Pleader for complainant
asked S, a witness 'or t lie opposite p' y ss ho was vice-chairman of a niun ici pal ity—
''Who supplied the hi rinks for the d r:: 7 and tIre witness replied. "1 sit Pr1 ied'',
Thereupon the court and the opposite party's niutktear said: "What is the relevancy of
this qtiest ftin'!'''l'hte plcttdcr said—"l am going to prose that he is all unscrupulousions
vice-clr:uirni:ui''. S then brought it case a g :nuist the pleader or defamation—lie/il, that
the question came within s 146 11V0t1,N1i I: llo,idas, 24 CWN 23nJ. The veracity of a
witness cannot he tested and established b y tile Itidgc's notes IR i', /?/i'li Mimi, 4
SLR 	 7 IC (1(111.

The general rule is that whieitever It is intended to impeach the witness's credit, his
attention must first lie called to the disi.'i'edittng facts so that tic may have run
opporturnty of explaniug them, (Sec s 45). In I?''out'nc' r. Dunn. 1893, 6. The
Repoi is, 67, 70 Lu)Rt) I 1t;Rcttkt.t., thus stated the rule its to impe'actnng the credit of
a Witness:---

"I Cannot help saving, that it scettis to tie to he absolutely essential to the
pr'i,p'i' conduct of a c:uise, where it is ints'it&Ied to suegest that :t witness Is not
speaking the truth on ;I 	 liolrit. to direct his :itter.tion to thin fact hi)'
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some questions put in cross-examination showing that that imputation is inten-
ded to he made, and not to take his evidence and pass it by as a matter al-
together unchallenged, and then, when it is impossible for him to explain, as
perhaps he might have been able to do if such questions had been put to him,

the circumstances which, it is suggested, indicate that the story he tells ought
not to he believed, to argue that lie is a witness unworthy of credit. My Lords, I
have always understood that if you intend to impeach a witness, you are bound,
whilst he is in the box, to give an opportunity of making any explanation which
is open to him; and, as it seems to mc, that is not . unly a rule of prolessional
practice in the conduct of a case, hut it is essential to lair play and lair dealing
With WitflCsScS-

In the same case U)Rt) IIALSHURY observed at p 70c

"To lily mind nothing s ould be moie absolutely unjust than not to cross-

e\;illnIie WitneSs 111)1)1 1 evidence which the y have given, Si) as to gic them

ioncc, and to give 1111.111 iii opportiinIt of e\planation and an oppol tunitr erv
iittcJi to ilelend their own cliaracter (Ihere observations have been relted oil

p (io(Jie(t i F)enli inn,, A I 9(1 (23'M)

I Iei ]hv ss 1426-27; 1445, 1459-67; l'lii 8th Ed pj' 535-39; hoLy did. Ed tid 15

f011) 8R; Vol 10 punts 827-831; Powell 9th Ed 5$5-31.

—Tape Recorded Staenicnt—is admissible under s I 4h( 1), s 153, Exception 2

and t53(2) and also br corroboration Il6iina Reddv	 V V (7iri, A 1971 SC 1 1 (2 I

Credit. -The cwdihihit" of a winless depends upon (1) Ins knowledge of the lads

I ) ,. testifies, (2) his disinteicsiedness; (3) Ins integrit y ; (4) his vciacity, and k his

tRnig Iloillid tu.i s)eak the twtli b y oath or altirmation. Proportioned to these is the

ulcgiee of credit his testiiia,iiv deserves rout the court and jury Arch çr P1 2401 Ed
$09 R)I. A	 itness is not ilisered ted iiictclv tlecausv 01C eross-cxaillinCr asked some

(luestioiis impeaching his character. when the answers are satisfactory lRa,cho v. R, A

9291' 180: 11810233].

Modes of Impeaching Credit.—The credit of a witness may be impeached in

various modes:-

(1) by cross-cxurflimlatiofl as to his knowledge of the filets deposed to, opportunities
of observation, powers of memory and perccpn, disinterestedness &c (s 138): his
character (s I40); his veracity, position in life, injury to character by crimiflati'ig
quesliolls (ss 146, 147, 132); his errors, omissions, antecedents, mode of life.
(ss 146, 148);

(2) by eoillo)nting him with Ins previous iticonsistent stateillellts, written (s 145) or

oral [s 155 c 1(3)]. As to tIns see mjna 4):

Id> by evidence of persons showing that the Wlti1cS hears a geilci il mepiltatloil for

untruthilmilness Is 155 cI ( 1 )]. or by prool that the witness has been triheLl. or has

accepted the oiler of a brihe Is 155 ci (2)1:

t-1 by c;tlhng witncsse.s or ollcnng uthc; evidence I rg unciei s ItS or tSS l 3)1

to contradict Ilic witness on all rele ytoit ,mo,tlerv, but not oit iretev:iIll in:itlCrS. \Vhen

the questions nit to a witness in cross-es;ililiilation br discreditin g mm telate ti facts

dnectly mi'levant lo tic inattcrs in Issue, his oissveis may ;ilsars he contradicted by

(liv ('Vi(1nCC Iscc i/his () to S 1 531 hour lllldel 111C Iitli SCCtIorl, evidence Il1:i	 j1' ;i\ S

he given ol any tacts relevant to the issue. Ibis is ic';iIIV Iisgrisiiig his test 1lol1	 (111 .1

fact niateri:il to tIle issue uI oIIerin counter evidence; hut It is iii a sense rni)eiehung
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his credit in an indirect manner. If the question in cross-examination is relevant only

in so far as it, affects the credit of a witness, but is otherwise irrelevant, the answer

cannot be contradicted except in the case of (a) previous conviction, (b) bias Is 153

Exceptions I 2.

It should he remembered that when it is intended to suggest that the witness is
not speaking the truth upon a particular point, his attention must firt he directed
to the fact by cross-examination, so that he may have an opportunity of
explanation [Brown v. Dunn. 6 K 67 sup): and this probably applies to all cases

in which it is proposed to impeach 'the witness's credit (Phip 11th Ed p 649; Tay
s 1451; sec observations of PATTESON. J, in Carpenter v. Wall, post p 1341.
Former contradictory or incoflSjStCflt statement of a witness cahc used under s
146 to shake his credit or test his veracity [Bliagwan v. S. A 1952 SC 2141, With
regard to previous jflCOflSlStCflt statement, the law expressly requires that the
witness's attention must first he drawn to such statements used for the purpose
of contradiction Iv ss 145 and 155 c  (3)]. There is nothing in Evidence Act to
show that a document which is meant to contradict a witness or impeach his
rcdit must come from proper or legitimate custody (R v. Rajaiim, 146 IC 83: A

1934 N 35].
('liaracter.—In ss 52. 53, 54 and 55, 'character' includes both general reputation

arid disposition ]anlc s 551. but what evidence of character may he given for
tcslirrronial impeachment? Evidence of reputation or disposition of a witness would
serve little, it* any, useful purpose for shaking his credit. Whal we are concerned with
is the inl 'cri'nce from character as to whether he is likely to tell the truth. Character.
therefore, in questions affecting the credit of a witness ought necessarily to he
character for veracit y , ( Cf s 1 55(/ where it is allowed to impeach credit by giving
independent evidence of persons that the witness from their knowledge is unworthy
of credit 1.

Wigmore says: "The first question is, What kind of character is relevant'? Since
the argument is to he against or for tire probability of his now telling the truth upon
the stand, it is obvious that the quality or tendency which will here aid in his
quality or tendency as to truth-telling in general, ic his vetacity, or, as more

commonly and more loosely put, his character for truth. This must he, andis
universally conceded to he, the immediate basis of inference. Character for truth is
always and everywhere admissible" (Wig s 9221 . But may not evidence of bad

m	 noral character impair a ma's regard for truth'? Should a man who is of lewd
character or who possesses vicious nal princThlcs be entitled to the same credit
as a virtuous man'? There is  body of opinion that evidence of moral character is
helpful ill determining tire credibility ol a man. flu tadifferent opinion is
entertained by other judges and not without reason, "No one is entirely virtuOus or
entirely vicious......A person therefore, whose general character is had, may
notwithstanding possess such a degree of veracity as to cirtitle trim to credit upon
oath; and whether he does so or not can only he ascertained by inquiry into his

clraractcr for truth" (per 13u'r'LE CJ, in Noel v. Dicker, 3 fiihh 269, cited Wig

s9221.
The various aspects of the argument against tire former view, is summarised

by \Vigrnore: —( 1) that, as i matter 01 human nature, a hid general disposition

does hot pecessarily or commonly involve a lack of veracity: (2) that tire
estimate of an ordinary witness as to another's had general character is apt to he
formed loosely from uncertain data and to rest in large part on personal
preirii.hice and on mere differences of opinion on points of belief or conduct: and
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(3) that the incidental unpleasant feature of witness-box are largely increased
when the way is opened to this broad and loose method of abusing those who are
called as witnesses [Wig s 9221. Wigmore says that there is little doubt that the
latter argument represents the better side and this may he unhesitatingly en-
dorsed. Taylor has some weighty observations on the question [see ss 1459-62

post s. 1481. As to relevancy of present or prior character, see post s 148

"Matters so remote in time".

Bias. [Relationship, Expressions and Conduct].---Among the commoner sorts
of circumstances are all those involving some inriniate family relationship to one of
the parties by blood or marriage or illicit intercourse, or some such relationship to a
person other than a parry, who is involved on one or the other side to the litigation,
or is otherwise prejudiced for or against one of the parties. The relation of
t'niplovmeiit present or past, by one of the parties, is also usually relevant. [\Vig s
9491. As to expressions and conduct as evidence of bias aiiiong the common est sorts

are the witness' expressions of a desire to have flit, Opponent iefeaied in the present
proceeding and of conduct indicating a partisat feeling either in the present or in
oilier legal proceedings [Wig s 950). As to contradiction to questions tending to
nipeucli mpariialt , .cc s 153, Excep 2 which and s I 46 I) deal with different

aspects although s 146(3) ma y have to be read with s 153 [Rama RedcI' v. Y V Cu
1970.2SCC340:A 1971 SC 11621.

Abuse of Cross-Examination to Credit.—There is a general wall from persons
who have to go to the witness-box that the privilege of cross-examination to credit
is very Frequently abused by counsel and that the y are unnecessarily and wantonly
disgraced by being asked numerous questions in regard to their family lives,
private affairs, past errors, long forgotten improprieties of conduct and a thousand
other things which can have no bearing whatsoever upon their veracity or the
points in issue. Unfortunately, however, the complaint is not without fouiiclatloll.
True, the judge has the power to protect the witness and to disallow improper
questions in the exercise of his discretion. But the mischief is done, the moment
the cross-examiner throws out the offensive question and it is little consoltuon that
the judge ultimately protects the witness from answering it. The discretion
therefore really rests with the cross-examiner in the first instance. His good sense
and sense of honour coupled with the respect for his profession, ought to dictate
whether the question should in all conscience be asked. It has not infrequently
been seen that even it witness who has been called to prove a minor fact not really
disputed, or which is of very little importance, is not spared the humiliation, lie is
treated with a volley of questions regarding many transactions in his past life, or
private affairs pregnant with suggestions of a sinister kind and s'ery often without
any foundation. A sort of almost cruel delight is felt in exposing a witness to such
wanton attacks and the occasion is seized upon by the opponent iii paving off old
scores. The cross-examiner who allows himself to become a tool in the hinds of an
unscrupulous litigant fails miserably in his ditt y and inflicts an incalculable in;ury
for which the witness cannot seek any redress.

No question attacking a witness's honour should he put, unless and until coun 'el
by inquiry has satisfied that the damaging fact is well-founded, and this lie ought to
do before he comes into court (I,, re a I lakil, 47 A 729 FB: [)ei'jn'/io ' id v. S,,ij,itIiri.
A 1970 Nlys 341. See in this connexion ss 149-152 which coiiler on the court a le
discretion to prevent the abuse of the privilege of cross-cxainin,utioui to ciedut. It e.uui
Forbid needlessly offensive questions and enquire hetlicr the iinputiitioil con—N—:
well founded.
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Wellman writes—It is to be regretted that this right of cross-examination as to
credit is now-a-days generally abused almost in every country. The counsel not
being able to get anything from the witness in his favour, or being unsuccessful
in his attempt to throw any doubt on his trustworthiness, turns and takes recourse
to the unfair practice of torturing him by interrogating him on subjects which are
totally irrelevant, under the guise of cross-examination as to credit. Questions
regarding improprieties of conduct, his family life, private affairs and a thousand
other things are asked, which merely tend to degrade the witness personally, and
which can have no bearing whatever upon his veracity. The sanctity of private
life is torn as under with a zeal and vehemence which is altogether unjstifiahlc.
Recourse is also taken to this reprehensible practice only for the purpose of
satisfying his client's desire for revenge. To justify such questins they must at
least tend to impeach his general character and his credibility as a witness. Such
tactics to disgrace and humiliate the witness, as well as to prejudice him before
the judge and jury may sometimes succeed. But often the contrary happens and a
Feeling of sympathy is invoked, by.hc merciless and wanton attack of the oppo-
sing counsel on an innocent man. Such counsel are sometimes called 'forensic
bullies '' This practice has beer, subject of much criticism in recent years.
Lord Bramwell however was a supporter of this broad licence in cross-exami-
nation to credit, on the ground that "it is well for the sake of truth that there
should he a wholesome dread of cross-examination." "Women who carry on
illicit intercourse, and whose husbands die of poison, must not complain at
having the veil that ordinarily screens a woman's life from public inquiry rudely
torn aside." "None but the sore feel the probe." "A judge's sentence for it

however much repented of, is not the only punishment. there is the consequent
loss of character in addition which should confront such a person whenever
called to the witness stand." "It should not be understood to he a trivial matter
but rather looked upon as it order."  lArticle in the 19t11 Century, Feb
1892, quoted in Wcllman. pp 176-1771.

LORD CHiEF JUSTICE COCKIIURN 
took the opposite view of the question. lie wrote:

"I deeply deplore that members of the Bar so frequently unnecessarily put
questions affecting the private life of witnesses, which are only justifiable when
they challenge thc credibility of 'it witness. 1 have watched closely the adminis-
tration of justice in France, Germany, Holland, Belgium. Italy and a little in
Spain, as well as in the United States, ill 	 and in Ireland, and in no place
have I seen witnesses so badgered. hro',v-hcateri, and ill 	 way so brutally

maltreated as in England. The way in which we treat our witnesses is it

disgrace and a serious obstacle, instead of aiding the ends of justice. In England
the most honourable and conscientious men loathe the witness-box. Men and
women of all ranks shrink with terror from subjecting themselves to the wanton
insult and bu I Iyin miso ained cross-ex ami nat ion in our English courts. Watch
the tremor that passes the irames of many persons as they enter the witness-box.
I rcnicinhcr to have seen so distinguished a nail as Sir Benjamin Biodie shiver
as he c ocred tile w itti c s-box , 1 di re sa y his apprehension amounted to exqu i-
site torture. Witnesses arc just as necessary for the administration of justice as
u d ge 01 jurymen. and arc entitled to he treated with the same consideration, and
their affairs and pçivate lives ()ti gh t to l ie field as sacred from the ga/.e of puhlic,
a those of the judges or the jtiiymcn. I venture to think that it the duty of a

judge to allow no qtiestion to lie put to a witness, unless stich as are clearly
pertinent to the issue before the court, except where the credibility of the
wiiiess is deliberately challenged by counsel, and that the credibility of a wit-
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ness should not be wantonly challenged on slight grounds" [h LT 1874, quoted
in Wellman, p 111.

CHIEF BARON PoLLOCK once presided at a case where a witness was asked about a
cOflVjCt jOfl years gone by, though his (the witness's) honesty was nt doubted. The
BARON burst into tears at the answer of the witness [Wellman p 1811

An, incident relating to the abuse of the right of cross-examination to credit is
narrated in Walsh's Advocate (p 168). "A witness gave evidence of what he saw
while sitting on a bridge. The defence counsel, whose method with the witness was
merely to suggest that they were a kind of inferior being whose testimony was neces-
sarily worthless, asked in cross-examination, 'What were you doing loafing on the
bridge?' The witness who was a perfectly respectable groom and had been enjoying
the morning sun by a peaceful brook during some portion of his daily rest, was
considerably taken aback. After some hesitation, he looked his man hard in the face,
and answered, 'Who are you calling a loafer?'. There was a distinct movement of
sympathy in the jury-box, and the court naturally enough intervened with a request
that the witness should be treated with civility."

SIR JAMES FITZJAMES STEPHEN says:
"1 shall not believe, unless and until it is so decided upon solemn agreement,

that by the law of England a person who is called to prove a minor fact not
really disputed, in a case of little importance, thereby exposes himself to having
every transaction in his past life however private, inquired into by persons who
may wish to serve the basest purposes of fraud or revenge by doing so. Suppose
for instance, a medical man were to prove the fact that slight wound had been
inflicted and been attended to by him would it be lawful under pretence of
testing his credit, to compel him to answer upon oath a series of questions as to
his private affairs extending over many years and tending to expede transactions
of the most delicate and secret kind, in which the fortune and character of other
persons might be involved? If this is the law, it should be alterçd" [Steph Digest,

pp 196, 197].
Whether the attack upon the credit of witness can be justified or not depends

almost entirely upon the particular circumstances of the particular case. 1 remember
losing a client because I absolutely refused to put to the conductor of a public
carriage, who was called to speak to what he saw in a street accident, the fact that he
was at that moment undergoing imprisonment for peculation from his employers, lie
was called by the employers, it was true, and it was suggested that he might, although
he had left their employment for jail, have hopes of re-purchasing his employment by
perjuring himself on their behalf. But this view seemed to me to be too far-fetched.
He was present on the occasion. His evidence might or might not fit in with the rest
of the story. If it did not, it went for very little; if it did, the fact that he was a
convicted thief had really no bearing upon it. To put the question seemed to be a
piece of superfluous brutality, and likely to do the man needless injury to no real
purpose IWaIsh's Advocate p 271.

As to questions which arc proper or improper, see s 148 and the extracts from
Taylor, post.

As to questions generally allowed in cross-examina tion , see ante notes to s 138

Latitude in cross-examination. See also notes to ss 147, 148. As to questions which
are proper or improper see ss 148, 149. As to cross-examination to credit, see further
notes to ss 149-52.
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S. 147. When witness to be compelled to answer.—If any such ques-

tion relates to a matter relevant to the suit or proceeding, the provisions of -

section 132 shall apply thereto.

COMMENTARY	 -

The word "such" in "if any such question", it is presumed, refers to the last clause
of the preceding section (s 146), and not to the word "any" in the earlier part of that
section. None but relevant questions can b.asked in cross-examination (see s 138
para 2). But relevancy is of a two-fold character; it may be directly relevant in the
hearing on, elucidating, or disproving, the very merits of the points in issue. In such a
case, the witness is not protected from answering, notwithstandi4 , the answer may
criminate him. For s 132 is made applicable to this case. There is another kind of
relevancy which is collateral to the issue. Such is the character of the witness, which
is always relevant; because if he is dishonest, no faith can be put in the story he
utters. Where questions are put to a witness, not for the purpose of proving or
disproving the point in issue, but exclusively and merely to show what is the

rc)er of the witness the court is to decide whether the question i s to bc
answered or not I Nort p 3281.

\Vheii the question relates to a matter relevant to the suit proceeding, s 132 has
been made applicable by this section, ic in such a case the witness shall not he
excused froin answering it oil ground that the answer will criminate him. Tile
judge has no option in the matter (ante s 132). The witness is of course not
compellable to answer it protected by public policy (ss 123, 125) or privilege (ss 122.
120, 127, 128-31). But when it is relevant only in so far as it allects the credit of the
witness, the court is to decide under s 148 whether he shall he compelled to answer it
or not and-nay warn the witness that he is not obliged to answer. The judge has the
option in such a case either to compel or excuse. The witness may here claim the
privilege, bitt if he voluntarily answers, his answer may he used against him in a
subsequent criminal proceeding [see R Gopal Doss, 3 M 271 and other eases noted
u rider s 132; "Proviso" ands 1481.

S. 148. Court to decide when question shall be asked and when
witness compelled to answer.—It' any such question relates to a matter
not relevant to the suit or proceeding, except in so far as it affects the
credit of the witness by injuring his character, the Court shall decide
whether or not the witness shall be compelled to answer it, and may, if it
thinks fit, warm the witness that he is not obliged to answer it. In exer-
cising its discretion, the Court shall have regard to the following consi-
d c rations: -

(1) such questions are proper if they are of such a nature that the truth of
the imputation conveyed by them would seriously affect the opinion of the
Court as 10 the credibility of the witness on the matter to which he
testi tics;

' In Ceylon the section has been split up into two sub-sections. Suh . scciion ( i ) ends ith
"obliged to answer it''. Thc rest is sub-section (2); cis (1). (2). (3). (4) have been designated
a), (6). (c). (d) rcspcciivct
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(2) such questions are improper if the imputation which they convey
relates to matters so remote in time, or of such a character, that the truth of

the imputation would not affect, or would affect in a slight degree, the

opinion of the Court as to the credibility of the witness on the matter to

which he testifies;

(3) such questions are improper if there is a great disproportion between
the importance of the imputation made against the witness's character and
the importance of his evidence;

(4) the Court may, if it sees fit, draw, from the witness's refusal to
answer, the inference that the answer if given would be unfavourable.
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Principle and Scopc.---This section contains  very wholesome provision. S 132
declares thap a witness shall not be excused from answering any question relevant 10

the matter in issue in any suit or in civil or criminal proceeding upon the ground that
the answer may expose him to a penalty or forfeiture. So, a witness cannot object to
the asking of questions contemplated in s 146(3) which tend to shake is credit by
injuring his character, This right to cross-examination may turn ail 	 of
oppression in the hands of ail cross-examiner, and a witness may he
subjected to the grossest insult or annoyance by being made to answer a series of
questions affecting the sanctity of his private life or character or improprieties of
conduct of a very distant date, no matter howsoever remote their hearing may be,
under the guise of cross-examination to credit. A witness calledto prove a formal or
an unimportant matter might he wantonly oppressed by such improper questions
under the pretence of impeaching his credit. It is with the object of preventing such
abuse that s 148and ss 149-53 have been framed. These sections have reference to
questions which are relevant only in so far as they affect the credit of the witness.
S 146 too covers the same ground. The judge also cannot ask any question which it
would be improper for any other person to ask under s 148 or 149 (s 165).

S 148 therefore lays down that if any such question is not directly material to the
issue, but is relevant to the matter only in so far as it o/7ei'(s the credit of the witness
by injuring his character, it is for the court to decide whether or not the witnes s shall
be compelled to answer it, and h may in its discretion warn the witness that he is not
obliged to answer it. The protection afforded by the section by investing the court
with very large powers, will however, he of little effect unless the advocate behaves
honourably and keeps himself within hounds without allowing himself to become a
tool in the hands of his client who very oltcti hinds delight in torturing or humiliating
his adversary's witnesses. The miscitict is done the moment the cross_examiner
throws out the offensive question. and it is little consoLnion that the judge ultimately
protects him from answering it.
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in questions affecting the credit of the witness, the court has been given the deli-
cate and responsible task of deciding whether or not it shall compel the witness to
answer them. It has the option to allow the question or to exclude it, and the dis-

cretion to be exercised must of course be judicial and not capricious. Clauses (1), (2)
and (3) lay down some rules as to how the discretion is to be exercised. In deciding
whether questions affecting credit are proper or improper the court should consi-
der:—

(I) Whether the truth of the imputation conveyed would seriously affect its opinioii

as to thc'tnistworthiflesS of the witness on the matter to which he restifiesi Thus it
would he preposterous to ask a woman who has been brought to sak to something
of which she was an accidental spectator, whether she is a common prostitute. But in
cases of rape, the prosccutrix may be cross-examined as to her acts of immorality not
only with the accused but with other persons (sec s 155).

(2) Whether the 1111pUtatioll convcyed relates to improprieties or errors of conduct
or other transaction s of so remote a date, or of such a character that it would. it at all,

ailed in a IigIii th,.......the court's opinion as to the witness's vciaciiy w i the matter

to wlii/i he testifies. Thus, "if a woman', said Sir Stephen, "prosecuted a mail
picking her pocket, it would be monstrous to enquire whether she had an illegitimate
child ten years before, although circumstances might exist which might render such
an enquiry necessary' (Stephen's GenI View of Cr Lawl.

(3) Whether there isag p eal thsproportiOfl between the importance of th me	 pu-

tation conveyed and the importance of the witness's evidence. Thus, if it man
is called to depose about the injuries of a man attended by him it would be prepos-
terous if hcwcrc asked whether he was prosecuted on a charge of assault or defa-
mation br hitting or abusing a man who had grossly insulted him,

(4) In the last clause it is provided that if the witness refuses to answer, the court
may, if it sees fit, draw the inference that the answer would he unfavourable. The
word "may" clearly shows that it is not hound to do so; but considering all the cir-
cumstances, it may or may not draw the inference. Cl (4) is similar to illus (It) to

s 114 (ante).
The General Council of the Bar in England has laid down some rules for obser-

vance by members during cross-examination to credit. The rules in AS 1917 p 7
contain substantially the provisions tube found in ss 148-152.

It has been stated more than 00CC, that if the witness declines to answer, no
inference of truth of the fact can he drawn from the circumstance tRose v.

ijiakemore, 1826 R & M 383; I? t Watson, 2 Stark 1581; but the soundness of this
rule is very questionable; and although it would he going too far to say that the
guilt of the witness must be implied from his silence, it would seem that in accor-
dance with justice, and reason, the jury should he at full liberty to consider that
circumstance, as well as every other, when they come to decide on the credit due to
the witness. A perfectly honourable but excitable man may occasionally repudiate

it question, which he regards as au-insult and to infer dishonour front his conduct
would, of course, he unjust; but generally speaking, an honest witness will he
eager to rescue his character from suspicion, and will at once deny the imputation,
rather than rely on his legal rights, and refuse to answer an offensive interrogatory
Tay s 14671.

When a witness has answered any question referred to in s 148 ic any question

relevant to the inquiry only in so far as it affects his credit, he shall not be contra-
dicted by any evidence except in two cases (sec s 153).
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Same: Consideration that Should Weigh When Question Asked is Not Relevant
to the Issue, But Put Only to Injure the Character of the Witness.—The object and
meaning of ss 146, 147, 148 will be better understood from the following extracts from
Taylor, on which they are evidently based:

It would seem to be clear that where the transaction, to which the s ilncss is

interrogatcd, forms any material part of the issue, he will he obliged to give evidence,
howcer strongly it may reflect oil Own conduct. Indeed, it ould he alike unjust
and impolitic to protect a witness from answering a question. merely because it
would have the effect of degrading him, when this testimony might be necessary lot-
the protection of the property, the reputation, the liberty, or the life of a fcflos' -

subject or might at least he required for the due administration of public justice ITay

S 14591.
Where, however, the question is not directly material to the issue, hut is cni put

for the purpose of testing the character, and consequent credit, of the witne. there
is much more room for doubt. Several of the older dicta and authorities tend	 show,

that ill 	 a case the witness is nut hound to ansser; hut this pro ilege. 	 : still

exists, is certainly much discounte1);1 necd ill die practice of modern times
doubt cases may arise, where the judge, in the exercise of his discretion seL.i cry
properly interpose to protect the witness from unnecessary and unbcconiflg anno-
yance. For instance, all inquiries into discreditable transaction of it rcmu:e date,
might. in general, be highly suppresscd for the interests of justice c,ui seldom :cquil
that the cors of it

	
life, long since repented of, and lurgis en h\ the com u nit,

should be recalled to remeriibrance, at the pleasure of 	 future I tignt- So.

questions respecting alleged improprieties of conduct, which furnish no	 tiund

for assuming that a witness who could be guilir of diem 	 ould not he a -"all

veracity, might very fairly he checked (Tay s 14601.
But the rule of protection should not be further extended: for, if tile nqu i 	 elittes

to transactions comparatively recent, hearing directly upon the moral princ:plcs of
the witness and his present character for veracity, it is not easy to perceive hy he
should be privileged from answering, notwithstanding the answer may dtsgr'e hint.
It has, indeed, been termed a harsh alternative to compel a witness either to Ciini1it
perjury, or to destroy his own reputation: hut, on the other hand, it is obvious l y most

important, that the jury should have the means of ascertaining the ehiaract of'the
witness, and of thus forming something like a correct estimate of the s'a1i_e of his
evidence. Moreover, it seems absurd to place the mere feelings of a pwfligate rtncss
in competition with the substantial interests of the parties in the cause [Fay	 4611.

It seems to be generally conceded, that where the answer, which the wItr.ss may
give, will not immediately and certainly show infamy, hut s :11 only indirectL . rend to

disgrace him, he may he conipelled to reply. N\7'(11rcspcc:. lioss eser. to _cstions
which have ii tendency to degrade the witness, as involving th e t'.tc; of his rc' ions
bankruptcy, it seems that an ohcctron may perhaps be taken on the ground '.at such
a fact can only in strictness he proved by the production of the record. SrrU, in
practice, it cannot he denied that questions of this nature are very frequently 110 cd
to be put. and where the ohiect is to discredit a witness. he is uoitstaiitty :-ked iii
cross-csuitiltation whether he has not been air insolvent, or his taken the hetit
the Bankruptcy Act I'Fay s 14621.

	

'Fltc provisiiis of ss 145-53 arc restricted To qilestioliS rcatiiig to facts 	 'cli are

relevant only ill 	 tar as the y affect the credit of the ' Itiless h\ Tli1L , 	 g its

ch,ir;ictcr: whereas sonic of tIre additional questions cnn:' crated :i	 I .t	 not
It

necessarily suggest an y iniputation on tire wIirrCs ' S ii,iitctc	 c\Ci.' - :'. : nL 
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was the intention of the Act, and I believe it to be the practice to consider all the
questions covered by s 146 to be governed by the provisions of ss 148-53. Ss 148.52
were intended to protect the witness against being improperly cross-examined; a
protection which is often very much required. But the protection afforded by S 148 is
not very effectual, because an innocent man will always be eager to answer the
question and a guilty man by claiming protection almost confesses 4is guilt as is
indicated by the last para of the section (Markby pp 106-1071.

General evidence of character to impeach the veracity of the witness is, however,
sometimes receivable, not so mUch to shake the credit of the witness, as to show
directly that the act in question has not been committed. Thus on prosecutions for
rape, evidence may be given that the prosccutrix was of generally imora[ haracter
[Tay s 363: see post s 155(4)1. As to relevancy of character of prosecutor, sec ante
s 54: ''Character of prosecutor jrelei'ant.

"Matters So Remote in Time."--Whcn evidence of character is let in with a view to
alicct the credit of a witness [see ante s 146: "Character"] it is a question whether regard
should he had to character at the time of giving testimony, ie present character, or past
character. The question is beset with some difficulty as character at some distant period
may not be logically used to show the probability of his speaking truthfully or otherwise
now and yet prior character is not irrelevant to show present character. As to this,
Wigmore says: "The correct solution seems to be that prior character at any tune nav be
(u/nutted as being relevant to show present character, and therefore, indirectly, to show the
probability as to truth-speaking. The only limitation to be applied is that the character must
not be SO distant in time as to be void of real probative value in showing present character;
this limitation is to be applied in the discretion of the trial court. [Wig s 9281. This
Limitation is to be found in clause (2) of this section.

According to the principle embodied in s 148, it should refuse to allow a
question as to a previous conviction to he put, upon the ground that it related to a mattcr
which had happened 30 years before and was so remote in time that it ought not to
influence his decision as to the litness of it surety [Ri: Ghiulatn Mustafa. 36 A 371, 3471.

[Ref Ti) , ss 1459-62; 131ii1, 8th Edpp 470-71; Powell 9th Ed  533 ci seq).

Cases.—In the Full Bench case of R i: Gopal Doss, 3 M 271 ss 132 and 146-48
have been fully considered and the meaning of the words "compelled" in the proviso
to s 132 and "compel" in s 148 have also been explained (ante s 132: "Proviso"). For
the meaning of the expression "compelled to answer," se Dv Supdt v. Pramatho, 14
CWN 957 and other cases noted under s 132. The judge has to decide whether the
question  is relevant to the matter in issue, and upon  tI nit deter no nat 11)0, partly
depends the obligation to answer (Molter Shk v R, 21 C 392, 4001.

It is not that a Witness can he asked any questions at any time as to whether lie is a
0:10 of substance, as if only it man call believed oil Questions as to

character must he relevant to the case and unnecessarily provocative or merely
harassing questions must he disallowed [PU/ui v. T/ironby, A 1940 R 133]. Evidence
of the particular estimate formed by a judge in another case of the credit to be
attached to the testimony of a witness, who is cross-examined in a subsequent trial is
inadmissible; but evidence may he given of facts ill with the earlier case
such as:—that the witness has brought or defended actions which have been
Ili'Iiiisscd or decreed against hint, that the witness gave his evidence in such action.
that he has made false charges and so forth [In tv Posuniartv Jaggappa, 4 CWN 6841.
Sec post s 155: "Wunes.c not belu'icc/ in another case.
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S.149. Question , not to be asked without reasonable grounds--No
such question as is referred to in section 148 ought to be asked, unless the
person asking it has reasonable grounds for thinking that the imputation
which it conveys is well-founded.

Julia trations

((I) '[A hairisier] is instructed by [an atlorney or akil I thai xi iruporlant 	 linens is a	 dakaiti

This is a reasonahlc groutid tar asking the witness hzher he is a tldakaitl

(b) A '[pleader] us inlornied by a person in Court that an nutprlitarii 	 linens is a 5 [d.sL 1 The

informant, on being questioned b y the 4 [plcadcr]. gise-.n 1saLust.iUtOry eascns lot his stalern.: 	 )iis

is a reasonable ground for asking the witness whether c IS a Idukail

(c) A ssitncss. of whom nothing whatever is kroiAn. Is asked at random sh,tie	 is .1

tdakait( There are here no reasonable grounds for thc question

(iI) A	 iliie's. (if NA110111 nothing	 hatever is kitow. being questiiiuic as to his iiiodc	 and

nucitis ii living. gise ins:illsf:tol) ais\vcr' This 	 ie,isii.ih.	 CruilIl tar ask 

he is a ']d.tkait I.

S. 150. Procedure of Court in case of question being asked Niilhotlt
reasonable grounds.—It' the Court is : ipt lion Iltat ally such q.tion
was asked without reasonable grounds. it io:i y, it it was asked b any
1'Ibarristcr, pleader, vakil or attorney], teort the et cu m'aances of thi case
to the ']High Cowl or other authorit y : which such ]barrister, plcr.

vakil or attorney ] is subject in the cxerc-e ol its protctofl.

S. 151. Indecent and scandalous questioiis.—Thc Court ma y c'rhid
any questions or inquiries which it re--aids as indc.cnt or scan,aious,
although such questions or inquiries may have some hearing ci the
questions before the Court, unless they reatc to [acts in issue, or to rrat1crs
necessary to be known in order to dctezmine whether or not the fas_ts in
issue existed.

S. 152. Questions intended to insult or annov.—'[he court shafl rhid
any question which appears to it to be intended to insult or anncy. 01

which, though proper in itself, appears t. the Cowl nedlessl ofier.s:vc in

form.

1. in Ceylon "An advocate subsittuied.
2. In Ceylon ''a prosti it '  suhstilutcd
3. In Ceylon ibid 	 substituted
4. in Ce y lon "procii.r si,hstutuzcd.
5. hr Ceylon ''professional gamhler' substitated.
0	 in liurion 'Iceal

suhstitutcd.
7	 In Ce y lon ''Supreme (' ilitti	 uhsiitiitcd

I-	 I'	 :ilsi
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COMMENTARY
Principle and Scope.—Ss 148-52 were intended to prote the Witness from

molestation by being improperly cross-examined, it protection which is oliert very
ttnich required. I3itt as pointed out by sonic. the protection afforded by s 148 is not
very effectual, because all or honest iimn will shudder at the imputation md
will gcncrallv be eager to clear his character b y at ottee cicnvtng it. rather than claim
ploicctiorl by refusino to Zlrl,X%Tr in oftensise que.slioim: while a guilty titan will by
in:nang prmitL'Lloin :iiinos: cotifcss his ouilt. b y :tlluw:n he cirl:it to draw an adverse

inference I rout tetttsiil to attswcr (v el 4 of s 14$). Not does It seem that the sort of
threat COIllairICLI tit SS 149 and 150 carr y the iti:ittcr much lurther Isce Markby p 107:
Tit y s 14071. The mischief is done the momctlt the cross-examiner throws out the
offensive lhttcslton, and it is little cotisulatmon that the jstde UltimatcIN protects the
witness I rum answcritie it. The dtseict ton therefore reall y rests with the advocate in
the first instance. I us good sense and sense of honour coupled with his respect for his
profession ought to dictate witetlier tlte question siiigltt in conscience to be asked. 'Ilte
illustrations in s II) indicate oil "reasototble grounds' counsel may base their
qitestiotis. It is not Itimitighi to plead instruction ,, ('otttisel are not justified ut making
cltatge Of ftaud and cititie, tittless IIICN ate petsoiitIly satisfied that there ate
rcitsoiiiilile giounits or putting tlieitt tot waid [ tb'.stwi o I'cary IS CWN 185 40 C
89$, see also in ;e ii U:kii. 47 A 72$ PB atilt-.

Under s 149 no question should be usked without reasonable grounds, and it is by
no means necessary before the quest ion is asked that the person asking it should he in
a position to establish tlte truth of the imputation beyond all doubt [Rebecca U. Is', A
1947 C 2781. Coitttsel for prisoner should not state as alleged existing facts, matters
which he had been told in his instruction. oil authorit y of the prisoner but which
he does not pro pm ise to p ri ivi.' hy cvi dc itce or so ggest in cross-examination of
prosecutionwitnesses f I? 1 ,.tsat'e,s-fr-,, 19 ('\VN 923 21 Cl _J 396 : 30 IC 1281. Ii the
eOtttt is of opinion that any such question was asked by any advocate without
reasonable grounds, it tttav report the matter lii the authorities for disciplinary action
(S 150).

Ns 151 and 152 cnipower the emlitit to hirbif rids-cent, scandalous, or instilling and
atlrtoyiitg question. llrc Illetc nisk-ecticy (it itiselosiures dues nut sutlilce ((I
them, where the es deuce is trecess;iry or the 11111 110 1,C of civil or crtntinal justice; as.
Off iii inidictitietit lot a rape: 01 Liii it 	 liii dissolution ol titarrtage; or upon the
legitimacy ol title ei;tntttng is lawful heir or tot st;mtmtauies 110 the grounds of adultery.
ITIly S.

Vs'itli teferetice to ss. 149 ,utimt 150. Sir Jatites Sts'plien tirade the following rctti;irks
in his speech befoic the Council mmii the passitmg of tlte BilI:—''Thc Bill as originally
drawn provided, ill suthstztttec, that no p1-suit shun Id he asked a question which
reflected mitt his cliar;tctcr, as to matters iitclevaut to the ease before the court, without
Wi itteit tnstt uctiotrs: that it the corttt cutismdcred the qitestton tmproper, it might
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require the production of the instruction; and that the giving of such instructions
should be an act of defamation subject of course, to the various rules about defama-

tion laid down in the Penal Code. To ask such questions without instructions was to
be a contempt of court in the person asking them, but was not to be defamation. This
proposal caused a great deal of criticism, and in particular produced memorials from
the bars. of the three Presidencies." It was for these reasons that the present sections
were substituted for the proposed sections.

SIR JAMES FITZ-JAMES STEPHEN said;—
"The object of these sections (ss 149, 150, 151, 152) is to lay down, in the

most distinct manner, the duty of a counsel of all grades in examining witnesses
with a view to shaking the credit by damaging their character. I trust that this
explicit statement of the principle according to which such questi lay down, in
the most distinct manner, the duty of a counsel of all grades in examining
witcsses with ii view to shaking the credit by damaging their ch.iiacter. 1 trust
that this explicit statenlent of the principle according o ss

t	

liicli such questi

he rnsel yes, and that they willill he ad mit ted to he sound by ; I I I hon ou rable

ad soc atca and by the public". 15cc l'wceediiigs in ni I.g Ia! Ii; C. 001 i!j -

As In cross_examination to credit, sec notes to s 146 wife.

Rc:f liJy S 
94. Plop 8th Ed pp 470-71; Poiiel! 91h Ed p 227; .a iC. 1-ho 1	 I

Rules b y time General Council of the Bar,—lit England the rules lay doss n that a

barrister instructed by solicitor that in his opinion the imputation is scl1-fotinJed or
true and not merely instructed to put the question. is cn 	 u

titled prima f" ( -ii mu regn d

such instructions as reasonable grounds for so thinking and to put the qestlolls
accordinglY. The stateniClit of no othe r person should he accepted conclusive
without ascertaining so far as is practicable in the circumstances, that isucli persoil
can give satisfactory reasons for the imputation. In all cases it is the duty of the

barrister to 
guard against being made the channel for questions which are only

intended to insult or annoy either the witness or any other person (sec AS 1917 p 7
reproduced in Ann Prac 1949 Vol 2 p 3655).

I)cplorablc Condition of Persons Obliged to Appear in Court as Witnesses—

The following lamentation which has found its way into public print, is well worth

quoting:—
Of all unfortunate people in this world, none are more entitled to sympathy and

commiseration than those whom circumstances oblige to appear upon the ss itness-
stand in court. You are called to stand and place your hand upon a copy of the
scriptures in sheep-Skin binding, with a cross on the one side and none oil other,
to accommodate either variety of the Christian faith. You are then arraigned before
two legal gentlemen,one of whom smiles at ) ,oil because you are on his side,

the other eyeing you savagely for the opposite reason. The gentleman ss ho smiles.
proceeds to pump you of all you know, and having squeei.cd all he ss an t s out of ),Oil,

hands you over to the other, who proceeds to show you that ou are entirely mistaken
in all your suppositions; that you never saw any thing you has c sworn to. that you
never saw the defendant in your life; in short, that you have c' mioiitted direct perjury.
lie wants to know it' you have ever been in state prison, and takes sour der.:al with
the air of a man who thinks you ought to have been theme. asking 'ill the jstiOii5
over again in different was; amid tells you w	 n

	

with a ass c-tnsp:flg SC' CI IV. t u
	

Vt'i V

careful of ss hat you say. lie wants to know whether yo'_ meant 5oiiith	 else

Having bullied and scared you Rit of your wits, and cons ic:d ou in the e. c ol tIme

jury of prevarication, he lets you go. By and b y everybody	 have fallen ou	 ith is
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put on the stand to swear that you are the biggest scoundrel they ever knew, and not
to be believed under oath. Then the opposing counsel, in summing up, paints your
moral photograph to the jury as a character fit to be handed down to time as the type
of infamy—as a man who has conspired against innocence and virtue, and stood
convicted of the attempt. The judge in his charge tells the jury if they believe your
testimony, &c indicating that there is even a judicial doubt of your veracity; and you
go home to your wife and family, neighbours and acquiantences, as a suspected
man,—all because of your accidental presence on an unfortunate occasion [Wellman

pp 168-70]. See also the remarks of COCKBURN LO quoted in notes to s 146 ante. It
was to prevent the growth in his country, of what in Etigiand has on many occasions
been described as a grave scandal that ss 149-52 have been enacted. It may, however,
be doubted whether the desired result has been achieved.

Privilege of Lawyers.—It was held that "an advocate in India cannot be pro-
ceeded against civilly or criminally for words uttered in his office as advocate"
[Sullivan v Norton. 10 M 28 FB (observations of the Master of Rolls in Munster v.
Lamb, 1883, II QBD 588 folld)). This doctrine of absolute privilege to advocates in
India has not been upheld in subsequent decisions [see 48 C 388 SB: 3 R 524; 49 M
728 FB and cases ante under s 132] but it has been held that good faith is to be
presumed. Sullivan Norton, .50/) was however in Anwaruddin s Fathim Bai, A
1927 M 379: 100 IC 537 by reason of the peculiar circumstances of the case,

The pleader for the defence in commenting on some of the witnesses for the
prosecution called them loafers. Thereupon, one of those witnesses prosecuted the
pleader for defamation—Held that in the case of an advocate, where express malice
is absent, a court having due regard to the public policy, would he extremely cautious
hclhre depriving him to the protection of exception 9 to s 499 of PC [hi re Nagarji
Trikaniji, 19 B 340]. Following this case it has been held that when a pleader is
charged with defamation in respect of words spoken to or written while performing
his duty as7a pleader, the court ought to presume good faith and not to hold him
criminally liable, unless there is satisfactory evidence of actual malice, and unless
there is cogent proof that unfair advantage was taken of his position as a pleader for
an indirect purpose. A pleader, especially in the mofussil of this country, where
instructions are very commonly inaccurate and misleading, would certainly be at
least as much justified in acting on his own recollection as on specific instruction in
putting question to a witness on cross-examination; and because he has merely drawn
a wrong inference from a fact recollected, that, of itself, in the absence of express
malice, should not take him out of the 9th exception to s 499 of PC [Upendra Nash v.
R, 36 C 375: 13 CWN 340, sec Shiva Kumari v. Becharam, 25 CWN 895: 66 IC 604;
I3haisankar v Wadia, 2 Born LR 3 FB]. There is a presumption of good faith on the
pleader's part, and in order to make him liable for defamation there must be
convincing evidence that he was actuated by improper motive personal to him
[Nikunja v. Harendra, 41 C 514]. Where counsel puts defamatory questions imputing
unchastity to a woman the presumption is that they were put on instructions and it is
only on proof of the contrary that the court can hold that there was no instructions
[Ayes/ia Div. Peerkhan, A 1954 M 7411.

It has been held by a Special Bench iii Calcutta that the common law doctrine of
absolute privilege does not apply to the law of defamation in s 499 PC [Swish v.
Rwndayal, 48 C 388: 24 CWN 982; see also Santabai v. Umrao, A 1926 B 141; Mc
Donnell v. 1?, 3 R 524: 9 IC 737]. The application to the criminal law in India of the
English Common Law doctrine of absolute privilege was also doubted in
Tiruvengada v. Tripurasundari, 49 M 728 FB: A 1926 M 906; see Ayesha 1/i v.
Peerkhw,. A 1954 M 741 where cases have been reviewed. Advocates in India did
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not enjoy such unqua1ficd privilege in respect of questions put to a witness in cross-

examination as advocates in England. Good faith is to be presumed. While counsel

had privileges, they had their responsibilities too and they ought not to abuse their

position [Benerfee v. R, 46 CU227: 104 IC 717. If a pleader puts defamatory

statements in utter recklessness and 
without seeing whether there is any truth, with a

view to injure the reputation of a witness publicly, he acts in had faith and there is no

privilege [Fakir v. Kripc_cindhU, 54 C 137: 101 IC 600, Gendan Baiia,st, A 1948 A

4091 .
 An advocate may take instructions directly from a suitor [Bak/iricar u Soot jAil,

9 A 6171.
It is unprofessional on the part of counsel to cross-examine a witness as to facts

within his personal knowledge. When counsel ill course of cross-examination
makes a charge against a witness or third parties. the court is entitled to ask hetliet
he made the charge on instructions and if so, on whose Instructions to ounel are
privileged only in the sense of being protected from disclosure to the opponent.
There is no privilege as against the court. It is not sutIiient for counsel in such cases
even to plead instructions. They have a responsibil:t: in the matter and .irc no
justified in making charges of fraud and crime, unless the are Ile isoiiall satthcd
that there are rasoaah1c grounds for putttng theni twtO 'e'	 i a

Cox, ii, in Weston v. Pear', 40 C 898: 18 CWN 185!.

The question whether a counsel has exceeded the license giseit lion tr the

purpose of conducting his client's case, is one that can only be dealt with hs .i hull

Bench !'eary n Weston, 16 CWN l45 The court's disciplinary cr oser ,idvo-
cates in relation to question put in crossexatflOiat1 0fl 5 not confined to questions
reflecting on the witness personally, but extends to ucstiOfi re0eetiiig cot thud

parties as well (Peary n Weston, supl .
 As to asking defamatory or scandalous

questions, see Upendra e 1?, 36 C 375: 13 C\VN 340. Fakir u' Ki cpa.suu1/iI. ticcic,.

Bcinerji s Anukul. 55 C 85; Mesaric v. Raniani. 42 C\VN 111 3. As tolte extent of

the privilege of speech accorded to counsel and advocates, see P v. Kccslii .\ciiI,, S

BHCCr 126.
Readers are recommended to go through the judgment of JENKtNS, CJ, in Coj'es-

sur v. Bissessur, 16 CWN 265: 39 C 245. The ohserattonS there should base the
wholesome effect of keeping counsel within proper bounds in the e exaination cad

cross-examination of witnesses and conducting their cases with due regard o their

responsibility to the public and to the court.

Duty of Counsel of all Grades Inross_cxariiiliiflg Witnc 'scS to Credit. —The

following extracts from Weliman's Art of Cross_exarniilation will be found useful

and ins tructive:"CrOSs_eXammatb0 n as to credit has its legitiiniite use to accoin-

p1 ish, viz, the development of truth and the expoSure iii fraud; but this poss cr1 u I

weapon for good has almost equal possibilities for evil, it is pi oposed here to

demonstrate that cross-examination as to credit shou1 he exercised W1111 great cite

and caution, and also to discuss sonic or the abuses : cross'e\dltuIn.it10i1
ncys, under the guise and plea of cross-exairiiflaf ton to credit.

"Questions which throw no light upon the real issue fl the CSe, upon the integrity
or credit of the witness under examination, but hich expose misdeeds, per l'n' long
since repented of and lived down, arc often put for the soce purpose 

ut iOsiiig

humiliation and disgrace. Such inquiries rum private l::e, priste ,illairs or ."mesiic
infelicities, perhaps involving innocent persons who nase n . ilcing to do	 .111 the

particular litigation and who have no opportunit y 	 r expaflafioll nor iocIi

redress, form no legitimate part ()( the cross-c saoimcr art Tne los r 	
f: allos

himself to become the nioutlr-piecc of the spitC or IL . ..ii g e . : his client na . 1111110
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untold suffering and unwarranted torture. Such questions may be within the legal
rights of counsel in certain instances, but the lawyer who allows himself to be led
astray by his real or by the solicitations of his client, at his elbow, ready to make any
sacrifice to humiliate his profession and surrenders his self-respect for which an
occasional verdict, won from an impressionable jury by such methods, is a poor reco-
mpense.

"To warrant an investigation into matters irrelevant to the main issues in the case,
and calculated to disgrace the witness or prejudice him in the eyes of the jury, they
must at least be such as tend to impeach his general moral character and his credi-
bility as a witness. There can be no sanction for questions that tendssimply to
disgrace the witness personally, and which can have no possible bearing upon the
veracity".

"In all that has preceded we have gone upon the presumption that the cross-
examiner's art would he used to further his client's cause by all fair and legitimate
means, not by misrepresentation, insinuation or by knowingly putting a witness in a
false light before a jury. These methods doubtless succeed at times, but he who
practises them acquires the reputation, with astounding rapidity, of being 'smart', and
finds himself discredited not only with the court, but in some almost unaccountable
way with the very juries before whom he appears. Let him once get the reputation of
being 'unfair among the habitues of the court house', and his usefulness to clients as
a trial lawyer is gone for ever. Honesty is the best policy quite as much with the
advocate as in any walks of the life".

"Counsel may have in his possession material for injuring the witness, but the
propriety of using it often becomes a serious question even in cases when its use is
otherwise perfectly legitimate. An outrage to the feelings of a witness may be quickly
resented bya jury and sympathy take the place of disgust. Then, too, one has to
reckonwith thc.judge, and the indignation of a strong judge is not wisely provoked.
Nothing could be more unprofessional than for counsel to ask questions which
disgrace not only the witness, but a host of innocent persons, for the mere reason that
the client wishes them to he asked" IWeliman, pp 171-73. See also s 146 ante pp

1316.18].
Indecent and Scandalous Questions, etc.—Indecent and scandalous questions

may he put either to shake the credit of a witness or as relating to facts in issue, or to
determine whether or not a fact in issue existed. If they are put merely to shake the
credit, the court has complete dominion over them and may forbid them even though
they may have some bearing oil question before the court. But if they relate to
facts in issue or are necessary to determine whether the facts in issue existed, the
court has no jurisdiction to forbid thcni EMil Man s 1?, 52 IC 54 : 20 Cri IJ 5661.
The court cannot forbid indecent or scandalous questions if they relate to the facts in
issue lRazario v. lag/es. 18 13 468. 4701.

'WIi'tt is relevant cannot he scandalous" ISUtIRAMA NtA IYLR, J, in Zerniidcir of

Thai i'. !b'nayvn. 22 M 155, 1591. In a suit by a husband against wife for dissolution
of marriage there was a letter by the vil'e to a friend of the husband which was of an
amorous nature. It was in such terms that could furnish the husband good grounds for
suspecting her fidelity. The plaintiff's counsel when cross-examining the wile
suggested that the coutents of the letter justified the inference of misbehaviour with
the friend and was castigated by the Appeal Court for putting such questions
suggesting sexual intercourse with the plaintiff's friend. The Supreme Court held that
the letter was "clearly unworthy of a faithful wite" and observed that the criticism
was not justified (Bepin s Prabhat'athi, A 1957 SC 176, 186-87: 1956 SCR 839 1. An
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advocate in the discharge of his duties must not be hampered by any fear of
offending the opposite party or any witness. There are cases in which questions will
have to be asked which cannot be fit for drawing room or which may appear to be
scandalous [M re Vasantha Pai, A 1960 M 731.

A witness is entitled to claim privilege in relation to any information or evidence
on which the prosecution might wish to rely not only in establishing guilt but also in
making their decision to prosecute. [Den Norske Bank ASA s: Antonatos, (1998) 3

All ER 74 (CA)].
During the examination of one of the defendants by the plaintiff, she was asked whether

she was made pregnant by a certain person. If the plaintiff's case was that she did not
inherit her husband's property by reason of her unchastity during his lifetime, then the
question would be rclevanL if, however, it was asked for impea-ching her credit as a
witness the court will have to consider the provisions of ss 146 and 148-52 [Subala v

Jnilra, 65 IC 62: A 1923 C 315; see also Panda s: Abdul, 65 IC 693: 5 NLJ 1381 The
trial judge is not a mere automaton and it is one of his important functions to see that
scandalous matters are not introduced into the record unless they we relevant for its proper
decision of the case [Md Sultan u Serajuddin, A 1936 L 1831. When a question in cross-
examination reflects not on the witness hut on a third party. s 150 which must be referred

hack to s 146 can have no application [Peary v. Weston, 16 CWN 145, 9 1C 509].

S. 153. Exclusion of evidence to contradict answers to questions testing
veracity.—When a witness has been asked and has answered any question
which is relevant to the inquiry only, in so far as it tends to shake his credit by
injuring his character, no evidence shall be given to contradict him; hut, if lie
answers falsely, he may afterwards be charged with giving false evidence.

Exception 1.—If a witness is asked whether he has been previously
convicted of any crime and denies it, evidence may , he gi'en of his

previous conviction.
Exception 2.—If a witness is asked any question tending to impeach his

impartiality and answers it by denying the facts suggested, he may be
contradicted.

Illustrations.

(a) A claim against an underwriter is resisted on the ground of fraud.	 -

The claimant is asked whether, in a former transaction, he had not made a Iradiitcnt claim. lie

denies it.
Evidence is offered to show that he did make such a claim.

The evidence is inadmissible

(b)
A witness is asked whether he was not dismissed from a situation for dishonesty. lie deniCS it.

Evidence is offered to show that he was dismissed for dishonesty.

The evidence is not admissible.

(c) A affirms that on a certain day he saw B at 1I-ho).

A is asked whether he himself was not on that day at iCalcultal. Ile denies It.

Evidence is offered to show that A was on that day at [Catcuttal.

The evidence is admissible, not as contradicting A on a fact whih affects his credi. hut as

contradicting the alleged fact that B was seen on the day in question in IL'ahorcl.

1.	 in Ceylon "Jaffna" substituted.

2	 In Pakistan "Chittagong" substituted; In Ceylon"Colombo" substituted.
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In cacti of these cases the witness might, if his denial was false, be charged with giving false
evidence.	 S

3(d) A is asked whether his family has not had blood feud with the family of B against whom he
gives evidence.

tic denies it. I-Ic may be contradicted on the ground that the question tends to impeach his
impartiality.

COMMENTARY

Principle and Scope.—When a witness has been asked in cross-examination a
question which is directly relevant to the matter in issue, and he gives a denial or a
certain reply, he may of course be contradicted by independent evidence oil all
matters directly, relevant to the issue [v. s S and il/us (c)] and also by hisprcvious
contradictory statements, oral Is 155 (3)] or written (s 145). Illus <c) shows that the
admissibility of the testimony does not depend oil cross-examination of the wit-
nesses to he contradicted. So, the statement of a witness for the defence, that a
witness for the prosecution was at a particular time at a particular place, and
consequently could not have been at another place, where the latter states lie was and
saw the accused persons, is properly admissible in evidence, even though the witness
or die proscetittoim ma y not himself have been cross-examined ()It 	 point IR t

.S' IJrara,,,. I I H I IC 166, 169. The reason is clear, the cvidcttec in this case is
admitted 110t or the purpose of contradicttiig the witness on ,I affecting his
credit, but lot the purpose of contradicting the fact which materially affects the
question it issue, ie the accused's guilt or innocence.

Hut wlrcr itre question relates to a tact which is co/lateral to the issue, it , whete a
questri in is asked nie,-elv fur discrediting a mtoness and die witness gives an answer,
the section sa y s that he cannot be contradicted, lie cannot he contradicted on
irrelevant matters arid his answers to them will he conclusive. This is exemplified by
illzIs!utiini.va) and (b). Illustrations (a) and (b) point at the first part of the section
and the y show that when the fact inquired after is relevant to the inquiry only in so
far as it tends to shake his credit by injuring his character, the cross-examiner must he
content with the answer which the witness chooses to give him, that is, if the witness
deities the imputation, the answer is conslusive for the purposes of the suit, and the
matter ends there, as no evidence is admissible to contradict the answer. The only
remedy suggested is a prosecution for giving False evidence. When a question relates
to ii matter not relevant to time issue, the answer cannot be contradicted whether the
matter is brought (iii record in examination-in-chief or itt cross-examination Ranthali
v.S, A 1952 A 289I,

The reason of the rule is obvious. The primary object of a trial is to confine our
attention to tire points in issue. Questions asked with the sole object (IF shaking the
credit of a witness bring in their train many titatters irrelevant or foreign to the
enquiry. and if the parties are allowed to adduce evidence to contradict them, it is
bound to draw awa y die mind from the points in issue and to protract the investi-

ri ( 'estori I/tii.c : (ut has been omitted and ill its pl.ui'e time following illustrations have been
in	 it

tilt .4 is rrreut Our a rape oil B is asked in coiss-cx;rmivauion whether she has riot tad
1111C11 1r1tCIC( 1 llFW with (7 arid I) She deriics 0. Lviikm(-e is offered to show that site has had
such illier, ,,uirse ssiitr C nail 1) The esidenec is not ;iutirrr.sibIc.

(vi A is .rsr',I sslicrlicr lie has not said il;ii lie would t'c revenged 'ii it. .ig;mIrist snhiuuirr lie
gist's eviulQilCc. I te &lcirics ii lie ntis be cotirrailicieti on rIte ground that rite questIon lends iii
iuur 1 ie.urlr Iris rriu1izirluahliy
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gation to an embarras
s ing and dangerous length. There will be no end of proving

collateral issues, and the real points in dispute will be lost sight of. Hence it has been

ruled that no evidence shall he given to contradict answers to questions affecting the
credit of a witness. Thus where a witness said that he was at the spot of the accident
because he was carrying a message from a bank to J, evidence that J had not

operated upon his bank account on that day to show that the witness was lying. was
not admitted tPiddington v. Beriett & Wood &c, 

63 Canadian LR 533; See Rambali V.

.c,	 p].'

III course of cross_examination a witness mar he asked any question tending to
impeach his character or crcdit; but unless such questions are also relevant to the

matters in issue, the w i tness's ansvvers are conclusive and cannot be contradicted by
other evidence, save in the cases referred to below. It is often a matter of some diffi

-culty to decide whether a question relating to a witness's character is also rele' ant 
10

an issue Thus, oil charge of rape the prosecutriX may he contradicted if she denies
previous eonflexiOfl with the prisoner, for that nay be material to consent 

R v

Marlin. 1814, 6 C & P 562; R t: 1Iot,nes. 1871 1 R I CCR 3341, but her ans" cr is
he question only coes to

conclusive if she denies ciinncxion with oilier neil. or then t 
her charadel and credit I!? c. /J.deao'i. 1812 Russ 

& Ry 211. lials3rd Ed Vol 15

pant $07) As to evidence of general i i nnliaI1iY ul :osccutri' ii	 pt'	 '-'. SCC

5 155(4) ji°.t1
The rule limiting the rieht to call evidence to contradict ' itfleSSc ott coll.itcial

questions, cxeludcs all evidence of facts, whch :iic incapable t all
i)Rliflg .111 \ rca-

sonahlc presufliption iii mlcieilee, as to the principal matter in dispute. the t
' t being

whether the fact is one which the party proposug to contradict would base been

allowed himself to prove iii evidence Ka: (/zitliii t'. Ago K/ian, 6 MICR 93. 96

The principles laid down in s 153 must he regarded in the examination and cross-

examination of Witnesses examined on comillission 
j5iireridra u Ra,iee Dae. 47 C

1043: A 1921 C 6771
The questions referred to in this section are those enibraced by s 

146 and their

only relevanc y
 consists in this that they tend to s1iaktliC credit ot the witfleSS. The

range of questions on bias is infinite—the relations nI the A itness with the am cal-

ling him or with any one on his side, his status, family, his feelings cxpnrsscd by
words or conduct towards the party against whom he has come to depose. his
employment, present or past by one of the parties &e. There may he rccxamlflatm0n
of lte witness in order to explain any circumstances of conduct 

or expression.

There arc however 1,,%- o
Exceptions to the above rule disallowiilg cor.:adiCti0n

which are also to he found in the English law. They arc embodied 
in the two

Exceptions which are:—

(I) 
If a witness is asked in ccoss.cxaiHination whether he has been co icted of

any crime and it he denies the tact or does tot :idiit ii, his pres ions cons I'11011 rna

he proved. The mode of proof is to be 6uiitd
 ill s 29$ Cr P Code) A imilar

Provision is to be found in Cr Procedure Act 1 $65 s 6(28 & 29 Vie e 18)

(2) The second exception relates to bi;is or partiality of a s itness. Es iencC nia

Ile given to contradict when ii svitnesS denies Il ls iii ipart i .iI I tv or that Ito	 .	 reis in

or oilier lie has a bias lit favour f or ao:iinst üne of the partiC 	
Ii it witnc	 asked

any question tending to impeach his partiality (eg whether he has expreSsCi feelings

of hostility or revenge towards the plaintili; or sliethcr he is a neat melation	 hist. or

whethiei she is the kept miStress of the pill) calling her 1	 m2s i l)tituI.	 36. 7 C

& P 351) post! and lie denies the facts sugc'(C'). lie r.. .t\ be c.	 t.tlft'Cd :
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(d) explains exception (2) although s 146(3) may have to be read along with s 153,
s 146(l) and this exception deal with different aspects [Rama Reddy p. V V Girl,
1970,2 SCC 340: A 1971 SC 11621.

[Ref Tay ss 1439-44, Steph Art 130; P/up 8th Ed pp 471-73; Powell 91h Ed pp
537-38: Ros N 1' 182-83. Ha15 3rd ED Vol 15 paras 807, 809; Vol 10 para 826].

Where there was a loan transaction between the accused and the husband of the
eye-witncss and that affected the impartiality of the witness yet no questions were
asked to her about the transaction, her evidence was not allowed to be contradicted
by citing the statements of other witnesses about the transaction. State of Karnataka
v. R. Yarappa Reddv, AIR 20(X) SC 185.

Same: [Contradiction of Answers to Questions ImpeachidL, Impartiality]. -
English authorities are not unanimous as to whether evidence may be given under the
second exception, but the Legislature has accepted the opinion expressed in Art-Gent i
Hitchcock, 1847, 16 1 J Ex 259: 1 Es 91, that a witness might be asked any question
tending to impeach his impartiality, and that his answers might be contradicted by other
witnesses. It has been held in this case that the fact that a witness has accepted a bribe
in order to give evidence ma). be proved, if denied by him. F-i . i d qe is 'isked whether hc
has said that be has been offered a bribe, and he denies it, no evidence is admissible to
contradict him.. "Where the witness in question has merely offered a bribe, no inference
of any sort as mu the witness's testinlomly can be drawn: rejection ul the bribe deprives
the offer of all its force in that respect \VLg s 9621. In )imtn 's case, in which Yewirm
was charged with theft, his apprentice who was it witness against him was asked
whether he had not said that he would be avenged oil master, and would fix him in
gaol. He denied and he was allowed to be contradicted. He was also asked whether lie
had not been charged with robbing his master, but on his giving denial, he was not
allowed to be contradicted on this point [R i' Yewin, 181, 2 Camp 638].

PlaimttifP.s sued an Insurance company for recovery of Rs. 1,76.000 the value of a
parcel alleged to have contained diamonds insured with the company and lust to
transit through the post office. One 11 who was actively interested in the preparation
of the defendants' case appeared to have obtained front an important witness of
plaintiff' s side, a promise that he would for Rs. 50,(X)() make a statement supporting
defendants' charge of fraud. B was taken to the manager of the company and his
offer was rejected, not because it would have been dishonourable to enter into any
such corrupt bargain, but really because there was no certainty as to what the
purchased evidence would be. while the price asked for it was exorbitant. Had M
been willing to accept Rs lO,(XX) previously offered by the company for information
as to the diamonds, the bargain would have been struck. To M all these were put in
cross-examination and it was also suggested that in connection with the preliminary
police enquiry he attempted to bribe the butler and that he told one L that the whole
case of the plaintiffs was a swindle. M denied them all and the defendants sought to
contradict these denials by substantive evidence adduced under s 155(3). It was held
that the evidence of /3 and the manager on this issue was not improperly received, but
the section was stretched beyond its true purport in admitting the evidence of the
butler and L. Lotw BI.ANI.,StIURGI I observed:—

"Ss 153 and 155 of the Indian Evidence Act nikiNt, in their Lordships' judg-
ment, he strictly construed and narrowly iittcrpretcd if the courts governed by
that statute are to he spared the task in many suits ot prosecuting, on most
i mnpc ricet materi4l , issues which have no bearing upon th at really in Contest
between the parties- S 153 dues lot go tar beyond. it it goes at all beyond, time
case oh /%-(; i'. Hitchcock, 1847, I Ex 91 on which doubtless it was basci"
(IThogilal m'. Ro yal Ins Cu, A 1928 PC 54:32 CWN 593: 54 MIJ 545: 26 All
377: 6 R 142: 39 Rum l.R SlSj.
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If a witness is asked whether he had suborned false witnesses against the opposite
party, and he denies it, he may be contradicted [Queen's case, 2 B & B 311]- Facts
showing that the witness has been bribed or has accepted the offer of a bribe &c may,
if denied, be proved under s 155(2).

In Halsbury's Laws of England, 3rd Ed Vol 15 para 808 (second part) another
exception has been mentioned where a witness's answer in cross-examination may
be contradicted. This is dealt with in the Evidence Act s 145 (ante) and s 153(3). post.

As observed before. English authorities are not agreed as to whether a witness
should be allowed to be contradicted under Exception (2). The following extract
from Taylor will show the position: Whether questions respecting the motives,

interest, or conduct of the witness, as connected with the cause or with either of the
parties, are irrelevant., is a point on which the authorities differ. On the one hand, it
has been held relevant to the guilt or innocence of a person charged with a cnrne, to
inquire of the witness for the prosecution, in cross-examination, whether he had not
expressed feelings of hostility towards the prisoner [R v. Yewin, ante]; and the like

inquiry has been made in a civil action [Atwood t: Welton, 1828, 7 Conn 661. On an
indictment for rape. or for an attempt to commit that crime, the prosecutrix ma y, on
cress examinan, be asked whether she had not on former occasions consented to
the prisoner's embraces IR o Rile, 1897, 18 QBD 4811. In all these cases. i f the
witness under cross-examination denied the fact imputed, he was eposed to
contradiction by other witnesses. So, on the trial of Lord Stafford for high trea'-on. he
was allowed to adduce proof that one of the witnesses for the prosecution had
attempted to suborn several persons to give false evidence against him 11680, 7 How
ST 14(X)], and in the Queen's case, the judges appear to have considered such a
course unobjectionable provided the witnesses were first cross-examined upon the
subject. In an action on a promissory note, the m;ikiiig of which was denied, the
attending witness was asked whether she was not the plaintiff's mistress, and upon
her denying the suggestion the defendant was allowed to call witnesscsto contradict
her [Thomas v. Dodd, 1836,7 C & P350; Tay s 1440].

On the other hand, it has been several times ruled that, if a witness denies that he
has tampered with the other witnesses evidence to contradict him cannot be received
ER v. Lee, 1838, 2 Lewin CC 154]. So, where a witness called to character, denies
having ever said that the prisoner should be acquitted if it cost him £20, the court
decided that the counsel for the prosecution must be satisfied with the answer [R v.

Lee, sup; Tay s 14411. A lawyer who was really anxious to promote the interests of
truth and justice, would on most occasions feel inclined to-follow the former. rather
than the latter class of cases .............. No doubt it is an object of great importance to
confine the attention of the jury as much as possible to the specific issues. but it
seems highly essential to the discovery of truth, that those who arc to determine the
respective value of conflicting testimony, should be enabled to discriminate between
the interested and disinterested witnesses; and no test of interest can be more sure
than that which is afforded by the conduct of the witness himself [Thy s 14421

Assuming, however, that a witness may in all cases be cross-examined, and, if
necessary, contradicted, for the purpose of showing that his mind is not in a state of
impartiality as between the two contending parties, it must clearly appear, before the
contradictory evidence can he admitted, that the questions answered had a direct
tendency to prove that the witness was under the influence of a undue h:as The
doctrine was established by the case of the Art-Geld v. Hitchcock, 1t47, 16 LJ l

259: 74 RR 592; [Thy s 14431.

When a witness denied having connexion ss oh 'mic ciscs or that he
police surveillance or that there was a history sheet in the thana against hi.sS an
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active criminal, no evidence to contradict him will be admissible [Kambi v. 5, A 1959
C 342].

On a charge of rape the prosecutrix may be contradicted if she denies previous
conncxion with the prisoner, for, that may be material to consent [R v. Martin. 1834,
2 C & P562; R s: Holmes, 1871 LR I CCR 3341; but her answer is conclusive if she
denies connexion with other men, for then the question only goes to 11cr chcter
and credit fR u Hodgson, 1812 Russ & Ry 211; Hals 3rd Ed Vol 15 para 807].

Where a witness is to be contradicted for impcachin his impartiality, it is necessary
that there should be a background in which an impcachin question was put to him and
he denied it. Evidence may then be given to contradict him. In this case evidence was
offered to show a quarrel between the accused person and the husbandof the lady eye-
witness. This was not allowed. She was never questioned as to such quarrel in the
course of her cross-examination. She had not denied any such quarrel and, therefore,
there was no occasion of contradicting her oil polio which she had never vouchsafed
before. .rote of Karnataka : K. hiruppa R'ddy, 1999 (8) JT 10 : (1999) 8 SCC 715.

Contradiction Allowed on a Fact Which is the Foundation of the Case and Not
a hic! I)ftccted to the Credit of the Witnes.ces.—The appellant was charged with
incest with his daughter B and the case br the prosecution rested mainly on the
evidence of B and her younger sister 1. Some months previously the appellant had been
convicted of indecentl y assaulting B, and Iliad given evidence against the appellant on
that occasion. The deIenee to the present charge was that the charge was a Iabncat.ion
and that the two children had been schooled by their mother, with whom the appellant
was on bad terms, into giving false evidence against him. Counsel for the appellant put
to each of the children in turn the suggestion that each of them had on separate
occasions admitted to another person that their mother had told them what to say in
their evidence oil previous trial arid that their evidence was not true. Each of the
children denied the suggestion. Counsel of the appellant sought to call as witness for
the defence mc two persons to whom the above alleged udniis-sinns by the children
were said to have been made, but the judge refused to admit their evidence--HeLd, that
as thequestion in cross-examination had been directed not to the credit of the witness,
hut to the very foundation of the appellant's answer to the cbare, the evidence of the
two persons to whom the alleged statenients by the children inconsistent with their
evidence at the trial had been made ought to have been admitted (F? u Phillips, (1937)

26 Cr App R 17: 156 IT 80: 101 JP 1171. The provision in sec. 153 cannot be
overcome by anticipating denial andgiving evidence before-hand on matters capable of
shakihg the credit and injuring the character of a witness, who is yet to be examined
[Bha.skarwi Nair i State of Kerala, 1991 Cn U 23,26 (Ker)].

Evidence affecting the veracity of a witness call adduced irrespective of his
character. The accused can offer evidence showing that, person produced as an eye-
witness was at a different place at the material time than at the place of occurrence. It
is of no consequence that the inquest report showed his presence at the site of
occurrence. Vijavan v State. AIR 1999 SC 1311: 1999 Cri Ii 2037.

S. 154. Question by party to his own witncss.—Thc Court may, in its
discretion, permit the person who calls a witness to put any questions to
him which might he put in cross-examination by the adverse party.
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Principle and Scope.—The rule prohibiting the asking of' leading questions to a
party's own wintess, has its foundation on the assumption that a witness is always
biased in favour of the party calling him (v s 142 wile). hits rule must of necessity be
relaxed when the witness exhibits an opposite feeling, i'i when he by his conduct, e'
attitude, demeanour, &c or unwillingness togive answers, or to disclose the truth shows
that he is hostile or unfriendly to the party calling him. The court in such a cac, ma y , in
its discretion. permit it party to put any questions to his own witness winch might be put
in cross-examination by his opponent, ie may permit hint to lead. This in effect means
that the court may in a fit case permit a party to Cross-examine his on Witness,
although theputting of leading questions does not always amount to cross-examInation.
The section does not use the word "cross-examine" but says that the court may penisit
"to put any question to him which might be put in cross-examination", the reason
apparently being that "cross-examination" being examination by the adverse party (v s
137) the use of the term would be a sort of contradiction.

Section 154 confers a judicial discretion on the court to permit cross-examination
and does not Contain any conditions or principles which may govern the exercise of
such discretion. However, such discretion must be judicial and properly exercised in
the interests of justice. A party could not normally be allowed to cross-examine its
own witness and declared such witness as hostile, unless the court is satisfied that he
has resiled from a material statement which he made before an earlier authorityor
that the witness is not speaking the truth and it may be necessary to cross-examine
him to get Out the truth.

It is rather difficult to lay down a rule of universal application as to when and in
what circumstances the courts will be entitled to exeicise its discretion under 'ct..tiOn
154. The discretion to be exercised will depend upon the facts and circumstances of
each case. Before a court exercises its discretion in declaring a witness hostile, there
must be some material to show that the witness has gone back his earlier statement or
is not speaking the truth or has exhibited an clement of hostility or has changed sides.
[Shanmuganathan v. Vallaiswamy, 1997 AIHC 2716 (2718-2722) (Mad)). When a
witness has been treated as hostile it is not open to the court to accept as true only
that part of his evidence which is in favour of the prosecution and disregard that is
unfavourable [L.ini Eng Lock s: R, 1957 SCR 39 (SC Sarawak)].

It is noticeable that this discretion of the court to permit the potting of icading
questions, or in other words to permit cross-examination, is absolute and is inde-
pendent of any question of "hostility" or adverseness. It may be given in all cases.
Judicial attitude on the point may be gathered from the following passages: "S 154 read
with s 143 provides that the court may allow the party to put leading questions to his
own witnesses. But that I do not think nccesanly means that he must decla re the
witness hostile and cross-examine him. It is oslv when he declares the witness ostilc
and cross-examines him that he cannot rely on his evidence" [per CUMING J, in Bikrwn
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v. R, 50 CU 467: A 1930 C 130—CorrrRA: "Ss 143 and 154 read together do not give
power to the prosecution scope to put leading questions to their own witnesses even
with the assent of the judge. The meaning of s 154 is that they may, with the permission
of the court, treat a witness as hostile and cross-examine him. The wording of s 154
shows that the legislature did not intend to distinguish the law in this country from the
law which obtains in England" [per LORT-WILLIAMS, J, in ibid]. Upon this, RANKINCJ, observed in a later case that the explanation for the use of the phrase "put any
questions to him which might be put in cross-examination by the adverse party" instead
of "cross-examine' is, that it would in strictness be a contradiction in terms, cross-
examination being examination by the adverse party and that while in the mere putting
of a question in a leading form is not necessarily tantamount to cross-examination there
is no doubt as to the power of theudgc to give leave to put a leading question to one's
own witness [Prafulla e R, 35 CVN 731, 744 FB: A 1931 C 401; sc also Siv/,aowrthsv Agod:, A 1969 Mys 121. When the discretion allowed by this section is exercised, the
reason should be recorded because ordinarily it is not open to a party to test his
witness's credit or impeach his truthfulness JR v Suar, A 1934 p 533J.

It is neither desirable nor permitted by ss 154 and 155 of the Ceylon Ordinance No14 of 1 895 (the same as ss 154 and 155 of Evidence Act) that evidence of what 
itprosecution Witness had said previously shouki he given by the prosecution to

ocntradict him without previous cross-examination of the witness as to suchStatements [Seneviratne o R, 41 CWN 65: A 1936 PC 289].
S 154 does not in terms, or by implication confine the exercise of the discretionary

power under it before the examination-in-chief is concluded or to any particular stage
of the examination. it is wide in scope and the discretion can be exercised when the
circumstances demand it. Such discretion can be exercised by the court at the stage
of re-examination and in such a case the adverse party must be given further opportu-
nity to cross-examine the witness [Da/zvab/nai v. R. A 1964 SC 1563], Merely
because some witnesses have turned hostile would not be sufficient to discard the
evidence of other witnesses [State of Karnataka i: Mc/jaboob 1987 Cti IJ 940, 946(1987) I Crimes 286 (Kant) (DB)].

English and Indian Law.—In England, the matter is regulated by the Criminal
Procedure Act, 1865, 28 & 29 Vie c 18, replacing the Common Law Pro Act, 1854,17 & 18 Vie c 125 s 22 which was repealed by the Statute Law Revision Act, 1892,55 & 56 Vie c 191 s 3 (applying both for civil and criminal cases) of which provides:"A party producing a witness shall not be allowed to impeach his credit by generalevidence of bad character, but he may, in case the witness in the opinion of the judge
prove adverse, contradict him by other evidence, or by leave of the judge, prove that
he has made at other times a statement inconsistent with his present testimony: but
before such last-mentioned proof can he given, the circumstances of the supposed
statement, sufficient to designate the particular Occasion, must be mentioned to the
witness, and he must he asked whether or not he has made such statement".

In interpreting s 154 reference has in many decisions been made here to the
English statute and the meaning of "adverse" or "hostile" as explained in several
English decisions. But it should be remembered that the English statute differs sub-
stantially front law as embodied in s 154. The English statute deals with
impeaching the credit of one's own witness and contradicting him by proof of former
inconsistent statement. These are the subject-matter of s 155 [see cls (1), (3)]. Coin-trad j etion by previous inconsistent statement in writing is dealt with in s 145. Next,
under the English law it party is not allowed to impeach the credit of his own witness
by general evidence of had character. The means by which the credit of such witness

mcan be ipeached here are contained in s 155. Then, under the English statute,
evidence of self-contradiction is allowed only b y leave of the judge and when he
considers the witness ''adverse''. The last condition does not appear in s 155 andcontradiction may he allowed apart from any question of adverseness,
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"Adverse" Wltnes.—Putting leading questions to one's own witness or rather
cross-examining him, is different from discrediting or contradicting the witness and the
former is dealt with in s 154, although the latter may be done by cross-examination
without giving independent evidence under s 155. S 154 gives the judge full discretion
to permit a party to put leading questions to his own witness or in other words to cross-
examine him when the witness by his conduct shows that he is hostile or adverse to the
party or even apart from any question of hostility or adverseness The rule embodied in
s 154 giving the court unqualified discretion in the matter is therefore in advance of the
English law and it is conceived that the object was to steer clear of the conflict which
had existed in England over the meaning of the words 'hostile' and 'adverse'. Further.
under the English statute a party is not allowed to im-peach the credit of his own
witness by general evidence of had character, but here, he may urr s 154 by obtaining
the permission to cross-examine, put the questions referred to in s 146.

The exact meaning of the word "adverse" has been the subject of man y conflicting
decisions in England. Some judges took the view that a witness is adverse also when
his testimony is unfavourable to the party calling him, while o .:hers were of opinion
that 'adverse' had the sense of exhibiting hostile feeling. In Dear v. Knight, 1859, 1 F

43 , rARt L J, apparent!y regarded a	 itncss as 'ad','ers'	 mpi',	 zus
made a statement contrary to what he was called to prove; see also Pound t: Wilson, 4
F & F 301: Amstell v. Alexander, 16 LT 830; R '.: Little, 15 Cox 391; R v Williams,
29 TLR 128. In Co/es i C, 1866 LR I P & D 70, 71 WtLDE JO. said: "An adverse
witness is one who does not give the evidence which the part) calling him wished
him to give. A hostile witness is one who from the manner in which he gives his
evidence shows that he is not desirous of telling the truth to the court" (quoted with
approval in Luc/iirwn s Radliacharan, 49 C 93). In Greenouh t: Eccles, 1859, 5
C13, NS 786 (WILLIAMS & Wtt.LES JJ, duhit C0CKBURN CJ] it has been laid down
that by adverse' witness is meant not one whose testimony turns out to ke 'unfavou-
rable', but one who shows a mind 'hostile' to the other party calling him. It is now
settled that a party who calls his opponent, cannot as of right treat him as hostile, the
matter being solely in the discretion of the court (Price v. Mar.nirig, 1889, 42 Ch D
372 (CA) overruling, Clarke ,. ,. Safferv, 1824 Ry & M 126].

Taylor states the English law thus:—The judge in his discrzion, will sometimes
allow leading question to be put in a direct examination; as foc- instance, where the
witness, by his conduct in the box, obviously appears to be hostile to the party
producing him or interested for the other party, or unwilling to give evidence or
where special circumstances render the witness rather th witne-ss of the court than of
the party. Where a litigant is called as a witness by the opposite party tie ialLer IN iiOt

entitled as a matter of right to cross-examine him as a hostile witness [Thy s 14].
(Ref Tas 1404, 1426; Step/i Art 131; P/up 8th Ed pp 461, 464-65; Powell 9th Ed

p 529; Best s.c 642, 645; [la/s 3rd Ed Vol 15 paras 805-061.
What is a"Hostile" or "Adverse" Witness? [Discretion of Court to Permit

Cross-Examination of a Part y 's Own Witness].—It would appear from the above
that English authorities are not unanimous with regard to the rre.aning of the words:
"adverse", "unwilling" or "hostile", and the draftsman of the Evidence Act has, it is
conceived, in view of the conflict, refrained from using any o those words and left
the matter entirely to the discretion of the court. There is ncthing in s 154 as to
declaring a witness hostile, but it provides that the court may it. Its discretion permit
a person who calls a witness, to put any question to him which rught he put in cross-
examination (Baikuntlia c Prasannamovi, 27 CWN 797, 799 PC. 72 IC 286: A i922
PC 409: S i: Mo/ian. A 1960 G 91. The discretion is unqualified and untrarncllcd. and
is quite apart from any question of the hostility or otherwise of 	 witness. It is :o he
liberally exercised (Sat Paul v. Delhi Athn,i, A 1976 SC 294 Amnrat/iavar	 Ofil
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Assignee, 56 M 7; Deodhari v. R, A 1937 P 34]. The discretion must be judiciously
and properly exercised in the interests of justice [Rabindra v. S. A 1977 SC 170]. It is
improper for the Public Prosecutor to tell the judge that he had information that the
witnesses had turned hostile. That inference could be drawn only from the answers
given by the witnesses [Pub Pros v. Subramanya, 1937 MWN 557 FB; In re Info
Vengala, A 1956 AP 26] . Mere presentation of an application that a certain witness
has been won over is not conclusive of the allegation. The witness ca 'h be produced
by the accused for cross-examination which would elicit correct facts [S v Jaggo, A
1971 SC 15861. When a prosecution witness turns hostile by stating something
which is destructive of the prosecution case, the trial court must allow the witness to
he treated as hostile [C S Bakshi v S, A 1979 SC 569]. When a witness iptroduces
new case during the cross-examination contrary to his statement tthc police, lie can
he treated as hostile witness and re-examined by the prosecution, [AP. Rao n State,
1990 Cri U (NOC) 29 (Andh l'ra); State of Orissa v. Ashok Kumar Paiiigralii, 1990
Cri U (NOC) I (Orissa): (1989)  68 Cut UT 97).

If exhibition of hostile aninius were the sole test of declaring a witness adverse,
the object would he frustrated in many instances. A shrewd and composed wiiiicss
might, by concealing his real sentiments or hostile 

attitude, give tinfus,u,hk.
evidence and make statements contrary to the facts, known to him and what Ilic party
calling him expected him to say. Merel y giving unfavourablc testimony cannot also
be enough to declare a witness adverse, for he might be telling the truth which goes
against the party calling him. lie is hostile if he tries to injure the party's case by
prevaricating or suppressing the truth. The court has by this section been given a very
wide discretion and is at liheraty to allow a party to cross-examine his witness: (1)
when his temper, attitude, demeanour, bearing, &c in the witness-box show a
distinctly antagonistic feeling or a mind hostile to the party calling him, or (2) when
concealing his true sentimcnls lie docs not exloliit any hostile feeling, but makes
statements contrary to what lie knew and was called to prove or what lie had
deliberately told before and by his manner of giving evidence and conduct shows that
lie is suppressing the truth, or that he is not desirous of giving evidence fairly and
telling the truth to the court with a view to help the other party. Whether lie shows
himself so hostile as to justify his cross-examination by the party calling him, is a
matter entirely for the discretion of the judge. [Sec dctThatioii of \VIL[1i JO. in Co/es
n C, sup; Greenough v. Eclas, sup; Parkin e Moon, 7 C & P 408; R v. Ball, 8 C & P
745; Dear v. Knight, I F & F 433; Sure,idra v. Ranee, 47 C 1043, 1057; Luchirwn v.
Ro/Iiacliaran, 34 CII 107, 112; R c Kalachwtd, 13 C 53, 56 post; R v. Satvendra, 37
CIJ 173; Tuls/iiranm v I? C Pal, 89 CII 127; Sat Paul e Delhi Adam, A 1976 SC
294).

A witness is not necessarily hostile, ii in speaking the truth his testimony happens
to go against the party calling loin TuLs/iirw,i v. P C /il. A 1953 C 160; Krutibas t
Midlwb, A 1916 Or 48; S i. Raju S/ictts', A 1961 Mys 74; Sarasn'athwn,oa v.
I3Imadr,nnza, A 1970  M ys 157] and the I met that lie has become hostile has to be
established by eliciting intoromation SLICII as could give an indication of hostility
[ SraSat/ia.'nnia e lIhadra,,i,na, sup].

The right to permit cross-exanmination is not restricted to ihiose cases only where
the witness displays an obviously hostile or unfriendly attitude. Nor is the mere
permission to cross-examine cqmnvalcnt to an expression of opinmoit b y the couri that
the witness is a witness <if uniruth. The object of the perniission to cross-examine is
to test the veracity of the witness when tie unexpectedly makes statenients which
were not expected of him or when he displays a tendency to conceal the truth.
Whether the testimony of such a witness should he relecied ill 	 or accepted in
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part depends entirely op the result of the cross-examination. tSec post: "Effect of

Cross-examining a Party's Own Witness"].
The witness must show himself to be not only adverse but hostile to the party

calling him by his testimony given. The witness's interestedness, his desire to sup-
press truth, his unwillingness to give ariswcrs to questions demonstrated by his
temper, bearing, demeanour, &c, &c and all other circumstances must be taken into
consideration and it is for the court to determine in each case, whether the witness
has shown himself so hostile or adverse as to justify the exercise of its discretion to
permit the witness to be cross-examined. It has been held that the mere fact that the
interest of the witness is necessarily adverse to that of the party calling him (eg when

a litigant is called by his opponent) does not permit cross-examination as a matter of
right [Price v Manning, 1889, 42 Ch D 372 CA: of Tedeschi ' Singh. 1948 Ch 3191.
When there is great variance between the previous statement and the evidence in
court, the witness can be declared hostile. tState of Assam v. Upen ('hantha .Sar.&ia

1982 Cri U NOC 26 (Gaub)).

A hostile witness is one who from the manner in which he gives his evidence
(within which is included the fact that he is wiLling to go hack upon previous SLOe-
ments made by him) shows that he is not desirous of telling the turth lPancIwnafi V.

R, 34 CWN 526: A 1930 C 275: 51 CU 203). The matter as to whether penniSsiOn
should or should not he given to cross-examine OneS witness however hostile he
may appear to be, is eminently one in the discretion of the trial judge and his
decision except iii very exceptional circumstances is not Upcn to appeal ]see Rice V.

Hawaii!, 1880, 16 QU1) 681; R v. Willianis, 29 TLR 128 and Puce v. Maiming sup,

which have been referred to with approval in Amrrt1l v. R . 42 C 957, 025 19

CWN 676]
Before allowing a witness to be declared hostile it would have been YSLial for a

judge to look into the stament before the investigating officer to see whether the
witness was actually resiling from the position taken during investigation. A party
must lay a foundation for cross-examining its own witness lLilu v. S. 4 1960 C 7751.
In order to obtain leave to cross-examine all that is necessary is that the witness's
tcstininmiy should have been adverse to the party calling him and secondly that the
value of the witness's testimony is to be judged in the Light of the results of the cross-
examination. It is unreasonable that the good or had faith of a witness instead of
being judgcdhy the test of cross-examination should be held to be prejudged by the
mere fact that cross-examination is permitted [R v. /laradliwm,. A 1933 P 517: 146 IC

993: Snrjug v. S. A 1959 P 661. The grant of permission to cross-examine is not
equivalent to an adjudication or an expression of opinion by the court adverse to the
veracity of the witness. It is merely a permission to test the veracity of the witness
which can hardly he refused when any witness makes an unexpected statement
adverse to the party calling him tSacii1iedanni1a v. R. A 1933 P 488: 146 IC 9361 . In

a later Patna case the opinion was expressed that there is no legal objection to the
permission being freely granted, although it is preferable to avoid the use of the
words "declared hostile" which have a misleading significance [Nebrm v. R. 19 P 369:

A 1940 11 2891.

An entry by the court at the end of deposition of a prosecution witness that he has
been "declared hostile" has absolutely rio significance in law and the defence k

perfectly entitled to rely upon tIme testimony. II the party calling the witness wanted to
challenge his veracily, time procedure in s 154 should have been resirtcd to 1 130 ijr'ath

5: R, A 1946 P 109]. Sec further below: 'Whne is crosV-trai1FioflO fl of ii part y's (?W!I

mtif,res,s allowed"'.
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As to whether the right to cross-examine survives if the cross-examining party
afterwards calls his opponent's witness to prove his case, see ante s 138: "Right to
cross-examine is not enough".

Mode of Obtaining Permission to Cross-exanilne.—Before the procedure of
s 154 can be adopted, it is necessary either for permission of the court4o be obtained
or for it to be given by the court without its being sought. Such permission should be
signified if not in words, by some other action of the court indicating its permission
during the cross-examination of the witness by the calling him [Ammathayar v. Offi.
Assignee, 56 M 71. The nere presentation of an application by the prosecution that a
certain witness had been won over is not conclusive. The witness can be ,produced
for cross-examination which would elicit correct facts. [Ashim Da?s: State of Assam,
1987 Cri U 1533, 1537 (Gau) (DB)]. Leave should be formally asked for to cross-
examine the offending witness [Samar Ali v. R. A 1936 C 675 post]. It is always
possible for the party who calls the witness, to ask the court for permission to put
leading questions to him without such witness being declared hostile [Heraniba v. R,
78 CU 2171. Although the party seeking permission to put questions in the nature of
cross-examination need not dec l are his wiInPss hostile, he should give sufficient
reasons for it to enable the court to exercise its discretion JS 'i Mohan. A 1960 G 9].
Reasons should be recorded before declaring a witness as hostile [Madaiilal v. State.
1981 Cri U 514 (Delhi): 1981 Chand l.R (Cri) 3051. The reasons for becoming
hostile need not be restricted to relationship only and it is difficult for the court to
analyse the reasons [Administrator Municipal Board, Gangapur Cir' v. 001 Prakash,
1982CriIJ 1398, 1400: 1982 Raj LW 189 (Raj)].

Witness Tendered But Not Examined.—In order the permission may he granted
under this section, the witness must be called. Where the prosecution merely tenders
wiriess as-gained over without examining him, he cannot be allowed to he cross-
examined by the prosecution [Rarnjag e R. 7 p 55 : 109 IC 114: A 1928 P 203

Abdul 1.i:if'. R, A 1941 C 5331. When a witness examined in the committing court
is merely tendered in the sessions court for cross-examination by defence and he is
again cross-examined by the prosecution without leave under s 154, it is not legal
evidence EDhireidra v. S, A 1952 C 6211. See ante ss 137, 138: "Tendering for cross-
examination".

Witness Treated Hostile in Lower Court.—Where a prosecution witness was
treated as hostile in the committing magistrate's court, no universal rule can he laid
down as in wilt-rher the prosecution should examine him in the sessions court. The
public prosecutor cannot he compelled to examine as his witness one who has in his
opinion committed perjury. The proper course for him is to see that the witness is
present in court and for the court, if he is really important, to examine him as a court
witness and allow both sides to cross-examine him (In re Peria Gurusivanri, 1942
Mad 77: A 1941 M 7651. A prosecution witness who was declared and permitted to
be cross-examined by the prosecution in the committing court, cannot be treated at
once as a hostile witness and cross-examined by the prosecution in the sessions court
without being examined in chief (Abdul Latfi : R. 45 CWN 763: A 1941 C 5531. See

wile ss 137, 1 39: ''7',iilt'ring for cross-cxaIniwl!iO'i

\'Iien is Cross-Examination of a Party's Own Witness Allowed: [Procedure
to be Followed].—The, mere fact that at sessions trial a witness does not adhere to or
tells a different story from that told by him before the magistrate does not necessarily
make liin-i hostile. The proper inference to he drawn from contradictions giving to the
whole texture of the story is, not that the witness is hostile to this side or that, but that
witness is one who ought not to he believed, unless supported by other satisfactory
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evidence. A witness is hostile, if he tries to defeat the party's case by suppressing the

truth [Kala C/za.nd v. R, 13 C 53, 56; R v. Saiyendra, 37 CU 173: 71 IC 657; Nga

Nycin v. R, Ii R 4; Nayeb i R. 61 C 399] . That the witness's answer to certain
question is in direct conflict with the evidence of prosecution witnesses is not and
can never be any reason for allowing the witnesses to be treated as hostile and
permitted to be cross-examined [Ratnasabhapati v. Pub Pros, 59 M 904: A 1936 M

516].
A witness is considered adverse when in the opinion of the judge he bears a hostile

animus to the party calling him and not merely when his testimony contradicts his
proof [Surendrci v. Ranee Dassi, 24 CWN 860: 47 C 10431. A witness who is
unfavourable, is not necessarily hostile, for a hostile witness has been defined as one
who from the manner in which he gives his evidence shows that he is not desirous of
telling the truth to the court [Luchiram v. Radhacharan. 49 C 93: 34 CLI 107 (Coles

v. C, LR I P & 1) 70, ante approved]. The discretion to permit cross-examination is
not confined to those cases only where the witness is simple enough to display an
obivously hostile attitude [Mohun s: R, A 1933 N 384].

The court will properly allow cross-examination when a witness uucxeciediy
turns out to be hostile to the party who calls him, or is manifestly interested for the
other party or is unwilling to give evidence; or if the witness stands in a situation
which naturally makes him adverse to the party who desires his testimony as for
example, a defendant called as the plaintiff's witness (Rod/in Jiban Thranioni, 12

MIA 380, 3931 . Where one's own witness unexpectedly makes statements adverse to
his interest, it is common fairness that the judge should permit such statements to be
tested by cross-examination; if the evidence is to be relied upon, and if _ross-
examination be disallowed, the evidence is of no value Kalaguria v. Yaringndla. 6

CWN 513 PC; see Nayeb v. R. 61 C 399). Ordinarily, if it is made to pear . that a
witness has rcsilcd from his statement made during investigation, cross-examinatiou
should he permitted [S v. Baichand, A 1960 Raj 1011.

It is not open to the prosecution in a criminal trial to cross-examine their own
witness unless the court declares him to be a hostile Witness [Jogdeo v. R, 1 P 758: 71
IC 117: 25 CLI 69]. Unless there is something in the deposition of ,I which
conflicts with the earlier statements made by him which will afford ground for
thinking that he has been gained over by the defence, the prosecution is not entitled
to declare him hostile [Parameshwur v. R, 99 IC 705: A 1926 P 3161. It is the
established practice that a court would not allow a party to question him under s 154
until it is satisfied that there is some hostility or adverseness displayed by the witness
to the very party who has called him [In re Kalu Sii&gh. A 1964 MP 301. It is not right
for the public prosecutor to declare a prosecution WitflCSS hostile. Tile only way in
dealing with witnesses who go back oil statements or testify in a way which is
frankly against the interest of the party calling them Lies with the judge It is tie duty
of the public prosecutor to formally ask the leave of the court to cross-examine tile
offending witness both in regard to the evidence he has already given which is
complained about and also, if necessary, to put questions to him to discredit his
testimony generally (Swnar All. 166 IC 323: A 1936 C 675. BcIirc grafting
permission to treat a witness as hostile, there must be some material to show that lie
is not speaking the truth or has resiicd lroni his earlier statement (Gopal Krishnan

State, 1981 Cii U NOC 160 (Delhi)]

A witness is not necessarily hostile because in an absent-molded iuiuiea1 he
admits the truth. Rciorc a prosecution witness can he declared hostile, there iflLst be
good ground for believing that the statement he made in favour of the defence is due
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to enmity to the prosecution [Fozzzder v. R, 3 Pat LI 419: 44 IC 33]. 'Where the

accused applied for an adjournment to enable them to cross-examine the witnesses
for the prosecution which was refused and thereupon the witnesses were summoned
as witnesses for the defence—Held that the mere fact that the accused had been
compelled to treat the witnesses for the prosecution as their own did not change their
character. The magistrate was wrong in refusing to allow their cross-examination

(S/ieoprakash i. Rawlins, 28 C 594, 5961 . A witness must be made available for the
cross-examination by the accused even if the prosecution makes an application to
treat the witness as hostile [Indra Mohan Brahma u State of Assain, 1982 Cri U

NOC 127 (Gau)].

Under s 154 the court has the discretion to permit the prosecution tothallenge, by
way of cross-examination, the testimony of their own witnesses with regard to
matters not related to the facts testified in examination-in-chief and which were
elicited by the defence in cross-examination [Amrit!al t: R, 42 C 957, 10241. In the
re-examination no question in the nature of cross-examination can be put [State of

West Bengal v Met/tar Pal, 1989 Cri Li NOC 129 (Cal)]. S 154 gives a very wide
discretion to the courts and the proper course is to give permission to the prosecution
to ask the witness a leading question and then to read out the evidence before the
committing magistrate and so obtain all or denial of its truth [Moxiram v.
R. 75 IC 1251. Where the discretion under s 154 was properly exercised after perusal
of the statement by the court, appellate court should not lightly interfere with such

discretion [Munsar v. Union, A 1964 Tri 451. The prosecution cannot ask an
appellate court to look with suspicion that evidence of their own witnesses when
during the whole trial they were not treated by them as hostile witnesses [Abinash v.

R, 63 C 181.

A winless who gives one account of the subject of his testimony to his attorney,
and gives a different account while in the witness-box, may he asked by the party
calling him whether he had given a different account, stating it, to the attorney

[Mel/tuisli v. Collier, 1850, 19 LJQB 493; see Faulkner Brine, 1858, 1 F & F 254;

see also 1-j als 3rd Ed Vol 15 paras 805-06]. Iii the unreported cases of Barlow k

Chuoilal, SCC transfer suit No. IS of 1899, 3rd Jan 1901 and McLeod v. Sirdarrnull,
Suit No. 833 of 1900, 13th Aug 1901 (cited in Woodroffe, 9th Ed, p 1012) the court

allowed cross-examination, it appearing that the witness had made a statement to the
attorney of the party calling him.

Although the cros'-cxamination of a witnessbythe party producing him is per-
missible when tliit witness proves adverse, such a witness cannot be cross-examined
by the other complainants who had not called him as their witness (Girraj v. 5, A
1965 A 1311. Offence under s 5A Prevention of Corruption Act—Illegal investi-
gation does not render statements recorded therein by police officer illegal—witness
rcsiling from such statement can he cross-examined IB!iaouprasad v. S. A 1968 SC

13231. A witness who turned hostile was not treated as hostile immediately. After the
examination of one more witness, the other witness cannot be recalled and permitted
to be cross-examined [71ic Food inspector t'. A. Ahzanimod, 1984 Cri U NOC 82:

1983 KR LT 189 (Kerala)].

Attesting Witnesses.—With regard to attesting witnesses, the old rule in England
was that these being necessary witnesses whom it was compulsory to call, and who
might therefore be considered rather the witnesses of the court than of the party,
could he cross-exaniiocd and discredited by their own side [flooznan : Bowman, 2

M & R 501; Jackson i Thozzwsn;i, I B & S 745; Co/es r. C. LR I P & D 701. and

this has since been confirmed I Jones e J, 24 TLR 839, per BARNES. P 1; though in the
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earlier case of Phillips v. Davis, 1907 Times. Dec 13; per DEANE J, leave of the judge
so to treat them was assumed to be now necessary and the case of Price s Manning,
sup, seems to favour the latter rather than the former view. In Bankruptcy, a party
calling the debtor may as of right elicit from him any previous contradictory
statement (Re Cunnigham, 80 LT 503; Re Marsden, Jacobs s: Lloyd, 1944, 1 All ER
597) [Phipson, 11th Ed p638].

It has been held here that there is no distinction on principle between an attestor
whoma party is obliged to call and another witness he may cite of his own choice;
but the court may, in the exercise of its discretion, under s 154, be more easily
persuaded in the former cases than in the latter to permit the person who calls a
witness to put any question to him which may be put in cross-examination by the
adverse party [Surendra c Ranee Dassi, 24 CWN 860: 47 C 1043. The English cases
cited above (2 M & R 501; 1 B & S 745; LR I P & D 70) were held to he
inapplicable in India in view of s 1541.

Effect of Cross-Examining a Party's Own Witness.—It was held in Surendra v.
Ranee f)assi, 47 C 1Q43: 24 CWN 860 (relying on Faulkner i: Brine. 1858, 1 F & F
254), where, however, the earlier case of Bradle y v Rica rdo, I X3 I - 8 Bin g- 57 w'<s nt
cited that when a witness is cross-examined n y tOe P't)' calling him, his evidence
cannot be believed in part and disbelieved in part, but must he excluded altogether.
This view was al'Iirmed in a series of decisions lace R i: Sat ve,idra, 37 CIJ 173: 71
IC 657; Khijiruddin i'. R, 53 C 372: A 1926 C 139: 27 Cii I J 266 (approved in Jagir
o S. A 1975 SC 140X0); Maqbul I: lx', 32 C\VN 872: 56 C 145; l3ikroni o R. 50 CU
467; Panc/ianan i: P. 57 C 1266: 34 C\VN 526] and it was held that omission to tell
the jury to reject the evidence altogether amounted to misdirection. The above
doctrine was based on the view that the object of cross-examination of a party's own
witness was to discredit the witness and amounted to an admission that he was not a
witness of truth. But the only object of cross-examination is not to impeh the credit
Of a witness but also to compel him to make admissions favourable to (lie cross-
examiner and to find out the truth, although in certaiti circumstances it may have the
effect of discreditng the witness altogether. In Bradley t: Ricardo, sup. TLNDAL CJ.
said: "It has been urged as an objection that this would he giving credit to the witness
on one point after lie had been discredited on another; but difficulties of the same
kind occur in every cause where a jury has to decid oil testimony".
Bradley v. Ricardo, was not cited in any of the above cited cases. See further.

- Summer Lelverslev i: Brown & Co, 1909, 25 TLR 745.

Hostile witness is not necessarily a false witness. [Sltatrughatt v. State of M P.
1993 Cri U 120. 122 (MP)]. Merely describing a persoti as hostile witness does
not completel y efface his evidence [Duli Chaod 'c.tn!c of Rajasthan, 1992 Cri U
3397, 3401 (Raj)]. The mere fact that a particular witness has not chosen to
support the part)' who brings him forward by itself is not a reason to discard the
tctimony of such a witness in tab. The testimon y of' such a witness is to he
assessed for whatever value it is ]Jai Pal Singh i' Staic. 1996 Cri 1J 4097, 4101
(I)cl)]. Simpl y because a witness has turned hostile his statement is not to he
discarded and ignored in bob. If the court finds something is there in the evidence
of a hostile witness worth placing the rd tans'c it will be free to do so lZarnrr
Ahmed v. Stare, 1996 Cri Li 2354, 2357 (Del): Raj llizliadur v. State, 1996 Cri Li
2364 (Del)l. The evidence of the police witnesses cannot be thrown away merely
on the ground that they are police personnel and interested in the po\ltivc result of
the case. It is the duty of the pisecutuon ¶0 call It the independent 1o'.br
witnesses to the recovers' and to produce them in the court. If the Motbir witnesses
have been won over by the accuscd_appcllaii or the y are not supporting the pro-
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secution case in its entirety then merely on that ground the evidence of the police
personnel cannot be discarded and the whole prosecution case cannot be thrown
away [Chho:u Ram v. State of Rajasthan, 1995 Cr1 U 819, 823. 824 (Raj)].
Although the High Court had observed that evidence of a PW, though hostile,
could he relied on, but he did not speak anything about the occurrence and only
deposed that he saw the four accused going away, and when tht evidence of
another PW was of doubtful nature regarding the participation of all the four
accused and there was no other direct evidence, the evidence of the hositle witness
cannot be of any use [Kathi Odhabhai Bhimabhai a State of Gujarat, A 1993 SC
1193, 1196 1993 Cri IJ 1871. Merely because one part of the statement of the
witness was not favourable to the party which called him, thccourt should not
conclude that he was suppressing the truth or that his testimony was adverse to the
party which called him [K. Kusuma Kumari a G. Surya Bhagawan, 1996 All-IC
2627, 2633 (AP)]. Simply because a witness has been declared hostile that does
not mean that his whole evidence most he rejected; such of the portions of the
evidence of the said witness which inspires confidence to be acted upon can be
relied on [Haneefa a State, 1993 Cri LJ 2125, 2127 (Ker)].

The testimony ol wiLnes is iiui conipietely effaced merely because he was declared
hostile. Such part of testimony of a hostile witness, as inspires confidence can be
accepted by the court. Partly hostile witness can corroborate (Kunwar v. State of UP,
1993 Cii U 3421 (All)(. Sec also Ra'indra Kumar Dry a State of Orissa, 1977 Cri U
173 and Satpal a Delhi Administration, A 1976 SC 294 1976 Cri U 295, 309].
Evidence of hostile witness corroborated to the extent of presence of the accused can be
relied upon (Oar Praka.th a State of llarvana, 1994 Cri LJ 3351. 3360 (P&JI)]. The
court is not preclued from taking into account the statement of a hostile witness
altogether and it is not necessary to discard the same in rota [GuLshan Kwnar v. State,
1993 Cri U 1525 (Del)]. Sec also Sat Paul a Delhi AdminLstraiion, 1976 Cri U 295;
Rabindra Kurnar Dry a Stare of Orissa. 1977 Ch U 173 and Bhagis'an Singh v. State of
Haryana, 1976 Cri U 2031, Though the evidence of a hostile witness can be relied
upon but when he did not speak anything about the occurrence and only deposed that
he saw the accused persons going away and when the evidence of the eye-witness is of
doubtful nature regarding the participation of all the accused and there was no direct
evidence, the evidence of the hostile witness cannot be of any use [Kathi Odhabhai
Bhimabhai a State of Gujarat, 1993 Cri U 187, 189 (Guj)].

Turning hostile of one set of the family member/witness by itself cannot be
permitted to destroy the other set of dependable prosecution evidence which is
otherwise sufficient enough to hold the accused guilty for the offence alleged
against him (State of Gujarat a Balubhai Mad/ia/thai Zala, 1995 Cri U 2588,
2591 (Gui)]. The evidence given by a witness who has been declared hostile
deserved w be scrutinised carefully not only at the time of writing the judgment
but even at the time when the witness is in the witness-box and being examined. It
is the duty of the prosecution to put questions to the hostile witness which are
relevant for the purpose of ascertaining whether he is speaking the truth or for
upholding the prosecution version and in case where the statement given by the
witness in the court is contradictory with the statement given by the witness to the
police under section 161 Cr PC (State of Rajasthan a Bhera, 1997 Cri U 1237,
1245, 1246 (Raj)). The mere fact that a witness is declared hostile by the party
calling him and allowed to be cross-examined does not make him an unreliable
witness so as to exclude his evidence from consi-deration altogether [Mee:a
Gopalkris/rna Mudilivar v. State of Maharashtra, 1993 Cri U 3634 (Born)]. Sec
iihagwan Singh v. State of Haryana, A 1976 SC 202 : 1976 Cii U 203, 2041.
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The view that discrediting a hostile witness on certain points amounts to discredi-

ting the witness in toto was not accepted in R p. Carna, 29 Born LR 996, 1005: 106

IC 100: A 1927 B 501. The next protest came from TERRELL CJ, in 1929 who

approved of R v. Cama, ante, and observed that the theory that a .party having

discredited his own witness is not entitled to rely upon any part of his evidence as
fallacious. The main purpose of cross-examination is to obtain admission, and it
would be ridiculous to assert that a partycross-examin ing a witness is therefore

prevented from relying on admission and to hold that the fact that the witness is
being cross-examined implies an admission by the cross-examiner that all the
witness's statements are falsehood [Shohrai v. 1?, 9 P 474: A 1930 P 2471. "The better

opinion is (citing Bradley v. Ricardo, sup) that where a party contradicts his own
witness on one part of his evidence, he does not thereby throw over all the witness's
evidence, though its value may be impaired in the eyes of the court" [Halls, 3rd ED,

Vol 15, par 8051.
The matter was the subject of an exhaustive inquiry by a Full Bench where live

judges came to the same conclusion. The main j
udgment was delivered by RANKIN.

CJ, t prafuthi v R. 58 C l4(: 35 CWN 731: 53 CIJ 427: A 1931, C 4 0 11 . It was

observed that :—
The fact that a witness is dealt with under s 154, even when under the

section he is "cross-examined" to credit in no way warrants a direction to the
jury that they are hound in law to place no reliance on his evidence, or that the
party who called and cross-examined him can take no advantage of any part of
his evidence. Either party may rely on the evidence of a witness Who is cross-
examined by the party calling him. l'hcrc is moreover no rule of ' law that if a

jury thinks that a witness has been discredited on one point, they may not give
credit to him on another. The rule of law is that it is for the jury to say. The
evidence of such witness is not to be rejected either in whole or in part. It is not
also to be rejected so far as it is in favour of the party calling a witness, nor is it
to be rejected so far as it is in favour of the opposite party.

The whole of the evidence so far as it affects both Parties favourably or

unfavourably must go to 
Lite jury for what it is worth, subject to the following

conditions:

(1) If the previous statement is tjtc deposition before the committing
magistrate and is put in under i s 288 Cr P Code, so as to become evidence for
all purposes, the jury may in effect be directed to choose between ItiC two

statements-

(2) But in other cases, the jury cannot be SO directed, because puma facie

the previous statement of the witness is not evidence (it all against the accused

of the truth of the facts stated therein. The proper direction to the jury is that

before relying on the evidence given by the witness at the trial, the jury should
take into consideration the fact that he made the previous statement, but that
they must not treat the previous statement as being any evidence at all against
the prisoner of the facts therein alleged. This is good law whether the previous
statement be admitted by the witness or proved in spite of his denial under

S 155.
Apart from special cases (cg, when the previous statement of the witness is

used as corroboration under s 157 of his tcsulnony in the witness-box on the

1.	 S 288 has been omitted in Cr P Code. 1973.
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conditions therein laid down), the unsworn statement, so far as the maker in his
evidence does not confirm and repeat it, cannot be used at all against the
accused as proof of the truth of what it asserts.

The above Full Bench case has overruled the contrary decisions cited above and the
same view has been adopted in later cases Wahid it R, 36 CWN 356; Aimathayar v.
Offi Assignee, 56 M 7; Ne/ni s: R, 19 P 369; Ramesh s NT Co, 44 CWN 999: A 1940
C 536: Purustam s: Chakradhar, A 1959 Or 19; Rema ' S. A 1965 Or 31; Saibanna,
lit A 1960 Mys 2481. When a witness is cross-examined and contradicted with the
leave of the court by the party calling him, his evidence cannot be washed off
altogether. The judge may, after reading and considering the evidence as a whole, with
due caution and care, accept, in the light of other evidence on the recofti, that part of his
statement which is creditworthy ]Sar Paul u Delhi Adtnn, A 1976 SC 294 (Prafulla s:
P. A 1931 C401 FB apprd).Shwikar/a/s: State ofMadhva Pradesh, 1982 Cr111254,
255: 1981 MPh 736 (Madh Pra); Jay Prakash Alais Kaku ': State of Sikkim, 1982 Cr1
Li NOC 196 (Cal); Upendra Maliakud i: State, 1985 Cr1 11 1767, 1769: (1985) 1
Crimes 729 (Orissa) (DB); State of U.? v Girja Shankar Misra, 1985 Cr) Li NOC 19
(Dcliii) (1)13): Lax-man Sahu v. State of Orissa, 1990 Cri Li 821, 822 (Orissa);
Bluigotiam i. Sate of M.P, 1990 Cri Ii 2407. 2411 (MP; Raiigilal v State of UP,
991 Cr1 11 916. 920 (Alb; K.P. Rajan ii State of Kerala, 1991 Cr1 Ii 1859. 1862

(Ken]. When a witness declared hostile and cross-examined with the permission of the
court the evidence remains admissible and there is no legal bar to have a conviction
upon his testoliony if colToborutcd by other reliable evidence [Bhagwau v. S. A 1976
SC 2021. flie position is this that the evidence of a hostile witness is evidence in the same
manner md to the same extent as that of any other witness [Deodhari : P. A 1937 P 34].
A party is not bound by the evidence of a witness produced by him. Nor is there any rule
of law that a ply is not able to say that a witness produced by him is not speaking the
truth upon sonic particular ixilOt unless he makes a written application to say that the
witness is hostile [Baburani: P. A 1937 A 754]. Permission to cross-examine one's own
witness does not change Ilie examination-in-chief to cross-exami-nation [S i: Mohan, A
1960 G 91. Even if a witness is declared hostile and cross-examined, the value of his
evidence would depend upon all the circumstances and would not, merely because of the
cross-examination, become suspect [in re Kalu Singh, A 1964 MP 301.

The testimony of a hostile witness is usable to the extent to which it supports the
prosecution case. Koli Laklitnanb/iai Chanabhai v. Stare of Gujarat, AIR 2000 SC 210.

Can a Party Causing His Opponent to be Called as a Witness Cross-Examine
Him?—In Kishorila! i: Chunilal, 36 IA 9: 31 A 116: 13 CWN 370: 9 CU 172, LORD
ATKINSON ohscrvcd:—"It would appear from the judgment of the High Court that in
India it is one of the artifices of a weak and somewhat paltry kind of advocacy for each
litigant to cause his opponent to be summoned as a witness, with the design that each
party shall be forced to produce the opponent so summoned as witness, and thus give
the counsel foreach litigant the opportunity for cross-examining his own client. It is a
practice which their 1A)rdships cannot help thinking all juducial tribunals ought to set
themselves to render as abortive as it is objectionable. It ought never to be permitted in
the result to embarrass judicial investigation as it has done in this instance". Sec also
Venkata v. Paipava, 1913 MWN 828: 21 IC 737. In Lid Kunwar v chiranji Lai, 37 IA
I: 32 A 104: 114 CWN 285, LORD ATKINSON condemned it as a "vicious practice
unworthy of a high-toned or reputable s ystem of advocacy".

It is the hounderi duty if a party personally knowing the whole circumstances to give
evidence and to submit to cross-examination. Her non-appearance as a witness, she
being present in court, would be the strongest possible circumstances going to discredit
the truth of her case. 1t sometimes takes the form of a manoeuvre under which the
counsel does not call his own client, who is an essential witness, hilt endeavours to
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force the other party to call him, and so suffer the discomfiture of having him treated as
his, the other party's own witness. This is thought to be clever, but it is a had degrading

practice" [per LORD SHAW in Gurhaksh V. Gurdial, A 1927 PC 230:32 CWN 119: 105
IC 2201. The practice of calling the defendant as plaintiff's witness to give evidence
was again condemned by the Judicial Committee and it was observed that in such a
case the plaintiff must be treated as a person who puts the defendant forward as a wit-
ness of truth ]Satrug/iaii it Bawa Sham, A 1938 PC 59: 172 IC 633].

It is en objectionable practice for one party to call the opposite party as his own
witness. There is no objection whatever to an advocate seeking to prove his case out
of the mouth of the opposite party; but if he puts the opposite party into the witness-
box, he takes the risk of making statements by him part of his own evidence. It is
possible that in a proper case the court would be satisfied from the witness's demea-
nour that he was hostile and might in such circumstance even allow the advocate to
cross-examine him: but that very rarely happens. It is irregular for a court to allow
one part y to call the other party as his witness on the ground that it is dcsirablc to
elicit sonic facts from the said witness before the court hears any other evidcnce in
the suit kooiniuient	 K, 92 IC 813: A 1926 M 526: sec Ma.x Mink it ,S'Iuj,:kcir 131 , 2 ,%,

 ( I\VR 1908 (iittO
Where a witness stands in a situation which naturally makes him adverse to the

part y desiring his testimony. the party calling the witness is not of right entitled to
cross-examine lo, the flatter being solely in the discretion of the court under 	 54m	 in 
to permit the person calling lie witness to 101t an questions to him which niight he
put in cross-exainluation b y the adverse party ]Lw/iiruni it Rad/iad:a,wi, '19 C 03

60 IC IS. To the same elleet is the decision of the count of appeal iii England x

it has been held that where a litigant is called as a wilitess by the opposite girt; the
latter is not entitled as a matter of right to cross-examine him as a hostile wttncs'. but
it is a matter in the discretion of the iudge Il'rue it %hui,nri. 42 Ch I) 372 AC ] . It

party insists on examining the opponent party as his own witness, the cout should be
careful not to allow him to cross-examine his own witness, because uinlcs the
evidence is declared hostile there is no such right [Puran it Mat/ira, A . 1934 L 1261.

A party calling his opposite side as a witness is not bound by his statement [In re

Rangaswami, 21 IC 781: 1913 MWN 9981. \Vhcrc a defendant is contesting a suit not
on his own behalf but on behalf of another defendant, it is not proper to permit him to
he examined on his own behalf and allow the other defendant to cross-examine him and
to elicit answers in his favour t Kirnta,i y it Ago Ali, 109 IC 170: A 1928 M 919]. Where
a plaintiff closes his case without calling the defendant as a witness and the dcfer,dant
does not appear as a witness to support his own case, the plaintiff will not be allc'x'.'cd
after the close of the defendant's case to call the defendant unless there has been 'me
misleading representation by the other side that the defendant would be examined in
Sn pport of Ii is own case fAllen it A, (1894) P 248].

As to whether the right of cross-exatnuii:ittiin survives if the cross-examiner
wards callscalls his opponent's witness as the witness, see o,iti' s 13$: "lion' long dot's :.ti

rig/it to cross-c va,nine COPttiItue.

S. ticS. Impeaching credit of N%'itness.—Thc credit of a witness itta, be

impeached in the following wa ys by the adverse party, or, wit] the con tnt
of the Court, by the patty who calls hittu:—

I	 In Ccvton (1s (Ii. (2). (1), (.t) titive been ntesigu,iicd 	 (1)1, (c) (,I) iespc.iivCty
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(I) by the evidence of per-sons who testify that they, from their
knowledge of the witness, believe him to be unworthy of credit;

(2) by proof that the witness has been bribed, or has accepted] the offer
of a bribe, or has received any other corrupt inducement to give 

his evi-

dcncc
(3)

by proof of former statements inconsistent with any part of his
evidence which is liable to be contradicted;

•	 *I(4)* * * * *
witness declaring another witness to be unworthy of

credit may not, upon his exarninatiOfltl chtel, gi e reasons for his belief,
hut he may he aLcd his reasons in cross-examination, and the answers
which heivcS cannot he contradicted, though, if they are false, he may

• afterwards he charged	 iii

/M Is (tit1t0I IN.

A sitCs Il lot the p cc ot g	 ts sold and dehvctctl to U C says that A dciivcrCd the goods to B.

Cs dcne is olleteil to stni :h:it. ii •i 
peviotiS occasloli, he said that he h.td not delivered the goods

to It
'Ihc cv tic nec isad itissibte
t' A is tndictcd lot the murder il It

C st y 5 that R . when dying. d1;ircd iii;tt A had g t vcfl H the wound of which he died

Cs idciie is offered to stii'	 that, on a previous ocCasititt. C said that	 iie od WitS tot given by A

or to his p l'SCtt(T
The evidence is auititissible
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COMMENTARY

Principle and Scope.—The foregoing sections (sec ss 138, 140, 145-48. 154)
contain provisions for impeaching the credit of a witness by cross-examination. The
various methods of impeaching credit of a witness have been stated before (ante
s 146) methods of impeachingcredit of a witness have been stated before (ante s-
146). This section deals with another mode of impeaching credit, viz by giving
iidependen: evidence, in addition to the modes of dicrcditiiig Uiecstir&iony Of"

witness by cross-examination as pointed out in the previous sections or by contra-
diction as pointed out in the Exceptions I and 2 of s 153, the credit of a witness may
be impeached under s 155 by the adverse party, or with the corlsera of the court, by
the party who calls him, in the following manner

(1) by evidence of persons that the witness bears a general reputation for untruth-
fulness; but not evidence of particular facts from which the inference of nit nit h in 1-
ness might be drawn (R v. Brown &c, 1867 LR I CCR 70: 16 IT 364);

(2) by proof of misconduct connected with the proceeding, cx that the viti1css has
been bribed or has accepted the offer of bribe, or has received any other corrupt in-
ducement to give evidence;

(3) by proof that the witness had made a previous statement on maucts relevant to
the issue, which is inconsistent with his present testimony;

(4) by evidence of general immoral character of prosecution in prosecution for
rape or attempt to ravish.

Under S 155 a party can impeach the credit of his opp5ncnt's witness as a matter of
right, but as to his own witness it can be done only with the leave of the court and
good cause must be shown for such leave.

This section shows that cross-examination is not the only mode of impeaching
credit of a witness, and it may also he done by giving independent evidence, eg testi-
inony of other witnesses. There is no specific provision in any section about i mpca-
chnscnt of credit by contradiction of facts stated by a witness which are relevant to
the issue and this raised some doubt in a case as to whether the law in the Evidence
Act is co-extensive with the law ill [see the observation ill s: Sakharam, 11
BHCR 169]. But under s 5 evidence may always be given of the existence or non-
existence of any fact iii issue or fact relevant to the issue. So, when the facts stated by
a witness are relevant to the issue, independent evidence may always be given to
contradict them. Or, when the questions put to a witness in Cross-examination for
discrediting him relate to facts directly relevant to the matters in issue, liisaiiirs
may also be contradicted by any evidence [sec il/us -) to s I. Such coiitradictorv
evidence is really disproving the testimony of the v itiess on a fact material to the
issue by offering counter-evidence, although it is ill a sense impeaching his credit in
an indirect manner (ante s 153). There is no reason to think that the provisions in the
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Act as to contradiction of witnesses are not the same as in England. As observed by
Field, "the Evidence Act assumes that where the facts are relevant, evidence may be
given to contradict" and further the question of contradiction upon facts relevant to
the issue is more a rule of procedure than a rule of evidence [Field 651652].

S 145 enables a witness to be cross-examined and contradicted with reference to
his previous statements in writing. This is one method of impeaching the credit of a
witness. S 155 deals generally with the iippcaching of the credit of a witness and
enumerates different methods of contradicting a witness. One of the methods tel (3)1
is by proof of former inconsistent statements and in this sense the whole of the
ground covered by s 145 is included ins 155 [MdSarwar R, A 42 L 215: 202 IC

3401.
In absence of any inherent vice, no presumption adverse to a witness should he

drawn on any matter unless it is put to him and he is given an opportunity to explain

it ISachindra v. Nili,na, A 1970 C 38]. When impeaching the credit of a witness by
proof of previous contradictory statement, his attention must first be drawn to it and
the same opportunity should be given to the witness of explaining the discrepancy or

inconsistency as in s 145, although s 155 has not specifically embodied a similar
provision. The circumstances of the statement should he mentioned to the witness so
that he may recall the occasion in his memory and oher explanation, if any jscc pail.

'Clause (3)"J. The principle involved is the same in both the sections and in English
law the procedure is identical in the case of all previous contradictory statements

whether verbal or in writing (v post). In Carpenter i Wall. 1840, 3 P & D 457. 52

RE 513. PATrERSON J. said—
".1 like the broad rule that when you mean in give evidence of a witness's

declarations for any purpose, you should ask him whether he ever used such

expressions".

It has been seen that this section deals with the i mpeachment of credit of a witness

by a mode other than cross-examination. The effect of impeaching credit may or may
not be achieved in cross-examination. It may also he necessary to impeach the credit
of a witness on a point on which there was no cross-examination. In such cases, the
credit of a witness may be impeached by offering independent evidence under s 155.
The arrangement generally adopted in English hooks on the subject of the impeach-
ment of credit has not been followed in the Evidence Act. The subject has been

treated under three heads; (i) Cross-examination (ss 138, 140, 145-52, 154); (ii)

Contradiction (s 153. Sec 145 also deals with contradiction by crossexamiflfltion as
to previous statements in writing. (See also s 5): (iii) Impeaching credit (s 155). A

distinction has been made between contradiction and impeachment of credit, though
contradiction by independent evidence or previous inconsistent statement is indirec-

tly discrediting a witness.
The witnesses who are hostile to the prosecution may be confronted with their

earlier statement to the police [Prakosh S. A 1979 SC 4001.

The evidence of a witness who is hostile to the Crown may be impeached by refe-

rence to the police diary [Ram Charila v. R, 3 Pat IJ 568: 45 IC 272. As to police

diaries see ante s 145 and s 160 post].

This section specifics certain kinds of evidence which may he given to impeach
the credit of a witness. It does not say that such evidence is relevant, but of course it
must be taken to be so. The importance of the section lies in this, that it, by impli-

cation, restricts the evidence which may he given (otherwise than in exceptional
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cases mentioned in s 153) to impeach a witness's credit to that specified in the sec-

tion [Markby p 1091.
With regard to the mode of throwing discredit on the testimony of a witness.

Taylor says:—After a witness has been examined in chief, his credit may be impea-

ched, not only by means of cross-examinatio n , but in various other modes. First,

witnesses may be called to disprove such of the facts stated by him, whether in his
direct or cross-examination, as are material to the issue, next, proof may be given,

under certain restrictions before pointed out, of statements made by the witness
inconsistent with the testimony at the trial; and thirdl y , evidence may he adduced

reflecting on his character for veracity. But here the evidence must he confined to his
general reputation, and will not he permitted as to particular facts [Tay s 14701. It is
also permissible with a view to impeaching a witness's credit to bring forward evi-
dence of his general reputation for untruthfulness, though not of particular facts from
which the inference of untruthfulness might be drawn; and in any event, such
evidence must be given by persons we ll acquainted with the witness, and not by a

stranger who has merely made inquiries as to the witness's reputation amon his

neighbours I lals 3rd Ed Vol iS p' 8091.

As to whether the credit ot an accused can be ""Peach" when lie
right to come as a witness for the detence, see post: "Accused as a witness"..

Same: [l)ittercflcC With English I aw 1._Under the English law a party i not
permitted to produce general evidence to discredit his OWn witness. It is to he seen

that under this section, it party umay, it -ill, die ennse'n I of the court, discredit hiS own

witness 
The provision is analogos to the rue in s 154 about a  witness who :u in S

'hostile' or adverse. The discretion to he exercised in granting permission is 
cf the

same nature as in s 154 and the same consilcratlOi) apply in determining wh-cthei

leave should or should not he granted.

This section substantially agrees with the English law; but there are it few poir.s of

diffcrence. Under that law a party discrediting his own witness "shall not he al1. ed
to impeach his credit by general evidence of bad character" 

(28 & 9 Vie c 12 s3

(ante s 154). No such restriction has been imposed by the section in ci (1). So under
that clause a party when discrediting his own witness may, with the leave of the
court, give proof of general reputation in respect of the witness's untrustwoithineSs.
Next, the requirement of drawing previous attention of the witness to the inconstStent

- statements which is laid down in the English statute is not to be found in cl3 of
s 155. But as submitted before there is hardly any doubt that in spite ( -)!'tile onusiofl,

the same rule applies here as in the case in s 145 Iv post notes to cI (3) posh. Tb;rdly,

in England, evidence of self_contradiction IS admissible by leave of the judge a.d it;

case of a witness deemed adverse by the judge. But the latter condition does not

appear in s 155. The court ma y in its discretion allow evidence of selfcontradi01

apart fro,,, any question of hostility or otherwise.

The law regarding previous inconsistent statements of a witness is no suFUin-

tially different in England in civil cases. By S 3 Civil Evidence Act 196 - the

statements if admitted can be used as evidence of the facts stated and does not msrely

go to his credibility.

tRef Th y cs 1470-72, 1445, Step/i Arts 131. 133. 134. 146, I'hip Mit t Ed pi, 471,_A-72.

474, /77: Powell 9th Ed pp 536-3,S, Wi , ' .s 1952: fIats 3rd Ed Vol 15 par a 5091.

	CLAUSE I): I';'idence	 General Reputation for (!ntruthfulnCSS.' 	 hei

the enquiry into the general character ol a witness shall he restricted to his 
,'J)liO0li

	

for veracilv. of m:iv be n;ide in gcnci;it tern1. :t:.i'lein,' his entire moral c/it: - 	 icr
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and estimation in society, is a point not definitely settled ...................... It certainly
appears reasonable that the question as to reputation should be	 iput n the most
general form, the opposite party being at liberty to inquire whether notwithstanding
the bad character of the witness in other respects, he has not preserved his reputation
for truth [Thy s 1471. In most of the jurisdictions in America the enquiry is confined
to general reputation for truth and veracity [Jones s 860]. The view is also sustained
in America that the enquiry may relate to the witness's entire moral claractcr and
there are statutes in several States to the effect (Jones s 8611. It is not, howcvcr,
enough that the impeaching witness should profess merely to state what he has heard
"others" say; for those others may be but few. He must he able to state what is
generally said of the person, by those among whom he dwells, or with whom he is
chiefly conversant; for it is this only which constitutes his general reptaLion. And, in
ordinary cases, the-witness should himself come from the neighbourhood of the indi-
vidual whose character is in question; for if he be a stranger, sent thither by the
adverse party to learn his character, he will not be allowed to testify as to the result of
his inquiries. The impeaching witness may, howcver,.bc asked on cross-examination
the names of the persons lie has heard to speak against the character for veracity of
the witness impeached (Tay s 14721.

It would not be legitimate to draw an inference against the credibility of it witness
in the manner contemplated by s 155(1) without anybody going into the witness box
[Dinkar v. 5, A 1970 B 4381.

Under ci (1), the evidence must be of persons who from theirtheir knowledge of the
witness can testify that they believe him to be unworthy of credit. In theory such
evidence is confined to general reputation for untruthfulness, and the witness is not to
state his personal opinion; hut in practice the qu 	 nestio is put in this way—"From
your knowledge of the witness, would yoft believe him oil oath?' )R e Bivw,i &c.

1867 LR I CCR 70; Ton/icy i'. Comnier of Meimjw/itwi Police, 1965 AC 595, 6061.
Whether the inquiry is confincd to general reputation for truthfulness or extends to
general moral character, evidence cannot he given of particular acts of falsehood or
immorality or wrongdoing. Cf Expin to s 55. "When the credit of a witness,,, is
objected to, general evidence that he is not to be believed on oath is admissible but
specific evidence that at some period he had committed a particular crime is not
admissible" [per BAYLEY J, in May v. Brown, 1824,313 & C 1261.

The law is correctly stated in Art 146 of Stephen's Digest (Cl I and Explanation
are the same as Art 146). In order to show that the evidence 01 a prosecution witness
was unreliable, evidence of a doctor that he had examined him and that he was
suffering from a disease of mind is inadmissible )R e Gunewarilh'ne, 1951, 2 All ER
2901.

The Explanation which is in accord with the English rule, says that the witness
may not give reasons for his belief in examination-in-chief (see I? v. Gunc'wa,slcne,
ante), hut.hc may in cross-examination he asked as to his means of knowledge, his
feelings of hostility, his reasons for believing a witness to be unworthy of credit and
similar questions, and like the general rule in s 153, his answers cannot he contra-
dicted. The reasons for not permitting him to contradict are the same (ante s 153:
"Contradiction of answers to questions impeaching inipa;iialii y"). The impeaching
witness cannot, in direct examination, give particular in stances 01 othie r's ía Isehood
or dishonesty, since no man is supposed ill prepared to defend all tlìc acts of his
life. But, upon cross-examination he may he asked as to his means of knowledge of
the other witness, his feelings 

of hostility towards him, or whether, in spite of bad
character in oilier respects. the impeached witness has not preserved his reputation
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for truth; and the answers to these questions cannot be contradicted. The impeaching
witness should come from the locality of the other and not be a stranger sent
expressly to learn the latter's reputation" [Mawsom it Hearisink, 4 Esp 103—Phip
11th Ed p66l; Tay s 147; Steph Art 133]. Sees 146 ante: "Character". This section
does not allow evidence of witness's general bad character to be broisght in [Mg San
v. R, 1930 Ind Rut Ren 911.

In R it 	 1968, 2 All ER 761, EDMUND DAVIES U, summarised the posi-
tion: "1. A witness may he asked whether he has knowledgeof the impugned wit-
ness's general reputation for veracity and whether (from such knowledge) he would
believe the impugned witness's sworn testimony. 2. The witness called to impeach
the credibility of a previous witness may also express his individual opinion (based
on his personal knowledge) whether the latter is to be believed on his oath and is not
confined to giving evidence merely of general reputation. 3. Whether, however, his
opinion as to the impugned witness's credibility he based simply oil hatter's
general reputation for veracity or on his personal knowledge, the witness cannot he
permitted to indicate during his examination in chief the particular Facts, ccum-
stances or incidents which formed the basis of his opinion, although he lila)' he cross-
examined as to them". at p 7641.

In R   Court, (1994) 1 All ER 315 evidence was given by the. complai-
nant's husband, who had a recent conviction which was not disclosed to the defence.
It was held that his previous conviction was a relevant consideration. It was he who.
and for the first time in the Crown Court, sought to corroborate his wife's evidence
by claiming that his wile had a red mark on her face. In a case in which there was a
serious dispute of fact between him and his wife oil 	 one hand and several
witnesses, including independent witnesses, on the other, his credibility was very
much in issue. He gave evidence additional to that given oil magistrate's court.
Had the court known of his recent conviction for dishonesty, its iiiemhs ma y well
have taken a different view of his credibility and that would have been likely in turn
seriously to affect the credibility of the complainant.

—Witness Not Believed in Another Case.—The question whether a witness is
entitled to credit or not must he decided by a court oil evidence before it, and not
on what another court thought of the witness in other case. So the judgment of
another court disbelieving the witness cannot be put in for impeaching his credit. It is
not also admissible under s 158 [Chandresh war I: lIislies/iwar, A 1927 P 61: 5 P
777: 101 IC 289; Mir Jawali 'c R, 162 IC 300]. Evidence of the particular estimate
formed by a judge in another case of tile credit to be attached to the testimony of a
witness who is cross-examined in a subsequent trial, is inadmissible [In re Pasuniartv
Juggappa, 4 CWN 684, 6851.

Questions as to disparaging comments made by the court oil witness's conduct
or testimony in other trials are not admissible [Seaman i: Net/ie,eIi/t, 2 CI'!) 53. per
13RAMWI1.1, and AMt'ttt.tTr iJ R n JJotto,,ilev. 1893 Times Feb 7 per I IA\\'I'tNS J.
though such questions are often put without objection: Phip 11th Ed p 051.

—Re-establishing or Re-habilitating Credit and Recrimi iiat ion .—'sVhcre a
witness's credit has been directly impeached by giving evidence of general ft'iitiItIOf)
for untrultilulncss under the first clause, he ma y re-establish his (fe(Ii! either (a) by
cross-examining the impeaching witness as to his icasons, means of knowle(Ige.
hostile lccliiig, &c (v Lplwui!wi) or (I ' ) by re-cx.tilnhimg the niipcaclicd \vItllcsS or
(i) by giving independent gi'ii'riiI cvid nec either to slijipol t the chai ac lt' , of the firs
witness, or to attack in their turn the general repui:itioo of the iinpeactiiiig witness
flow far this plan of recrimination ni:iy be can ed, i, not vet foriii;ilt determined.
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though the practice is said by some lawyers to be, that a discrediting witness may
himself be discredited by other witnesses, but no further witnesses can be called to
attack the characters of these last [Tay s 1473; Phip 11th Ed p 662; Steph Art 133]. It
seems doubtful how far independent evidence of the latter description is admissible
where merely particular discrediting facts have been elicited in cross-examination or
proved against a witness [Phip 11th Ed p 6621 . General evidence of good character
and reputation is admissible subsequent to the cross-examination of the witness
where his character for untruthfulness has been impugned; but does not become
admissible if the cross-examination goes no further than to show that the witnesses
contradict one another. [Bishop of Durham v Beaumont, 1808, 1 Camp 2071. Where
however, it has been suggested in cross-examination that the witness's testimony is
an invention, he may be asked and evidence given to prove, whefl he first made the
impugned statement [R v. Benjamin, 1913, 8 Cr App Rep 146; Hals 3rd Ed Vol 15
para 810].

Whether independent evidence should be allowed to he offered to rehabilitate the
credit of the inipeachcd witness depends oil manner in and the extent to which the
\v!tnesss credit has been inpcached. Evidence of good character for veracity may
nut he giscn until the witness's moral character is directly brought into question and
attacked. Whether there has been such all on the witness's character to justify
evidence of good character depends on the nature of the impeaching evidence. lithe
impeachment tends directly to shatter the character of the witness for truth, the
opposite party can no doubt rehabilitate his witness by testimony of his good charac-
ter. In the case ol mere insinuations, denial may be sufficient. When there is evidence
of misconduct by cross-examination, the witness may in some cases explain it away
ill 	 There is no occasion for evidence of good character in bias and
interest. as they do riot involve character.

lmpeaclnnent of a witness by his own sell -contradictory statement made oil for-
ncr occasion does not generally require rehabilitation by testimony to good character
[or lie might have been ill lor failure of memory. II however, the inconsistent
statement is such that it affects the credibility of the witness, there may he a ease for
establishing credit by evidence of good character.

CLAUSE (2): Eidcnce of Misconduct Connected With the Proceedings.
[Acceptance of Oiler of Bribe etc].—The words "has accepted the offer of bribe"

in this clause, have been substituted for the word -has had the offer of bribe by Act
18 of 1 872 adopting the opinion expressed by 1 10LLOCK CB, in Attorney-General v.

Hitchouk. I Ex 91 where lie uhserscd:—"It is totally irrelevant to the matter in issue
that some person should have thought lit to oiler a bribe to the witness to give an
untrue account ui a transaction: and it is of no importance whatever if that bribe was
101 accepted. It is no disparagement to a man that a bribe is offered to him-, it may be
disparagement to the persoti svho makes the oh icr." See notes to s 153. Exception 2
mod iJJmo,i,'ilal m: Ro yal his Co, 32 C\VN	 3: A 1928 PC 54: cited woe.

CLAUSE (3): Evidence of Former Inconsistent Statements. (Attention to be
l)rmtwti For Purpose of Contradictioiil.—i\ witness may be discredited by proof of
his tornier statements ijicotisistent with his present testimony. S 145 which also refers
to di sered ti ng by Former contradictory statetiiefltS is applicable to statement made by
Imimim ill orititmm,' or rethor'd to mvrjtiiti,', with which a witness is confronted in cross-

euoniitmltio/i. But s 155(3) being expressed ill general terms it may apply to pieViOuS
state men is both oral and written, though it appears to refer principally to previous
oral statetiients. There is the further (lit lerenec that the witness may he discredited by
proving such previous statetiicnts by inth'pendent evidence. lllustrnlunts (a) and (b)
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explain its meaning. Sec [R v. Jarvis and .Jarvis, 1991 Crim LR 374 CA], where it

was not kept in mind that inconsistent out of court statements could not be evidence
save in so far as the makers adopted any part of them as true and that an inconsistent
statement of the victim of a sex assault is relevant and could be taken into account
when considering her credibility; tR s Funderbunk, (1990) 2 All ER 482 CA], where

the complainant of a sexual offence was not permitted to be questioned about her
former inconsistent statements and the trial was held to he vitiated.

Contradiction by previous inconsistent statement must, however, be confined to
matters relevant to the issue, 

as no contradiction is allowed on irrelevant matters,

except in the two eases mentioned in s 153. That the previous inconsistent statement
must relate to matters relevant to the issue is home out by the expression
"inconsistent with any pall of his evidence which ix liable to be co,itrndicred." As

pointed out by W11-90N J, an irrelevant matter requires no contradiction, as it is nut
admissible in evidence under s 5. The expression "which is liable to be contradicted"
in s 155(3) is equivalent to ''which is relevant to the issue' Kliathjo Khana,ri r.

Abdul Ku reeni, 
17 C 3441- The Supreme Court however, li as said hat t i l ls pri i.'st u

is too broad and the various clauses in s 155  do not w irra 01 such an in terrret at ii in

[Rota Reddy v. V V Girl, I ()77(), 2 5CC 340, 3 49 ] . The third Sub-clause refers to a

Former statement which is inconsistent with the st,Ucioent made b y the \ ::ess in

evidence in the case and it is permissible that the witness he contradictcdaUt that
statement KeIior Sing/i e State. A 1988 SC 1883. 1901 : 1989 Cri L-1 H.

S 145 says that if it is intended to contradict the witness b y the s rmng. his

attention must be called to those parts which are to be used for the purpoC But
although there is no mention of any such thing in this clause, there can be [w manuel
of doubt that it is fair and just that the same rule Shitti Id be adhet ed to e R i'.

Mw/ho, 15 A 25; Shan, Lill s Aiiuniee, 24 WR 312 The reason in s 145 applies

with equal force to contradiction under s 155(3). For instanec, if awi1ness .4 is

intended to be discredited by the evidence of another person B . to whom A i s alleged

to have made a former inconsistent statement. A should first be asked in his cross-
examination whether or not he made such statement to B on a particular ccasiofl.
This course would furnish the witness with an opportunity to admit or deny the
statement or to oiler explanation. There can be no distinction on principle between a
statement in writing (s 145) and an oral statement for purposC of impeaching his
credit and the same reasons apply in both cases with equal force. Under the English
Statute (28 & 29 Vie c 18 s 3) before proof can be given, the circumstailcc-s ot the
supposed statement, sufficient to designate the particular occasion shittld he
mentioned to the witnOss, and he should be asked whether or not he hasm.aJc sh
statement. As was expected, this view has been recognised udteially and it ias been
held that under s 155 a witness cannot he contradicted by hs previotis statemeiut, if

his attention has not been drawn to it as required by s 145 [rtmzr Beguiu s: Mr Begin'i.

127 PLR 1914: 22 1C 56; Misri 5: R, A 1934 S 100, Aruup	 Kedar, 30 CVN 835,

837; S v. Minuketari, A 1952 Or 207—per NARStMIl.\ J]. S 155(3) does r' render

nugatory the clear and explicit provisions of s 145 [1o1ila R. A 1931 L 38. see

Ka.vhirnrn i'. R, 109 IC 120 (A); ,%,imrd v. Gr. A 1934 A 2i]. lit a case it as been

pointed out that s 155(3) does not lay down the inanncr in which the former
statement is to he proved. The mode of proof for purpose of ontrudiction is provided
in s 145 which controls s 155 tGopiclza t id v. R. 11 I. 460 A 193)) I. 49 Wlicu

witnesses make slate me nts con tradic tory to their previous s:C ii tents, the ci: 0 ought

to draw their attention to the contradiction [Sham lit/I v A,mu7i'e, 24 WR : :.

• it has however been held in sonic eases that as	 145 u.cs no ntoitt '	 aI fl1

statenicnts, it cannot conhtol s 155. l{cnce quesililus thou: ui mci tlr.il 	
•:ciuicnts
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made to certain witnesses by other witnesses may he asked althdugh the court may
refuse to place any reliance oil 	 on the ground that they had. no been put to these
witnesses for explanation fMukawandas v. R, 1939 Nag 109; A 1939 N 13: Rain- -
ratan v. 5, A 1956 Raj 196]. Where statement was said to be made by a witness who
declined to affix his thumb impression it could not be used for contradicting the
testimony [S c Harpal, A 1978 SC 1530]. The credit of a witness can be impeached
by proof of any statement which is inconsistent with any part of 4is evidence in
court. This principle is delineated in section 155(3). Bina y Kumar Singh v. State of
Bihar, A 1997 SC 322, 326 997 Cri II 362.

Same: [Contradiction by Former Inconsistent Statements].—If a person giving
the date of birth in a guardianship application makes a different statement 9f age in a
subsequent case, his credit may be impeached by the recital 4n the application
lPrahiad v Ra,n.varan, 38 CIJ 213]. Where the previous deposition of a witness is
retied on to impeach the credit of a witness, the contradictory statements alone can be
admitted in evidence I /,nwrthrwth v. Motasuddi, 15 CU 6211. Deposition of an
attesting witnc\s in it prior proceeding if he is alive and examined in a subsequent
proceeding can be used only to contradict or corroborate his present statement under
s 155 and s 157 [f'o,uriisniz,,ii v. Ka!vwrasu,u/ara, A 1930 M 770: 125 IC 2311. A
tatcn:cnt by it mess in another case subsequent to his examination in the trial court

cannot he admitted in the appellate court under s 155(3) as it is not a "former"
statement. It may possibly he used by re-examining time witness at the appellate stage
I U Po Suing i: Kvi Mauiig, 104 IC 377: 6 Bur Li $6: A 1927 R 2471.

If it denies it in the course of his evidence and it is proved that on a
previous occasion lie tirade a statement admitting it, that does not prevent his
deposition from going   in as evidence   in the case, though it weakens its value so far as
to make it unsale to act upon it without corroboration I /Iomeshwar v. Katneshwar, 39
CWN 1130: A 1935 1C 146). A letter written by a witness is no evidence of the facts
therein stated, and the only legitimate use to which it could he put is to use it in
cross-examination for discrediting trim if what he had written was inconsistent with
his evidence [Judal, r: Iso/roe, A 1945 PC 174; Mrs Abba Ariavans v. Suresli
Astai'a,Lv, A 1984 NOC 31 (Dcl)]. The statement of a person recorded by a Commi-
ssioner does not cease to he his statement merely because (lie court which ordered
the Commissioner to record the statement had no jurisdiction over the subject matter
of the suit ]State of Punjab v. Vis/iwaji: Singh, A 1987 P&J 1126, 1321.

Ii the statements made to a police officer during air investigation be actually
reduced to writing, the writing itself cannot he treated as part of the record or used as
evidence, but ma y he used for the purpose of refreshing the memory under s 159.
Consequently the person making the statements ma y properly he questioned about
them, and with a view to impeach his credit, the police officer himself, or any other
person in whose hearing tIre statements were tirade, can he examined on the point
under s 155 F1''. (Jtta,n C/ram! II 1311C 120: see also R v. Sitaram, 11 B 657; R
A/ad/rn, IS A 25; I? i; Thj K/ia,,, 1 7 A 57, (4); I/i: Juçard('o, 27 A 469: 1905, AWN
64; Nag i've r P. 8 Cri I_i 844: 41 IC 66$: IS M 25. These arid oilier eases should
lie read in tire tight 01 the new prs'isions in s 162(/) Cr P Code. See ante s 145:
"brrjieoc/ring credit hr .vlatenienls mode in tire police and recorded wider s 162 Cr P
('ode", and pmt:''S 162 C', 1' Code and this section]. As to police diaries, see ante
s 145.

Where it is alleged that the statement tirade by tire witncss to the court was not
irm;idc before tire police nICker. it is useless (it icier to the record in the ease-diary at
all. its tire case-diary is not intended to be it complete record. The only way to prove
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the statement is to ask the police officer himself when he is in the witness box [In re

Bangaruraju. A 1942 M581. Statements made by complainant before a police officer
and taken down in writing are admissible at the trial under s 155(3) to show that he
had made statements which were inconsistent with the evidence given before the
magistrate subject only to this that the provisions of s 145 had been complied with
[Arnup v. Kedar, 30 CWN 835, 840: A 1925 C 10171.

Where the examination of witnesses has been reduced by an investigating officer
to writing, it is undesirable to permit the accused's counsel to ask the officer if a
certain witness made a particular statement to him although the language of s 153(3)

is wide enough to permit of such questions. The officer cannot be expected to re-
member all that many witnesses told him. If he is refreshing his memory by looking
at the diary, the procedure is outside the scope and intent of s 159. In the circum-
stances the written record by the police officer is the only proper and right thing to
prove to discredit the witness. If the written record (police diary) he used, the
provisions of s 145 and s 162 Cr P Code will have to be borne in mind. A copy of the
statement made before the police cannot be used against the witness till he has been
confronted with it. The right procedure, then, when a prosecution witness is contra-
dieting himself, is to ask the judge to look into the diary and decide whether the
accused person should not have a copy of the statement. If such copy he iakJ. ilK

witness's attention must he called to the same, before the investigating officer is
called to prove the record made by him (Kas/iira'n o R, 26 AU 139. A 1928 A 2801.

Written records of statements made by witnesses to the police during an investi-
gation can only he used to impeach his credit under certain conditions lBhulai i. I?.

13 OC 7: SIC 3571.
Statements of witnesses made to the police during investigation were adhered to

before the committing magistrate, but were retracted at the sessions court. The judge
used the former statements to negative the statements made at the trial–Held that

s 155 rendered the former statements relevant only to contradict or negative the
statements in the sessions court [R t Maruti, 46 B 97; 63 IC 3321.

Previous statement of a witness under s IM Cr P Code can be used for impeac-
hing credit but it cannot be used as substantive evidence [Bishun it R, 50 A 242; sec

R v. Seka,tdar, A 1941 C 4061. Oral statements made to the police cannot be admitted
except for contradicting witnesses on behalf of the defence [R i Mir Mazar, 57 13
4001. Statements of a witness made to a police officer may be used in court by the
prosecution for discrediting him if he tells there a different story under s 155 and s

162 Cr P Code is no bar [Rum Charita o R, 3 Pat II 568; 45 IC 2721. An excise

officer is not it police officer for purpose of s 162 Cr P Code. A confession made by
an accomplice to an excise officer may he used for impeaching his credit when he is
examined as a witness on behalf of the other accused IKerat s R. 61 C 967: 38 C\VN

10051.
First information report may be relied on by the defence to impeach the infor-

mant's credit. Statements made by third parties to the police during their investi-
gation are admissible to impeach credit, provided the persons who made the state-
ments are called as witnesses lAzimiiddv v. R. 54 C 237: 44 C1J 253; Rwnnaresli i

R, 1939 All 377: A 1939 A 242'j.
Where certain statement relating to the commission of an offence Wits made by I to

another II who reported at the tliana and it was recorded—He ld that though the

evidence given in the case b y J could be contradicted b y the ca ideiicc ot /1 r1nt

the statement to hi ii b y J: it could not under this clause, be cor tdtctcU by what the
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police recorded as the first information [R v. Dina Bundu, 8 CWN 211. Two persons

made statements to the effect that C and another had robbed them and caused hurt

while doing so. One statement was made to their employer and the other to the head

constable. C was charged and these two persons were called as witnesses for the

prosecution, but they then denied that C was one of them who had assaulted them.
Their previous statements were filed as evidence against the accused—Held that the
former statements referred to and which implicated the accused coulde ustd only
under this clause for discrediting their evidence and not as substantive evidence

against the accused ER v. Cherathi Choyi, 26 M 191; Bishen v. R, A 1927 A 705;

Puttu v R, 17 OC 363; Niamat v. R, A 1930 L 409]. Statement made under s 164 Cr
P Code behind the back of the accused cannot be used against him EMaiwi v. R. A

1930 0406; Puttu v. R, 17 DC 363].

An advocate was charged for professional misconduct in advising his client In

bribe a witness. The client denied it, but two other witnesses proved the statements
made to them by the client about bribing—Held that their evidence was inadmissible
for the purpose for which it was used or as against the advocate. Even if it was

admissible for the purpose of impeaching the credit of the client witness under

153(3), it might be proved that that said client was an unreliable witness who said
one thing, one day and another thing another day: but it would not prove the truth of
his own unsworn statement or make it evidence against a third person (Bomanjee

Cowasjee v. Judges of Chief court, 34 IA 55: II CWN 370: 9 Boni LR 3 : 34 C 129:

17 MIJ 671. Statements made to village monegar after occurrence were retracted at
the sessions trial. Not being made in the presence of the accused nor on oath, they
could not be used as substantive evidence [In re Mala ya Gouiidan, 42 MU 2714: 66

IC 3261. The statement can be used to contradict and sometimes to corroborate him,

but it is not substantive evidence by itself [Shiani Sundar t R, 76 IC 5721.

Where two accused are alleged to have strangled one to death and some of the -
prosecution witnesses say that the eye-witness immediately after the offence did not
implicate one of the accused as having helped to strangle, their evidence is admis-
sible under s 155(3) to discredit the eye-witnesses [Nanak v. R, A 1931 L 1891.

A statement by an informant to a person not legally competent to investigate under
s 157 can be used for impeaching his credit [S v. Paresivar, A 1968 Or 20].

Even when photographs are rightly admitted in evidence, their evidentiary value is
almost nil. This evidence of photographs, ordinarily cannot be used to contradict the
eye-witness account and the evidence of panch as well as investigating officer [Slate

of Gujarat i: Bharat alias Blzupendra, 1991 Cri LI 9714, 980 (Gui)]

—Statement on Tape Recorder.—Previous inconsistent statement recorded on

tape recorder is admissible for contradiction lRupe/rwid o Mahabir, A 1956 Pu 173:

Rama Reddy V V Gin, 197(1, 2 SCC 3401. The fact that the statements were
recorded on a tape without the knowledge of a party interested is by itcl I no
objection to its admissibility. The satements in the tape recorder can he admitted
alter proof that they were made and accurately recorded jMwnudra V. l3jsitij:titli, 67

C\VN 1911. The Supreme Court has also held that statements recorded 6n tape
recoi'de r are not admissible on the ground that they may he a mpered w i tit wiping of
pintlolls IF here is any proot that the tape recording has been tampered with it would

Ile it ground for discounting the evidence LPrawl i'. 5, A 1964 SC 72 (!'rtIta() v.5, A

19o3 I'll reverse() . The prosecution sought to rel y ii pon cci I a in c myers It ion

allegedto have taken place hetweco the accused and the complainant which was

recorded on a tape recorder. / leId: that the conversation did not attract the app Ii-

cahility of s 102 Cr P Cilc mud was admissible I	 i'. S. A 1968 SC 1471,
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Same: [Evidence 'BY the Prosecution Side or Former Inconsistent State-

ments of Prosecution Witnesses].—It is neither desirable nor permitted by ss
154 and 155 of the Ceylon Ordinance No. 14 of 1925 (the same as ss 154 and
155 Evidence Act) that evidence of what a prosecution witfiess had said
previously should he given by the prosecution to contradict him without
previous cross-examination of the witness as to such statements ISeriet'irattie v.

R, 
41 CWN 65: A 1936 PC 2891. Previous deposition of prosecution witnesses

cannot he used by prosecution to contradict what the witnesses state in their
cross-examination in the present trial IJa,nal v. R, 86 IC 153: A 1925 p 3811.

Statements of a prosecution witness under s 164 Cr P Code may only with the
permission of the court he used for impeaching the credit of the witness at the

subsequent trial I R v. Sekendar. A 1941 C 4061.

First Information Report.—It is well settled that unless a First Information
Report can he tendered in evidence under any provision in Ch 2 of the Act. such as

s 32(1) or s 8, it can ordinaril y he used onl y for the purpose of cm t boritin. contra-

dicting or discrediting (under ss 157. 145 and 155) Its author. it examined, and 
Tim

any ()tile,witncs iSIia,zkcr v. S. A 1975 SC 7571

S 162 Cr P Code and This Section.—S 162(l) Cr P Code modifies thi s section.

So far as the latter section permits the prosecution to impeach the credit of his own
witnesses by proof of former satements made to an i imvestlgatni)Z officer and incon-

sistent with his tcstinion\ oiscn ill trial, it is b y i mitplieition icpealcd hs s 10'-)(/)

('r I' ('ode But die right of 
the defence to prove br the puqose of i mpeaching the

credit of a prosecution witness a statement mimade b y a witness to the uisctigaini8

officer and inconsistent with time test""()")' 	 the witness giscn at the tri:il is saed by

the proviso to s 162(l) 1 R m: Najilmildin. A 1933 P 589: IS I'L.T 543. See uii: s 145 p

13101,

3S 288 Cr I' Code and 'I'iiis Section.—Tlic deposition of a witness adiiiitted

under s 288 Cr P Code is to he treated as evidence in the case for all purposc its use

is not limited to the purpose of cross-examination within s 155 (F"akira c P. 64 IA

148: A 1937 PC 119 : 41 C\VN 741: 1937 Born 7111. See emie s 145 p 130S

CLAUSE (4): Evidence of General Immoralit y of l'rosccutrix in Rape
Cases.—This clause is in accord with the English law on the point Ip°'. Tay s

3631. As otiginally drafted, the Act contained a separate section in terms of ci (3),
in the chapter relating to the relevancy of Character. But it was afterwards thought
advisable to include it in s I 55. In a rape case, the COOSCOI of the cOTi)rla1ntT it to

the act being the material matter in iSSUC, the moral character of the \%t man is of

considerable value. Hence, evidence that the prosecutriX A as of gcnerall immoral
character is admissible. Such evidence of general bad character is rece:' able not

only under ci (1) to show that she is unworthy of credit but also, and probably with
stronger reason, on the question of consent. This evidence is them eIore a:itissihle
whether she he, or be not, cross-examined (R v. Clarke, 2 Stark 241, R Gibbons.

31 l.J MC 38, 1001. ''It is certainly more probable that a woman who has done

these things voluntaril y in the past would be much inure likely to cunse than one
whose past reputation was without blemish, and whose porsonal cunduc otild n:t

truthfully he assailed " jJ,er GAROII'tTE J, in l'eople v. Johnsoii. l95. 06 Cab'

fornia 289 (Am)I ..So. to show consent, the prosecuiriX tray he cros-c mined 
as

to other immoral nets wit/i the prisoner, and it she denies these. ihel. may be

i ndependenily proved [H v. Pde, I 887. 18 Q1(l) 1811 She mis 1)5'	 cross-

3	 S 288 has been ommittied in Cr P Code, I973
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examined as to such acts with other men, but she may decline to answer, and if she
deny them they cannot be independently proved [R v. Cockroft, 1870, 11 Cox CC
410; R v Holmes, 1871, LR I CCR 334; Phip 11th Ed p236; Tay S 363 post; sees
153 ante].

On indictments for rape, or an attempt to commit that crime, while evidence of
general bad character is admissible to show that the prosecutrix, flke an' other
witness, ought not to he believed upon her oath, proof that she is a reputed prosti-
tute would go far towards raising an inference that she yielded willingly to the
prisoner's embraces. General evidence, therefore, of this kind will be received,
though the woman he not called as witness, and though, if called, she be npt asked,
on cross-examination, any questions tending to impeach her chacter for chastity
[R t'. Clarke, 1817, 2 Stark R 2411; but it seems that the counsel for the defence
cannot go further, an	 md prove specific immoral acts with the prisoner, unless he had
first given the prosecutrix an opportunity of denying or explaining them 1/? e
Cockeroft, sup. See R i Ahirtin, 1834, (1 & P 562; 1? v. Robins, 1843, 2 M & Rob
512; Tav s 363; lials 3rd Ed, Vol 10, paris 826, 14411. Oil charge of rape the
proscciitri x may he contradicted if she denies previous cOflnCX!Ori Wti: the
prisoner, for that inity be material to consent I R t Martin, sup]; but her answer is
conclusive if she denies connexion with oilier nicri, for then the question only goes
to her character and credit [R r. Hdi,'.',o,i, 1812 Russ & Rly 211; see Hals 3rd Ed
Vol 10 para $261.

Ott a charge of carnal knowledge of ;I under 16, where it had improperly,
but wjtliiitit object ion, been opened, and proved by the prosecutrix, that she was
seduced b y flue defendant, and the defendant in cross-examination put to her that
she was of loose character and had connection with other named men, he was not
allowed to call these mcii in rebuttal, since the evidence was only relevant to credit
and not to the issue, and he had not objected, as lie might have, to her evidence in
chief on this point 11? v. Cargill, 1913, 2 KB 271: 10$ LT 816, cited in Phip 11th
Ed p 236).

III eases, evidence of general immoral character of the woman is admissible
[Keramal t R, A 1926 C 320:42 CU 524). Clause (4) refers to such evidence as that
her general reputation was that of a prostitute or that she had the general reputation
of going about and committing immoral acts with a number of men. It is not enough
to show that she ran away with a man once or twice or that she had on specific
oecasons done something immoral I Waliid v. R. 36 CWN 3561.

Cross-examination of victim as to sex with other men.—In a prosecution for
rape, the victim was sought to he cross-examined about her consensual sexual en-
counters with another ma ii at tier flat ( wlic re the rape was alleged to have taken place
some two weeks later) and on the quest ott whether such questioning should have
been allowed, the Court of Appeal laid down that the test was whether time jury might
reasonably take a different view of the complainant's evidence if the cross-
examination was allowed. The cross-cxainin:Ltion was relevant directly to the victim's
credibility arid to her evidence that she would have allowed no one to stay the night
arid also 

to the issue of consent and that, therefore, the questioning should have been
allowed [I? u Ru'ilgreard, 1991 Crins LR 213 CAI.

A similar approach was adopted fit I!? o Viola, (1982) 3 All ER 73 CA]. The
accused was charged with rape. ]hic accused was acquainted with the coirulilal-
taut. t)urtn g the tight ut question lii' ws able to get access to the coirifilain;uiit's
flat saving that lie was ii;uvurig trouble with the 1 1 (111cc OVCI time driving of it car.
While the couripl:uiriiuitt alleged that the accused committed rape, the accused stated
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that she had consented to sexual intercourse with him. The accused sought per-
mission to cross-examine her regarding two incidents concerning her sexual 

rela-

tions 
with other men shortly before and shortly after the alleged rape. It was held

by the Court of Appeal that in all the incidents regarding the complainant's sexual
relations with other men were relevant to the issue of consent and could not be

vance to that issue that the judge was
regarded as so trivial or of so little rele
cntitled'to conclude that no injustice would be done to the accused if cross-exami-

nation about them was excluded.
Where the questions as to credit are sufficiently related to the subject-matter of

the charge the defence ought to be allowed to cross-examine and, if necessary, call
rebuttal evidence. This proposition was laid down in 

R c Funderburk, (1990) 1
\VLR 587 CA). The accused, who was charged with unlawful sexual intercourse
with a 13-year old girl, pleaded to be not guilty. The girl gave evidence that until
the incident with the accused in which she lost her vir

ginity she had only innocent

relationships with boys. The defence wanicd to question her that she had told a
person of two other prior incidents of intercourse and, if she denied it. permission

LU 
call that perOr1 a it witness. The permission was not granted and the accused

was convicted. Allowing his appeal against convicti11, the court said ho the
proper test to follow is whether her answ ers to those questions

might hasc reduced

her standing as a witness. Because this would have been so. permission should

have been granted.
Where the accused appealed against his 

co nvic t ion for rape on the giotind that the

judge did not give him the opportunity to cross-examine the prosecutrix as to her
sexual relation with another man, it was held that leave to crossCXat0ic on the

mplainant with a person other than the defendant was not to
sexual experience of a co he given unless relevant to an issue in the case. In the present case, the judge was
correct in refusing leave to crossCXarniflC the witness in question as tl support for
the proposed questions was uncertain and i mprecise, and because crossexamin3tton
of her at that stage would have been premature. Reasonable grounds were needed to
justify asking questions, and those that amounted to a roving inquiry would not he
allowed. Accordingly, the appeal would he dismissed IR V. Howes. (1996) 2 Cr App

Rep 490 (CA)).

Evidence of 
Consent.—I11 a charge of rape alleged to have been committed at gun

point in the room of a girl friend of the accused when she was absent from the room,
the evidence of the girl friend as to consent and as to possession of gun at the
moment was rejected [R v. %)l1iwns, 1990 Crim LR 409 CA].

Inference of consent front 1) romisculty.—A person accused of raping the comp-
lainant wanted to crosseXamiflC her about her sexual relations with other men as
evidence of promiscuitY which went to consent. The defence 

s as one of consent.

flie judge ruled that as the defence was consent and not that the acc used believed
that the complainant consented, the question of promlsctlitY was not reles ant and ex-
eluded the evidence. The accused appealed. Dismissing his appeal. the cou

p said that

the question is whether, oil facts, the complaitlant' s attitude to sex could be iiiatc-

rial upon which a jury could reasonably rely to conclude that the cottiplaina
nt ma)

have consented despite t ier evidence to the contrary. Here the evidence of promi-

scuity was not so strong or so contCmporimcous in time to the event for that to he the

case	 c Brown, 1988 Crim LR 828 CAI.

As to rele v ancy of character of prosectitris.sCe a/lIe, s 53.
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Accused as a Witness.—S 315(1) Cr P Code permits an accused to testify for
the defence, if he so wishes. The question arises if the defence, if he so wishes—a
right so long denied. The question arises if the credit of an accused offering as a
witness can be impeached in the same way as that of an ordinary witness. An ace-
used who chooses to testify occupies the dual capacity of a defendant and that of a
witness. As an accused his character is not subject to attack unless he himself
opens the question (see s 54). By electing to testify in his own behalf -he is entitled
in his capacity as a witness to the same rights and is subject to the ame rules as
any other witness. The accused is not compelled to testify; the failure to testify
shall not he commented upon or give rise to any presumption against the accused
see s 315(1) Cr P Codel. In offering himself as it witness, the accused voluntarily

submits himself to the same tests which are legally applied to other witncses with
a view to impeach their credibility and he must therefore put up with such risks
(see also s 146).

The character of a witflcss call attacked with a view to impeach his credibility
(ss 146 and 155) and so there does not appear to he any reason why facts which are
usable to impeach an y w t ness should not he used in the case of an ;icci I sed who
citooses to examine hinisell as a witness for his defence.

I, however, any such question is not directly material to the issue but is relevant
only ill tar as it affects the credit of the witness, [lie court has the poser to decide
whether the witness shall he compelled to answer it (see noics to s it) So, inquiries
into transactions (if a reunIte date or which has little or no hearing on the i'iedhiIit
s hould  he disallowed by the ci m rI. The court Ii is thee tore ample power  to protect tile
accused-witness against unreasonable or OE11ICSSIVC Ci'oss-exutliination

When the credit of an accused-witness is attacked, the legitimate ellect of inipea-
citing his credibility is that he may he considered unworthy (if hchcl as it witness, iltit
Ellis unwortititiess must 11(11 he ttketi mu> ,iccuunL in determining tire guilt Of the
accused ill respect of the offence charged. As it witness he may or may not he crcd-
hie; but his incredibility as a witness must not be used to inter his had character and
accordingly his guilt as an accused. It is important to bear this mind. A jury cannot
be expected to appreciate this vital distinction and it is essential that they should he
warned of it.

'01' the arguments on the first question (May it oil the witncss-stand be
cross-examined like any other witness by offering facts impeaching his credibility?)
therecrc is no hesitation in accepting those of the a I'll r mati ye. The law is that a defendant
taking tile stand as it witness may as it witness he impeached Precisely like any other
WitneSs.

...As ;ill his character was not subject to attack unless he opened the
question. As a wiUlcsS, his position was ditteretit, his credibility was subject to
attack........As a &lcteitdant, his ctiar:tetcr could riot he itiipeactted. that ISSUe not hav-
ing been opened hy him. As it witness, it could he impeached, as the character of any
wit ness may he subjected to that test. In oilier words, he may he unworth y of belief,
hut tins tolwortttittcss is not tic he considered iii determining whether or not lie is
gut liv."

The Cilcullistaliccs ill Which tinder the (Englistil (jnttitttial lviilence Act, 189 8, nit
accused u)en sort can he qttestiuticd as to his previous cutuvicttutts, it has been held that
the purpose ol sttch cross-exarnitiatioti is >1111) to attack (lie credibilit y, it was not right
for mite cross-cxatriuut;itioil to go Itlillict and to seek to ttr:iw evidence oh his dispitsi-
Iiott it> violence or had language 11%, i. A'Iiti p i. 1991 ('rim l,R 51 ('Al.
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Questions tending to corroborate evidence of relevant fact, ad-
missible.—When a witness whom it is intended to corroborate gives evi-
dence of any relevant fact, he may be questioned as to any other circum-
stances which he observed at or near to the time or place at which'iii'h
relevant fact occurred, if the Court is of opinion that such circumstances, if
proved,.would corroborate the testimony of the witness as to the relevant fict

which he testifies.

Illustration.

A. an accomplice, gives an account of a robbery in which he toot. p.ut. He describes vaitotis
incidents unconnected with the robbery which occurred oil way to and from the ptiCc where it
was committed.

Independent evidence of these facts may be given in order to corroborate his evidence is to the
robbery itself'.

COMMENTARY
Principle ad Scope.—This section provides for the auitiissioii of evidence giveli

for the purpose, not of proving a relevant fact, but of testing wttttess's truthfulness.
There is often no better way of doing this than by ascertaining the accuracy of his
evidence as to surrounding circumstances, though they ate not so tttttncdtatl coti-
ncctcd with the facts of the case as to be themselves relevant. \Vhile, oil the one hand,
important corroboration may be given in the case of a t t u lb fu I wit ness, a valuable
field for cross-examination and exposure is afforded in the ease of it false witness. In
order to prepare the ground for such corroboration, It is necessary to elicit these
surrounding circumstances in the first instance from the witness himself,  and for this
the section makes the provision lCunn p 3161. This section in effect d&larcs evi-
dence of certain facts to he admissible. If this section had not been inserted, the judge
would have had to determine the relevancy of these facts by reference to ss 7 and II
and he might perhaps have been influenced by the practice in England, which has
been against the admission of such evidence [Markhy pp 109-101.

It is impossible to treat statements by witness as corroborating his own evidence:
those being merely parts of that very evidence itself. When a portion of the plaintiff's
evidence was inadmissible but was not objected to by defendant's counsel, the
appcllatd' court cannot regard it as corroborative evidence that which is lit to he
rejected as hearsay [Lim Yam v. Lam Choon. 107 IC 457. A 1928 PC 27: 56 MU
88]. The meaning of the section is that for the purpose of corroborating the testimony
of a witness as to any relevant fact, he may he asked about other surrounding
circumstances or events observed by him at or near to the same time or place.
Independent evidence of such facts may be given in order to corroborate the evidence
of the witness as to the fact in issue. [Compare s I1(2)[, For an identical purpose
verification proceedings take place with regard to confessions (wife s 24). The
illustration explains the section. This section explains the meaning of the expressioil
state of "things" and "relation of things" in s 3(1) of the Evidence Act. Evidence of
similar facts although in general inadmissible to prove the main fact (ante s 14) may
be received for purpose of corroboration [R s' Kc,inait'ay. 1917, 1 K[3 25: is' sr

Chilson. 1909, 2 KB 945].

Facts which tend to render more probable the truth of it testimony on any
material point, are admissible in corroboration thereof', although otherwise irrelevant
to the issue, and although happening before the date of the tact to be corroborated
[Wilcox s Godfrey, 26 LT 481; Cole v. Manning. 2 QIt I) 0011 Ittit facts which arc
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equally consistent with the truth of such testimony, or the reverse are inadmissible for

this purpose [Finch v. F. 23 Ch D 267, 272: Phip 11th Ed p6841.

It is not incumbent oil party to give corroborative evidence of statement not chal-

lenged by the other party [Md Ikramul s Wilkie, 11 CWN 946]. Where the greater

pan of the pro
secution evidence is untrustworthy, it is dangerous to convict on the

residue without corroboration [Hari Krishan v. R, 19 CWN 300 post].

Even where the evidence of the complainant in a corruption case is quite credi-
ble, no conviction can he based on such evidence unless it is corroborated by
independent materials [M C Thaue v State of Maharashtra, 1993 Cr1 U 2878,

2881 (Born)!.

Former statements of witness may be proved to corroborate
later testimony as to same fact.—In order to corroborate the testimony of
a witness, any former statement made by such witness' relating to the same

fact, at or about the time when the fact took place, or hcforc :mny aothnrily
legally competent to investigate the fact, may be proved.
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Principle and Scope.—The object of S.157 is to admit statements made at the
time when the mind (11 , the witnes s was so connected with the events as to make it
probable lii:st his description of them would he accurate lPublic Prosecutor V.

1'a,ieersr'l\o', (1991) 1 Malayan U106 (Penang I IC)]. Under ss 145 and 155(3)
lormer s(atCillCitlS of a witness may he used for the purpose of contradicting him.
This section says that it witness's former stntenrcftts may be proved in order to coma-

In Ceylon alter "SLICII witness" the words. ..whether written or veTha!,' have been added.
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borate his pcsent testimony [see Jamal Momin v. R, 86 IC 153 (P)]. The former
statement admissible for corroboration may be oral or written. S 157 cannot he
invoked to let in statements made by somebody else for corroborating a witness
examined in the case [Ambika V. Kumud, A 1928 C 893: 110 IC 5211. The words
"former statement" mean a previous statement of the witness who is to be corro-
borated made on another occasion, ie an occasion other than that at which the
subsequent statement requiring corroboration is made [Harendra v. R, 66 CU 196: A
1938 C 1251. It is however required that the former statement must relate to the sonic

fact, ie the fact under inquiry and it must have been made (a) at or about the time
when the fact took place; or (b) before any authority legally competent to investigate
the fact. This section is based on the principle that if there is consistency between the
previous statement and present statement of a witness, it may be considered a ground
for believing him [R v. Malapa Bin, 11 BHCR 196, 198; R i Bepin Biswo.c, It) C
970, 973]. The principle on which the section is founded was suggested by Lord
Romilly's Commission.

It is ordinarily said that a witness cannot corroborate himself IR c Nag Mvø. A 1938
R 177 FB; R i Christie, 1914 AC 545, 557; see Li,n Yarn v. Lam Choon, A 192K PC
127 cited under s 1501, br corroboration in its true sense must come !rflhIl In
independent source. But as the former statement of a witness contemporancotis with the
fact under inquiry may confirm or contradict his subsequent testimony in court or niay
tend to prove the consistency of his story; in this sense a witness may corroborate
himself. The value of such corroboration by a witness's own previous statement iliust
however depend on the peculiar circumstances of each case. The witness ma y have had
sufficient interest in making false assertions in the past, and a man may be consistently
untruthful with a purpose. The requirement of proximity in point of time between the
occurrence of the fact and the making of the statement, affords some check againsi
concoction. [Cf Illustration (a) to s 6 and Illustrations (j), (k) to s 81.

In England a witness's previous statement similar to the one made in court is not
generally admissible for the reason that "even if it is an improbable unworthy story it
is not made more probable by any number of repetitions of it" [Wig s 1124]. There is
much force in the argument. Chief Baron Gilbert was however of opinion that the
party who called a witness against whom contradictory statements had been proved
might show that he had "affirmed the same thing before on other occasions, and that
he was therefore consistent with himself'. [Gilbert Ev 6th ed 1801 pp 135-361. S 31
of Act 2 of 1855 was based on this view, and the present section corresponds with
that section. In making it admissible, the condition has been laid down thai such
statement must have been made at or about the time of the event.

Though previous consistent statements have been made admissible by this section,
such statements when offered on examination-in-chief, arc neither helpful nor of any
value. Its use. if any, is when it is offered after the testimony is challenged by contra-
diction. The former statement admissible under the section may be on oath, or other-
wise and may also be verbal or in writing. Such statement may have been deliberately
made previously from improper motive; and the safeguards provided in the section arc
that the former statement must have been made at or about the time when the fact took
place; or, it must have been made before any competent authority who had occasion to
investigate the fact. In Jones v. SE & C Ry Co. 1918, 87 U. KB 775 SWINFE' EAI)Y
U. said: "It would be easy to manufacture evidence by telling your various friends and
then calling them as witnesses to prove what you told them."

Two things are essential: (i) The witness should have given testimony with respect to
some fact. (ii) He should have stated earlier the same fact at or about the time 'hcn the
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fact took place or before any authority legally competent to invesigate the fict. The
witness to be corroborated need not state in his testimony in court that he had made that
former statement to the witness who is corroborating him. Of course, if he also says so s,
in his testimony that would add to the weight of the evidence of the person who gives
evidence in corroboration [Ra,nra:ojz v. S. A 1962 SC 124 (Misri v. R. A 1934 S 100;
Nazar i: S. A 1951 Pcpsu 66 overruled); S v. Pareswar. A 1968 Or 20].

Though the statement given to a magistrate by someone under expetationof death
ceases to have evidentiary value under Section 32 of the Evidence Act if the maker
thereof did not die, such a statçment has, nevertheless, some utility in trials. It can be
used to corroborate this testirnony in Court under Section 157 of the Evidence Act
which permits such use being a statement made by the witness "before any, authority
legally competent to investigate". The word "investigate" has been used in the
Section in a broader sense. Similarly the words "legally competent" denote a person
vested with the authority by law to collect facts, A magistrate is legally competent to
record dying declaration 'in the course of all investigation" as provided in Chapter
Xli of nrc Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973. The contours provided in Section
64(1) would cover such it also vide Mrrq.soodon v. State of U P. A 1983

SC 120_ I luwcvs'r, such a statement, so long as its n:akcr remains alive, cannot hc
used as substantive evidence. Its user is limited to corroboration or contradiction of
the testimony of Its maker I Genie/a Vijavanardiiwi Rao n State of A P, 1996 Cri Ii
415 1  : 1997 (3) Crimes 197, 202. 203 (SC)j. It is only a contradiction between
statement of a witness under section 161 CrPC and his testimony in court which can
he legally proved but an omission in the statement made under section 161 need not
he proved (Mo/ui. Islam n: State of (1 11, 1993 Cii Li 1736, 1749 (All)]. The
statement of the witness that he was in the ga/i (lane) when he heard the alarm and
sound of gun lire and when he reached near the door ol his house, his niece came out
in a very disturbed condition and said that tIre accused had shot his wile, was
admissible under Illustration (a) of section 6. LMoInd. is/am r'. State of U /), 1993 Cri
IJ 1736, 1745 (All)(.

This section refers to corroboration of a witness's testimony by any former consistent
state,nenl of his. It does not refer to conduct. Where a person's conduct or statements
are evidence per cc, eg as part of res gestac I wile s 61, or, as relevant under other sec-
tions, eg ss 8, 9, 11. they may be used either to corroborate or contradict his subsequent
testimony, independently of s 157. Compare illustrations (i), (k) to s H ante. This section
does not make hearsay evidence admissible as corroboration [Sener'irat,re v. 1?, 41
CWN 65. 78: A 1936 PC 2891.

SclF-Corr-ohorntion. --In England the fact that a witness had made a previous
statement similar to a witness's testimony in court Was fornierly admissible to
cirirlirm his testimony Lunereil is Rewrel/. 1670, 1 Mod 282, 283]; but such evidence
is now generally inadmissible. There are exceptions and previous statements are
sr}meti mc.s recievahle not to prose the truth 01'111C hicts asserted. but merely to show
that the witness is consistent with himself; eg (I) where the. witness is charged with
having r('ce,n:/-c 'fa/)ricau'd the story. er I jour some motive of interest or l'ricndship, it
may be shown both by the sv ii ness h i ni.sc Ii and the person to whom it was addressed,
that he had made a similar statement before such motive existed (ii r: Coil, 24 LR Ir
522]. (2) On ch;nnges of rape and similar ollcnces aganinst lenrales. the fact that the
proseeutrix made in connplaiint shortly alter tire Outrage is admissible to confirm her
te.stinlronly and disprove consent (Phi[) I I th kd p 6851. Tire latter is also rndinissibie ill
I rid ra [ alntr ' s 6: 'llj''JS il/u.s (j) aid: Rapc or a.s.cauii' . A elnairge h:ns
however been mii;ide in the law of England by tine Evidence Act 1938 which provides
tln:nt in airy civil n rrrcccri rug where direct oral evidence of a fact would he admissible.
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any statement made by a person in a document and tending to establish that fact shall

be admissible as evidence of that fact under certain conditions [; see Bhogilal V. S. A

1959 SC 356, 359: 
1959 Supp I SCR 310]. The Civil Evidence Act 1968 has

extended this to include former oral statements also (see ante p 350). S 3(1) of the

Act further lays down that where for the purpose of rebutting a suggestion of
fabrication a previous consistent statement has been proved it shall be admissible as

evidence of the fact stated.
It has long been the practice in India to receive this kind of corroborative

evidence. Under s 31 of Act 2 of 1855 which was similar to this section, such

evidence was received (R v. Bissho Nath, 12 \VR Cr 3; 1? s: Bissen Nat/i, 7 \VR Cr

311. Evidence that the witness has on former occasions made statements similar to
the present statement is admitted for the purpose of corroborating the witness's

testimony, Ic for showing its truth. But care must he taken not to consider all
previous statements as really corroborative evidence. The circumstances under
which it was made, the motive and all other attending facts must he carefull y scru-

tinised in each particular case. The witness may have had sufficient motive for

making untrue assertions in the past. Hcmay have done so with tile distinct object

of creating cvidencc. It has been pointed out that the corrohoraiivC value, howe' er.
of such previous statements is of a very varying character, dependent upon 

die

circumstances of each case, and a may equally persistently adhere to false-
hood once uttered. if there he a motive for it ]R v. Malapa Bin, 77 HIICR 196, 198

Sec the remarks of NANA1tIIAI IIARIDAS J, i l l case quoted po.vs]. A person after

injuring a child on a collision with his motor car went to a police station and after
being cautioned by the constable said that the accident was due to the fault of the
child. In a subsequent action against him for damages, the statement was held to he
not admissible as after the caution the defendant roust have contemplated the pos-
sibility of procedings being taken against him [Robinson v Stern. 1939, 2 All ER

683: 1939, 2 KB 260. This is a ruling under s 1(3) of the Evidence Act 13S. 11 &

2 Gen 6 c 28 referred to above].

This section also declares certain facts to be relevant. Perhaps the former siatement
might. but for this section, have been objected to as hearsay. though it does not fall

within the words of the rule ]Markhy p 1101 . In India perhaps more particularly than

in any other countries, the statements made by those who have knowledge of the
circumstances connected with the commission of' an offence, immediately after the

occurreuee and before they call 	 tampered with by the police or others, are

important to the ascertainment of truth [Field p 470]. The mere fact of a mail tog
on a previous occasion made the same assertion adds, but infinitesimally to the
chances of its truthfulness; and judges should distinguish it from really corroborative

evidence ECunn p 3111.

"Fact" in this section does not mean merel y "event" but also a continuing (act,

such as possession, and documents proving possession are admissible under this

section Mu:/ruu1a,çiri v. Pappi Naicken, 25 IC 5101.

I Ref 7zv s 1476: J'/i ip 8th E(11)4801.

"statcmcnt",—Thc word 'statement' in tIns section and in ss 17. 21. 32, 39 and
145 has not been defined and hence its dictionary meaning of 'something mhz: is
stated' should he given to it. To be a statement it is not necessary ili.O the rii,kC1

should communicate it to anothci person. Thus not- ol convcNaiion prepared a

solicitor soon alter :tttctoliiig to certain persons arc 'st,itcment w ohio s 157 and arc

admissible to corroborate his evidence ]/3/mo'ilal v. 3, A I 95	 SC 350 1'' .

Barcla ys Bank ti, 195, 3 All ER 448 rcfd to)]. 'Statement means 'something
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stated' and the element of communication to another person is flat included in it
[Public Prosecutor v. Paneerseivan, (1991) 1 Malayan U 106 (Penang HC)].

"Former Statement"—means a previous statement of the witness to be corro-
horatcd made by him (ie that same person) on another occasion. In a case of
conspiracy to murder, S gave evidence that a week before the murder the accused
approached him to secure men to kill the deceased. The corroboration was sought
to he found in the evidence of B who said that on the morrow of the murder S gave
out in the presence of others that he had been approached by the accused with that
object. This is no corroboration of the above statement in the evidence of S. It
might he corroboration of the fact that S had made such a statement in the.prcsencc
of others should there be any evidence that S had made any pcevious statement
regarding this matter anywhere lilarendra v. R, 66 CU 196: A 1938 C 1251. There
is nothing in sec. 157 which requires that before the corroborating witness deposes
to the former statement the witness to be corroborated must also say in his
testimony in court that he had made the former statement to the witness who is
corroborating him fLakhoo i State of MP, 1985 Cri ii 569, 570 (1984) 1 Crimes

2 Ml> (DB}).

"Authority Legally Competent to Investigate".—Ile word 'investigate" in
s 157 is not to he understood in the narrow sense it is used in Cr PC. It must carry its
ordinary dictionary meaning in the sense of ascertainment of facts, shifting of
materials, search for relevant data I S v, Pareswar, A 1968 Or 20; Sarju s S. 1961, 2
Cri Li 71]. The words 'legally competent" mean having power under some law
statutory or otherwise I R v. Kumar Muthu, 1919 MWN 199: 50 IC 8341. Statement
made 27 years after fact before authority not legally competent to investigate is not
provable [Dwarka v. Laichand, A 1965 SC 1549]. Statement before Collector not
authorised to investigate the fact cannot he used [Thakurji c Parrneshwar. A 1960 A
3391. A statement by an informant to a person not legally competent to investigate
the fact within s 157 being a former statement can be used for contradiction under
s 145 or for impeaching his credit under s 155 IS v. Parswar sup]. As to whether a
statement recorded under s 162 Cr P Code comes within the official duty of a police
officer, see Isob Mandal v R, 28 C 348 and Murhu Kurnaraswwni c R, 35 M 397 FB
(ante, s 35: "Statement to police officer under s 102 Or s 154 Cr 1-' Code"). See also
post: 'First information report".

Whether th'c statement of a witness made at an identification parade and recorded
by a magistrate under s 1(4 Cr P Code is one made before art authority legally
competent to investigate was left undecided IShk Pinju e 5, A 1952 C 491). Two
things are required for this section to apply. The first is that .i wOncss should have
given testimony with respect to some fact and the second is that lie sbould have made
a statement earlier with respect to the same fact at or about th,' 'inc when the fact
took place or before any authority legally competent to investq .iL the fact [Shywn
Nwidwj Singh v. Stair' of 13:Iiar, 1991 Cr1 U3350, 3353 (Pat)].

The report of a receiver to the district judge that he was wrongfully confined and
obstructed in his duties by several persons submitted twenty-four hours after the
occurrence is not admissible under s 157 at the instance of the prosecution as the
judge had no power to investigate the matter, but it was open to the defence to have it
used under s 155 to impeach the credit of the reviewer 1k s: Rant Ch, 55 C 879: A
1929 C 732: III IC 3271. The statement of a person recorded by a Commissioner
does not cease to be his statement merely because the Court which ocdcrcd the
Commissioner to record tue statement had no jurisdiction over the subject-matter ol
the suit I Sfare of Punjab I: lJisILlvnjit Singh, A 1987 P&U 126. 1321.
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"At or About the Time".—S 157 provides an exception to the general rule exc'uding
hearsay evidence and in order to bring a statement within the exception, the duty is cast on
the prosecution to establish by clear and unequivocal evidence the proximity of lime
between the taking place of the fact and the making of the statement EMangat v. R, A 1928
L 6471. The expression "at or about the time when the fact took place" shoi.1d be
understood in the context according to the facts and circumstances of each case. The mere
fact that there was an intervening period of a few days, in a given case, may not be sufficient
to exclude the statement from the use envisaged in s,157 [State of T.N. v. Sores/i, 1998 Cri LI

1416, 1422 (SC)]. Evidence of witnesses who came several hours after the event shs,ild be

excluded jB/iupwi s'. R, A 1950 C 3271. The words "as or about the time" must mean that the
statement must be made at once or at least shortly after the event when a reasonable opportu-
nity for making it presents itself. What is a 'reasonable time' is a question of fact in e1t case
[Public Prosecutor v. Pa.rieersel van, (1991) 1 Malayan Li 106 (Penang HC). In re Jessas, A

1945M358, 1 MU 1971.
Philosophy of the section is that when mind of the witness is so connected with events as to

make it probable any statement made by him then would be true and ac-curate, lie sccds "at
or about the time" must mean that the statement must be made at once at least shortl y afcr the

event [Rajan s'. State of Kerala, 1992 Cri LI 575, 578 (Kerala)].

The words "about the 	 meme" unisiakeably postulate so ie: vat bet'. cen ta:t
and the statement and as pointed out in several decisions it joust depend on the special
circumstances of each case what interval may be regarded as "the first reanahlc
opportunity which appears itself" [Re John Lee, 1911, 7 Cr Ar 311, or as Lout) GODDARI)
CJ, said in a case of rape as speedily after the acts complained of as could be reasonable
expected" [R v, Cummings. 1948, 1 All ER 551 CCA (complaint on the day afzcr the
rape)]. The time factor is, if anything, more important in regard to the reles a'es of
declarations accompanying acts (res 'cstae, see ante s 6) and there also what is rc-.autred
is substantial though not literal contemporaneousness (ante s 6). The statement of a girl
to her father about tell days after her abduction when she escaped from cu[tnemet and
returned home was held not admissible for corroboration [R v. Tobarak, 54 CWN S. The
rule appears to have been applied too strictly without regard to its spirit as the giri being
under confinement of the accused it was impossible for her to communicate with ay one
bdfore she was emancipated and the earliest opportunity came only when she apcd
and returned home]. The expression "at or about" means "as early as can rcasonly be
expected in the cir-cumstances of the ease" (in the special circumstances of the instant
case, report of rape after about hours was admissible and complaint to mother ws held
"inde-pendent" corroboration) [Ra:neshwar v, 5, A 1952 SC 54: 1952 SCR 3"71 and

before there was opportunity for tutoring or concocting [t)iri'ar s'. 5, A 1970 B 43!].

Statement that she was raped some time or shortly after the crime though not adssible
under s 6 is admissible under s 157 for corroboration [MdAfa1 v. R, A 1950 L 151: Bechu

v. R, A 1949 C 613 (not following Chamuddin v. R, A 1936 C 18; Sikandar v. P. 4 CWN

641: Thser v. R, 44 CWN 835: Nur Mdv. R, 38 C\VN l08 Sc. Pichika, A 1963 Or s!): see

ante s 134: "Sexual Offences &c and also s 8 illus (f)1 . In English law such ev1Cc is

admissible though not for corroboration (ante: s 8 "Rape or criminal assault")

The time interval between the incident and the fact of the witness recor±.g his
statement about the happening should be so short that an opportunity for tutng or
concoction should not arise. In this case, on hearing the gunshots in a houc. his
neighbours rushed out and reached the i njured persons in minutes. The injured c.an and
wife then and there told the names of the assailants. This statement of the injured crsOn
was allowed to be used for corroborating his earlier statements. There wac close
proximity of time between the incident and the statement. Nathunii Yadac v. State of

Bihar, AIR 1997 SC 1808.
Where the statement is made to an authority competent to in estigate the fact. the

lapse of time, even if very long, between the happening and the making of the stau ent is
immaterial. Tite perpetrator of an incident of rape and murder told his brotheron-U.' after
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about fifteen days the whole truth of the matter. This was held to be usuable under the section.

State of T.N. v. Suresh. AIR 1998 SC 1044: (1998)2 SCC 372.
Previous Statement May Be Otherwise Admissible Irrespective of Time Limit.—

Although a particular statement may not come within s 157, it may be ad-missible as
relevant evidence in corroboration of another's evidence. Thus, a sale-deed by one N. in

favour of B in 1910 recited that a year ago he asked his uncles and step-broiers to effect
a partition which was refused. Though the statement does not fall within s 157, not

having been rnadeat or about the time of N's alleged interview with his uncle in 1909,
the deed was admissible as corroboration of tM evidence given by N and others on the

issue whether a partition was demanded in 1909 [Radiioba v. Abu Rao, 56 IA 316: 53 B

699: 33 CWN 1006: A 1929 PC 2311.
On a question which arose in 1944 whether A and B were partners of a.usiness started in

1936, A deposed that he was employer and B was an employee. In 1936 A had handed over

to B's lawyer it in which the relation was stated to be that of employer and

employee. A's evidence being discredited the High Court held that the document being
corroborative evidence by himself had no probative value—Held that plainly a document of
1936 could not corroborate evidence given eight years later and that it was a most important
contemporary (tocunlent which correctly stated the idOls agreed between the parties J Jarries

i'. Ghulurn, A 1949 PC IS! : 1949 Born 2841.
At What Stage Corroborative Evidence May Be Given?—It is doubtfull whether s

136 gives the court discretion to allow evidence to corroborate witness to be given under
157 before the witness himself is examined. But, in any case, such evidence call admitted
only very rarely and for special reasons to be recorded by the judge [Ml Mi'i v. I?, S LIIR 4.

9 Cri Li 57 6 1 . Although ordinarily, before corroborative evidence is admissible, the
evidence sought to be corroborated must have been given, yet the court has no doubt it

discretion to allow evidence under s 157 to be given out of order. Such discretion should he
rarely used. The course is not only inconvenient but likely to cause the judge or jury to give
undue weiglitlo the hearsay evidence of corroborating witness tShwe Kin v. R, 3 LBR 240

5 Cri Li 411; Nistari,ii v. Nwido La!, 5 CWN x v i] . If necessary, a witness will be allowed to
be recalled to give evidence under this section, after the person sought to be corroborated
has given his evidence (Nistarini V. Nivido Lal. sup]. In a case corroborative evidence giçn
before the giving of evidence sought to he corroborated, was ruled out [Mutliu Goundan s'.

Chin,iiah, A 1937 M 86 1 . Where corroborative evidence was put in first, it was pointed out
that only pans of such statements as were necessary to corroborate or contradict when
witnesses were exa-mined could have been put in. The admission wholesale of these
statements at the very commencement of the trial, subject to the deponents being examined

as witnesses ..crc not warranted by s 157 f Hakinia V. Jiandi, A 1927 S 209: 103 IC 8701.

Where the statement of a prosecution witness examined earlier to another prosecu-tion
witness who is examined later, is sought to be made use of by the prosecution, without the
earlier prosecution witness having been asked about it in his examination, the earlier

prosecution w it ness to whom the statement is ascrib
ed must be given an opportunity to

explain it. 'lie witness should at least be recalled for the purpose. In the absence of such
opportunity, the statement of the earlier prosecution witness is inadmissible in evidence

]Awadh e. S. A 1956 SC 758: Kwibi i'. S. A 1968 G Ill . So far as corroboration is

concerned, it is none of the purposes of the defence to corroborate the evidence on the basis

of the previous statement IKchar Sin ,ç'/i v. State, A 1988 SC 1883. 1902 : 1989 Cii U II.

Whether S 157 is Controlled By S 162 Cr 1' Code?—In a case decided under
s 162 Cr P Code, 1882 it was held that the general provisions of s 157 Evidence Act

were ovcrnden by the special prOViSiOilS of s 162 ]R i: Rhairab, 2 CWN 702). So it

was held that when a police officer by making use of some writing to refresh his
meiltory deposes to a statement said to have been made to him by it witness. the court

which accepts that statement, whether it be upon the basis of s 157 or otltcrwise, is

really using that writing against the accused jRtisom v. R. 7 AL! 467 (see judgment
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of KNOX J) : 6 IC 101 .11 Cr1 
U 235. Similar view was also taken in other cases

[Bhulai R, 13 OC 7 5 IC 357; R v. Akbar Bathi, 34 B 599: 12 Born LR 633 (CO',

R Narayan, 32 B 111 FB; CfR v. Balaji, 9 Born LR 966; 22 B 596; 1919 M\VN

1991. In R v. Narayafl. sup 
it has been remarked that the 'distinction between the

writing and the statement is a 
distinction of form rather than of substnCC. The point

arose again in a Calcutta case where it was held that s 162 does not control s 157
which allows oral evidence to be given of the statement made to the police by a

itnesS in order to corroborate the witness at the trial. It was pointed out that the
amended section 162 rnade.a distinction between the writing and ihe oral statement
and made the former inadnissihIC. This is a decision under s 162 of the Code of

189$ ]PanindrJ v. 1?. 36 C 281 : 13 CWN 197 1 . A Full Bench ill 	 agreed with

Wthis view LMuthu Kurnarasami c R, 35 M 397; sec also R i. NjIknntJUi, 35 M 247—

CO'TRIs R t Kuinaranlut liu , 1919 MWN 199 : 50 IC 8391. The same view was

taken in Bombay [H e Hannzareddi, 39 B 58]; Patna [8a1!eo t H. 6 P1 R 241 : 61 IC

785 1. 
and Pun nh [1886 PR 151 It is now not worthwhile discussing which (If 

the

vie\V5 
is correct as the language of the present section 162 ('r 1

1 ('ode has`-co

materially altei ed b y Act 18 of 191-3.

S 1(2 in us pr esent 1oni (n :imenoed by A 15 of I )3 and Act 2h ef 1955
which is the aine in Act 2 of 1974) has substantially altered the law as regarJ the
right of the accused to make use of the statements of itnesses taken dovn h the
police. It dues not appear o make any distinction between the 

,zri?2 and the

.siatei)ieflt 
embodied in the writing. It should he remembered that s I 2 Cr P Cce 

is

a special law which affects the p1 ovisions of ss 145 and 157 EvidenCe Act utasmucli
as the use of all previous statements of witnesses to the police are barred b

y it for any

purpose except the (Inc stated ill the proviso to s 1 62 ii: t hat at the statement •: the

person examined b y the police or any record thereof shill tot be used for any

purpose except for the limited purpose oh contradicting a prosecution s itness h the

accused or b y the prosecution with the permission of the court undei s 	
5. It c:iflOt

he used for corroboration of 
it witness or eontradictioil of a defence

WitneSs the controversy as to the admissibilitY of the statement embodied i the
writing by oral evidence for any other purpose has been set at rest by tile amcndeLl

section.
It is not merely the USC 

as evidence of the statement made to the police dring
investigation or of the record thereof that is prohibited by s 162(1), but usc of it for

an y purpose, 
unless such use comes within specific provision s

n  
of the Code in that

regard lBaiiri v. R. 
92 IC 874 (P)]. So s 162(1) Cr P Code by such expresscohi-

hition repeals by implication of s 157 so far as it concerns statements made by a
police officer in the course of an investigation 

[R NajibuthItIi. A 1933 P 589 : 14

P11' 5431. The main objec
t of the legislature was to prohibit the use of the stateeitiS

of prosecution witnesses as corroboration under s 157 
IJ,,cnn 1)/ianuk H. 5 P 63

93 IC $84: A 1926 P232].
The statement of witnesses that the accused %x 

crc ittit1 toned h the prOSCL tisitt

witnesses to the police is entirely i nadmissible . Such a stateilteitt 	
cnce

cannot be ud to

corroborate the evidence of the witnesses or to meet a suggestion of the de : 

iiyod . H, 95 1C 273 : A 1926 P 22 1; Congo c. H, A 931) S 601. A
Ruz	

siteme	 l a

s 
itnes that she identified the accused before the suhinspeet0r is 

iit ndtnissibC e' cit

though made in cross-examination ]fThol c. H. 43 C\VN 11801.

The authottiles sho' cicail\ L)i,u 
the oeiter:tl pr\ ttOtiS oh s 157 Evidence A:'. aie

controlled by s 162 Cr P Code as now amended and statements to picecIs
sltetlter oral or any record thereof aie not adittisiblc br purpose of corroh_'t('0
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They are admissible for the purpose of contradicting the prosecution witnesses in the
manner slated in the proviso to S 162 Cr P Code. (See Sarkar's Cr P Code, 4th Ed
notes under s 162). It is therefore of first importance to determine whether an
information is really a first information which can be used under s 157 orit is hit by
s 162 Cr P Code [In re Rangarujulu. A 1958 M 3681.

Two overriding cr;nsiderations have in be noticed in connection with s 162: (1) that
it does not affect any statement as to the cause of death under s 32(1); (2) that it is
dealing with statement", not with conduct in the sense of s 8 but with mere state-
ments [Azlmaddv v. R, 54 C 237 44 cl_i 2531.

,,[if Course of Investigation".—Tlie words "in the course ol" do not refer
merely to that period of time which elapses between the beginning and end of the
investigation. They import that the statement must he made as a step in a pending
investigation to he used lit investigation. So a report to the :hwia by it person
quite independently ill, and lit to relation to, the mnvestigitmon which had already
started alter ilte lodging ol the lirst iiilorntatiun rcpoit, is not affected by s 162 and is
:tdrmtl:5iOiC tO c m mt1i .ue Oft	 dc	 ..f :;..; ;er:e:: P :. .4floh, A 1940 A 291
1940 Al_i 206 tR l: Lalj.'. A 1 930 P II relied on: tthnmu,iolia#i t: R, 58 C 1312  not
inlIdji. Any pail of' a statement of a witness before the investigating officer call
broti .tltt 1)11 record o I l y by way of com it rod ct tin I lI tot ululla o State of Gujarat, 1988
('ri lJ 981, 982 Gmmj) (l)b)]. In order that ;I 	 statement should also fall under
sec. 162 ('r.P.C. it mnut be a ctoteii:ciit made to a Pol cc Officer and must have been
rieidc in the course ut invcstig;it inn I VA. Aiiraliu''m v. .S'mipdt of I'olice Cochin, 1988
Cci IJ 1114, 1149 (1	 I Ker I .T 379 1 Kert[. So the statenieitt of the accused to
the police be tore the starting of i live st i pat ion on a prior first information is not hit by

N12 ]R t: Sttha, A 1950 P 44 1 . It was. however, decided by the Privy Counc i l in
R. 1965,  3 All ER 061 1 1 ,11 ''in the course of the investigation'' means

any time between the beginning arid end ot the investigation and a statement is
inadmissible in evidence notwithstanding that it was not made during the actual
i nterrng at ion I R t'. Rn,rrasti'nv. 1965 AC 11.

A sub-itispectum on getting i tturnialion of a sttoottiig troni a constable went to find
out the truth of the niatuer and tutoR dosn the statement of a witness. It is not affected
by the prohibition ill . s 162 inasiituicli as it was riot recorded in the course of an
investigation ut an offence11,1 IC ,fv!asicwni, A 1939 M 66 : 1938, 2 MU 750 (Pub
P1 .0 C/i jth,,,i/'a,am, A 1928 M 791 relied on)]. Investigation begins when the
police take fir s t step inwards iced tanlnicnt ni ollccicc and not when first information
is lodged. I i st ut 51 I len p11 tpert ccc handed over 61 police by complainant after first
initirni:itioii is adliiiss j hlte and not covered by s 10 1 Illhiondu i: F?, A 1949 A 364].
Sec further Sarkac 's Cr P ('urdc. 41h Ed note s cinder s 162.

Statement Littler S 164 Cr P Code.—A stmteiiiemtt by a witness recorded by a
niagistratc unuier s 64 CI I' C sIc isadniissihtle Ill evidence to corroborate the
statemneilt made liv tlm,it s irlcss l'cf uic the euntinittitig magistrate from which state-
mileilt the witness recited in the sessions court Iulana; Ii i'. W. 37 C\VN 1066 ( Ve!Iaiah

i'. P. 45 M 766 reId 11,1): 1? t: La/ji. lo P1 .T 730:.'1tnuk v. P. A 1942 C 36: Bisipati n
S. A 1969 Or 259: V'(Iaiah m. P. cs ic dkscnlcd I ruin in 5 i'. JIott' y 157i(Jn, A 1960 A
5211. Such a st:itemneltt call only ic used to corroborate the statement of a witness.
\Vhcn it is sotim_'hit to contradict ;I 	 by such statcittcnt, urd the witness stands
cumntr;mdicic&t tnerehv, lie sttieiitL'iti e;milriit he used as substantive evidence aeairrst 1111
accused flersorl	 t. Sanka, A I935 P 19.

Statement tindcn s I (u-I (71 . P Code is not substantive evidence. hut it can he used to
support or challenge evideitce given h) the person who made the statement 1131mubo11i
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'a R, A 1949 PC 257 67 IA 1471. The statement recorded under s 164 Cr PC can he
relied on for corroborating the statement in the committal court [Dhanabal v. S. A

1980 SC 6281. Thus, statement by witness at identification parade can be used for

corroboration [Abdul A:iz 'a R, A 1950 L 1671. Where offence is committed at
Cawnporc the statement of a witness under s 164 to a Madras magistrate is not
admissible under s 157 [In re Cases, A 1948 NI 4891.

Statements made before it magistrate during test identification are admissible

under s 157. S 1 (>4 Cr P Code covers the case where a magistrate acts under this sec-
tion and records a statement made to him [Samiruddimi i'. R, 32 C\VN 616 'A 1928 C

5(K)].
Identification. --Identification by pointing out with finger or by nodding of head in

a ns er to a question  as niucli it statement as 
it t b y word of n u t ii So

:ilso identilication of stolen property during investigation IS/i4 K/il,iruiIilui i' R, 48

('\VN 350 A 1943 C 0>4-I1. Approving this case the Supieiiie (01111 held that It is clear

that i1leiitiheation hr nicer, touch, nod or assent ni answer is a st;iienient e\jiics or

iniplied alit1 c iiic: ss thin tile ban of s 102 Cr P (c'dc j/?tzrnkis/iun '. ..A 1055 SC IRt

l oss SCR 904 Soot: .S'ini/i .5, A 1950 SC 520: see Sarktir's Cr I' Code 4th Ed notes

tinder s 1021. The rosecniri\ in a rape is not corroborated b y the fact that she

stihseqtieiitiv identified the accused lR i'. Bholo. 43 CWN 11801.

As to identification c' Illeilec see 5. 9 wife.

Statements bN Third l'arties to po l l ice.---Statei lie nts by third Pale s to the police

in the ctiilrAe (if , insesncation cair he uscd as con ohotatloll 111111Cr s 157 or iii contra-
diction tinder s 145, or to impeach credit under s 155. provided the person who made
the statement is called as a witness, This applies to prosecution and detence-nidif-
t'crcntly tinder the lvidenee Act Aunaddv t'. R. 4 C 237 44 CIJ 253

A witness had been asked b y the defence whether he had made it state-
ment to the police and the sub-inspector had also been asked whether the witness dill
make the particular statement, but neither the s ititeSs nor the sub-inspector . as
asked what statements they riiade—held there is nothing to present Oie prosecution
From asking the witness simply whether he made that stalcirient to the police or when
it witness has made a statement in his evidence. front asking the sub-inspector
whether in fact the v itness has made that statement to him. In doing this there is ilci
use of statement recorded by the police during invest ipiion under s 162 [Cu/n Miall

'a R. 93 IC 988 : 4 1'204].

Police, General and other Diaries.—Police diaries nay be used for the liii>itcd
purpose of contradicting the police officer and not for the purpose (if corroboi ;iting
him lriIiIraibar c. R, 2 P1 ,T 233 61 IC 230: Ram C/wriit: i'. R, 3 Pat Ii 508 45 IC
272]. Statements in police diaries can he used in favour Of an accused person hut not

against him (Raiindat v. R, 77 IC 489 (1.). See notes to 5 145 wife]. S 162 Cr P Colic
forbids reference to police diaries or to their use as evidence for or against .111

accused person and a consent or desire oil part of the defence Colinsel Catitlol
le g alise such reference or use 1,'1wi,in/ii! v. R. 75 If' 753 : A 1925 () hI.A' to the use
of Police Diary , see Sarkar's Cr 1' Code, 4th Ed notes tinder s 172.

There is nothing improper in the magistrate's use of the eompl;niiants stile111ei1t
recorded in the General Diiirv to corroborate his e:isc iliat lie made the same ieniaik
then as tie does now it, We cowl ].-).wi' i -. R, 34 (\V	 ()51 . ,\ 195)) ( S(t21

The entries in a diar y ni;iint;nned in a solienir's ollicc mar bet'inic itfnlissil>lL'
intder s 157 for corroboration 1 !I Yu.'oil i'. 1), .-\ 19(1S It 112.
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Deposition Before Committing Magistrate.—The object and effect of s 288 Cr
P Code is to place the deposition in the committal enquiry on the same footing as the
deposition in the sessions court. Such a deposition is testimony within s 157 Evi-
dence Act g

nd is admissible for the purpose of corroborating such testimony
IVelIaiaJi v R, 72 IC 529 : 45 M 766 43 MU 22 (R v. Dorasami, 24 M 414 folld);

Manarali r: P. 37 CWN 1066 : 60 C 1339; Narayan v S. A 1959 B 552; see also

Sank at Khan r: R. 55 IC 273 : 21 CII 257. The contrary opinion in R v. Akbar. 34 B
599. 602 is no longer good law since the amendment of s 288 Cr P Code in 19231.
Statement of witness to the police recorded by the magistrate and retracted before the
seSSionS judge is 'testimony' within s 157 for corroboration [Mamchwrd r'. R, 5 L

324: 82 1C 1291.
As to corroboration, it is unnecessary for the prosecution to corroborate their wit-

nesses by previous statements until the statements are challenged tAbdul Jail? v.
128 IC 593 A 1930 A 7461. There is nothing in s288 itself to show that there need
lie corroboration of evidence so recorded. Such çvidence is precisely the same as any
other evidence. It has to he examined with care like other evidence ]Narorjan : P. 17

•	 •\s to us' 4deposition before c::tfl mgktraie under	 28% Cr P

Code. 5cc wile s 80 and s 1451.
First Information Report.—First information tails within s 35 and is simply it

cic\ailt tact It is not substantive evidence. IL can only be used for corroboration
under s 157, or contradiction under s 145 ]Ni.err ,41i v. S. A 1957 SC 366: 1957 SCR
057; .4giirrao i: S. A 1966 SC 119; !llrugiiothi v. 5, A 1965 Or 99; see P i'. Clrdtar, 47

A 28(1 : 85 IC 650; Gajadhar v. R, 7 Luck 552; ,S'wrkaruliirga u P. 53 M 590; Na

liar : P. A 1934 R 60; Aimaddv e 1?, 54 C 237; Patti Narr'slr i: P. 1939 All 377;

l,u'Ira,ru r' R, A 1943 C 647; Choglratica r: P. A 1920 L 179; MagwiIal i: R, A 1946

N 17	 s i. S1L'r. A 1962 Raj 3 and cases a/lie, s 35: First in/mmalioii' arid s 145:

'liiat Iii Jonrialian report	 its maker and riot ol other witnesses [I!iiib v. 5, A 1972

SC 2831 and for certain other limited put j Dat/radar o S. A 1972 SC 6221. See

Sliarr&r'r u S. A 1975 SC 755 in s 155 under heading "First Information Report".
First rid orniation report can be used for corroboration or contradiction of the maker,
but not for corroboration of any other witness or for the case of prosecution in
general I Grwodlrur r'. S, A 1952 C 61$1. Use of first information report as substantive
evidence is illegal S/reo Karan v. R, A 1938 1. 9231 Vd to treat it as substantive
evidence in charge to the jury is a grave misdirection [Jasirn n R, A 1946 C 537;
(r,tiolJiar t'. S. .srq,].

Tlic [ -li
s t information report, putting aside wholly the question of its use under s

145 or s 155, if proved may be of value as res ge.oae ]MaIitci i. U, A 1931 L 38;

imaddv o 1?, 44 Cli 253 : 54 C 2371. The first information report, unless the man
who made it dies, is not admissible evidence of any fact contained in it; it merely
proves that this was the original story which set the police in motion (1? n Mg I'a Tb,
A 193K R 282 176 IC 6831. A first information report cannot be used as against tire
maker at tlrc trial if he himself becomes an accused. lradan J'rridlra't I: State, 1982

('Ii IJ 534, 537 : 1982 Chand LR Cri 116 (Orissa)].

Tire '4;rter1icnt of a witness examined by all police ol leer cannot be
used as a ' lirst report' especially when it "first report has already hCCII tirade by a

eIrariknI:r sent front the scene of occurrence for that purpose I!? r. (Tbuaa,; Gajadliar
v. P. sup l. Suite nient made to police after i rivest ig ntrorl is coritrirenced is not "'I's'
i nlorni:rti)n and is inadmissible except for tIre purpose of s 162 Il(ob iI ' r. P. Ill) IC

I	 S 255 this been onilired in Cr I' Code. 1973.
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584 : A 1928 P 634; Gansa v. R, 2 P 517; see also Keshwar v. R. I PLT 491;

Chandrika v. R, I P 4011. Whether a statement made to a police officer in the course
of investigation cones under s 162 Cr P Code or is made by way of complaint as first
information report, is a question of fact. Where after the record of first information
report, the accused made a report to the police by way of evidence or reply, it is not
inadmissible [Osman v. R, A 1930 C 130; Qa,nrul i: R, A 1942 A 60; R v Bhagi, A

1941 0 359]. A ruqa sent by a police officer from spot during investigation em-
bodying substance of complainant's report made previously and some result of in-
vestigation neither signed nor-thumb-marked by complainant is not a first infor-

mation (Choghhatta v. R, A 1926 L 179 91 IC 6971.

The first information that can be used under ss 157 and 158 to corroborate or
impeach the testimony of the person lodging the first information becomes valueless
if drawn up by some person other than the proper informant. As the first information
which related to a charge of criminal conspiracy at Midnapore was drawn up by a
police officer employed in the C I D in Calcutta and settled by an attorney, it was of
no value [Peary Mohan v. Weston, 16 CWN 145, 1781 . A statement made to a police
officer not being a first information under s 154 Cr P Code can be proved only by the
police officer [Salim 1% R, 61 IC 650 22 CU 410. Sec In ,e Tliaclirath 75 IC 695
45 MIJ 2791. The person who lodged the first information report became hostile. He
testified that he had not made any such statements to the police and thict he had only
signed on dotted lines. It was held that such first information report could not be used
to corroborate the first informant or to discredit other prosecution witnesses before
whom the deceased had made a dying declaration. George v ,. State of Kerala, AIR

1998 SC 1376: 1998 Cr IJ 2034.
The first information report against the accused is not a statement within s 162 Cr P

Code and it is not made in the course of an investigation. The first informations do not

Evidence
themselves and have to be tendered under one or other of the provisions of the

Evidence Act. The usual course is for the prosecution to call the informant and the first
information is to be tendered as corroboration under s 157; but it could also be tendered
in a proper case under s 32(1) as a declaration as to the cause of the informant's death
or as part of the informant's conduct of the res gestae under s.8. Theoretically the
defence could prove the first information to impeach the infor-mant's credit under s 155
or to contradict him under s 145 [Azinraddy v. R, 54 C 237 : 44 CU 253 : 99 IC 227].

A first information given a few hours after the commencement of some enquiry by
the police, is one falling under s 154 Cr P Code. The enquiry could not be an
investigation under Ch XII Cr P Code, since before investigation there must be
information to a police officer and reduced to writing by him [Dargahi i P. 52 C

499], A telegram sent by the complainant cannot be treated as a first information
report. But when the investigating officer on receipt of the telegram goes and records
the statement of the informant, it becomes available to the accused under s 162 Cr I
Code [Kochi v. Seraj, 39 CWN 4031. It has however been held that a telephonic
message of cognizable offence may be recorded and sinned by the writer as a first
information report. Subsequent statements to the police in the course of investigation
fall within s 162 [Shwe Pru i R, A 1941 R 2091.

List of stolen properties handed to a police officer in the course of investigation is
not admissible in evidence. Where names of certain persons a re sent to the police as
being names of those who are suspected of an offence, it is in the nature of a first
information report and if the evidence of the person who supplied the names is
challenged, the list is admissible to corroborate him [Kalla and Ors v. R. 85 IC 7231.

A counter-information against the complainant or his party by a member of the
accused's party who is not himself an accused comes under s 154 Cr P Code and
must he reduced to writing and signed and cannot come within s 162. Its admissi-
bility depends upon the circumstances and must be decided under the Evidence Act.
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The police cannot treat such statements as information unlcss.they come truly and
properly under s 154 [Azimaddy v. R, sup].

Where an accused has murdered R and T and caused grievous hurt to A and
separate first information reports are lodged, the references in the first , information
report to the assault upon A are clearly inadmissible in a trial for the murders of R
and 7. The same observations apply to any reference to the assault upon A which
may occur in the confession made by the accused [R v. Afsaruddi, A 1939 C 32 : 42
CWN 1235:67 CU 580].	 -.

Tape Recorded Statement—is admissible for corroboration [Rama Reddy v. V V
Gin, A 1971 SC 11621.

Previous Statement of Co-Accused to Whom Pardon Granted,—At a sessions
trial, a pardon was granted to one of the accused and her previous statement and
confession before the magistrate that some powder was given to her by the other
accused and that she under the impression that her husband would love her mixed it
with his food, etc are admissible under s 157 and they cannot he regarded from the
standpoint of confession of a co-accused (Atnode Alt t: R, 58 C 12281.

Rape Cases.—Staicrncni of ravished girl alleging that she was raped made imme-
diately after or shortly after the event is admissible as corroborative evidence under
s 157 and also as conduct under s 8 (see, illusf) [Soosalal i R, 82 IC 142: Harendra
v. P. 44 CWN 830; Parbati v. S. A 1952 C 831; S i: l'icliika, A 1963 Or 58; RadIi vu
S/turn i State of	 clJ rn K, 1988 Cri U	 m447, 451 : (1987) 3 Cries 443 (J&K)].
Evidence of the distress of the victim of a sexual offence soon after the incident can
he regarded as corroboration I/'ublic Prosecutor t'. Emrun Bin Nusir, (1987) I
Malayan LI. 166 (Bandar Seri Begawan I-IC)]. lit a rape case, in the ease of a grown
up and married woman it is always sale to insist oil Wherever curio-
horatiun is necessary it should he from an independent source but it is not necessary
that every part of the evidence of the victim should he confirmed in every detail by
independent evidence. Such corroboration can he sought from either direct evidence
or circumstantial evidence or from both. lSheikli 7AIkir s'.State of I/thor, A 1983 SC
911,915 : 1983 Cri lJ 12851. Such a previous statement at or about the time can he a
powerful piece of corroboration IRa,neshwar v. S, A 1952 SC 541. Sec ante, "At or
about the 7rnc". and s 6: "Rape"; s 8 "Rape or criminal assault". As to need for
corroboration, see s 134. "Sexual offences", ante.

Other Cases of Former Statements to Corroborate Later Testimony.—Whcrc
a statement is admissible under s 157, it may be proved by any one to whom it was
made LHerinerthnA'ucr : 1?, 58 IC 344 : 21 Cri U 7601. In order that s 157 may
apply, the statement must either be made before any person legally competent to
Investigate the fact, or it must be made at or about time when the fact cook place
[Oriental Govt Life A Co i, Nurasi,niiri. 25 M 183, 2101. Statements made by
witnesses before a sub-deputy magistrate deputed under ss 157. 159 Cr P Code to
1101(1 an invcstigatitiii are admissible under s 157 [1-lurendra t R, 40 CU 313 : A
1925 C 1611. A deputy superintendent of police is an officer legally competent to
investigate the facts ul a iliLirdcr and dacoity within s 157 1 In re 'liuwItiath. 75 IC 695

45 MU 2791. Statement made b y a witness before his brother-in-law about his
version of the occuncitce can be treated as corroborative evidence [Stale of TN. L'.

Sores/i, A 1998 SC 10441.

lii P e Malapabiii. hi HI ICR 106, NANAIttt.-\t HAIflDAS J, observed: "S 157 of the
Evidence Act no doubt, provides that an y former statements made by a witness at or
about the time when the fact in issue took place, or before any competent authority,
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may be proved to corroborate his testimony and accordingly the sessions judge has
made use of Murgia's statements made on different occasions to his parents and to
police officers, shortly after the murder. But such corroboration, we think hardly
suffices. It can scarcely be said to answer the purpose for which juries are advised by
judges to require the evidence of an accomplice to be confirmed."

Earlier statements cannot be let in under s 157 if there is nothing in the present
deposition to corroborate [Khifiruddin a R. 43 CIJ 5041. Evidence of witness cannot
he corroborated by his statement in the complaint when he admits that he has no
personal knowledge of the facts stated therein [Mousing i'. S. A 1961 G 1171 Oral
statements by witness in police investigation which do not corroborate their evidence
at the trial are inadmissible [ Venka;asulthah a R, 48 M 640 86 IC 209].

The record of a test identification memo cannot he regarded as evidence of a
witness in a judicial proceeding and so the presumption under s 8)) is not applicable
iii it [Rain Sanchi a S. A 1963 A 308: apprd tit e S. A 1064 A 290 FR
(/t.'/uiFj: a S. A 1961 A 153 overruled)].

\Vlterc it person making a dying declaration chances to live, his statement cannot
he admitted under s 32. But it ma y be relied oil 	 s 157 to coirohorote the
icstimony of the complainant when e'saiomncd tit case I R v. Rama Soon, 4 I3oiti
l.R 434; Muqsao Ian a State of U. I'., A 198 SC 126, 129 : 19S2 All I .J 1524 :.1983

Cri Ii 218 (SC), see ante s 32(1)]. Under this section the deposition at it
given at 'it I)rcvioll% trial, when the accused person was absconding, but with I'egard to
whom the magistrate had omitted to record that he was absconding. was admitted in
corroboration of the witncsss evidence given at the subsequent trial [1? a Ishii Si,i!i,
8 A 6721. Previous deposition of witnesses examined for prosecution tit criminal
trial can he admitted to corroborate the present story. But it enmnoL he used to
contradict what the witnesses state in their cross-examination in th ip present trial
[Jamal a R, 86 IC 153 A 1925 P 3811. A former statement b y a witness can he used
in certain circumstances to corroborate or contradict him, but it cannot he used as
substantive evidence in a subsequent proceeding [Oates a R. 38 CU 103. 171 : 76 IC
416; sec Shiam Swidar v. R, A 1923 A 469]. An unsigned statement recorded b y an
investigating agency under S.162 of Cr PC. 1973. was held to be usable during
examination of the witness, either for the purposes of contradiction or corroboration
I Pecilianthuram Prasad a State of Kerala. 1998 Cri Ii 2122 (Kcr) [. If the writer of a
letter appears as witness, the letter can be used to corroborate his testimotly but not as
substantive evidence. If however he says in general way in his cximivaiion-in-chief
that the contents of the letter are true that may be substantive evidence regarding its
contents (Ra!abhad,'a v. Nirmala, A 1954 Or 231.

Where an advocate was charged with professional misconduct for having advised
his client to bribe a witness and the charge was founded oil 	 ss ith ano-
ther counsel, who was examined as ;I in support of the char ge, he was corro-
borated by three persons; and it was held that the evidence of those three persons was
admissible, as it tended to support the credibility of the witness ]Itainmatiji C.'aa'asji a

Judges of the Chief Court, 34 IA 55 34 C 129 II CVN 370 17 Mt .J 67 9 Born
I.R 31

A petition Put in by a client for adjouinmcnt on the ground that pleader's atten-
dance could not he secured oil nit of "him ta" is admissible ill it po icced i ng
under the Legal P Act to corroborate the C\ deuce svhteli the witnCss li.id ,iIrcad
given at the time when his attention was directed to its contents and when he said that
the contents were trite to his knowledge I I? a Rtjci,ii ka,iti:. 49 C 732 : 26 CWN 580

35 CIJ 3561 Where the plaintiffs sought to establish their pedigree by jinos ing iiitn'
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alia that A and B were brothers,—held, that a statement to that effect, made by one of
the plaintiffs, in deposition given long before the controversy in suit arose, was
admissible in evidence [Jadu Nath v, Mohendra Nath, 12 CWN 2661.

The statement to a headman can only be used in the manner provided for in ss 145
and 157 [Mirchoke v R, A 1933 R 119). Entries in a ehowkidars diary may be
corroborative evidence under s 157 or s 159 lNciinakoer v Goburdhcji, 37 IC 424 : 2
PU 42; Baldeo Abhoyrani, 12 AU 945 -.24  IC 540; see ante s 32(2): 'iiowkjdari or
Police diary" and s 35: Registers of births and deaths]. So also admission registers of
pupils in schoQls in which their ages are entered (Krishnaina v Veeravelli, 38 M 166
24 MU 5171. A Kanungoe 's report upon enquiry is admissible to corroborate his sworn
testimony )Achanthir v. Sarada, 12 Cri LI 480: 12 IC 881.

In proceedings under s 107 Cr P Code sand:as or reports made by prosecution
witnesses against the accused are not substantive evidence, but they may be used to
corroborate their evidence in court )Mahabir v. Sanrrntha. A 1940 I' 252].

When the cxccu [ant of it document containing recitals of boundaries of adjacent
lands is examined, the document is admissible in evidence under s 157 to corroborate
the oral testimony JS/ik Kermthuddin o Nafar, 44 CIJ 582 : A 1927 C 230 : 99 IC 907
(dissented f rom in A,n/,jka Au,nud, A 1928 C 893); lizyagaraja i: Naroyana, A
1940 M 450; Komninneni Munnamgi, A 1947 M 345]. The same view was taken in
Patna IRa,nna,:dw, t: Laley, A 1933 P 693J. But in Lahore it has been held that
recital of' boundaries in documents not inter partes is not admissible for corrobora-
tion even though the executant is called as a witness [Rwndas t: Ma'a, 34 PLR 917
146 IC 1921. As to admissibility of recitals of boundaries in documents not interparses, see ante s 13: Recitals in bounthuies no: inter porte.". A person in order to
corroborate his statement cannot refer to statements in a deed to which he Was Rot a
party [Kheman v Cliouu, A 1938 L 6351.

In a dispute about land, recitals in sale deeds produced by witnesses lend corro-
boration to their statements in court and so the sale deeds are admissible in evidence
under s 157 [Abdul Ali v. liarija, A 1972 Gau 52].

A panchanania is not evidence of the statements contained therein and it should be
proved and exhibited as relevant evidence of those statements (R t Misi, 5 SLR 31
12 IC 209; see however Vahibhai v. 5, A 1963 0 145].

A former verified petition by a guardian giving the ward's date of birth is
admissible for refreshing memory [Harcliand n Dewan, A 1929 A 550; Gopinathi. Sa;i.rh, A 1964 A 531. When [lie guardian is examined as a witness, the state-
ment made by him in his application for guardianship as to the minors age long
before the present dispute, is admissible to corroborate his evidence [Kis/iori v.Ad/tar, A 1942 C 438 : 199 IC 101. A complainant narrated to her three colleagues
about all that transpired on a particular date when her superior abused her by
cracking indecent jokes. Though such a narration may not he a's gesae and
inadmissible under sec. 6 the same when corroborated by the three witnesses is
clearl y admissible under sec. 157. )Sint. Guam/er Kala Ram Kis/tan. 1985 Cri U
1490 : A 1985 SC 1268, 12701. Using a photorit for the purpose of refreshing
rileniiory may he regarded as 1 step ill right direction. The photofit is a sketch
by a 1)011cc officer making a graphic representation of a witness's memory as
another form of the camera at work. The photograph, the sketch and the photorit
are in a class of evidence of their own to which neither the rule against hearsay nor
the rule against the admission of an earlier consistent statement applies. [I? tCook, (1987) 1 All ER 1049, 1053, 1054 (CA)].
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The post-mortem report of a doctor is his prcvious statement based on his exami-
nation of the dead body and not substantive evidence. It can be used only to corro-
borate his statement under S 157 or to refresh his memory under s 159 or to con-
tradict him under s 145 [Hadi i S, A 1966 Or 21; Gotind v. S. A 1967 G 288].

A statement during investigation of -,I complaint by a person who is subsequently
accused of the oflencc cannot be used either to contradict or corroborate him or
statenicttt madc by co-accused in FIR [Mohar v. S. A 968 SC 1281 (Nisar s S. A
1957 SC 366 loUd; Faddi v. S. A 1964 SC 1850 distl.

Inadmissibility, of Former Statements for Corroboration.—Where a dispute
between A and B is whether A had agreed to make a purchase from B on a certain
date, a statement in support of B's allegation in a letter by B to a third party is
inadmissible for purpose of corroboration I Ct/lie v. Pus/in Lid, 1939. 2 All ER 196
A 9 19 PC 146

- 8. What matters ma y he proved in ecrine1ior. with procd

slitetnen1 relevant under section 32 or 33.----Whcncvcr an y statement,
relevant under section 32 or 33, is proved, all matters may be proved,

cit her Ln order to contradict or to corroborate it, or in order to impeach or
con Ii rm the Credit of the person b y whom it was made, which might have
been proved it' that person had hccn called as a witness and had denied
upon cross-cxamitlatiOfl the truth of the tuatter suggested.

COMMENTARY

I'rinciplc and Scope.--']'his section deals wiiti certain statemeits made by
persons who are dead or who from some unavoidable cause cannot be produced as
witnesses and which have been declared as relevant under ss 32 and 33 of this Act.
The oti)ect of ' this section is to expose statements to every possible means of
contradiction or corroboration in the same manner as that ol' a witness before court
under cross -cxanliflatiOO. The person making the statement is open to impeachment
and discrediting in the same way as ordinary witnesses. The reason being that
statements admissible under ss 32 and 33 are exceptional cases and it is but just and
reasonable that such statements should as far as possihic he subject to the vanus
modes of attacking or corroborating them. No sanctity attaches to the statement
simply hecause a person is dead. His credibility may he impeached or confirnd in
the same manner as that of a living witness (see Steph Dig Art 135). All the safe-
guards lor veracity applicable to Witnesses before the court apply to the statcmcnLs of
persons declared relevant under ss 32 and 33.

Take, for instance, the case of au entr y in a deceased trader's book; any former
entry or statement, corroborative or contradictory. or any fact, tending to shoA that
the person making it was untrustworth y or partial, which might have been procd if
he had been cross-examined, ma y be proved tor the purpose of' incrcasbig or
diminishing the importance to he attached to the entry. The various niethod of
attacking or supporting the evidence of a witness ac b y this section made applicable
to the statements for which provision is made in ss 32 and 33. Although the maker of
such s;,itcIict liot heirie i \ (ness c,inhlot he cro5-c\amnmned. his statement i he
contradicted us1 as if lie had been cross-examined. For instance, if as in ihlustr:on

) to s 153 the sniteincult of A, admitted tinder s 32 or s 33, is to the eftect tha he
saw II at Lahore on a certain da y, evidence to prve that A was in Calcutta on
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day 'could be given. Similarly evidence to impeach the credit of A might be given in
the manner described in s 155. On the other hand A's statement may be corroborated
by the production of a former statement such as is described in S 157 [Cunn Intro lxv
and p312].

Contradiction or Corroboration of Statements by Dead Persons.—A prose-
cution was instituted by S. against N at the instance and on behalf of F for criminal
trespass in respect of a certain house, and on his own behalf for assault and insult. S
gave evidence at the trial in support of these chaçges. F subsequently brought a civil
suit for possession of the same house under s 9 of the Specific Relief Act. S died
before the institution of the civil Suit and his former deposition ii, the criminal court
was tendered by F as evidence on the issue of possession, and was held admissible
under s 33. A Witness under examination was then asked what information S had
given him on the day next after the date of dispossession, and it was held that the
t(ttestion was adntissihte under this section to corroborate the deposition of S in
criminal trial I Foolkissorv CI:, 23 C 4411. Where the evidence given in a
previou. trial by a ..U1ess. since deceased, was read to the jury, proof that the
witness had stated after the trial that such statement was untrue sas held receivable
ICrafte Com,81 Ky 252 (Am)].

When the previous statement of a witness is used under ss 32 and 33, then any
tither statement made by that witness can he used under s 158 for contradicting that
witness as ii such witness had appeared and was cross-examined on such previous
statement and oil (icing asked had denied the facts mentioned in the same
INiiwiw c I?. 127 IC 850 : A 1930 I. 4091. II there is a discrepancy between a
confession and it siatcinCot to the police, but the person died before trial, it must
be assu iiicd that the person was actually produced in court and the previous statement
put in her cross-exanilnaLion Jlur:rwn :. R, 89 1C 897 : 26 Cri U 1425]. St:teinnts
made before the sub-registrar by the deceased altcsttirs to a will are admissible under
s 32(7) taken with s 158. Under s 158 even prior statement of deceased persons can
be admitted both for contradiction and corroboration lSudar.canna s Seethr4-roma-

inma. 1933 MWN 1 1491.
A list of stolen things given by informant to supplement the first information report is

admissible under 158 and call 	 proved under s 159 lAntrit v. R. A 1933 L 9871.

Refreshing niemory.—A witness may, while under exami-
nation, refresh his memory by referring to any wjngmide by himself at
(lie time of the transactioo concerning which he is questioned, or so soon
afterwards that the Court considers it likely that the transaction was at that
little fresh in his memory.

The witness may also refer to any such wilting made by any other
person, and read by the witness within the time aforesaid, if when he read
it l ie knew it In hc correct.

When witness may use copy, of document to refresh memory.—
Whenever ;I 	 may refresh his memory by tcftrence to any docu-

I	 Sec now s 6 of Specific Rctiel Act 47 tit 1961

In the Ceylon Ivii!encc Ordinancc paras I. 2. 3am) S have been nunitrcd as sub-scetions (I).
(2). (3) and (4) respectively
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ment, he may, with the permission of the Court, refer to a copy of such
document:

Provided the Court be satisfied that there is sufficient reason for the non-
production of the original.

An expert may refresh his memory by reference to professional treatises.

Principle and Scope
Difference Between

S 159 and  160
While Under Earnination
An y Writing". [What

Kinds of document
May be Used]

-- Post-mortem Notes. etc
Investigating officer refreshing

memory of his record
Account Books

Refreshing Memot by Writing
illy Whom Documents
May he Written)

Refreshing Memory
By Newspaper

SYNOPSIS

Time of Preparation
of Documents

Documents Which
May Be Used For
Refreshin g Memory
Under Ss 159 and 160

Refreshing Memory
By tnadmksih!e I)sciimcnts

Use of a Copy for
Refreshing Memory

Right of Inspection and
Cross- Examination

Reference to Text-hooks
etc Hy Lsperts

Retreshing Memory of Judge

COMMENTARY

Page
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2295
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2295
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• 2298

2

2209

• 21,00

2 OO

Principle and Scope.—Ordinarily a witness deposes to facts from Eh recollection
but memory fades and it is therefore very necessary that he should be a1Losed to
assist his memory by looking at documents containing all of them if there he
any. This is known as refreshing mentory. A reference to the written memoranda has
the effect of reviving in his mind a recollection of the facts recorded therein. A
witness may through lapse of memory, be hone stl y making a statement contrary to
what is contained in the written memorandum. He is allowed to refresh his memory
because a witness should not suffer from a mistake, and may explain an inconsis-
tcncy (per MONTAGUS SMITH J, in Hallidav v. Holgate, 17 LT 181. The word
'writing' includes also printed matters [Ram Cit s R. 120 IC 798 A 1930 L 3711. As
to the difference between this section and s 160 sec post s 160. A witness cannot he
allowed to refresh his memory by referring to his earlier statement given to the police
under section 161 Cr PC [Simon v. State of Kerala. 1996 Cri U 3368. 3371 (Ken)

In order that the document or memorandum allowed to he looked at f the
purpose of refreshing memor

y, may he reliable, certain conditions have been laid
down in s 159:—(1) The writing must have been made by the witness Imimse.l." con-

renrporarieouslv with the transaction to which he testif ies or so soon afterwards that
the facts were fresh in his memory, or (2), if the writing is made by some one cisc. it
must have been read by the witness within the aforesaid time and known b y /iir to be

correct, ie he must have read it when the facts were fresh in his rimenior ' arid

recognised its accuracy.

"There are two sorts of recollection which are properl y available (or a witr5'.-

jo.ct recollection and present recollection. In the latter and usual sort, the witnes hi,
either a sufficient clear recollection or can summon it and make it distinct ant!
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if he can stimulate and refresh it, and the chief question is as to the propriety of
certain means of stimulating it—in particular, of using written or printed notes,
memoranda, or other things as representing it. In the former sort the witness is totally
lacking in present recollection and cannot revive it by stimulation, but there was a
time when he did have a sufficient recollection and when it was recor4d, sohat he
can adopt this record of his then existing recollection and use it as sufficiently
representing the tenor of his knowledge on the subject" [Greenleaf, S. 439(a)].

S 159 has reference to'prcscnt recollection and s 160 dealt with past recollection.
A witness may not have any independent recollection of facts, even after looking at a
document, yet if he is sure that the facts were correctly recorded, imay be'uscd for
tcsli) ing to facts mentioned therein. This is dealt with in s 160. As to the scope of ss
59 and 160, sec notes to s 160. A writing used for refreshing memory under s 159 is

not in itself evidence, but the recollection is. "It is not the memorandum that is the
evidence, but the recollection of the witness" (per ELLBOROUGH LJ, in Henry v.
Lee, 2 Chitty 1241. A witness is permitted to refresh his memory in the course of his
evidence by reference to documents or memoranda. By doing so he does not usually
make them evidence. It is immaterial that they would not in fact be admissible in
evidence if tendered as such, eg an unstampcd receipt [Jacob v. Lindsay, 1 East 460;
I Ials3rd Ed Vol 15 para797]. But in the case of a writing under s 160 (record of past
recollecti(n) of which the witness has no specific recollection, but which he
gu:IIailtces and accepts as accurate, it becomes his testimony. These memoranda
should however he distinguished from books of account which are admissible as
evidence (ante s 34).

It sliotilil he remembered that it is not necessary that a document should be legally
admissible before it may be used to refresh memory, eg an invalid lease [Dalton i:
'Lan/rn, S A- & E 8361 or an unstamped document (Birchall v Bullough, 1896, 1 QB
3261 may be used for the purpose. These cases are not authorities for the proposition
that a document which is inadmissible in evidence can be indirectly used as a piece
of evidence. They indicate that they may be used for the purposes of refreshing
memory and obtaining from a witness certain statements in cross-examination [Tn-
b/tuba,: v. Rain Ch, 14 P 233; see post: "Refreshing Memory by Inadmissible Docu-
inciii.s'J.

It is not necessary for purpose of s 159 that the writing used to refresh memory
should have been admitted in evidence. So, a document not produced in proper time
and rejected under Or 13 r 2 may nevertheless he used to refresh memory [Jewan La!
p. Nilnwrn, 55 IA 107 A 1928 PC 80 : 7 p 305 : 30 Born LR 305 32 CWN 565
107 IC 337 PC]. The third para of the section settles a point regarding which English
decisions do not appear to be unanimous. It says that where the right to refresh
incillory exists, the court if satisfied about the non-production of the original, may
permit the witness to refer to a copy. Under the last para an expert may refer to
professional treatises, as their opinion is founded mostly on authoritative books.
Instead of deposing orally, a witness may put in notes of "speech" taken by him.
S 159 does not exclude that ]O,n I'rakas/i 1?, 127 IC 209 : A 1930 L 867]. If the
witness has become blind, the document may he read over to him [can v. Howard,
1920,3 Stark 3; t4w,çl:an t: Martin, 1796. 1 Esp 440].

This section follows in substance the English law on the subject, which is stated
thus: A witness is sometimes permitted to refresh and assist his memory by the use of
written instrument, memorandum or, entry in a hook. But this course,---except in the
case of scicntiflc witness referring to professional books as the foundation of their
opinion.—can only he adopted where the writing has been made, or its accuracy
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recognised, at the time of the fact in question, or, at furthest, so recently afterwards,
as to render it probable that the memory of the witness had not then become
defective [Tay s 1406]. The practice must be governed by the peculiar circumstances
of the cases; but, perhaps, if the witness will swear positively, that the notes, though

made ex pos t facto. were taken down at a time when he had a distinct recollection of
the facts there narrated, he will in general be allowed to use them, though they were
drawn .up a considerable time after the transactions had occurred. If, however, the
memoranda were prepared subsequently to the event at the instance of the party
calling the witness, or of his solicitor, they can in no case be permitted to he used, for
otherwise a door might thus be opened to the grossest fraud [Tay s 14071. The Civil
Evidence Act, 1968 makes no change in the law of refreshing one's memory but it
makes the document admitted by virtue of this rule admissible as evidence of any fact
stated therein [S 3(2)].

During a robbery trial, a Crown witness was called to give evidence of a con-
versation that took place between him and the accused, in which admissions were
made In the witness-box, he could not remember the details of the conversation. The
judge allowed him to withdraw and to read his former statement to refresh his
memory. It was held that the trial judge had the discretion to allow a wtLIiCss tu read
his statement in this sort of case before giving evidence either by withdrawing to do
so or by reading in the witness -box. LR c'. Do 5dm, (1990)  I WLR 31 CA).

It is likely that a C hilds riieniOIy would fail quite quickly over tulle and therefore

the C hild should he given the opportunity to refresh the memory by referrin g to

earlier statement [R V. Tlio,ncis. 1996 Cmii LR 654 (CA)].

[R(,  Th y s 1406-13; Steph Ait 136, Best, .c 224; Powell, 91/ 1 Ed, pp 169-72; Phiji

8i!i Ed, pp 461-63; IbIs, 3rd Ed, 1 1ol 15, porn 797; Jones ss 874-83; Wig s.c 726-74].

Difference Between S 159 and S 160.—[Sec post s 160].

"While Under Examination."— The words "while under exarninatio:t" in s 159

evidently mean, that the witness may refresh memory, at the time of his examination

in court. But the words do not seem to debar a witness from referring to any such
writing before his examination. Although it is usual and reasonable that the docu-
ment should be produced at the trial, a strict adherence to this rule does not appear to
be necessary under the English law [Kensington v

'
Inglis. 8 East 273, 289; Burton r.

Plummer, 2 A & E 3411. But in s 161, the provision as to his production and showing
to the adverse party is imperative.

"Any Writing": [What Kinds of Document NlaN r Be Used].—The words "any

writing" in s 159 meter to every kind of writing. it is immaterial therefore, what the
document is, whether, it he a hook of account, letter, bill of particulars of articles
furnished, including such items as dates, weights. and prices, way-bills, notes made
by the wititcss, or any other document whatsoever which is effectual to assist the
memory of the witness [Cunn pp 313-141. A party may look at his accounts, provi-
ded he kept or checked them himself at the time of entry, eontc1nporatieOuSl with
the facts to which they refer, notwithstanding lie may have neglected to file his
accounts with his plaint or other pleading as substantive evidence [Nort p 3391. A
writing can he used by the witness to refresh his memory regarding the facts dcçsed
by him if the writing be made either at the time of, the transaction or shortly after the
tasaction namel y the occurrence. [liuha A1oIi,t Brahma c State of 4sst:i?i. I 92
rn 

Cri lJ NOC 127 ((;all)].
A document not included an icing the documents produced with th e plo nt may he

used for refreshing memory jf?anmji v. Ra,mmi,'avva. I MIICR 16S. See also Or 7. r
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18(2) C P Code 1908]. The document used for refreshing memory is not a probative
document, and should not be rejected simply because it was not in the list under Or
7, r 14, eg, a horoscope made at the time [Banwari v. Mahesh, 45 IA 284: 41 A 63:
23 CWN 577 : A 1918 PC 1181. Account books not produced in time were not
admitted in evidence, but court may under s 159 allow a witness to refresh his
memory by reference to such account books [Jewan La! v. Nilrnoni, 55 IA '107 : A
1928 PC 801.

Plaintiff in order to show that his father. died before the property had been ac-
quired, produced a mortgage bond which had been executed by him on 28-10-1892
in which he was described as the son of K MA deceased. The deed was adipissihie to
refresh memory as to when the father died [Sayeruddin V. Sa,nrucin, 72 IC 985 : A
1923 C 3781. A copy of statement of injuries recorded in the register of medico-legal
cases may be used by the medical witness for the purpose of refreshing his memory
but it cannot be used as evidence [Malsadiq v R, A 1926 1, 51]. Statement of an
injured person recorded by a patel is not to be proved by the written record- The
proper method is that given in s 159 [R v. Akin, A 1927 N 222]. A person making a
record of dying declaration may refresh his memory by referring thereto INga Mya
R, A 1936 R 42]. The document must not contain any of the elements of hearsay, and
it will therefore be inadmissible if it appears to be the statement of a third person
[Anon, Abbler, 252 cited in Powell, 9th Ed, p 172]. See also notes to s 160, post.

A panchanama containing confession is inadmissible under s 26, but if there is
anything in it of which evidence can lawfully he given, the witness may be allowed
to refresh his memory with it [Baloch v. R, A 1933 S 220; 144 IC 7221. Pancha-
nanws prepared by the police about information given by the accused of clothes
worn by him or of recovery of clothes are substantive evidence although they may be
used for refreshing memory [In re Kohl, A 1939 M 7661. A horoscope can be used to
help in proving the date of birth stated in it only under s. 159 or 160 tSavitri Bai
Sitarwn,A 1986MadhPra218,220: 1986MPLJ251.

—Post-mortem Notes etc.—It is extremely undesirable thatpost-mortem notes of
medical examination should be put in evidence en bloc through the medical officer.
Ss 159, 161 onlypermit a limited use being made of them for refreshing memory or
for contradicting the witness who made it [Md Yusuf v. R, A 1929 S 225; R v. Jadab
bass, 27 C 295 : 4 CWN 129]. It is the doctor's statement in court which is
substantive evidence and not the report which can be used only for refreshing his
memory [R v. Jadab Das, ante: In re Ran gappa, 59 M 349, Raghuni v. R, 9 C 455; 11
CLR 569; Hadi v. S. A 1966 Or 21; see also 2 WR Cr Letters P 14 and 6 WR Cr
Letters p 31 or to contradict whatever he might say in witness-box, but it cannot by
itself be substantive evidence [In re Raniaswanii, A 1938 M 336]. The practice of the
court referring to statements in the first information reports, medico-legal reports,

as if they were evidence is not justified by law. The proper course is for the
witness to refer to the document which he has prepared at the time under s 159 and
state in court everything material [Mohammad v. R, A 1937 L 4751.

Investigating Officer refreshing memory by his record.—An investigating
officer was asked during his eaminatiori-in-chief about what happened on the fateful
day. He could not recall and, therefore, wanted to look at his record. Objections by
the defence council were held to he not tenable. Records made by such officers are
contemporaneous entries and, therefore, they are always available for refreshing
memory. It also advisable to look at such records before answering questions. State
of Karnataka R. Yarappa Reddy, AIR 2000 SC 185: (1999)8 SCC 715.

—Accà6nt Books.—When a witness has to depose to a large number of tran-
sactions iii hooks of account, he may be permitted to refer to those hooks while
answering the questions put to him. S 160 specifically permits such a course IS v.

Nageswara. A 1963 SC 1850].
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Refreshing Memory By Writing [By Whom Documents May Be Written].—It
has been seen that the writing may be made by the witness himself or by one under
his direction, or by any other person, provided that in both cases they were made
shortly after the transaction in question, and if made by another person it must have
been read by the witness within the aforesaid time and recognised by him as correct
(ante p 1361) So, a witness cannot use a document written by another and read by
him soon after, unless he also knew it to be correct. "If upon looking at any docu-
ment he can so far refresh his memory as to recollect a circumstance, it is sufficient;
and iC makes no difference that the memorandum is not written by himself, for it is
not the memorandum that is the evidence, but the recollection of the witness"
[ELLENBOROUGH. LCJ, in Henry v. Lee, 2 Chitty, 124]. If a witness wants to refresh
his memory by referring to notes taken by another of a speech made at a meeting, it
is not necessary that such notes should have been read by him immediately after the
meeting and not merely read to him [R V. Khzrrshid, 44 PLR 1671.

A witness will always he allowed to look at the document itself, if he has checked
an entry made by another person [Burton v. Plummer, 2 A & E 341]; or has actually
seen money paid and receiptgiven IRanzbert 1. Cohen, 1803 4 East 2131; or has read
a memorandum to party who has assented to its terms [Boiwn v. Thmlin, 1836, 5 A &
Ii 5o]. A person svlio has prepared juvuiwwi/lbak: papers on reci p mni o
rent may refresh his memory by looking at such papers when giving evidence about
the rent payable [Ak/ui t Nova. 10 C 248; Khero'nani t Bejoy, 7 WR 5331; so also

collection papers [Md Mahmud : Safar, II C 407, 4091. As to whether such papers
are corroborative evidence or independent evidence, sec ante s 34: "Entries in hooks
are corrnboraiiveevidence" and Different kinds of books". A memorandum kept by
a witness can be used in evidence not by itself but as corroborating a witness or
refreshing his memory I Krvarsosj' v Garhud, 120 IC 224: A 1930, N 24;
Afukundrarn t Davaranu, 10 NLR 44, 47.

It is not necessary that notes used by a witness called to prove a conversation,
speech. etc, should contain a verbatim account of all that was said, e, a shorthand
writer may refer to a partial note taken by him [R ' O'Connell, 1843 Arm & Tr 165,
1671. In a case under s 124-A Penal Code, it has been held that although it is best that
the notes should contain the actual words used so that they may be embodied in the
charges, the requirement of the law is satisfied if the charge slates the words with
substantial though not absolute accuracy [Mylapore Krishnaswni v. R, 32 NI 384

(SANKARAN NAIR, J, dissenting held that exact words are necessary, and if notes of
speeches are taken in paris, the parts should be taken down verbatim. He pointed out
that in O'Connel's case, sup, parts of the speech was taken down verbatim)].

Accused was a time-keeper. Every fortnight the pay-clerk read the entries in the
time-book at the time of payment of wages in accordance with the entries—held that
the pay-clerk could refresh his memory from the book IR v. Langton, 46 LJMC 1361.
A solicitor can refresh his memory from his diary [R '. Dexter, 19 Cox 360]. Where a
witness for the prosecution gave an answer different from what he had previously
sworn before the magistrate he was allowed to refresh his memory from his
deposition signed by him [R v Williams, 1853,6 Cox 3431. A seaman was allowed to
refer to a log-book which though not written by himself, was examined by him from
time to time while the facts were recent [Burrough s Martin, 1809, 2 Camp 112;

Anderson v. Whallev, 1852, 3 C & K 54 1 . For many other cases sec Tay s 14101. It
should he open to the Judge, in the exercise of his discretion and in the interest of
Justice, to permit a witness who has begun to give evidence to refresh his memory
from a statement made near to the tu lle of events in question, even though it does not
come within the definition of cOnteuliPOIaflCOUs. provided he is satisfied (1) that the
witness indicates that he cannot now recall the details of events because of the lapse
of time since they took place, ( 2 ) that he made a statement much nearer the time of
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events and that the contents of the statement represented his recollection at the time
he made It, (3) that he had not read that statement before cominginto the witness-box
and (4) that he wished to have an opportunity to read the statement before he
continued to give evidence ER v. Da Silva, 1990 1 All ER 29, 33 (CA)].

An age certificate given by a medical man can be used by him to refresh his memory
[Venkata v. Subraya, 33 IC 142]. The outer foil of the Land R Register qtay bc,used by
the official making the entry and he may give oral evidence of the report which is not
signed by the person making it [Ma Dun t Lee Q, S LBR 40: 2 IC 535]. When the
witness whose deposition is recorded under s 512 (now s 299) Cr P Code appears and
does not remember what he said, his previous deposition may be read out under s 159
[Rhika v R, 76 IC 31]. Lists of discovery of stolen property can be used by persons who
actually wrote them in order to refresh their memory, but it is erroneous to think that
they are themselves evidence [Haza,ra v, R, 82 IC 707 (L)). Discovery lists (under s 27)
or panchanamas are not themselves evidence. They can only be used by person who
made or singed them to refresh memory [Rhagirath v S. A 1959 MP 17.

3 Sec other cases noted under s 160.

Refreshing Memory By Newspaper.—A witness may refer to a newspaper report
to refresh his memory, if he read it at the time when he had it recollection of the
statements therein contained and knew them to be true [Topham v. McGregor, I C &
K 3201; but a newspaper report is not generally admissible as evidence of the facts
therein recorded [Lord Ros,cmore v. Mowatt, 1850, 15 Jur 238; Hals 3rd Ed, Vol 15,
para 741]. A witness who heard a speech may refresh his memory by referring to a
newspaper account which he read at or near the Lime of the transaction. It is the fact
that he had known it to be correct when he read it that is his justification for doing so.
It is immaterial that the document was not printed by him or in his presence [Ram Ch

R, 1201C798:A1930L371],
Time of Preparation of Documents.—It is plain that no precise time limit is

possible. The law does not require that the writing must have been made the moment
the transaction took place. If it is not possible to make it contemporaneously with the
transaction, it must be made so soon afterwards that it may be reasonably inferred
that the facts were fresh in the mind. Whether the interval between the two, is such as
to justify the presumption that memory became impaired, is a matter depending on
tile circumstances of each case and the retentive faculty of each witness. The section
gives the court a discretion and if it considers it probable that the facts were fresh in
the witness's mind when the writing was made, it will decide in favour of the docu-
ment. In the case of a document written by another, it must be read and its accuracy
recognized by the witness within the aforesaid time.

The condition of contemporaneousness can have no application to a deposition
which was not recorded at the time of the transaction referred to therein, and wit-
nesses have been allowed to refresh their memory from previous deposition [R t:
Williams, ante; Smith s Morgan, 2 M & R 257; Dhika v. R, ante}. Depositions are
read and signed by . witnesses or are read out to those who are illiterate and so s 159
ought to apply. it may be said that this would make the Witness repeat his former
testimony after reading it and would help in the evasion of the rule as to contra-
diction. But the judge has full discretion to stop such abuse. Ta y lor suggests that if
the witness will swear positively, that the notes, though made cx post facto, were
taken down at a time when he had a distinct iccollection of the facts there narrated,
he will in general be allowed to use them though they Were drawn up a considerable
time after the transaction had occurred I!? Kwloch, 25 How ST 934; Wood c.
Cooper, IC & K 645; Tay s 14071. But, if there arc any cLrcurnst tnccs Casting sus-
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piCion upon the memorandum, the court should hold otherwise, as where the
subsequent memorandum is prepared by the witness at the instance of an interested
party or his attorney [Steinkeller v. Newton, 9 C & P 313; Bergman v. Shoudy, 9
Wash, 3311, or if the memorandum has been revised or corrected by such party or
attorney [Anon, cited by LORD KENYON in Doe v Perkins, 3 TR 752, 754; Jones,
s 879].

On the facts it was held that before a doctor can he allowed to refresh his memory
from a slip of paper supplied by a pleader, it must he shosn that the writing was
made at the time when he examined the complainant or soon after [Pannalal r
Nanigopal,A 1949 C 1031.

The witness should swear that the writing was made at a time when he had a distinct
recollection of the facts [Burrough c Martin, 2 Camp 1121, In a case witness was not
allowed to refer to notes, prepared by him some weeks after the transaction had
occurred and when he had reason - to believe that he should he called to give evidence I R
i: Kin/nc/i, 25 How St Tr 9371. In R r: IAoitfon cited supra. the delay was that of a
tortnreht iAnd the document was allowed to be ucd. \Vhcrc the subsequent writing is
made by the witness for the party calling him of the solicitor for the purpose of the trial,
it should not he used lSicinkel/ei t. Aert'tan, 9 C & 1' 3131

Documents \Vbicli May lIc Used For Refreshing Memory U nder Ss 159 and
160.—ISec port s 1601.

Refreshing Memory b y Inadmissible I)iicurncrits.—I)oetimncrits which are
independently inadmissible may he used under this seclion for refreshing memory,
and such use does not make it evidence iii the case, eg. janrarsas/ulbaki paper
IA k/i ii v. Nova, It) C 248, sup], or all 

U Stamped document  .% hi ug hour i flu bba i'd.

8 B & C 141 or an insufficientl y stamped document Trih/zu/'a,r c Rain Chia'idra,
14 P 2531. In filaug/iaumi ',r cast', ante, LORD 't'Es....1n1X)N csptained the PrTP'
thus: "In order to make the paper itself evidence of' the receipt of the money, it
ou g ht to have been stamped. The consequence of its not having been stamped
might be, that the party who pato the money. ill diecvciri	 death cI the
who received it. would lose his evidence of such pa y ment. Here the witness, on
seeing the entry signed by himself, said that he had no doubt that lie had received
the money. The paper itself was not used as evidence of the receipt of the money,
but only to enable the witness to refresh memory; and, when he said that he had no
doubt he had received the money, there was sufficient parol evidence to prove the
payment". Similarly unregistered documents may be used for refreshing memory.
A note of evidence taken by a clerk in the course of abortive arbitration procee-
dings is not admissible. The proper procedure is to question the clerk as to what
was said at the time, allowing him to refresh his memory by reference to the note
1Ma flung t'. Mg T/ret, 23 IC 9401.

Where during a police investigation a magistrate who was present does not record
the admission of the accused under s 1 04 Cr P Code but makes a memorandum of the
conduct and admissions of the accused, ordinaril y the memorandum is not admissible
though tire magistrate while giving evidence can refresh his memory by referring to
it. In such a case it must be shown to the adverse party and the witness may be cross-
examined urn it lAbia//a r. R, 14 1_ 290: 145 IC 467].

A statement otherwise falling under s 102 Cr I' Code would not coifle
admissible merely because it can be brought under s 158 or s 159 Evidence Act
(I3hiondu t: R. A 1949 A 3041, A meinorairdurri Of lads preparc'J alter the ocd,.Ienee
by a witness and handed over to the investigating officer is a tatcri1ent tinder s 162
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Cr P Code and cannot be used by the witness to refresh his memory white giving
evidence at the trial [Supd: & Rem v. Zahiruddin, A 1946 C 483].

Use of a Copy for Refreshing memory.—There is some doubt in English law as
to whether a copy can be used [Tay s 1408], but there arc cases in which such use has
been allowed. "It seems that copies of documents may not be used to rcfrsh the
memory unless the original is lost or destroyed, or cannot for sufQcient reason be
produced" IHals, 3rd Ed, Vol IS, para 7981. The third para of the section settles the
point. A copy Carl this section only be used for refreshing memory when the
non-production of the original is accounted for to the satisfaction of the court [Cf
s 65 ci C(-)] and it must of course be also proved that the copy is a true copy. The
section does not say what sort of copy is required, and presumably any copy verified
by the witness or proved to he correct may be used. It is statsd in Taylor, that it
should appear that the copy was made by the witness himself, or by some one is his
presence or at least in such a manner as to enable the witness to swear to its accuracy
Thy s 14081. The Act does not require that the copy of such document, shall have

been made by the witness himself, or in his presence, or so as to enable him to swear
to his accuracy. Nothing is said in s 100 as to the use of a copy of such document
.VhJ	 V1 U. p 9321. Ii the tiiiicss 11w, lit) indepcilacili iccoiletiiiii 	 in

s 160, it is conceived that the original must he used.

A sale was allowed to he proved by a clerk who refreshed his memory from a
ledger copied under his supervision from a waste-hook kept b y himself lBurton i
PIu,o,ncr, 2 A & F 341 J; and a surveyor has been allowed to refer to a printed copy
of a written report made by him to his emplo yers, which report was substantially hut
iiot literally transcribed from rough notes taken by himself at the time [home i.
Mwkenxu', 6 C& F 628—CONTRA: Murra y v Ma/ion, 19 Ir TLR 8; Phip 11th Ed p
634[.

A witoess who was present at the arbitration, and had compared the draft and lair
copy (if the minutes was allowed under s 159 to iiresh his memory as to what
occurred at the arbitration by reference to the fair copy of the minutes made by the
arbitration clerk [Nistarini Das.si v. Nunda Lal. 5 CWN xvi n].

Right of Inspection and Cross-Examination.—The adverse party has the right to
inspect documents used for refreshing memory and to cross-examine thereupon
post, s 1611.

Reference to Text-Books etc by Experts.—Under the last Para, an expert may refer
to professional treatises for refreshing his memory. As experts are called to give opinion
Oil scientific and other subjects requiring special knowledge or skill, it is necessary that
they should be allowed to refer to appropriate hooks ill to confirm or correct their
opinion. An expert may base his opinion upon an authoritative pronouncement in some
book,  and under s 51 w lien the opinion is relevant, the grounds on which the opinion is
based ale also relevant. A doctor may refer to medical hooks, an engineer to books on
engineering, a valuer to price lists, &c (see 'lay s 422: Collier v. .Simpson, 5 C & P 73:
Buerger v New }.'rk I. /1 Co, 1927, 96 IJKB 939: 43 'Fl .R 691; s 45 ante: "R(ference
to t(wthooks b y eiperts"). As to use by court of hooks ill 	 opinions of experts arc
expressed SC2 s 60 proviso I

Ri'frcsliiiig Memory of .J(I(lgc.—whlcn in (1(1111)?, or when his memory is at fault,
the j tj dgc wa y refer to a pp ii pria Ce source ,, of iii 6 irni at ion. en,', to almanacs.
dictionaries, tustoiies,' Acts c. Under s 57 the court shall take judicial notice of
sonic ficts. It is not possible to have all such kICIS in memory arid a judge may
alwa ys refer to suitable books (wIle s 157 1- See also s (it)
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"/Testimony to facts stated in document mentioned in section
159.—A witness may also testify to facts mentioned in any such document

as is mentioned in section 159, although he has no specific recollection of
the facts themselves, if he is sure that the facts were corrcctlj recorded in
the document.

-	 Illustration.

A hook-keeper may testify to facts recorded by him in books regularly kept in the course of
business. if he knows that the books were correctly kept, although he has forgotten the particular
transactions entered
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Principle and Scope.—It has hccn seen that the previous Section is 159) deals
with eases s here a reference to the writing revives in the witness's mind a
recollection of the facts relating to the transaction, ze, as soon as h looks at the
writing he remembers the facts. But it risar he that even a perusal of the doctiment
does not refresh his memory, ie it does not revive in his mind a recollection of the
facts. S 160 extends the rule in s 159 to cases of past recollection with which it
deals (ante). Under it, it is not necessary that the isittt'SS after looking at the
written instrument should have an independent or specific recollection of the
matters stated therein. They may have wholly slipped through his memory. Even
then, he may testify to the facts referred to in it, if he rccogniscs the writing or
signature and feels sure that the contents of the document were correctly recorded.
Although he has no independent recollection after seeing the document, yet he
must be able to say with certainty that the facts are accurate and really occurred
Thus an attesting witness of an old document jiiay say that he has no spCci(te
recollection of the facts, but his signature is there and that lie has therefore no
manner of doubt that he signed after witnessing the execution of the document Isee
Mau'harn s Hubbard, 1928.  S B & C 141. So where an agent, who had made a
parol lease, and entered a ineniora ndo iii of the terms in a hook, states that lie had
no memory of the transaction hut from the hook, iliotigli on reading the entry he
entertained no doubt that the fact really h:tppencd, it was field sufficient JR i 51

Martin's Leicester, 1834, 2 A & F. 210: Ta y s 1412: 1 lals. 3rd Ed, Vol 15, paia
7971. Oil objection being tirade to the ;dinissihiltty of  shorthand notes and
typed transcript of some speeches. it was held that where no itteinpt s iti:ide by a
witness to state before the court, what the accused ill ease is alleged to have
said, nor does he slate before the court, that although lie had no specific tecol-
lcclitin of the facts thsenisciecs. hc s,as sure ilr:o the l;icts were eii'rec!hv ri'porte(l
by hint in his report, the evidence of such ss mess is inadmissible lXricilir / u rruf t' 1?.

A 1938 L 629. 40 PLR $72: Jai.orwadi r. R, A 1932 1. 7]
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The Supreme Court has recently held overruling the two cases that it is not necessary
that a witness should specifically state that he has no specific recollection of the facts and
that he is sure that the facts were correctly recorded in the document, before the document
can be ucd. It is enough if it appears from his evidence that these conditions are
established [Kanti v. Purthotiamdas, A 1969 SC 851. Some USA cases referred].

It is conceived that the words "any such document" in s 160 include documents
not written by the witness, provided he can give the necessary guarantee of its accti-.
racy. But as in the case contemplated in s 160 the recollection of the witness is
revived, the fact that the witness was not the writer of the document may induce the
court in a proper case to doubt the guarantee. As the recollection of the witness is not
revived, it cannot be called "refreshing memory". That is why -s 160 says that a
witness may "testify to facts" and not "refresh his memory" as in s 159. The distinc-
tion was pointed out in Lord Talbot t Cusack, 17 Ir CL 213 where HAYES. J, said:
" I To refresh the memory of the witness'], that is a very inaccurate expression:
because in nine cases out of ten the witness's memory is not at all refreshed: he looks
at it again and again, and he recollects nothing of the transaction; but, seeing that it is
in his own handwriting, he gives credit to the truth and accuracy of his habits, and.
though his memory is a perfect blank, he nevertheless undertakes to swear to the
accuracy of his notes" [Cited Wig s 7351.

When a written record brings to the mind of a witness neither any recollection 01

the facts mentioned in it nor any recollection of the writing itself, but which never-
theless enables him to swear to a particular fact from the conviction of his mind on
seeing the writing which he knows to he genuine, time witness may he allowed to
refresh his memory by looking at the record [AivIuI Solon c I?, 49 C 573: 26 CWN
680:69 IC 145].

S 160 is silent as to whether a copy to such writing as is mentioned in s 159, para
3, call used in those cases where the witness has qho specific recollection of the
facts themselves. It seems that in words 'any such document" in s l(() refer to the
words "any writing" in s 159 and copy of such document is perhaps excluded. It will
he seen that the "permission of the court" in para 3 of s 159 is not to be found in
s 160. Under the English rule "ii the witness has no independent recollection of the
facts narrated therein, the original must be used" [Thy s 14091. Cunningham, Wood-
m-otic and Markhy are of opinion that a copy call have been intended to be
included. S 159 on the other hand deals with a case in which the witness really
refreshes his memory. He is surf not only that the facts were correctly recorded but
of the facts themselves, and is prepared to swear that they existed, and this explains
why in s 159 reference to a copy is allowed, but not in s 160 IMarkby, p 1221. Norton
however says that s 159 read with s 160 would admit the copy [Nort, p 339].

Sanie:—Ss 159 and 160 contemplate two kinds of cases. But there is a third case.
Although a writing revives neither a recollection oh the facts, nor of a former con-
viction of its accuracy, it satisfies the witness that the memorandum would not have
been made unless the facts it reports had usually occurred [L)uI)uy t'. Truman, 2 Y &
C Ch 341]. This is an extreme case, for it allows a witness to dcpuse to facts of which
he even now has no recollection [R t: St Martin's Leicestor, 2 A & E 210; (Powell.
9th Ed, p 170)]. This appears to he analogous to the case in s 160. There, although an
attesting witness has no independent recollection of facts, he says that he is sure that
the party executed it; and here he says that he is satisfied that he would not have
attested, unless it had been properly executed.

Markby has explained the section by an illustration : A, a grocer, sties ii for the
price of goods sold sometime prcvmuusly, in small quantities, on a great many diffc-
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rent occasions—in fact', on an ordinary running account. The shopman is called, who

says that though he knows B to be a customer he has no recollection of the particular
transactions, but they are all contained in a book which he holds in his hand. The
book, as we know, is not admissible evidence, but if the conditions as to writing and
so forth of the entries in the hook as stated in s 159 be satisfied (ic made
cc.ntemoraneouslY with the fact which it records), then under s 160 the witness may
lnok at the book, and if he is prepared to stale upon oath that the entries are correct,
be. may read them out of the book. The section says he may "testify to the facts'
mentioned in the book. But having no independent recollection of them it is obvious
that he cannot "testify" to them in any other way. What then is really the evidence
before the court: Practically I think it is the entries in the shop-hook. Not, of course,
any shop-book, but a shop-hook the correctness of which is specially confirmed, not
by any independent evidence, but only by the opinion of the shop-man. And, as a
matter of fact, in such a case as this the shop-hook itself is frequently handled in.
Moreover, in strictness, in such a case as I have put, the witness does no: rcalh'
refresh his memory. He substitutes for his memory the shop-hook 	 iicli contains the

entries lMarkhy, pp 111-121.

"If He Is Sure".—Thc degree of conviction cannot he treated as equivalent to any
on which the witness may choose to sa y that he is sure, whether or not i l. is too
fantastic or illegal to commend itself to reasonable men. The expression means that
the witness must satisfy the court with reference to ordinary probabilities, of his right
to he sure that the record is correct Ye3uvaclivan i. Subba Naicker, 52 IC 704;

Abdulla n R, 14 L 2901. It is not necessary for a witness to state spcciticall that he
has no specific recollection of the facts and that he is sure that the facts were
correctly recorded. It is enough if it appears from his c' idence that these conditions
arc established [Ka,iti n Pursliouamdus. A 1969 SC 551; Pariah L. I?. A 1926 L 319.

Krishnappa v. R. A 1931 M 430: D/iarma '.'. S. A 1906 Raj 741.

A person who has no specific recollection of tile statements made and recorded in
a dying declaration may testify to the facts mentioned in the document if he is sure
that the facts were correctly recorded by him. It is not necessary for the Witness to
read out his statement and for the court to record what the witness read out. The
witness may be said to testify to the facts mentioned in the document if he produces
the document and swears that all that is written therein was actually stated by the
deceased. If the document is thus put on record it does not become in the strict sense
substantive evidence, but it forms part of the testimony of tile person who recorded it.
A 'dying deposition" conies on the record under s l(() and not as a written statement
made by the deceased under s32(/) INga Mva v. R, A 1936 R 42: 160 IC 59'.

The usual phrase requires the witness to affirm that "lie knew it to he tree at the
time". The witness's readiness to affirm this may rest oil of two reasons (1) He

may distinctly recollect his state of mind at the time of making or first seeing the
record and may thus now remember that he then passed judgments upon ari knew

the record's correctness. Such verification is satisfactory: (2) or. he may now actually
recollect nothing of the occasion of making the record and of his then state 	 mind;

nevertheless he may know, from his general practice in making such records, or from
other indication oil paper,—chcck-ntark, or merelythe genuineness of his
handwritino.—that he ,nu.c( have passed judgment upon and known the correc!'IeSS of

the record. This certainty is of a lower quality, though still satisfactory c'r most
practical purposes Wig S 747].

Difference Between Ss 159 and 160.—Under s 159 the witness refreshes his
memory by looking at the document and g:'.cs his evidence in the ordinary ay. The
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document is not in itself evidence nor is it tendered. But under S 160 his memory is
not refreshed and although he has no specific recollection, he guarantees that the -,
paper contains a true record of facts. Here the document itself is tendered and it is
evidence I  ante, s 159 under "Principle and Scope", Dharma v. S. A 1966 Raj 74].
In either case the fact that the declaration was not read over to the dcponeni and
admitted to he correct does not affect the admissibility of the recordthough where
such a procedure has brcn adopted, it would certainly enhance the value of the
statement [Krts/inappa v R, 54 M 678]. Section 160 permits a witness to testify the
facts mentioned in the document referred to in section 159, although he has no
recollection of facts themselves if he is sure that facts were correctly recorded in the
document and horoscope in this case [Sat'irri Bai t: Sitararn, A 1986 Madh Pra 218,
220: 1986 MPU 25j.

Under s 159 it is not necessary that the witness must he sure, that what was
reduced to writing by him is a correct record. It is enough if, on reading it, the true
facts are recalled to his memory. But if he does not actually recollect himself what
thc appellant said, it the words are not recalled to his memory, then the notes of a
speech ma y be admitted under s 160, if he is sure the facts were correctly recorded in
the notes. II the words of the speaker have not been correctly recorded, hut only the
writer's impressions of those words then the notes will he inadmissible under s 160
her SANKARAN NAIR J, in Re Mylapore Krix t,ncssa,ni 32 M 384, 395: 5 MLT 393: 9
Cri U 456]. Where the witness does not give a resume of a speech said to have been
delivered, nor does he state that he is unable to state what was said or that the notes
taken hv hini contain a correct record but admits that the notes contain impression of
the speech delivered, the notes of the speech do not become primary evidence of the
speech[Mohan o iThanwari, A 1964 MP 137],

l)octlnicnts Which May Be Used For Refreshing Memory Under Ss 159 and
160.—Where the plaints in suits upon bonds having been destroyed by lire while
under court's custody through no fault of the plaintiff, Ilie suits were re-instituted and
the duplicate copies of the plaints were prepared from a register kept by the
pla i ntiff's ,irnnor:a in which the names of the execulants, the quantity of rice lent to
them, its price, the instalments in which the price was to he paid and the names of the
attesting witnesses to the bonds were entered in tabular form—held that though the
register was not secondary evidence of the contents of the bonds, yet it was a
document which might he referred to by a winless for the purpose of refreshing his
memory tinder s 159 and if so, he might be able, by the aid of the register, to give
evidence both as to execution and the contents of the bond upon which the court
could act and pass a decree in favour of the plaintiff I Thraknath v. irma: Nasya, 5 C
353]. In a suit for damage for negligence in supervising a building, an engineer's
report is admissible to prove quantity for damages, provided that the engineer makes
the contents of the report a part of his deposition by using it to refresh his memory
INaendw u: N. 43 Cli 479: 97 IC 200]. Full shorthand transcripts made by those
who heard the speeches cart be used to refresh their memory (Ziiouthliti i
nwliw,, A 1975 SC 1788; Ktintj Pd v. Puru,sIio(f(mi(J(jv A 1969 SC $51], and cannot
lie inadmissible met ely because the adverse party cannot decipher [La.v:uinasayan o
Rc'nunrng Office r. A 1974 SC 661.

Police Diaries Etc.—If police diaries of a case are used by the police-officer who
iui:idc titerit, to refresh his memory, or if the court uses them for the purpose of
contradicting such police officer, the provisions of s 161 or s 145 Evidence Act, as
the case 11 1a), he. shall apply (s 172 Cr P Code). The special diary may be used by the
police officer who made it and by no witness othici than such officer for the purpose
of refreshing iiieiiiory hi? i: Manijit, 19 A 390, 405 FIt: ante s 45: ''Police diaries",
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(Approved in Dal Singh v. R, 44 IA 137: A 1917 PC 25: 44 C 876: 21 CWN 818);

see also Dadan Gazi it R, 33 C 1023; R v. Jadab Dos, 4 C\VN 1291. Defence is
entitled to inspection of only portion of the diary which is referred to by the police

officer [Lachmi v R, 2 P 741.

It is very doubtful whether a police officer can refresh his memory as to statements

recordttd by him under s 161 Cr P Code unless the writing is already ill court and had
been pol to the witness who is alleged to have made the statement [Dadan Ga:: t: 1?,

33 C 1023: 10 CWN 8901 . There is no authority for saying that a police officer can
be compelled to refresh his memory from any document made by him, unless the
document is either in the possession of the party who desires to put it to the 'A lmcss,

or is at least such as he can insist of having produced (R v. Kahchutti, 8 C 154. 156:

10 CLR 51; Raghuni t R, 9 C 455: Ii CLR 569; sec In re Jhubboo Ahthton. 8 C 739,

745: 12 CLR 233j.
\Vhcrc a witness testifies to facts of which a written nicmor:tndiiifl was :TLILIC by

hint at a time " hen the details were fresh in his mind, it is always a sour jle to

require hint Lu litok al the paper, although he mi g ht assert that he does not s int his

memory in he rd reshed. Sometimes police 
O ffice, ,, dccli ne to make usc O f 1:--. J

with the sole object of preventing a disclosure of facts damaging to the ptc .csuti0Ii
Such cases ritusi he looked upon with suspicion Statements which s. 'u ld be
recorded under s 162 Cr P Code and should not find place in the police kept

under s 172, are sometime s entered in the police di;iry with the ohlcct Of go. :n th"Ill

the seal of absolute privilege (see Dalan Gnzi i. !', 33 C 1023 pu."!1. It .s police
officer suffers from a lapse of memory which coil be remedied b y iclerri to time

diary made by him and the court asked him to look at the writing, lie is be r.J to do

so [Iauiaa v. R. 1942 Lah 470: A 1942 L 891. The author was told by a SL '-Deputy

Magistrate of a case in which a police officer, who had previous to 111C tot by
heart some portions of his diary expressed his unss ilhinguess IL) look at it .hotmgli

pressed by the defence, saying that lie remembered perfectly everything in :c diary.

The sessions judge in the exercise of his discretion directed the witness to c. insult his
diary which was produced with the result that serious discrepancies. &c src found

in it and the accused several in number were all acquitted.
A sessions judge is not bound to compel a witness to look at the so-caied diary

in order to refresh his memory; and it is wholly within the discretion sicthcr he

should do or not [In re Jliubboo Ma/ito,i,8 C 739, 745: 12 CLR 2331. A general

order by a sessions judge, that in every case committed to his court "lice
diaries shall be submitted simultaneously with magistrate's record, is however

illegal [R i' Mannu, 19 A 390 FBI. If there is a lapse of memory and tie court
invites the witness to refresh his memory with reference to the writtr (police
diary), the witness is under an obligation to do so, i t being his duty lay the

whole truth [Ilarkhu it R. 19 AU 76; Fauiava o R, A 1942 1. 49 .'upra When a
police officer does not remember what the witness stated at the investm2 :ion and
refuses to refresh from the diaries, the court should compel him to look i ..' diaries
IMohitnlutin v. R. A 1924 P 8291.

	

A statement reduced to writing b y a police officer during an itivcstigaL' 	 may he

	

used by him to refresh his memory under s 159 IR u Si;arao: thal,	 13 057,

Rahiuii v. R. 9 C 455. 458; sec also R u' Uuwri (7iand. 11 131 ICR 120: F.. 1.iniaii

zIcut. II B 659; R it Kali Churn, 8 C 54: ljhikau Khan v. R. 16 610; Md .. c. R, 16

C 61 2n; R u Stewart. 31 C 1050; g 	 S,miriuJt/u. S r 2: 11 Rc.idmng .. .: of the

	

police statement to the witness before lie enters the tss dues not 	
'omit 10

contravention of the prohibition in s 162(/) Cr P Code though tIme 	
.idiiig
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over of the statement may affect the probative value of the evidence of the witness
[Nathus S,A 1978G49FB].

Statements of witness taken down by a police officer under s 161 Cr P Code are
not privileged, and s 172 of the Code is not intended to include such Statements, and
a police officer cannot by entering statements in his diary protect them from such use
as the law allows tinder ss 145 and 159 of the Evidence Act [SheruSha t' R, 20 C
6421. The practice was strongly condemned in a later case where MITRA and
1-IOLM WOOD J]. observed: "By a curious and rather perverted ingenuity it became the
practice of the police officers in the mofussil to incorporate oral statements made to
them (t0 he taken down under s 162 Cr P ('ode) by witnesses in the special diary
under s 172 in the belief that by so doing those statements coul1 be kep't from the
knowledge of the accused....................We think that an executive order giving effect
to the law would have a salutary effect". Such statements even though entered in the
diary are admissible tinder s 162 Cr P Code for time purpose stated therein [Dadwm
Gcm:i v. R, 33 C 10231.

—ReporLc of Medical Men.—] Sec s 159 (Ink': "Posi-nwrien: Notes &cJ"
-- ctc, oil Brief.—lf a ham rister is called to prove that a witness had

materially varied in his accounts since the last trial, though he has no independent
recollection of what took place on the former occasion, he may icier to the notes on
his hod to refresh his memory (R v. Guinea, 1841 Jr Cir R 107].

l';nect of Refreshing memory by Referring to a Privileged l)ocurncnt,—Vherc
a wilocss during cross-examination is asked to refresh his memory by referring to a
privileged docu merit, lie may be told that the eOflseqtiCncC of his referring to the
(loetiiflelit, would he to allow the other side to have a 1(1(1k at the document ]Nen,ai

howl 1 ,. Wallace, It) CAI N 107: 4 Cli 2681 See s 161.

S. 161. Right of adverse party as to writing used to refresh memory.
—Any writing referred to under the provisions of the two last preceding
sections must he produced and shown to the adverse party if he requires it;
such party may, if he pleases, cross-examine the witness thereupon.

Principle and Scope
Time Vticn lnspcci iou

May hu' Claimed

Right 01 I IlspL:La on und
( 'mss 1:xamin;izimi

SYNOPSIS
Pmigc
2306	 Whether Papers Given to

witness For Puposcs

2108	 tither Thun Rcfredumnu
Memory May lie lruspccrcd

2305	 l'uulici' Diaries

Page

2308

2309

COMMEN'I'A It 
Principle and Scope.—This section deals with the adverse Party's right as to

pro(iu('t on, inspection and cross-examination,   when a doctiuicnt is used to refresh a
witness's memory. "Any writing rcicri-ed to" in ss 159, 169 evidentl y means
documents used for the 1 )11 1 pose oi refreshing iocmm iry mm/ole under ea an: motion''
(see s 159) in court. Documents by which memory iivay have been refreshed before
trial and not brought into court, do not appear U) COOIC within the strict wording of
the sect i on. It is suggested that the rule should also apply to such documents, for the
risk of imposition and the need Of silcguar1 is just as great IWig s 7631. This section
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says that the writings which are used under ss 159, 160 for the purpose of refreshing
the memory of a witness must be produced for inspection and shown to the adverse
party if he requires it. The rule applies to both an original or its copy. The adverse
party has also the right to cross-examine the witness thereon. The words used in the
section are "any writing". It is not clear as to whether the right of inspection and
cross-examination is limited to the particular partsreferred to by the witness or it
extends to the document generally. In an English case it has been held that the
advcsc party has a right to inspect those parts only which refer to the subject-matter
of the case and to cross-examine thereon [Burgess v. Bennett, 20 WR 720] and
GUERNSY B. in Gregory c Taverner, 6 C & P 280, 281 said 'The memorandum itself
is not evidence, and particular entries are only used by the witness to refresh his
memory. The defendant's counsel may cross-examine on the entries alread y referred
to and the jury may also see those entries if they wish to do so''. In Betts 1: B. 33 TLR
200 (cited in l'hip I lilt Ed p 635) however, Low .1, allowed a general inspection.

In Re i/to/thu Ma/iron, 8 C 739, 745: 12 CLR 233 FitLD J, ohscrs ed: —"The
opposite part y may look at the writing to see what kind of writing it is. in order to
check the use of improper documents: but t doubt whether he is entitled, except for
this particular put pose. to question the 'vitness .t" to other and independent lOaner'
contained in the same series of writings '' . As the section refers to ''ally rriring' and
does not appear to impose any restriction, it is conceived that the adverse part y may
inspect and cross-examine oil document generally. But the court in the exercise of
its discretion may and should restrict the inspection and cross-examination to matters
relevant to the issue or to so much as is necessary br understanding the facts testified
to (see s 39 P 455). An inspection of the document generally, may solTsciimCS be
necessary to ascertain its trite character. It is it check against the use of improper
document. Moreover, when a document is once put into the hands of the opponent, it
is hardly possible to devise it method by which vision may he rcstrictet to particular
parts. Cross-examination may however be confined to those portions A hich are
referred to for the purpose of refreshing memory. In the case of police diaries, which
are privileged documents, it has been held that the accused is entitled to see that
portion only which has been referred to for refreshing the memory and no more [R
Mannu, 19 A 890 FB (ante s 145: "Police diaries")]. When a police officer gave a
date and certain names from his diary, it does not entitle the defence to an inspection
of anything more than that portion of the diary [Lc/i,ni v. R, 2 P 74: 68 IC 6231.

If a witness is cross-examined on those portions only which are referred to by him
in refreshing his memory, it does not make them evidence on the cross-ciamiricr's
side: but if he is cross-examined on other independent parts, it becomes his evidence
[Gregor' s: Tarcrncr, attic: Stephen t: Foster, 6 C & p 289 ] . The same view was
taken in Re J/iubboo Malawi, 8 C 739: 12 CLR 233 viz that the cross-examining
counsel is not entitled to examine the s ilness about other mth'pender.: matters
mentioned in the memorandum unless of course he is prepared to put it in and make
it his own evidence [per FIELD J]. If the cross-examining counsel puts a:raper into
the witness's hand, and puts question oil and anything comes of those auestions.
his opponent has a right to see the paper, and re-examine on it: but if crc cross-
examination founded oil 	 paper entirely fails and nothing comes of it. opposite
counsel cannot demand to see the paper [B c Dunconibe. 8 C & P 3691.

In all cases, where documents are used for the purpose of refreshing the memory
of it witness, it is usual and reasonable,—and if the witness has no inpcndent
recollection of the fact, it is necessary—that they should be produced a: LIC trial
[Beach t'. Jones. 5 CB 6961 and that the opposite counsel should have all
oh inspecting iheiti in order that ()it 	 or re-cxinunation, he may have	 benefit	 *
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of the witness's refreshing his memory by every part Neither is' the adverse party
bound to put in the document as part of his evidence, merely because he has looked
at it, or examined the witness respecting such entries as have been previously referred
to [R v Roinsden, 2 C & P 604], but if he goes further than this and asks questions as
to other parts of the memorandum, it seems that he thereby makes in his own
evidence [Gregory i'. Taverner sup; Tay s 1413].

Notes of speeches cannot be inadmissible merely because they were in shorthand
which the adverse party cannot decipher fLaxininarayan Returning Officer, A 1974
SC 66].

lRef Thy s 1413: Phil) 8th Ed ply 463-64; Hats 3rd Vol I5para 799; Powell 9th Ed
i) f7/j

Time When Inspection May Be Claimed.—The opposite party has a right to
Izz)k at any particular writing, before or at the moment when the witness uses it to
refresh his memory in order to answer a particular question, but if he neglects to
exercise his rights, he cannot continue to retain the right throughout the whole of the
subsequent examination of the Witness. Any such claim will not he entertained at a
later stage liii re i/mb/mo Ma/mto,i. sup).

Right of Inspection and Cross-Examination.—The grounds upon which the
opposite party is permitted to inspect a writing used to refresh the memory of a
witness are (1) to secure the lull benefit of the witness's recollection as to (lie facts,
(2) to check the use of improper documents, and (3) to compare his oral testimony
With his written statement In re Jim/thou Ma/iwo, sup]. "It is always usual and very
icasonable, when a witness speaks from memoranda, that the counsel should have an
opportunity of looking at those memoranda, when he is cross-examining the witness"
per EYRI: CIJ liz I/wily's Trial, 24 I low ST 824; Republic of India z: G P Rajan, A
1967 On 15]. Where two police officers denied collaboration in the preparation of
their notes, and that denial was challenged by the dencc, the jury should have been
allowed to inspect the police officer's notebooks [I? c Bass, 1953, I All ER 1064].

The inspection is necessary as a protection against the imposition, and cross-
examination Further enables the opponent to discover circumstances indicating that
the document is not genuine. In 7Thbeis r. Srcrberv, 66 Barb 201 (Am) MULLIN J,
said: "II the witness cannot he compelled to produce it, he might use documents
made for him by the party calling him, or the accuracy of which he knows nothing

....The right of a party to protection against the introduction against him of a
false, forged, or manufactured evidence, which is not permitted to inspect, must not
be invaded a hair's breadth". Documents should not be fastened in such a way that
other parts, besides those referred to by the witness, cannot he read [Dens v. Betts
Iirodriek, 1917, 33 TLR 2(X)).

Whether Papers Given to Witness For Purposes Oilier Than Refreshing
Mentor)' May Be Inspected—'I'hzs section gives a right of inspection and cross-
examination, only with regard to documents used by a witness under ss 159 and 160 for
refreshing memory. But if a paper he put into the hand of it witness, merely to prove
handwriting, and not refresh his memory ]Russell z Rider, 6 C & P 4161, or if being
given to the witness for the purpose of refreshing his memory, the questions bonded
L11)011 it utterly fail, the opposite party is not entitled to sec it I 1' z: Dunconthe. 8 C & P
369, ljny/ I: Co/rio, 23 IJ Ch 4691. If he does look at it under these circumstances, he
may he i cquired by his adversary to put it in evidence [Palmer v. Mac-lean, I Sw & Tr
149: Thy s 1 .1131. Where any document is proved and exhiihited by either party, the
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other party is of course at liberty to inspect it But the fact that the document is shown to
a witness and that a question is asked of him about it does not necessitate the putting of
the document in evidence. A document may thus be shown to a witness in cross-
examination and yet the counsel on the other side may not be entitled to inspect it since
it has been proved. The document to which a witness is referred to refresh his memory
is not necessarily put in evidence. But in this case it is specially provided that the oilier
party may claim to sec it [Cinn p3l51.

Police Diaries.—The defence counsel cannot be permitted to cross-examine the
Police Officer regarding the entries in the case diary unless the police officer uses it
to refresh his memory (Gurcharan Singh Stare, 1985 Cn Li NOC 56: ILR (1984) 2
Delhi 627 (DB)]. As to right of inspection of police diaries, see s 160 pp 1369-70.

S. I62. Production of documents.—A witness summoned to produce a
document shall, if it is in his possession or power. bring it to Court,
notwithstanding any objection which there may be to its production or to
its admissibility. The validity of any such objection shall be decided on by
the Court.

The Court, if it sees fi t , may inspect the document, unless it refers to
matters of State, or take other evidence to enable it to determine oil
admissibility.

Translation of documents.—If for such a purpose it is necessary to
cause any document to be translated, the Court may, if it thinks lit, direct
the translator to keep the contents secret, unless the document is to be
given in evidence; and, if the interpreter disobeys such directii,jlc shall
he held to have committed an offence under section 2 [1661 of the lndtanj

Penal Code (45 of 1860).

Principle and Scope
"In His Possession or Power"

Production of Documents
in Obedience to
Summons is Compulsory

SYNOPSIS
Page
2309	 Inspection by Court of Docu-

2311	 mcnts Produced [Documents
as to Matters of State]

"Take Other Evidence"
2311	 Other Cases

Page

2312
2314
2314

COMMENTARY
Principle and Scope.—The section refers to official as well as private doetitlienis

(lit re Man:ubhai, A 1945 B 1221. It says that when a witness is directed by
summons to produce a document which is in his possession or power.he must bring
it to court, notwithstanding any objection that he may have with regard to it
production or admissibility, (eg under ss 123, 124, 130, 131). The document may
belong to another person and the witness may have the actual custody (s 131). still he

1	 In Ceylon paras I. 2. 3. have been numbered ac suh . scCtLOflS (1). (2). (3) rcspccti\ ely.

2	 In Ceylon 12" substituted.
3	 In Pakistan and Burma. "Pakistan" and Burma' substituted respectively. In Cc ) tvi Ili.w

omitted.
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is bound to bring it. A witness summoned merely to produce a' document shall be
deemed to have complied with the summons if he causes it to be produced instead of,
attending personally to produce the same [Or 16 r 6 C P Code: s 91(2) Cr P Code]. It
may be that he is not legally bound to produce it (eg documents of the kind i0 ss 130,
131), or that it would not be admissible, yet he is bound to bring it in court in
obedience to the summons. After this has been done, it rests soIc1y with the court to
hear the objection or the claim as to privilege, and to decide whether it should be
allowed. And for this purpose the court may inspect the document, unless it refers to
matters of State [see post: "inspection by Court of thcutnents produced'] or may take
other evidence to enable it to determine the question of admissibility.

"The preliminary question of admissibility must, in the 1iri instance, be exclu-
sively decided by the judge, however complicated the circumstances may he. and
though it may he necessary to weigh the conflicting testimony of numerous wit-
nesses, in order to arrive at a just conclusion" Thy s 23: see ante s 123: "Principle
and Scope"]. The rule that ajudge may peruse a document [Re , Dcjintrev. 1893, 2 QB
116; Kerry Council n Liverpool Ass, 38 Jr ITR 7] or examine witnesses [Cleave
Jones, 7 Ex 4211 in order to determine the claim of privilege, is in accordance with
the English law. Documents brought by a witness undcr subpoena duces t('cu,?l are
produced to the court only, and he may insist that thcy should not he handed to the
parties. The court may order the documents to be read if they he relevant Ilurc/iard
o MacJarlane, 1891, 2 QB 241, 247, 248 per LoRD [St ti.t MRI. A sealed Packet is a
document and may be ordered to be produced by ;I 	 [R o Dave. 1908, 2 KB
333].

The first clause of s 162 requires that a witness summoned to produce a (locuilleni
must bring it to the court and then raise an objection against either its production or
admissibility. The court is authorised to decide the validity of either or both of the
objections. The objections specified in the section relate to all claims of privileges in
Ch IX of the Act. The second clause of the section In terms refers to the objection as
to the admissibility of the document. This clause should be construed to refer to the
objections both as to the production and the admissihility of documents, otherwise in
the absence of any limitation on its rower, the court would be justified in exercising
its authority under and discharging its obligations imposed by cI (1), by inspecting
the document while holding an enquiry into the validity of the objection under s 123,
and that would be inconsistent with the material provision in ci (2) [S s Sod/ti
Suklidev, A 1961 SC 493: 1961,2 SCR 3711.	 -

The last para of the section says that if in order to determine the validity of the
objection, any translation of the document is necessary, the court will cause it to be
translated and if it is desirable that the Contents of the documents in respect of which
privilege has been claimed should be kept secret, the court may direct the translator
accordingly. Disobedience to the order has been made punishable under s 166 1 P
Code. As to production by any party of documents in his possession or power rela-
ting to any matter in question in a suit, see Or II r 14. As to inspection and disco-
cry, see s 30 and Or II, C P Code, Sec also ante s 130.

The jurisdiction of the court to decide the validity-of the objections covers not only
the objection raised under s 123 but to all other ohiections its well ]Orient Paper
Mills o Union, A 1979 C 1141.

This section is in accordance with the provisions of English law, \Vhen a Witness is
served with a subpoena ducesecurn, he is hound to attend with the documents
demanded thercin, if he has them in his possession, and he must leave the question of
their actual production to the judge, who will decide upon the validity of any excuse



Produaio" of docwntfltS.

	

	
Sec. 162 231

that may be offered for wit rney v. Long, 1808, 9 East 473; Tay
hholding them [A 

s 12401. If a person served with subpoena admits that he has the documents requi-

red, with him, he must produc&Them [Lee v. An gas, LR 2 Eq 59 ] . He may be asked
what documents he has with him, and he is bound to answer the question without
being sworn, and produce the documents- The wiUIcsS produces the docurheflis to the

court and not to the parties. and the court decides whether they are to be used or not.
The witness can of course, take any legal objection to producing the documents

IPowell 9th Ed p 6531.
(Ref Toys 1240; Phip 8th Ed 1) 436; Powell 9th Ed p 653; Ros N P pp l56-5

Hals 3rd Ed Vol 15 paras 771-774].

"In His Possession or Power".---A person cannot of course he compelled to
produce documents which are not in his possession or control. The fact that the legal

er perso n will not authori/,C a witness to
custody of the instrument belongs to anoth
disobey the subpoena, provided the instrument is in his actual possesSiOtl (Amc c

Long, sup]; 
but documents flied in a public office are not so in the possesStofl c ' the

C lerk, as to render it necessary, or ever aliowahc, for boil to hi ing them into e urt
withu' the permission of the head of the office Thor'thilI , 1820. 2 J & \V 37,

Austin n 1vwis, I 4 1 2 M & U 430; Tay s 12 t(' As 10 pOSc5ltIl	 iC1 .0

s 65(a) p 6 6. The summons to produce the doctirilent should specify in 
;s leji

terms as possible the particular documents requ fled. icy Notice to pri i uec
documents s 66. wUi'j

Production of Documents in Obedience to 
Suninions is ConipuIsOrY. Fhe

provision of s 162 is mandatory. A person (whether a p;ii Lv or a stranger on ths' S:.itC

be he a private individual or a public servan: is. when sutomoned to prod :ce
document in his possession or power. bound to bring it to court or send it
some other persons although tic may have any legal ob;cction to its admissibil. :s or
production. The section makes a distinction bct ecu "bring into court" an 'prcuC-
tion" or "admissibility". The person summoned to produce a document may

	 d it' 

to the court in a scaled cover and claim privilege to its d isclosure ii the proper ss ,iy

(wife s 123: "f'rivilege (tow claimet') or after having hunscif brought the docmenit
in court, the witness may then claim privilege or prefer any other objection taai he
may have against the production or admissibility of the documenS and the valie.tY ul
the objection shall be decided by the court. The witness cannot withhold prod cnon
(Ic the actual bringing in of the document in court) by alleging that the docur.eiit 

is

one of State of that it is onlyt producible for any other reason. It is y for the c . -Jrt to

determine whether the document is of the kind in respect of which pri 
ii.gC is

permissible under the law iI3lzn1r'1ici,idri v1i. CznbaSaPPc1 , A I 939 B 237. 41 B :: Lk

39!; Ibrahim v. Seev of S. A 1936 N 25; Gangar'wi v. Ilabil'ulla. 58 A 364; P. Pin

o Menoki, A 1939 M 914; ljjat Ali v. R, 47 CWN 928: 1944, I Cal 410. in re

Môntubhai, A 1945 B 122: 46 Born LIZ 802: Dwbi i. Dorn,l, A 1951 B

Venkatachella o Sannpallnu. 32 NI 62: Pub I'ro v. Dwrneuz. 1957 Al' 456; i•_; i S.
SC

A 1959 A 543: Lôkhurofli o Union, A 1960 P 192: S c Sod/ti Suklitiee, A I

493 sup;	 c OOIC s 123: 'i'riricipic mid 	 Attendance with the d. c :niciit

prcicsummoned to produce is obligatory and presuuablY the ubCcL i, that i ll the c - cOt o1
Mice

the court deciding against the claim of privilege or otjcctiOli 	
rred, it iiia -.

he admitted in evidence.
In a case the district m:igistrate while claim:-1g privilege in respect of the 

n c: rt l

a sub_divisiona l officer as to the cause of a n:an's deaih ap1ieaned itt the 1 lic Court

through COUnsel with the re;:ut nc:d y to pr :ice it.	 nidcrc J I/i' u , i'':	 .ho .\

Biswô.S, 3 C 7421. An engineer summoned ii ::odii	 t,i:r..cnl
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the court saying that "the production is not in the interest&f public service", and the
inspection of the documents was entirely within the couft's discretion [Nagaraja v.
Vythilinga, 1911, 2 MAIN 369]. The protection under s 126 cannot be availed of
against an order to produce the document; it must be produced and then under s 162
it will be for the court after inspection to decide any objection regarding its
production or admissibility [Gongararn v. Habibullah. 58 A 264; Pub'Pro v. 'Menoki,
A 1939 M 9141. So also in the case of a document to which protection is claimed
under s 123 (ante).

It is obligatory on the witness to produce the document when called upon by the
court and then Lit the time of production he may claim privilege [fihal C/i
(.Iranba,vappa, A 1939 B 237; lit Mantubhai, A 1945 B 122; Pi Pros t Darnera,
A 1957 Ail 486]. S 

454 
Income-tax Act only lays a prohibition on the court; it does

not confer any exemption on the Income-tax officer who is subject to every process
of the court [ Varadatoja1u r'. Kati aka A 1939 NI 546: 1949, 1 MIJ 7911. Sum-
mons to Government officers for production of documents should be issued after
careful consideration and once summons is issued production should ordinarily be
insisted on 11 the pay obtaining the summons so desires ILWUWI Rao v. 'vt1roba, 45
IC 3981. See cases noted under ss 123, 124 ante.

It has sometimes been held that the officers of a corporation will not be compelled
by ii .cubpoera duces teco,n to produce in court the book of a corporation, but the
bettcr reasoning slistainis the view that a corporation is under the same obligation to
I urnish testi riuny relevant to the issue as are other persons [Juries s 8021. As to proof
ol proceedings of a municipal body, sec s 78 arid as to proof of entries in a banker's
book, see Banker's Books Evidence Act. post App C.

Inspection B y Court of Documents Produced. I1)ocurnenLs as to Matters of
Statc]..-.--Ir has been seen that it summoned to produce a document must
actually bring it to court notwithstanding any objections which he may have to its
production or any claim of privilege that lie may wish to set up. It has also been seen
that the head of the department concerned in s 123 or the public officer concerned in
s 124 is the judge as to whether a disclosure will or will not he prejudicial to public
interest; but hc is no udgc of the question whether the document relates to any affair
of Slate or whether the communication was made in official confidence. These points
must first he decided by the judge in order to determine the validity of the claim of
privilege (v notes In ss 123 & 124 ante). For this purpose the court has power to
determine whether it certain document sought In be let in evidence related to affairs
of State (ubba Rao v. I3ra/ioiwianda, A 1967 Al' 155; Lak.rinmandas v. S. A 1968 B
4001 and has power to inspect all documents except the documents referred to in
s 123. Thus a court can inspect it in order to determine whether or not a
statcmcnt was made in official confidence within s 124 [in re Survanara yw,a. A
1954 NI 278; Venkatadnelia i 5ampathu, 32 NI (i2; 7Iku i. 5, A 1959 A 5431. As the
court is precluded ironi inspecting documents referring to matters of States and as
there is no other means of verifying at that sta ge whether it document does or does
not refer to matters of Stale, the words "it refers to matters of State'. must mean "is
alleged to refer to matters of Slate" [sec Nazir 1' k, A 1944 1.434[. While calling for
production of privileged documents; general public interest must be considered
pirLlln&1nnt to individual Interest 01'01C. suitor [Swiaremira Kumar Del, Nat/n i: Union
of I,idjii, 1981 Ch LI NOC 144 (Gauh)[. Even without the production of the docu-
mci it lie fore Court, the Court can grant ill lilirLin ty from di sclosu Fe f it is otherwise

4.	 See now s 1.17 I tncoriic lax Ad 43 f 196 1
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proved that it would be 'injurious to the public interest [Sunderesan Thwnpi v V

Ra,nachandrafl, 1987 Cr111 108, 112: 1986 Ker LT 1095.

The position in regard to documents relating to what are called affairs of State
appears to he somewhat obscure and unsatisfactory. While the court cannot inspect
such documents under s 162, it may take "other evidence" as to the character of the

document'[IIjatali v. R, 47 CWN 928; Bhraiya Saheb v. Rwnnath, 1940 Nag 280; In

re Mantubhai, A 1945 B 122; Chowdhury s chongkakari. A 1960 As 210; Sec

ante s' 1231 or as o the particular affair of State that is involved, in order to
determine whether the document is really of thekind to respect of which the
privilege is claimed. For practical purposes such a procedure is tantamount to
admitting secondary evidence of a document which the court is not allowed to see.
This is itc ircumlocutory and unsatisfactory way of deciding a question which
could have been easily and expeditiously determined by a perusal of the document
by the court. It is somewhat anomalous that while the court has power to take
other evidence in order to determine the matter ul the document so that the

validity of the claim of privilege may be decided, it cannot inspect the document

use11 
11 ih general powers uf thc court uudrr Or I 1 r 19(2). C I' Code he

considered as superseded by the special provisiOn in s 162 (nS iiclu iii	 i.

Suklider, A 1961 SC 463; Lakliurani v. Union, A 1960 P 192), it cannot inspect a

document relating to affairs of State.
in a fully discussed case it has been held by the Judicial Committee that the couh 

rt

has always the posvcr to inspect State papers in Order to decide the validity ol te
claim for privilege. Apart from common law principles, reliance was placed on Or 3 1
r 14(2) of the Rules of the Supreme Court, Australia, which is exactly identical with
Or 31 r 19 A (2) of the English RSC corresponding to Or 11 r 19(2). C P Code

(Robinson v. South State of Australia, 1931 AC 709.35 CWNI 1121: A 1 9A1 PC 254:

see also Re Dui,itri: EX/) ho!!. (1893) 2 QIl 116; Kerr), Council v. Liverpool Asscn,

38 11 . L'I' 7; Power v. Freeman, 42 Ir LT 115]. Robinson's case was not approved by

the House of Lords in Duncan s C Laird Co Ltd., (1942) AC 624: 1942, 1 All ER

587 (ante s 123) where it was observed that the judgement in Robinson's Cu.SC was

limited to civil actions. It has, however, now been applied by the House in Conway i'

Rinioier, (1968) 1 All ER 874.
In Calcutta it has been held that as Robinson's case turned on the construction

and meaning of a provision which corresponds exactly to Or 11 r 19(2). C P
Code, it is good law here for the purpose of construing that rule [!jjatuli V. F. 47
CWN 928: A 1943 C 5291—CONTRA: It does not override the special provision
of s 162 tinder which the court cannot inspect a State document 0-C in Council

v. Peer MU, A 1950 Pu 228; La!! u 5cc)' of S. A 1944 L 209: Lakhurani v. Union,

A 1960 I' 1921. The prerogative of Crown in England against discovery of
document does not apply in India and there may be an ordei 101' 

discovery

against the Crown under Or II C P Code ]M41 Melidi v. 0-0 in Couw U. A 194$

S 100 FBI. The Supreme Court held that the provisions ol the Evidence Act
under which privilege is claimed as well as the provisions of s 162 are equally
applicable at the stage of inspection and Or 11 r 19(2) must be read subject to

162 IS % I. So/hi Sukhdev, A 1961 SC 493 Iolld in Durga I'd v. Parueen. A 1975

MP 1961. Public interest which demands that evidence b we	 ithheld is to he
weighed against the public interest in the administration of justice ttìat courts
\ll('iill h:ivc the fullest possible access to all relevant materials. The subsequent
constitution Bench decision in ,.i,,10r1hti,id v. (I,iioi. A 1001 SC' I uSS

ihc power of inspection b y the court ol the dociuncni l	 R,,juJ7(i)t!. .\

SC $65].
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"Take Other Evidence".—Other evidence may be taken in order to determine

whether the document in question relates to affairs of State [Jjjatali v. R; Ijhaiya

Saheb v. Ramnath; In re Manrubhai, sup; CharnarbaghWalla v. Parpia, A 1950 B

230; G-G in Council V. Peer Md, A 1950 Pu 228; S v. Sodhi Sukhdev. sup]. In the Last

mentioned case it has been held that though the power to inspect cannot be exercised
where the objection relates to a document which refers to a matter of Sjate. the court

is empowered to take other collateral evidence to determine the character or the class
of the document. It is perfectly true that in holding an enquiry into validity of the

objection under s 123 the couri cannot permit any evidence about the contents of the
document, which cannot indirectlyhe proved; but that is not to say that other
evidence cannot be produced which may assist the court in determining the validity

of the objection [S t Sodhi Sukhde, sup pp 503-04; sec ante s 123

Other Cases.—If documents are tendered in evidence, the court has discretion in
criminal cases, to explain the purpose for which they are put in and to interpret as
much thereof as appears necessary (I? v Amiruddin, 7 111 .R 36 p 71. See s 273) Cr

P Code(. For the purposes of production of documents, partners of a firill are

representatives of each oilier; and a partner may be compelled to produce documiients
belonging to the firm in a suit in which his co-partners are not parties (Jakarta r:

Casim,1 13 4961. l)ocumcnts executed in favour of wife cannot be rejected on the
ground that they are produced by the husband ( Slit /tandra v. La/no, A 941 P 203

S. 163. Giving, as evidence, of document called for and produced on

notice,—Whe n a patty calls for a document which he has given the otlici
party notice to produce, and such document is produced and inspected by
the party calling for its production, he is bound to give it as evidence if the

party producing it requires him to (10 sot.

COMMENTARY

Principle and Scope.—This section says that if—(i) a party produces a document

upon (lie notice (see s 66 wile) of another party, and (ii) the latter party rn.spCcl.\ the

document. (lien (iii) the party calling is bound to use it as his evidence, if the party
producing the document requires it. It applies to both civil and criminal trial (Got', of

Bengal t Santirain. infra; I? Mak/ian. (1939). 2 Cal 429: A 1940 C 1671. All the three

conditions must be fulfilled. The fulfilment of the first condition only does not rnac the
document evidence of the party calling it [Lilodhar i Holkarrital, A 1959 B 5281. 'ftc
mere calling for a document and its production, by the opposite party. however, does
not bind the party calling, to put it in evidence. The obligation comes upon when lie

,,ispects the document and the party producing requires hum in pm it in evidence. When

these requirements are fulfilled, no further proof is necessary before admission (Got'! of

Ren ,ial I: Sansirwn, 58 C 96: A 1930 C 370: 127 IC 6571. Notice to produce IMIY hc

given privately or through court (Union of Firin Vstmdh. A 1953 A 6891

The document should of course be relevant to the matters in issue. The RIlc ilieie-

tore invol v es these cicnicnts: (1) If a document is produced by one patty on notice

from his oppone iii, it does not or 
111 ;11 reason become evidence. 'the latter ili,LY WUVC

his desire to make it evidcnce. (2) II', however, he inspects the document, the oilier
party can insist on its being ire mited as cvidc nec nid it becomes lie cv ide nec of In itli

1	 111 ('eyton the womtts ''aid	 it k rclev:tiii'', have bee it ,itttlt'&I ,iilet ''to do so''.
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parties- The introduction of this rule has been considered necessary because it would
be manifestly unjust and unfair to permit one to gain an undue advantage by looking
into the documents of his opponent without being obliged to use it as evidence for
both of them. Under the pretext of a desire to use in evidence, a party might call for
documents the contents of which were not known to him and finding that they did
not suit his purpose or went against him, he might wriggle out of the situation by
discarding them- This mainly is the reason for the penal rule.

It may be urged that such a rule is not consistent with a party's right to obtain
discovery and inspection. The rule has therefore been attacked in America on the
ground that (1) a notice to produce document ought to be considered as analogous to
a bill of discovery; (ii) a party in possession of papers material to the case of his
opponent has no moral right to conceal them and inspection would be subjected to
undue hazard if an inspection merely would make the documents evidence in the
case [sec Jones s 226; Wig s 2125]. This section does not refer to documents
produced in obedience Co the order of court under Or 11 r 14 C P Code 1908.

This section follows file rule in English law. In practice a party who has given to
his opponent notice in produce certain documents is allowed to call for them at any
stage of the hearing. The production of papers upon notice does not make them
evidence in the cause unless the party calling for them inspects them, 'so as to
become acquainted with their contents: in which case he is obliged to use them as his
evidence [Calveri v flower, 7 C & P 386; Wharwn '.: Rout/edge, 5 Esp 2351, at least
if the' be in any way material to the issue [Wilson is Boivie. I C & P 10; Sayer V.

Kitchen, I Esq 2 101. The reason for this rule is, that it would give an unconscionable
advantage to a party, to enable him to pry into the affairs of his adversary, without at
the same time subjecting him to the risk of making whatever he inspects evidence for
both parties [Thy s 18171. When A calls upon B to produce a document and B pro-

duces it, this prima flicie avoids the necessity of proving such documenton A's part
where it is relied on by 13 as part of his title [Wharton. s 1561.

[Ref 7v s 1817; Steth Arts 138-39: P/up 8th Ed  469; Jones s 226; Wigs 2125].

Documents Called for and Produced onNoticc.—In Wilson is Bowie, I C & P
8, 10 PARK 1, said: "If the plaintiff's counsel call for a paper and look at it, he must
read it in evidence, if it is at all material to the case; if it does not bear on the case he
need not read it. This paper is of the latter kind and the plaintiff's counsel may go on
without reading the paper or calling the subscribing witness". When documents cal-
led and produced are inspected by the opposite party they are bound to be given as
evidence if the party producing requires it [Union v. Firm Vishudhu, A 1953 A 6891.

The last few words seem to suggest that proof of the document is necessary if not
admitted. It has been held that where a party calls for a document from the other
party and inspects the same under s 163, he takes the risk of making it evidence for
both parties. It rests on the party, who calls for and inspects a paper to adduce evi-
dence as to its genuineness, if that he not admitted IMaltorned is Abdul,u 5 I3otn LR
280: see also Rujeawari is f/al Kis/te,,, 14 IA 142: 9 A 713, 718-191. Ii', however, a
party in pursuance of a notice produces all to which he is a party and
under which he claims a beneficial estate, it is not necessary for the other party to
call any attesting witness, lit such cases the custody of the paper affords high pre-
sumptive evidence that it is held as a muniment of title and is prima fade sufficient
proof of execution [Herring is Rogers. 30 Ga 615 (Am): Jones s 2261 When a
document is called for and inspected, the party producing is entitled to have it exhi
hued, but such exhibiting is alwa ys subject to proof of execution and genuineness.
S 10.1 does not render pivai of the documents exhihied unnecessar y or alter the n r-
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mal incidence of burden of proof. Quaere: Whether s 163 is applicable to accounts
produced under the procedure for discovery or only to accounts produced after the
trial has begun [Rajagopala v. Ramaiwja, 72 IC 549: 1923 MWN 2921.

It seems to have been held in some cases that after inspection no further proof is
required. Statements made in the departmental enquiry by a magistrate which are
called for by the defence and inspected and made use of in cross-examinng the pro-
secution witnesses are receivable under s 163. They call admitted without further
proof [Gov: of Bengal c Swuirarn. 58 C 96: A 1930 C 3701. In a divorce case, since
counsel for the husband had called for and read through the documents in court-,'the
consequence followed that the y all had hceri put in evidence by him, even thoigh he
had himself put iii evidence only some of the [Stroud v. S. (1963) All ER 5391.
Under s 163 an inspection of documents by adversary entitles the party producing
them to tender them as evidence of both parties. Such account hooks need no further
proof and should be admitted in rota and not merel y in parts favourable to the party
calling for it I KLiliriii r: I'urcnr.va. 106 IC 305: A 1938 N 119; sec Rajeswuri c hal

iS/l(IFt, jute; 11w/ri r. .S'Irwitr. A 1941 1. 228,
\bL': Jurinr the exairtinatiun of a prosecution witness dcfcnd:trrt '' counsel after

rnspu.'ctirrII of the police diary put to him certain statements alleged to have been
ritade b y him to the police, the prosecution is entitled to have the entire statement in
the diary admitted except the irrelevant portion. In the special circumstances of the
case this was rhO allowed (R c Makhwi, 1939, 2 Cal 429: A 1940 C 1671. In criminal
mallets mere product ion of a document at the i listanCe of :t party cannot bind that
part), unless it is proved itt :•cLm' with law IS V. !?abulul. A 1965 Raj 9(1].

When during a suit for damages br negligence defendants' lawyer holding a sig-
ned statement previously given by plairitift • s witness to the deicndants asked the
witness in cros-cxt mitt It ion whether he had given that statement and the witness
agreed, by using the statement in this way, the counsel waves the privilege from
product ion arid discovery and the counsel for the plaintiff is entitled to call for it for
being put in evidence [Burnell r'. Br 1 Corpn, (1955) 3 Al! ER 8221.

TIre documents admitted under s 163 must riot he deemed to be conclusive evi-
dence against the inspecting party. They become evidence for all they are worth
(Rainwiltin i: Ramdaval. 23 OC 156: 57 IC 973j.

S. 164. Using, as evidence, of document production of which was ref-
used on notice.- - When it refuses to produce a document which he
has had not ice to produce, he cannot afterwards use the document as
evidence without the consent of the other party or the order of the Court.

!IIimiitiirmi

A sues It on all agreerilent and gives Ii notice to produce It At the trial, A ca lls for the ilociriricot
and It rctrrses to produce it. A gives secondary evidence of its contents. II seeks to produce the
riocurricrit sdi to contradict tire secondary evirk'rrcc given by A. or in order to show ttr.ri lire
rOreciriclIt is not siarirperi. tic caiirmot ito sir.

COMMENTARY

Principle and Scope.--This sect in says that when a party who has been served
it Ii a no t ice to it'oslucc a docu merit declines to produce ii, he will riot afterwards he

allowed to use it as evidence unless the court permits or the oilier party consents 10
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can only be taken into consideration in inquiry or trial. When no oath was
administered to the accused, the statement made by the accused under section 313 Cr
PC will not be evidence, but conviction can be founded on admission of guilt or
confession at the stage of making a statement under S. 313. Thus if statement under
section 313 Cr PC cannot be taken as evidence, there is no question of drawing upon
section 167. [Ranji: Mortdal & Sajal Barul it. State, 1997 Cri Ii 1586, 1591 (Cal)].
When the,court of the first instance admitted, without objection, unstamped receipts
in evidence, but the appellate court rejecting theni reversed the decision—Held that
the decision of the lower court was wrongly reversed oil as the irregularity

was not one affecting the merits of the case lLalji s: Aktwn, 3 BLR 235 : 12 \VR 47.

see also Currie v. Mutu Ramen, 3 BLR 126; 11 WR 520; Afzalunncssa v. lc'j /3w;. 1

A 725; Ibrahim c: Cruickshank, 7 BLR 653 : 16 WR 203; C)wmpcthatv v. Bihi Jthz4,i,

4 C 213; Makbulv. Iftikarnnnessa, 7 NWP 1241. Allowing secondary evidence at the
contents of a lost deed, without taking the stamp dut y and penalty which would ha\ c

been paid, had the deed itself been produced is not a g round for sgcc;a) ipc.tI

[Haran Ch. v. Rnssick, 20 WR 631.
Improper Admission or Rejection of Evidence or Misdirection in Criminal

Cases.--Whcre the prosecution was not very keen J(1 a WiIl1e ieJ '

them and when that person objected to give evidence the prosecution d ro
pp

ed him. it

is not a ease of rejection of evidence jt'arain v. S. A ))5o) SC 4541.

Where there is sufficient evidence to justify a decl\iott arrived at h\ the . . 0

below, independently of the evidence objected to as being iuipioperly icceived. sett
admission would be no ground for ordering a new trial I R i. .1loo'111ya. S  1) I 2). K

Nujwn Au, 6 WR Cr 41; R v. Ramaswami, 6 BHC Ci 47; K	 irv. An.ta (n0i,il.i. 1))

BHC 497; R : Prabhudas, 11 BHC 90, 97; R s Jhubboo. K C 739: 12 CLR 233; R s.

Nand Rain, 9 A 609; Badri R, 92 IC 874 : A 1926, P 20; Hahn Nan Jan v. 13o' oj

Rev. A 1972 A 4061. In an appeal by special leave against conviction formiirdcr 0
other evidence on record is sufficient to sustain conviction after excluding inadmisi-
ble confession Supreme Court will not interfere [tsikaranz v. S. A 1972 SC 20071 If
the court is of opinion that it is difficult to arrive at any conclusion, a retrial should he
ordered (R v. Ram Ch., A 1933, B 1531. In the case of reception at inadniis.iblc
evidence, the court of appeal has to see whether such reception inhlocnccd the mnd
of the jury so seriously as to lead them to a conclusion which might have been
different, it has to see whether the reception has in fact occasioned a failure of Justice
and secondly whether if it is excluded, there is- sufficient evidence to lustily the
verdict [Harendra v. R, 40 Cli 131 A 1925, C 161: Sajjad R, A 1927. C 372:

Nita[ c R. 1939, 1 Cal 337; Surendra v. R, A 1949, C 514; see Mhabli v. R, 87 IC 4 2()

26 Born LR 706; Alapati v. Ailoari, A 1939, M 401. Even if there he sutfieent
evidence on record after eliminating the inadmissible evidence the High Court may
send hack the case to the trial court for decision as it had the advatitage of seeing the
demeanour of witnesses [Sud/tindra s 5, A 1953, C 339 1 . Where improper :idmiss:ao
of evidence has not prejudiced the accused in any way, It is not it ground lor .1 new

trial (Ra,nvad v. R. 95 IC 273 A 1925, P 2111. Failure of counsel tar the icciisc to
object to matters and documents inadmissible in evidence, will not excuse the
admission of those matters or documents, if real injury were clone by ihe prosectitlori
or the court to the accused person [Inayat v. R, 17 L 495 4)) CWN 1 10 1 A 1936.

PC 1991.
Bcfoic the High Court can interfere with the verdict of a iii y on the gi ouitd :;at

the evidence of accused's confession was wrongl) adlilil t e d . it must he

firstly, that the verdict is erroneous; secondly, that the ci neoiisTlca'i was cuu-ed

either by the judge's misdirection to the jury as to that evidence. a; hs it 	 :r-
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standing on their part of the law as to it as laid down by the judge. ,Where material
evidence, which ought not to be admitted, is admitted, and the jury are placed in
possession of it, there is an error of law in the trial under 4s 418 of the Cr P Code
(Act 5 of 1898) and there is a misdirection of law when the judge tells the jury that it
is evidence which they can consider and on which they can, if they think proper,
convict the accused. The fact that, after putting the jury in possession of the inad-
missible evidence, the judge in his charge goes on also to point out ircumstanccs
which would justify the jury in disbelieving the wrongly admitted evidence, does not
make the misdirection less a misdirection. Where evidence which the law says shall
not he admitted is let in with other evidence legally admissible, and where the former
is of a material character, it would he mere speculative refinement to hold s that the
jury must have, in convicting the accused, relied upon the latterand rejected the
former [R v. Waman Shivram, 27 B 626: 5 Born LR 599].

Where a trial court convicts all on the evidence part of which has been
wrongly admitted and the Sessions court excluding the wrongly admitted evidence
upholds the conviction on the remaining evidence and that trial has taken a course
substantially different from that contemplated b y the law by the admission of a large
body of inadmissible evidence, the case is outside the purview of s 167 and should be
sent back for retrial [Lloyd v. R, A 1933 C 136 : 142 IC 274].

Improper advice given by the judge to the jury upon a question of fact or his
Omission to give such advice which he, iii the exercise of his sound discretion, ought
to give the jury upon questions of fact, amounts to such an error in law in summing
up as to justify the High Courts, on appeal or revision, in setting aside a verdict of
guilt. The power of setting aside convictions and ordering new trials for any error or
defect in summing up will be exercised by the High Court only when it is satisfied
that the accused person has been prejudiced by the error or defect, or that a failure of
justice has been occasioned thereby IR v EIa/iee Bukch, BLR Sup Vol 459 FB 5
WR Cr 80]. It is only when a failure of justice is occasioned by a defective or
erroneous summing up to the jury that the High Court can set aside an order for
conviction )R t: Charu Ch, 38 ('Ii 309 (R v. Elahee Buksh, sup foild)].

The test in case of errors, omissions or irregularities or other matters of like nature
in s 537 (now s 465) Cr P Code is not whether the court had acted illegally, but
whether there has been a failure of justice [in re Abdur Ra/iman, 27 C 8391, Rules
and regulations are intended to be the handmaids and not the mistress of the law. In
criminal proceedings it is of the utmost importance that a decision just and
reasonable should not he disturbed because in the course of the proceedings some
flaw can he detected that is not fundamental, and which is not proved to have worked
injustice to the accused )l? v. Erman, 57 C 1228 FB :34 CWN 296,308 per PAGE J].
If inadmissible evidence (confession) is read out to the jury by the public prosecutor,
in spite of the careful efforts of the Sessions judge to remove the impression caused, it
was bound to affect the verdict of the jury and a retrial should he ordered jDanwdar
' 1?, 3 PLT 52 : 65 IC 5731. Where independently of the police diary wrongly relied
UOfl by the court, there was ample evidence to corroborate the prosecution case, the
high Court will refuse to interfere (Ac:hilmt i'. R. 2 PLT 223 :61 IC 230. See also Do!
Singh v R, 44 IA 137 : 44 C 876 : 21 CWN 818). Where inadmissible evidence is
admitted only as corroborative evidence and there is other sufficient evidence to
justify the finding, the judgment is not vitiated (Ka!ida.r v R, A 1948 C If)) A and 13
who were differently charged were tried at two separate trials and evidence was

4.	 Jury trial being abliclicd 418  has been omitted in ('r I' ('ode, 1973.
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recorded separately by one magistrate. The cases were disposed of by one judgment,
and discussing the guilt or innocence in each case the magistrate freely relied on the
evidence in the cross-case. The procedure was irregular and the conviction was
illegal [Sheo Kam v. R, 100 IC 590: A 1928 L 923 (Madar v. R, 8 L 193 : A 1927
PC 26 relied on)].

—Applicability of S 167 to Trials by Jury5—Therc was divergence of opinion
on the question whether in a jury trial where the appeal lies on a matter of law only,
the admission of any inadmissible evidence or any misdirection must be followed by
either an acquittal or a retrial order; or whether the appellate court has power to deal
with the whole case on merits if the remainder of the evidence which is admissible,
justifies such a decision. In a Calcutta case it was held that in a jury trial, the accused
is entitled to their verdict on question of fact, and where a verdict is erroneous on
account of improper admission or rejection of evidence or the judge's misdirection to
the jury, the appellate court has no option but to set aside the verdict and order a
retrial. It is not competent for the appeal court to examine whether the remaining
evidence is sufficient to uphold the decision [ Wafadar y R. 21 C 955 (Makin .Att-
Gent, 1894 AC 57 folld), Wafadar's case was followed in Ali Fakir t R, 25 C 230].
In England jury trial is in existence from time immemorial, but in India it is the
creation of statute. In re Elahee Buk,rh, 5 WR Cr 80 JACKSON J. warned against the
danger of allowing preconceptions derived from English practice to influericc
decision in Indian cases. This ease was not however cited in Wafadar's case

Approving Wafadar's case it was held in a ease that in a trial by jury an appeal lies
on matter of law only, and that in such cases there is another factor to be taken into
account and the High Court ought not to substitute its own verdict off legal
evidence for that of the jury [Rarnes/i v R, 23 CWN 661 :46 C 895 : 29 CU 513; see
also Raharnat v R, 4 CWN 196; Sad/ru Shk R, 4 CWN 576 : II cii 301; Shk
Hazir e R, 14 CWN 493; R v. Ikramuddin, 39, 384; R v Panchu Das, 47 C 671; Biru
Mandal v. R, 25 C 561].

In a Bombay case it was held (dissenting from Wafadar v. R, supra) that
where part of the evidence which has been allowed to go to the jury is found to
he irrelevant and inadmissible, it is open to the High Cour .t in appeal either to
uphold the verdict upon the remaining evidence on the record under s 167 or to
quash the verdict and order a retrial and that the law as settled in England by R
v. Gibson, LR 18 QBD 537 and as stated by the Privy Council in Makin v An-
Gen[ of New South Wales, 1894 AC 57 with reference to the granting of new
trials where evidence has been improperly admitted, does not apply to India [R v.
Ram Ch, 19 II 749. See also Jamiruddi v, R, 6 CWN 553; Taju Pramanik v 1?, 25
C 711 : 2 CWN 369; R v. Pitambar, 2 B 61; R v. Pandarinath, 6 B 34; Gm't of
Bengal v. Santjram, 58 C 96; Ram Ch v. R, A 1933 13 153 : 14$ IC 553; R v.
Mhahli, A 1924 B 480; Hurendra v. R. 40 CU 313; Saroj v. R, 59 1361; Su1ds &
Rem v. Sirnm, 26 C\VN 558; Netai v. R, 1939. 1 Cal 337; I? e Soelimiya, A 1944
B 338; P y. Jhina. A 1939 13 648; R v. Smither, 26 M 1; Matthews v. R, A 1940 L
87 : 187 IC 456; In re Ilarakchand, A 1941 N 324]. In 10 MLJ 147, 171, it has
been held that is not necessary to express an opinion as to which of the two
decisions (19 13 749 or 21 C 955), with reference to the powers of the High
Court as a court of appeal, in cases where the evidence is improperly admitted,
is right, as those decisions do not apply when the court is acting, in cxcrcic of
the powers, conferred upon it by ci 26 of the Letters Patent.

5.	 Jury trial has been abolished in India.
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In a later Calcutta case it was held that in a jury trial, the appellate court has power
in the event of any misdirection or admission of inadmissible evidence to deal with
the whole case on merits if there is other sufficient or admissible evidence in law to
justify such a decision fBenoyendra v. R, 63 C 929 : 40 CWN 432]. Thereafter the
Judicial Committee held that in a jury trial where some evidence is . found to be
inadmissible, it does not necessarily follow that the Conviction shalb be qoashed
[Pakalanara ya,ia v. R, 66 IA 66 : A 1939 PC 47 : 43 CWN 473, 482; see also R i
Sav1i,n6a, A 1944 B 3381. In a fully considered case the Judicial Committee held
that where inadmissible evidence has been admitted in a jury trial, the appellate court
may after excluding such evidence, maintain a conviction, provided that the
admissible evidence remaining is in its opinion sufficient clearly to ;stablish he guilt
of the accused. The High Court is not hound to order retrial. The power of the high
Court to dispose of the case itself without ordering a retrial is not confined to murder
references and appeals under s 449 Cr P Code. It was further held, that in the case of
misdirection or non-direction also, it is not of itself a sufficient ground to justify
interference with the verdict and to order it unless the verdict is erroneous
ov, iilg to misdirection or non-direction or it has in fact occasioned a failure of justice.
The court call maintain the conviction if the evidence clearly establishes the uuilt
I'Abdul Rahim m. lx', A 1946 PC 82 alfirining A 1945 L 105 FB (In re Eluhee l3uksh,
sup; R i: Smithem; sup and Mathews c R, A 1940 I. $7 approved; %Vafadar v. R, and
.4/i Faklr v. R. sup overruled); see also Pulukuri Koitava s R, A 1947 PC 6	 74 IA
(: ,oialt's)i r. 5, A 1952 C 48 I]. The rule in Abdul /?ahini 's case, ante was followed
and affirmed ill I: S, 1953 SCR 809 A 1953 SC 282; Ram Kishan i. S, A
195' SC 104 : 1955 SCR 903. The powers of High Court in appeal against acquittal
is not less extensive thaii in appeal against conviction IS/ieo Sarimj u I?. A 1934 PC
227; [)/iondu v I?, A 1950 PC 01.

The polic of the law was very well-stated in Ma.it, i OPP, 1 93.5 AC 309. 323
(HI.) by SANKEY If:--

'If in any ease the cv ide nec against the prisoner, other than that which is
inadrimissihlc, is very strong and is abundant to justify ,I in convicting, it
may well seem unfortunate that a guilty man should go free because some rule
of evidence has h— infringed by the prosecutor. But it must be remembered

ii whole policy 01 ingi.::	 m-t:'! I mw has been to see that, as
the prisoner, every rule in his favour is observed, and dial 110 rule is broken so as
to prejudice the chance of the jury fairly trying the true issues. The sanction for
the observance of the rules of evidence in criminal cases is that. if they are
hrokcim in any case, the conviction may be quashed."

Discretion to exclude confession admitted earlier.—Where a judge has rulrd a
conlessioti to be adniissihle, lie has a discretion to exclude it if he considers it more
prejudicial than probative [R e Sot Bha,nbra, (1989) 88 Cr App R 56 CA].

Discretion to receive fresh cvidcncc,----Iit considering v'h_tmer to admit fresh
evidence oil the overriding consideration is whether a refusal to do so affront
common sense or justice I R r. lIards', 1988 Crim LIZ 687 CA].

Discretion to order fresh trial.—The accused was convicted of woiitidin' .,
intent to do gi icvous bodily harm. The prosecution witness w 1' •. mcntiried the
accused as being present at the scene of the ' '''':: .tJ. coLnown to both P°' -
LiOn and (iciclice. a number 01 serious convictions recorded against him. On learning
this ilic ;iccu.sed applied br leave to appeal - It was Ficld, allowing the application and
directing a new 11 i,11, that where the fact that a serious conviction is recorded against
11	 ss itncss w:is onh Jiceoveted after the trial, the Commit 

of 
Criminal .411-
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peal, where it is satisfied that the conviction was material to the credibility of the
witness, has power to direct a retrial [The People (DPP) v. Kelly, (1987) LR 596
CCA].

Suspicion No Ground of Decislon.—(See ante s 3 "Legal proof and suspicion"].

High Court's Power Under the Letters Patent.—Provisions of this section
apply to,cascs heard by the High Court when exercising its powers under ci 26 of the

Letters Patent [R v. McGuire, 4 CWN 433 FB. See also R v Pitanthar, 2 B 61; R v.
Ilurribole, 1 C 207 : 25 WR Cr 36; R v. Navroji, 9 BHC558; R v. Narayan, 32B lii
FR : 9 Born LR 789; Subramaniya v. R, 25 M 61: 28 IA 257 and R p. O'Hara, 17 C
462, where it has been held that apart from s 167, the High Court has power in a case
under ci 26 of the Letters Patent to review the whole case on the merits, and affirm
and quash the conviction; see also Rwnanuja v. R, 58 M 523 FB].

Under cls 25 and 26, the High Court is not competent to order a retrial but should
finall y decide the matter on review. The Full Bench is competent to investigate
independently of the evidence erroneously admitted, whether there was sufficient
evidcnce to justify the verdict of the jury IR v. Panchu, 47 C 671 : 24 CWN 501 : 31
CIJ 402 : 58 IC 2921. Where the trial judge has allowed certain inadmissible
evidence and no objection is taken to it either at the time when evidence is.given or
when such evidence is referred to by the judge in his summing up to the Jury, there is
no decision' on a point of law regarding the admissibility of such evidence within ci
26 and as such grant of certificate by Advocate General is incompetent [Ra,nanuja v.

58 M 523 : A 1935 M 486 FB]. According to the accepted interpretation of ci 26
of the Letters Patent, the court may consider the question of alteration of sentence
passed by the trial court only when the point of law reserved by the trial court under
cI 25 or certified by the Advocate-General under cI 26 has been decided in favour of
the accused IR v. l3arendru, 28 CWN 1701. In cases that may come uQ under the
Letters Patent, it is most desirable, especially in an important case, that counsel for
prosecution should take a note of the summing up [per SANDERSON CJ, in R v. Peary,
23 CWN 4261.

For leave to appeal under cI 41, Letters Patent in cases tried at original side
sessions, the principles are the same as are laid down in Re Dillet and other cases
cited below [R Pluckneti, 43 CWN 133].

Under s 7 of the Cr P Code (Am) Act 26 of 1943 cls 25, 26 and 41 of Letters
Patent for Calcutta, Bombay and Madras have ceased to have any effect. The corres-
ponding clauses of the Letters Patent for the other High Courts have also ceased to
have any effect.

Appeal to the Supreme Court in Criminal Cases.—During the pre-indepen-
dence period there was no absolute right of appeal to the Privy Council in criminal
eases as it was not a court of criminal appeal. It had, however, the prerogative to
entertain a criminal appeal by granting special leave on certain well-defined grounds,
viz grave injustice or violation of the principles of natural justice. Art I 34(1)(a) and

(b) of the Constn, s 379 of Cr P Code, 1973 and Supreme Court (Enlargement of
Criminal Appellate) Jurisdiction Act, 1970 now empowers the Supreme Court to
entertain an appeal in a criminal proceeding of a High Court in certain cases. Art
134(I)(c) also empowers the High Court to certify any criminal case as fit for appeal.
In uihier eases Art 136 empowers the Supreme Court to grant special leave to appeal
from any judgment, decree, determination, sentence or order in any cause or matter
pasid or made by any court or tribunal. In exercising the discretion to allow special
leave. the Supreme Court will generally he guided by the same hounds of limitation
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and principles formulated in various decisions of the Judicial Committee in the
matter of such leave [see Priram Singh v. S. A 1950 SC 169. 171 : 1950 SCR 453].
Some of these decisions are noted below:

The Privy Council is not a court of criminal appeal and there are constitutional
limitations of its functions in criminal cases. There is no absolute right of appeal to it,
but there exists in the Crown a prerogative to interfere in proper ca'.cs upon the
certificate of the High Court. The existence of this prerogative was assumed in the
first criminal case [In re Joykissen Mookerjee, 1862.9 MIA 168 : I WR 13 (PC) 3]
that went to the Board from India or any part of His Majesty's dominion. The
principles on which the Judicial Committee will act in such cases will be foupd in Re
Dillett, 1887, 12 App Cas 459; see also & porte Carew, 1897 App Cas 719. The
practice with regard to appeals in criminal matters as laid down in Re Joykissen (sup)
and Falkland Isles Co v. R, 1683, 1 Moo PC (NS) 299, has not been altered or lihera-
used by the decisions in Dille: (supra) and later eases [Arnold o R, 41 C 1023 41
1A 149]. In Wurram t'. R, and RustomR, 48 B 515 : 28 CWN xxiii, it was pointed
out that it should be well understood all over India that there was not a chance of the
Judicial Committee's turning itself into a mere court of criminal appeal.

The power of the Sovereign to entertain criminal appeals is only exercised when
there has been such a gross denial of the principles of natural justice or disregard of the
forms of legal process; or otherwise substantial and grave injustice has been done as has
been defined in numerous cases [Inoyat v. R, 17 I. 488 : 40 CWN 1101 : A 1936 PC
199; Muruga Goundan v R, 26 CWN 57: A 1922 PC 162(a): 69 IC 631; Clifford t: R,
40 IA 241 : 18 CWN 374:40 C 568; Ba! Mukund t R, A 1915 PC 29:42 C 739:42
IA 133; Lanier s: R, 18 CWN 98 : 1914 AC 211; Ibrahim v. R, 18 CWN 705; AinoId v.
R. 18 CWN 785 : 41 IA 149 : A 1914 PC 116; Abdul Rai,,nan t: R. 54 IA 96 : A 1927
PC 44: 31 CWN 271; Shaft fumed s R. 30 CVN 557: A 1925 PC 306; Begu t. R. 30
CWN 581 : A 1925 PC 130; Arrygalle i R, 1936 AC 338 : 162 IC 450 : A 1936 PC
169; Dennis Romain : Art-Gen!, 162 IC 470 : A 1936 PC 16{)1 The limits of the
jurisdiction exercised in criminal appeals and the principles governing such appeals
were restated at some length and the principles laid down in Dillerc ca.se, sup and
Mohindar t. R. post were reaffirmed in AN Nawaz v. R. 1942 Lab 36 : A 1941 PC 132
68 IA 126, where the practice was condemned and a note of warning was sounded
against those counsel who "are misusing their professional position" by grant of certi-
ficates "in utter disregard of their solemn and serious responsibilities."

Leave will be granted to scrutinise whether there has been a miscarriage of funda-
mental principles of justice within the meaning of the rule in Dilieti's case, sup
[Bugga v. 1?, 53 IC 703 PC : A 1919 PC 108 : 1919 MWN 748]. Leave was granted
in Abdul Ra/unan s R, 30 CWN 54n and in re Ba! Gun gadhar 771ak, 22 B 528 it was
refused. In Suhrczmaniya e II, 25 M 61 PC : 28 IA 257 : 3 Born LR 540 : 5 CWN
866, leave to appeal was granted and conviction set aside holding that a disobedience
to an express provision of the law cannot be regarded as a mere irregularity, and
therefore, not curable under s 537 (now s 465) Cr P Code. In a later Privy Council
case it has however been held that mere failure to comply with the mandatory pro-
visions of a section unaccompanied by a failure of justice is not enough to vitiate
the proceedings which may be cured by s 537 (now s 465) Cr P Code IAhdul
Ra/iman R, 31 CWN 271 : A 1927 PC 44; see Sarkar's Cr P Code 4th Ed nOLcS
under.,, 465.

In Vaithiriarha u. R. 40 IA 193 : 36 M 501 : 17 CWN 1110,the Privy Council sct
aside the conviction of a person for abetment of murder which was based mainly on
inadmissible evidence and when that was excluded there did not exist sulficient
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evidence for a conviction. In Kishan v. R, 48 CLJ 397 : A 1928 PC 254: 55 IA 390,
it was held that the conversion by the High Court of the finding of acquittal on the
charge of murder into one of conviction in a revision application was acting without
jurisdiction and the case came within Dillet's case. Conviction for murder was set
aside where the trial was so conducted as to exhibit a neglect of the fundamental
rules of practice [Mahadeo v. R, A 1936 PC 242: 40 CWN 1164: 163 IC 681].

Very important principles regarding interference in criminal cases have been laid
down in a later case where the Judicial Committee set aside a sentence of death for
murder holding'that the mistaken use of hearsay evidence, misdirection to jury, and
conviction on insufficient evidence bring a case into the category of the mischiefs
laid down in Ibrahim v. R. 1914 AC 599. 614 : 18 CWN 705 A 1914 PC 155 and
other cases. The importance of the case lies in the fact that it has been held that (even
in a jury trial) apart from misdirections, where there are no grounds in the evidence
taken as a whole upon which any tribunal could properly as a matter of legitimate
inference, arrive at a conclusion that the appellant was guilty, a conviction on such
evidence involves "a violation of the principles of natural justice" or the deprivation
of "the uhstance of a fair trial and the protection of the law" ESeneviratne R, 41
CWN 65 : A 1936 PC 289]. Misdirection, either in leaving a case to the jury where
there is no evidence or founded on an incorrect construction of a section of the Penal
Code, even if established, is insufficient for leave; it must be conclusively shown that
there are very special and exceptional circumstances (Ex porte. Mac C)ea, 2() IA 90
15  3r0].

Leave may be granted where with reference to a section of the Cr P Code which is
of vital importance to accused persons there has been a difference of opinion in the
High Courts in India (Nazir v R, 38 Born LR 698 : A 1936 PC 2531. An error in
procedure might be of SO grave a character as to warrant the interference of the
Sovereign. But improper admission of evidence (police diary) v,iiich was not
essential to a result which might have been come to wholly independently of it, is no
ground for interference by the Privy Council [Do! Singh v. R, 44 C 876 : 44 IA 137
A 1917 PC 25]. An improper admission of evidence depending upon the particular
view taken of a section of an Indian Act, does not of itself amount to substantial and
grave injustice entitling a person to special leave to appeal in a criminal case [Umra

R, 52 IA 121 : A 1925 PC 52 : 6 L 45; see however Nazir v R, sup]. Non-
observance of the requirements of s 369 (now s 362) Cr P Code does not necessarily
lead to any miscarriage of justice [Begu v. R, 52 IA 191 : A 1925 PC 130 : 30 C\VN
581 : 6 L 226]. Grounds for invoking interference, such as the meaning and effect of
a Section of the Evidence Act, are merely points for a court of criminal appeal and
not for the Privy Council [Mohindar v R, 59 IA 233 : A 1932 PC 234 : 13 L 4791.
Once it appears that the principles of the law of sedition have been rightly understood
by the local tribunal, the question whether those principles have been properly
applied is so much in the nature of a question of fact and depends so largely on local
conditions that it is difficult for the Board to interfere oil ground. Where during
the pendency of an appeal, a free pardon is granted to the appellant, this of itself is a
sufficient reason for declining to entertain the appeal (Kcili,zath v R, 48 IA 96 : A
1921PC29;2L34:25CWN701:59IC641].

As to the principles governing leave to appeal to the Privy Council in contempt
cases, see Banerji v. K L Stone Co, 43 CWN 197 : A 1938 PC 295.

Judge's Knowledge of Character of Witnes.s.—A judge cannot import into a
case his own knowledge of particular facts (F/ar I'd v. Sheo Do yal, 26 WR 55 PC : 3
IA 259; sec ante s 57: "Personal knowledge of Judge and judicial notice of notorious
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facts"]. But the knowledge of a judge about the general character and position of the
parties and their witnesses is different. A censure was passed on the Zillah judge for
having spoken of two attesting witnesses from his personal knowledge as profess-
ional witnesses of no character and entitled to no credit whatsoever. The Judicial
Committee while not concurring at all with the censure observed: "It is of great
importance that the judge should know the character of the parties, and it is of great
advantage to the decision of the case, that it is heard by a judge acquainted with the
character of the parties, produced as witness, who is capable therefore, of an opinion
upon the credit due to them." [Bamundas it Tarinec, 7 MIA 169, 203 : 15 C 6841. In
another case the Privy Council observed that the subordinate judge was rieht in
relying on the evidence of the sub-registrar and the Muktear with whose character be
seemed to have been acquainted [IJuksli Khan it IIas.rcjnt, 15 IA W, 91 : IS C 684
Where a judge declined to believe ill 	 bona fides of plaintiff's suit on the ground
that many suits launched by him in his court was found to he false, he was justified in
alluding to his experience of plaintiff's litigation ill 	 court (San H/a i3au v Mi
K/wrote, 45 IC 734 9 I.13R 1601.

Magistrate's personal ntiprCssuins drawn from iricicv;int tli:ittcrs should not bud
pIicc to judicial order. \Vhen exercisuig judicial ii!'tCtIo'lc, b ' no's' divc' hints,' II
executive powers I /.?ts/tara t'an it /i' , 61 IC 195 :3 Pit LI 2391. A person eunuch
simultaneously perlorrti the functions of a prosecutor and those at a judge in criminal
ease. A magistrate ceases to be an executive officer ssien he is sittiig in court to try a
ci uniri;il case I Taj Md r R. A 192$ I. 125 1 . j\5 to personal knowledge cut judge, see
(i/ill' ss 57 and I 21.

Admission of evidence after close of plttsccufiiut casc.—lt has been laid doss ii
by OW English Court of Appeal that the judge's discictiotu to adiutit Itniher evidence
alter the Close of the puosecuticin case Is not confined to cases where the evidence is
ri rebuttal ni matters arising in improviso or merel y Icurntal, although apart from such

cases it should be exercised rarely. (.)it the court allowed the evidence of test
identification parade as further evidence I R it I'rwuci.c, (1990) 1 WI.R 1264 CA
( 199 1 ) I All ER 2251. The facts were that the accused was tried for robbery. A
wit ness attended an uden t i beation h alide but (lid not identily any one. As soon as the
paradede was over, the witness told the police tha t at lie i cci gn isc d the culprit and thatat lie
stood in position 20 in the parade. At the trial the witness testified to these facts and
explained that, at the parade, lie ref rut ned from painting out the accused bccau sit lie
was afraid. The evidence was admilled. For comments Sec All ER Annual Review
1991. 1) 171.

Ruling out evidence admitted carlicr.---A ju(tg(' retains control with himself
throughout the trial over the evidence to he admitted or rejected. The fact that he lots
already idniuitcd a written statement as constituting a voluntary adunistimitut does uiut
p'cclude hint reconsidering tlttut rulin g at a later stage of the trial if further evidence
emerges which is relevant to the voluntary cli:iractcr of the siatenient and ruling in
the light of that evidence 111111 the si:iieutc'nt seas not admissible. However, the
occ:msuuns ott Mitch a judge should allow e.uuinsel to stihirtit that a pteviocis ruling out
the admissibilit y uI evidence should he reconsidered are likely to be rtuitt and judges
should comitmncte itt disciur;ipe counsel Iroin m;ukirig such submissions where they are
Icuided out tenuous csmdencs' [5 V ltuiu,,i, (l9t)) 2 All FR 293 ('AL

//i,' Sf 7 ILl) I i/,E. —( I?,iact,,ut',iti /iupu . th'd(. Ri'/"a/tc/ ic i/ic /?epealin e Act, FFAH
I a/ 193$>, s. 2 (1/0/ Se/i.


